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disbanded, as well as the Lay Observer, and an
enormous amount of money will be saved which
can be spent on more worthwhile government
commitments.
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And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The SPEAKER (Bon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 10.05 a.m. and read the prayer.

FILMING OF PROCEEDINGS
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the house that I
have given permission to the Directorate of School
Education for the filming of proceedings from the
public gallery as part of a video it is producing on
Parliament. As a consequence, I expect all members
to be on their best behaviour.

By Mr Tanner (9 signatures)

Sexual discrimination
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the

state of Victoria sheweth:
1.

The government of Victoria has been provided with a
large body of United. States research concerning
the risks of homosexual behaviour for public
health and child safety.

2.

lbat research indicates that homosexual behaviour
generates disproportionately high levels of serious
diseases, creates a significant risk of transmission
of serious diseases, such as hepatitis A and B, &om
homosexuals to the general community, and poses

PETITIONS
The Oerk - I have received the following
petitions for presentation to Parliament

Legal profession: accountability

~risksmocru~oom~masf~~~

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

child care, and medical care.
3.

lbat research also indicates that homosexuals are
about 18 times more likely to involve minors m
their sexual practices than heterosexuals are, and.
that homosexual teachers commit almost half of all
molestation of school children in the United States.

4.

When the behaviour of a small section of the
community (less than 2 per cent) poses a
significant and disproportionately high risk to
public health and child safety, that section should
not receive privileged legal status and protection
for its behaviour under Victorian law.

The humble petition of Law Watch (Australia) Inc.
sheweth:
1.

2.

lbat the law requiring solicitors to produce the audit
of their trust account by 31 July each year is strictly
enforced, without extension of time, by automatic
revocation of the offending solicitor's practising
certificate and substantial fine to be imposed.
Parliament to be advised of the revocation on
1 August each year and published in the daily
press. lbat auditors be appointed by the
government at solicitor's cost to replace auditors
appointed individually by each solicitor so that
there is no conflict of interest and parliamentary
inquiry be set up to review 4000 complaints made
against solicitors and an independent review
board, non-legal, be appointed in place of the Law
Institute professional misconduct section which is
. selective in their diligence.
Furthermore that those practising in the legal system

Your petiooners therefore pray that the honourable
members of the Legislative Assembly will not permit

the Equal Opportunity Act to be amended so as to
grant homosexuals privileged legal status and
protection under that act.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray .

By Mr Tanner (72 signatures)

be required to be accountable for their services as

the rest of the population.
3.

4.

When the Law Institute investigates complaints they
should do so diligently, speedily and fairly
without bias in favour of their members.
As the Solicitors' Board never implement any of their
findings, we humbly suggest that they be

Port of Geelong
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES COMMITrEE
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We the undersigned call on the minister and the
government of Victoria to withdraw from their plans to
sell off the port of Geelong and the breaking up of the
functions of the Port of Geelong Authority.
We call on the minister and the government to retain
the port of Geelong and its assets as a public owned.
and controlled entity.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mrs Hendel'SOn (2098 signatures)
Laid on table.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES
COMMITIEE
Performance audit of Auditor-General
Mr WEIDEMAN (Frankston) presented report of
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee for
appointment of auditor to conduct performance
audit of Auditor-General, together with
appendices.

Financial audit of Audit Office
Mr WEIDEMAN (Franks ton) presented report of
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee for
appointment of auditor to conduct financial audit
of Audit Office, together with appendices.
Laid on table.

Ordered to be printed.
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TRANSPORT (TOW TRUCK REFORM)
BILL
Returned from Council with message relating to
amendments.
Ordered to be considered later this day.

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
PROSECUTIONS
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
desire to move that the house do now adjourn for
the purpose of discussing a definite matter of urgent
public importance, namely, the government's
contempt for the democratic process and the
doctrine of the separation of powers as evidenced by
the refusal of the Attomey~eral on Tuesday,
11 April, during questions without notice, to
investigate the statements made by Crown Counsel,
Mr Greg Craven, at a meeting on 6 October 1993 and
given that the statements made by Mr Craven, if
true, constitute a serious attack on the independence
of the Director of Public Prosecutions thereby
necessitating the Attorney-General to stand aside
pending a full independent board of inquiry.

Required number of members rose indicating
approval of motion being put.
The SPEAKER - Order! Before calling the
Leader of the Opposition, I draw the attention of the
house to the rules governing such a debate. The 17th
edition of May states:
1be debate on such a motion _. is confined strictly to
the matter with regard to which leave to move the
adjournment of the house was obtained.

Secondly, standing order 26(c) states:

JOINT SITIING OF PARLIAMENT

In speaking to such a motion debate shall be strictly
confined to the subject matter stated .-

La Trobe University

Victoria University of Technology
University of Ballarat
Message received from Council acquainting
Assembly that they have agreed to joint sitting to
elect members to the counc:ils of the La Trobe
University, the Victoria University of Technology
and the University of Ballaral

I remind honourable members of those two rules
and of my intention to adhere strictly to them.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
move:
1hat the house do now adjourn.

I should say at the outset that the opposition is
comfortable with your ruling, Mr Speaker, about
this debate because the motion is about as broad a

DIRECI'OR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS
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motion as could possibly be debated in this
Parliament.
Firstly, the motion highlights to the house the
government's contempt for the democratic process;
a contempt which is widespread and manifest; a
contempt which represents itself across almost every
area of government activity.
Secondly, the motion deals with the
Attomey-General's attacks on the independence of
the judiciary and the separation of powers.
Thirdly, the motion deals with matters raised in this
house yesterday when the Attorney-General
basically washed her hands of involvement in or of
an investigation into a matter which would go to the
heart of democracy and justice in our community.
Fourthly, this motion goes to the question of
whether the Attorney-General, having been
involved in a conspiracy to get rid of the Director of
Public Prosecutions (DPP) from this state, should
stand aside pending a full and independent board of
inquiry as advocated today by a number of
newspaper journalists.
There can be no broader issue for this house to
discuss or determine than the democratic process
and the separation of powers. The contempt of the
Attorney-General for the democratic process and the
question o f - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the government
benches to come to order.
Mr BRUMBY - There is no more fundamental
tenet in our parliamentary democracy than the
doctrine of the separation of powers. That doctrine,
which has been with us for centuries, guarantees a
separation between the Parliament which makes the
laws, the executive which administers the laws, and
the judiciary which makes judgments about the laws
and determines disputes. When one crosses the line
between the Parliament, the executive and the
judiciary, corruption occurs.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY - Look at them over there! If you
want to see all of the evidence around Australia,
look firstly at what happened in Queensland. Look
at what the former Premier of Queensland,
Joh Bjelke-Petersen, on whom the Premier of
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Victoria models himself, did. He crossed the
boundaries and perverted the course of justice - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The debate cannot
continue in this fashion. I ask the government
benches to come to order. The Leader of the
Opposition would assist the Chair greatly if he
addressed his remarks through the Chair.
Mr BRUMBY - Victoria today is on the verge of
becoming another Bje1ke-Petersen regime. As will be
proven in this debate, this government, this Premier
and this Attorney-General have deliberately and
maliciously tampered with the separation of powers
in Victoria. No more serious charge can be made.
That charge will be proven in this debate and will be
shown conclusively to be accurate and true.
The Attorney-General has deh"berately and
maliciously embarked upon a process of
undermining the independence of the Office of the
Director of Public Prosecutions. Fundamental
questions have arisen about this government's
activities concerning the democratic processes and
the separation of powers in Victoria.

AIe there any limits to this government's powers?
Are there limits to what this government will do to
protect itself and its mates from scrutiny and,
indeed, from prosecution? Is this government fit to
govern? The voters of Victoria will make that
judgment in a matter of months. Can this
government, this rabble, be trusted with anything?
This government lied and cheated its way into
power.

Hanourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY - What about the 200 broken
promises? You are lying and cheating to stay in
power. You stand for lies, lies, lies; for deception,
deception, deception; for cover-up, cover-up,
cover-up! This government lied and cheated its way
into power. Since being elected the government has
broken more than 200 promises to Victorians; it has
misled them on a whole range of issues. It has
undermined freedom of information laws and has
launched an unprecedented attack on democracy in
Victoria - an attack which I set out recently in a
detailed document entitled Might Versus Right. It
chronicled the appalling attack of this government
on the basic rights and freedoms which we
have--

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I remind the
honourable member for Doncaster that he is out of
his seat and is causing the Chair a great deal of
irritation. If he inteIjects again, I will deal with him.
Mr BRUMBY - We have seen in this
government a pattern of deception and dishonesty; a
pattern of looking after its mates in government I
shall go through a list of attacks on the democratic
processes in Victoria. 1bis government sacked the
equal opportunity commissioner and it sacked local
cOWlcils. This government attacked the
independence of the judiciary and it attacked the
rights of student organisations to express different
political views on university campuses. This
government threatened the Equal Opportunity
Board following its decision to reopen Northland
Secondary College and it hounded the DPP from
office.
This government restricted access to the AAT and

has failed to appoint a new Ombudsman and a new
Public Advocate. This government has removed the
legal rights of appeal and it has watered down
freedom of information legislation. It has removed
planning rights in Victoria and has installed
non-e1ected commissioners. It has delayed local
government elections and has politicised the public
service. It has abused Parliament and has turned the
upper house into a rubber stamp.
This government has undermined the parliamentary
committee system. It has forced legislation through
Parliament with its use of the guillotine and has
allowed little or no debate in this place. It has
silenced public servants and teachers with teaching
service order 140. It has dismantled state
employment awards. It has attempted to force the
resignation of a magistrate. It has coerced - -

The SPEAKER -Order! I now judge that the
Leader of the Opposition is straying from the terms
of the motion. I ask him to come back to the terms of
motion.
Mr BRUMBY - Mr Speaker, with respect, the
first sentence of the motion I have moved today
states, in part, The government's contempt for the
democratic process'. All the matters I am referring to
show the government's pattern of behaviour and its
contempt for the democratic process. I submit to
you, Sir, that it is in order to talk about those
matters. Let's go to the matters raised--
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The SPEAKER - Order! Can I clarify that? In
deciding on the status of the motion, the words of
the motion that persuaded me to allow it to run
were as follows: 'the refusal of the Attorney-General
on Tuesday, 11 April in questions without notice, to
investigate the statements made by Crown Counsel'.
I understand the preamble of the motion, but the
nub of the motion is in those words. I ask the Leader
of the Opposition to confine himself, having been
given a certain amount of latitude, to the terms of
the motion.
Mr BRUMBY - As I have said, the government
has a clear pattern of behaviour, a pattern that
manifested itself yesterday in question time. What
we already know about this scandal, this conspiracy,
involving the Director of Public Prosecutions - and
we will know more - warrants the standing aside
of the Attorney-General, pending a full investigation
by a board of inquiry. The Attorney-Genera1's
refusal yesterday to investigate serious allegations
about the real motives for the original Public
Prosecutions Bill is a gross breach of her ministerial
responsibility. On this matter, she is damned by her
own political adviser and current Crown Counsel,
Mr Greg Crav~ who in an article dated 25 October
1991 in Piers Akerman's Herald Sun says:
On the narrowest understanding of the doctrine of
ministerial responsibility, ministers are at least
responsible for acts of their departments which could
have been prevented by due diligence on the part of the
minister, as well as for personal actions of their own.

That was the view put by Mr Greg Craven as a
columnist for the Herald Sun, Mr Greg Craven who
is now the Crown Counsel to the Attorney-General.
Even based on the most limited interpretation of his
view of ministerial responsibility, this minister, the
Attorney-General, has breached those standards by
her answers in question time yesterday and must
stand aside, pending a full investigation by an
independent board of inquiry.
We know from the actions of the Attorney-General
yesterday that she has breached those standards,
and we already know that the answers given
yesterday in debate on this matter have raised
serious questions about the conduct of a number of
other people. I refer particularly to Mr Greg Craven,
the Crown Counsel; Mr Nick Papas, now the Chief
Magistrate; the Premier; the Deputy Premier; the
former Liberal Party president, Mr John Elliott; and
a range of others.

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS
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Let us look at the facts relating to the government's
attacks on the separation of powers in this state, this
vital doctrine that guarantees democracy in our
state. We need to go back some time to look at those
facts.

Mr Perton - On a point of order, the motion
relates to the Director of Public Prosecutions. The
prosecution function is a function of the state. It has
nothing to do with the separation of powers, and I
ask you, Mr Speaker, to rule that the comments of
the Leader of the Opposition are irrelevant to the
debate.

Independence of the judiciary, which is the issue
relating to separation of powers, has nothing to do
with the way in which the state undertakes its
prosecution power. The legislation under which the
Director of Public Prosecutions is established
protects the Attorney-General in any government
and the state from making the embarrassing
decisions that need to be made in a prosecution
matter. That is why the original DPP legislation was
introduced in England and elsewhere.
I put it to you, Mr Speaker, that in addressing
himself to the separation of powers the Leader of the
Opposition is totally irrelevant to debate on the

motion and shows a lack of understanding of the
prosecutorial function of the state.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair is satisfied
that the Leader of the Opposition is debating within
the terms of the motion before the house. There is no
point of order.
Mr BRUMBY - These are matters of great
seriousness and they deserve detailed debate, and
that is the intent of the motion before the house
today. I will look at the facts relating to the
government's attacks on the separation of powers.

Fact 1: on 2 August 1993 the Premier of the state
made certain comments on the Rtzy Martin Show
about the charging of a person over three Frankston
murders.
Fact 2: on 3 August the Director of Public
Prosecutions sought a videotape of the remarks of
the Premier to ascertain whether the Premier's
comments were in contempt
Fact 3: on 5 August a letter to the Attorney-General
from lawyers representing police officers charged
over the shootings of two men, dated 27 July and
suggesting that the DPP may have committed a
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contempt, appeared in the Herald Sun. It would
appear that this letter was leaked by the
Attomey-Genera!'s office to diffuse the publicity
over the Premier two days earlier.
Fact 4: on 26 August 1993 the DPP decided not to
issue proceedings against the Premier over
comments made on the RJry Martin Show.
Fact 5: on 16 September 1993 the Attorney-General
finally ruled out charging the Director of Public
Prosecutions with contempt of court
Fact 6: on 27 September 1993 Mr John Elliott's
solicitor, a Mr Graeme Aarons, arranged for delivery
by hand of a letter to the Attorney-General in which
he argued for the deferral of any criminal charges
against his client pending an urgent review of the
DPP's role in the Elliott investigation.
Fact 7: on 28 September 1993 the Deputy Premier,
Mr McNamara, received a letter from John Elliott's
solicitor, Mr Graeme Aarons, urging him to hold an
inquiry to detemrine whether Mr Bongiorno should
continue to hold his office.
Fact 8: on 29 September 1993 the Deputy Premier
criticised the DPP for seeking more time to prepare
cases against 10 remaining police and former officers
charged with murder. The President of the Law
Institute of Victoria said that the Deputy Premier's
comments were 'unusual and unhelpful in instilling
public confidence in the legal system'.
Fact 9: on 6 October 1993 a meeting took place
between Mr Greg Craven, the Crown Counsel; Chris
Michell, ministerial adviser; Simon Nish; and Ann
Collins, legal officer. At this meeting Greg Craven
advised those present that there had to be a
restructuring of the Office of the Director of Public
Prosecutions. He advised people at the meeting that
the supposition that needed to be made in relation to
Mr Bernard Bongiorno was that he was a
megalomaniac. People were also advised that
Mr Bongiomo had no responsibility for budgetary
restraint - Mr McArlhur interjected.

Mr BRUMBY - Why don't you ask the
Attorney-General that? She has a copy of the
document What a stupid interjection.

The SPEAKER - Order! Interjections are
disorderly. I ask the Leader of the Opposition to
ignore interjections.

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS
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Mr BRUMBY - People were also advised that
Mr Bongiorno had no responsibility for budgetary
restraint, that he was publicity hungry, that he gave
an interview to the media after attempting to
directly present a number of police on murder
charges, that such presentment was a problem and
that he had considered issuing contempt
proceedings against the Premier. Those at the
meeting were advised that this was a problem, that a
decision had been made that these problems had to
be resolved and resolved this session, and that
Warren McCann and Jan Wade were in agreement

Fact 16: on 5 November 1993 the rolled-up
submission was forwarded to the Cabinet Office for
consideration by cabinet, but the Premier advised
that although it was important legislation the
political climate was such that it should be delayed
for a period. We all have some knowledge of some
of the reasons and what he meant by 'political
climate'.

Fact 10: on 11 October 1993 a meeting took place
attended by the working party comprising Chris
Michell, 5imon Nish, Ann Collins and Greg Craven,
at which Mr Nicholas Papas, then a Prosecutor for
the Queen, attended. At that meeting further
instructions were provided to the legal officers in
respect of the documentation they were preparing.
They were told that the documentation was to be
ready by 19 October so that the proposed legislation,
the Public Prosecutions Bill, could be introduced
into Parliament in the spring session.

Fact 18: on 24 November 1993 Mr Nicholas Papas, a
junior Prosecutor for the Queen, is appointed by the
Attorney-General as the Chief Magistrate for
Victoria.

Fact 11: on 12 October 1993 and 18 October
1993 further meetings took place between the
working party and Mr Papas.
Fact 12: on 19 October 1993 the Attorney-General
signed an approval-in-principle cabinet
submission - a cabinet submission relating to the
proposed legislation and comprising the submission
itself and drafting instructions for the bill - seeking
approval by cabinet for the bill to be included in the
list of legislation to go to the spring sessional period
of Parliament
Fact 13: on 19 October 1993 the Attorney-General
advised the house that she informed the
Government Solicitor not to provide legal
representation for the Office of the Director of Public
Prosecutions in a case brought against it by John
Elliott.
Fact 14: on 19 October 1993 the Deputy Premier
advised the house that he had been contacted by
Elliott's solicitors and that he passed same on to
police for comment
Fact 15: on 3 November 1993 the Attorney-General
signed a bill at cabinet, a rolled-up submission,
which included a cabinet submission and a cabinet
print of the bill, drafting instructions, the
second-reading speech and the submission.

Fact 17: on 22 November 1993 the Premier contacted
Greg Craven and advised him to get the bill up
immediately for consideration by cabinet.

Fact 19: on 25 November 1993 the opposition asked
the Attorney-General whether officers of her
department or any other members of her staff had
done any work on proposals to restructure the
Office of the DPP so as to remove Mr Bongiorno
from his position. The Attorney-General replied, as
recorded at page 24 of Daily Hansard of 25
November 1993:
There is no proposal to remove the Director of Public
Prosecutions from office ... there are a number of
unresolved issues relating to the Office of the DPP,
including the role of Prosecutors for the Queen, which
are of concern to me and the director. As a result of
these concerns we were considering possible legislation
in this sessional period of Parliament. That matter was
put to cabinet and it was decided that it was not as
urgent as other proposed. legislation that the
government wished to put to Parliament in this
sessional period. Further consideration and discussion
will be held with the DPP prior to the next session of
Parliament ... Although I anticipate that proposed.
legislation will be introduced in the next session to
meet those concerns ... there is no question, other than
apparently from the opposition, of removing the
Director of Public Prosecutions from office.

Fact 20: On 26 November 1993 the opposition
referred to the answer given by the
Attorney-General the previous day and asked the
Attorney-General in relation to the draft legislation
whether such draft legislation would reduce the
power of the Director of Public Prosecutions,
particularly in relation to contempt proceedings, and
whether she could inform the house of the details of
her draft legislation. In response the
Attorney-General said:
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Yesterday I said that the Director of Public Prosecutions
had advised me that he believed the legislation under
which he operates and also the criminal trials
legislation required amending. I also said that he had
written to me about those matters and, although I am
not sure whether I have the correspondence with me, I
advise the honourable member that the DPP is seeing
me at 3.15 p.m. today to discuss those matters. I also
said that the possibility of legislation this session had
been considered by cabinet and that it was decided not
to go ahead with legislation in this sessional period.
The matters are still under consideration.

Fact 21: on 2 December 1993 the opposition
requested access under the Freedom of Information
Act to all documents since 2 October 1992 relating to
any restructure or proposed restructure of the office
or the operations of the Director of Public
Prosecutions.
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and on the people of Victoria by the
Attorney-General.
The first deception by the Attorney-General
occurred on 15 November 1993 when the
Attorney-General wrote to the Director of Public
Prosecutions referring to a number of matters
relating to legislative reform. She stated that time
was too tight to move amendments during the
spring sessional period but nonetheless said that she
and the Director of Public Prosecutions should
discuss the issue in the near future with a view to
introducing legislation in the next sessional period.
The Attorney-General deliberately misled the DPP
in the letter of 15 November because it was not until
the following week that the bill again went to
cabinet, despite her telling the DPP that the
legislative program was too tight
The second deception by the Attorney-General

Fact 22: on 6 December 1993 the federal member for
McEwen, Mr Peter Oeeland, raised the prospect of a
direct connection between the Victorian Otief
Magistrate, Nick Papas, being involved in the
drafting of the proposed Public Prosecutions Bill
and his elevation to the position of Chief Magistrate,
and the fact that John Elliott had asked the Victorian
government to get rid of the DPP and the
subsequent drafting of the Public Prosecutions Bill.
Fact 23: on or about 7 December 1993 the Sunday Age
obtained a copy of the draft Public Prosecutions Bill
and alerted the Director of Public Prosecutions. The
director immediately contacted the
Attorney-General and was advised that there was
nothing to worry about In fact the Attorney-General
advised the DPP that the bill was merely a
discussion draft and had no status whatsoever and
had never been before cabinet
Fact 24: prior to the Sunday Age running an exclusive
story in relation to the bill the Attorney-General's
office leaked a copy of the bill to the Herald Sun,
which ran a story on the bill on 11 December 1993.
Fact 25: on 11 December 1993 the Herald Sun ran an
exclusive story relating to the Public Prosecutions
Bill.
The facts are abundantly clear and are on the public
record. There is a pattern of deception, and I want
now to explain why an independent board of
inquiry must be established to examine these
matters. There are 10 reasons for this independent
board of inquiry to be established. There are 10 clear
examples of deception perpetrated on Parliament

occurred on 25 November 1993 when she advised
Parliament that there was no proposal to remove the
Director of Public Prosecutions from office and that,
merely as a result of concerns that she and the DPP
both had, the government was considering possible
legislation in the spring sessional period of
Parliament, but cabinet had decided the matter was
not urgent and had deferred the legislation. The
Attorney-General was deliberately misleading
Parliament on 25 November 1993.
The third deception was when the Attorney-General
advised Parliament on 26 November 1993 that she
was meeting with the Director of Public
Prosecutions that day to discuss matters that were of
concern to him. At the meeting with the DPP the
Attorney-General deliberately misled him by not
advising him of the existence of the working party
and the bill, which totally restructured his office.
The fourth deception occurred on 7 December 1993
when Mr Bongiorno became aware of the existence
of the Public Prosecutions Bill and telephoned Mrs
Wade, who assured him the bill was merely a
discussion draft and had no status whatsoever and
had never been to cabinet lbat was a clear
deception. The Attorney-General clearly misled the
Director of Public Prosecutions. She was aware the
bill had been presented to cabinet and, in fact, had
been presented on two occasions.
The fifth deception was on 10 December 1993 when
Ms Susan Crennan, the Chairperson of the Victorian
Bar Council at the time, wrote to the
Attorney-General referring to a meeting held with
the Attorney-General the previous Friday. At the
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meeting the Attorney-General assured Ms Crennan
and the vice-chairman of the council that she had no
plans to remove Mr Bongiomo from office. She also
assured them that there were no plans to restructure
his office without consultation with him.
The sixth deception occurred on 11 December 1993,
after the bill was dehberately leaked. to the Herald
Sun by the Attorney-General and she gave a press
conference. At the press conference she stated that
the bill did not result from any concern about
Mr Bongiomo. She further stated that she had
complete confidence in Mr Bongiomo. That was
despite the fact that for many weeks she had been
working, with the working party, to draft the bill
that was an attack on the Director of Public
Prosecutions.
The seventh deception is that on 22 March 1994 the
Attorney-General advised Parliament that there had
never been any intention on the part of the
government to get rid of the DPP. On that day the
Attorney-General deliberately mislead Parliament
because she was fully aware that there was a
deliberate intent to get rid of Mr Bongiomo.
The eighth deception was that on 24 May 1994 the

Attorney-General advised Parliament that
Mr Papas's role was to provide legal advice on aspects
of the bill about which he is an expert as a Prosecutor
for the Queen ... He never spied on Mr Bongiomo...

That is a clear deception and a clear lie.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member has 2 minutes and I suggest that he come
back to the events of 11 April - yesterday - and
perhaps 6 October.

Mr BRUMBY -On 7 December 1994 the
Attorney-General advised Parliament that Mr Nick
Papas had been appointed on merit as the Chief
Magistrate. Oearly that was not the fact of the
matter.
Finally, we have the matters raised in Parliament
yesterday of the minutes of a meeting which had
been kept and which show that the purpose of
legislation put before the cabinet was designed to
get rid of the Director of Public Prosecutions in this
state because he was a megalomaniac and publicity
hungry and because he had tried to sue the Premier.
We have seen a consistent pattern of deception and
deceit. We have seen this Attorney-General mislead
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the media, the Parliament and the people of Victoria.
The fact is that the Director of Public Prosecutions is
a person with the status of a Supreme Court judge
and a member of the judiciary who has to make
decisions relating to a number of sensitive matters.
The former DPP had to consider suing the Premier,
and had to look at matters relating to Mr Elliott and
police shootings, this Attorney-General and Premier
conspired to produce legislation to force him from
office.
The Attorney-General and the Premier have
consistently lied to Victorians and they have
consistently mislead the Parliament They have
conspired to get rid of a judge. This is a plot to get
rid of a judge - the Director of Public
Prosecutions - and a plot to put legislation in place
to force a senior law officer from office. They have
breached. the separation of powers and shown
absolute contempt for the democratic process in this
state. The only honourable course for this
Attorney-General to take is to stand aside pending a
full, independent judicial inquiry so we can get to
the facts and so the people of this state can
understand the corruption that has occurred.
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - Mr Speaker,
before this debate started. you ruled that it was
confined to a very narrow subject matter. In
commencing my response I point out that the choice
of motion was that of the Leader of the Opposition,
and he also confirmed that he was comfortable with
your ruling. It is clear the opposition does not want
to discuss the real issues. TItis is a red-herring
debate and a red-herring issue, and it should be pu~
in that context.

The real issues which should be debated and which
should have been raised by the opposition if they
had any concern about these matters are: were there
any problems with the office of the DPP? Had they
been identified prior to the first bill being drafted?,
Did the first bill deal with those problems? Did the
first bill interfere with the independence of the DPP?
This has nothing to do with the separation of
powers, and this morning the Leader of the
Opposition has been revealed as a person who does
not understand the concept of the separation of
powers. Mr Bjelke-Petersen got into trouble over
that and the Leader of the Opposition has
demonstrated as clearly as Mr Bje1ke-Petersen did
that he does not understand the separation of
powers.
Mr Brumby interjected..
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The SPEAKER -Order! The Leader of the
Opposition enjoyed the protection of the Chair and I
intend to extend the same protection to the
Attorney-General

Mrs WADE - This issue is not about the
separation of powers, it is about the independence of
a statutory office-holder. I recognise and respect
that. It is unfortunate that the Leader of the
Opposition does not understand the issues. The next
question should have been: are the existing
provisions, which were put in place by the second
bill, which became the act, appropriate and do they
in any way interfere with the independence of the
DPP? Oearly the answer is no. Instead of asking
those questions the opposition has chosen to debate
a very narrow issue. It does not intend to cover any
of the issues I have said are the real issues.
The debate this morning is limited to a statement
which is alleged to have been made and which
almost certainly was not made. If it was made it had
absolutely no effect on the bill, yet that is all the
opposition wants to talk about
Mr Brumby - On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I
ask the Attorney-General to share a copy of that
document of the minutes of 6 October.

The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order.
Mrs WADE - Why does the opposition not want
to talk about the main, important issues? The
opposition knows that both bills protected the
tenure and independence of the Director of Public
Prosecutions and that the legislation now in force
has been accepted by all people in the legal
profession and otherwise who tmderstand the
issues, which the Leader of the Opposition has
demonstrated he does not

The Leader of the Opposition spoke about contempt
for democracy. Mr Speaker, do not kid yourself, the
people over there do not represent democracy!
Mr Dollis interjected.

The SPEAKER -Order! The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition will remain silent
Mrs WADE - Neither do the limited number of
people who appeared on the Four Corners program.
If you are speaking about the people who are
pretending to be concerned about this, they are the
25 or so members of the opposition who rose in their
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places this morning and the few people who
appeared on Four Corners. There was the media
judge, Justice Michael Kirby, David Neal, the former
head of policy for Jim Kennan, Brind Woinarski, one
of the former DPP's million dollar lawyers, and a
former DPP from the Acr.

Opposition members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I will not warn the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition again. The
Attorney-General, in silence.
MI5 WADE - Honourable members should be
aware that Four Corners interviewed the president of
the Law Institute of Victoria and the chairman of the
bar council, yet what they had to say was apparently
not of any interest to Four Corners. I am sure it
would not be of any interest to the opposition either
because it would not fit in with their conspiracy
theory.
As I said, this is not about the separation of powers.
The DPP exercises administrative functions and the
real issue is the independence of the DPP. It is clear
the Leader of the Opposition knows nothing about
the separation of powers.

The first and second bills relating to the DPP both
guaranteed the independence of the DPP from
government Both bills would have kept
Mr Bongiorno in office until age 65, which was the
extent of his term of office under the Labor
government's legislation. There was no question of
either interfering with the independence of or trying
to get rid of the DPP. In fact, his office was clearly
protected by both bills. That is the answer to
allegations that the government had any intention to
interfere with the DPP. That is the real issue, not
scuttlebutt about what someone is supposed to have
said at a meeting.
Let us talk about the separation of powers and the
ALP's record on that Obviously, I have only a short
time and I cannot go into it in detail. Let us talk
about section 85 of the constitution which the
opposition is always talking about. Section 85 of the
constitution protects the jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court. When in government the Labor Party passed
more than 300 acts of Parliament changing the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. I am not
criticising that. Most of those provisions may have
been okay. However, I do criticise the ALP's attempt
in 1990 to do away with the entrenchment of the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and the protection
provided in the constitution. The former
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government also refused to appoint a Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee, which was
appointed by this government immediately after
coming to office.
Mr Dollis - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
you said very clearly at the begiruting of the debate
that you were going to enforce standing order no. 26
very strictly. I am asking you whether the
Attorney-General is within the merits of the motion
or whether she is dealing with matters that are not
strictly dealt with in the motion?

The SPEAKER - Order! I have heard sufficient
on the point of order. I believe the Attorney-General
is dealing with the separation of powers as referred
to in the motion. There is no point of order.
Mrs WADE - Three times the Labor government
refused to appoint a Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee as recommended by the
Legal and Constitutional Committee. However, the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee was
appointed immediately after this government came
to power and. reports, as you know, Mr Speaker, on
every proposal to interfere in any way with the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. lbat committee
has generally been supportive of the government's
amendments. In contrast to the government, the
Labor party's record on separation of powers is
abysmal.
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Cranboume is disorderly and out of his
seat.
Mrs WADE - It is patently obvious that the
opposition does not want me to answer any of the
issues that have been raised. !he Leader of the
Opposition is asking me to be a party to this
unethical conduct. What the opposition should be
asking me to investigate is how the state - -

Mr Thwaites - You are a liar!
Mr Richardson - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, I distinctly heard the honourable
member for Albert Park use the word 'liar'. It is an
unparliamen.tary expression. I direct that to your
attention and ask you to make the appropriate
request, Sir.

The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the honourable
member for Albert Park to withdraw.
Mr Thwaites -On the point of order,
Mr Speaker - -

The SPEAKER - Order! I distinctly heard the
words you uttered, and I ask you to withdraw.
Mr Thwaites - I withdraw.

I will now deal with that part of the motion that
talks about my refusal to investigate alleged
statements said to have been made by Mr Craven. I
point out they are not statements, as referred to by
the Leader of the Opposition, they are alleged
statements. We are relying on the word of an
apparently disaffected public servant who made no
complaint about the bill when she was working on
it. Her allegations are in breach of every ethical
obligation of the public service and every ethical
obligation of a lawyer. The Leader of the Opposition
is asking me to be a party - Mr Mica1lef interjected.

The SPEAKER -Order! The honourable
member for Springvale used an unparliamentary
expression. I ask him to withdraw.

Mrs WADE - The Leader of the Opposition
should be asking me to investigate how a state
public servant could do that - breach ethical
obligations - because the professional integrity of
lawyers is one of the most fwldamental aspects of
legal independence. Opposition members should be
asking me to investigate that issue rather than to
look at the irrelevant issues they are raising this
morning.

I make it dear that I do not believe Mr Greg Craven
made the statements alleged but I do not care
whether they were made; he is free to have any
views he wishes to have on Mr Bongiomo, and I
suggest that Mr Bongiorno probably has views and
probably has expressed views on Mr Craven. For all
I know Mr Craven may think I am a megalomaniac,
but that is also irrelevant.

Mr Dollis - What did you say?

Mr Mica1lef - I said she was gutless; and I
withdraw.

To put the alleged statement in context, Ann Collins
never made any complaint to either Mr Craven or
me or to anyone else in the office during the time she
was working on this bill; she was happy and
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friendly and she did not show that she had any
problems. Yet 18 months later she appears on
television along with the opposition's series of old
reliables: the media judge, the barrister, David
Neal - the policy director for Jim Kennan - and
various others.
It is said that the alleged statements constitute a

serious attack on the independence of the Director of
Public Prosecutions. That is wrong. It is not true.
Even if Mr Craven did think that Mr Bongiomo was
a megalomaniac or was publicity seeking and even if
he did say that, which, as I have said, I do not
believe, that is not an attack on the independence of
the DPP. There would be a problem only if that were
the reason for the bill, and it was not the reason for
the bill. And even Ann Collins has not said that it
was the reason for the bill.
The key to this debate is that the opposition does not
want to debate the real issues. We know what the
reasons for the bill are. I referred yesterday to the
document that set out the reasons for the bill, which
is entitled 'Systemic Problems concerning the
Director of Public Prosecution. and Prosecutors for
the Queen' and was produced in September 1993. It
was described by the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal as the major briefing paper on the bill for
the Attorney-General, and that is the basis for the
bill. It was not based on any statement or alleged
statement made by Mr Craven, and it is clear that
back in 1993 a number of problems had been
identified in relation to the Office of the Director of
Public Prosecutions: the overrun in payments to the
private bar ranging from $1.1 million to $2.3 million
each year; the fact that the DPP felt there should be
no limit on that and that his budget should be
open~ded; and the fact that barristers were
earning very large amounts in brief fees from the
DPP - in the vicinity, in one case, of $2.5 million in
fees for part-time work done over five years. At least
six barristers earned in the vicinity of $1 million over
that period of five years.
The key to this debate is the difference in the way
ministers operate under Uberal and Labor
governments. If Labor were in power what an
adviser or a departmental officer said would be
important, because under Labor every minister had
a factional minder or two and they were the people
who made the decisions, not the ministers. The
minders or the departmental officers - ALP people
put in public service places - made the decisions,
often on instructions from the Trades Hall Council.
Under Jim Kennan it was David Neal who made the
decisions. Jim Kennan never attended meetings on
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bills; when I was shadow Attorney-General it was
David Neal who dealt with me on what
amendments we could agree to on bills.
That is not so under a coalition government.
Ministers and the cabinet make decisions; advisers
and departmental officers are not responsible for
those policy decisions. Therefore Mr Craven's views
on the DPP are totally irrelevant and my reasons are
the only important ones. I have made those reasons
clear in Parliament and elsewhere.
In conclusion, I have never misled Parliament I
have never lied on any of the issues relating to the
DPP's legislation. I have never misled anyone,
including Mr Bongiorno. The only way those sorts of
statements can be made is by picking up statements
made by Ann Collins, which have no basis in fael
Everything I have said about this bill has been
absolutely correct. In an interview with Peter
Couchman yesterday morning the Leader of the
Opposition said I had told Parliament there was no
legislation, yet I read out to Mr Couchman a
statement recorded in Hansard that clearly said that
there was.

The SPEAKER -Order! The minister's time has
expired..

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I warn members on the
government benches that I will take action against
them.
Mc MILDENHALL (Footscray) - The reason we
are debating this motion today is not that
conspiratorial- Mc Finn interjected.

The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the honourable
member for Tullamarine that his persistent
interjection disrupts the house. If he interrupts again
I shall deal with him.
Mr MILDENHALL - The reason we are having
this debate today is not that conspiratorial, grubby,
tawdry little hatchet jobs on public servants,

quasi-positions and people in positions of public
responsibility in this state are unusual, nor is it that
the activities of the Attorney-General are not
untypical of what has gone on with this government,
it is that the issue is so significant The significance is
tha t this has affected and is central to an
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understanding of the concept of future separation of
powers in this state.
This is a particularly sad, appalling and shameful
episode in the public administration of this state.
There is no doubt that this conspiracy, gross
deception and destabilisation of an independent,
judicial appointment will have major ramifications
for the independence of the judiciary and the
prosecution system in this state.

There is also no doubt that this matter does not
concern the government; it believes this matter can
be covered up and brushed aside, that it does not
require any form of inquiry or further analysis, that
life can go on. Nevertheless, the government has
destabilised the prosecution system, which. is the
gateway to the system of justice. There is no doubt
that this matter will be one of significance in the
future of this state.
The first part of the government's defence was that
there was no conspiracy, that the DPP bill was based
on a systemic analysis that examined the difficulties
of the office of the DPP. 'This is patently inconsistent
with public statements that the Attorney-General
has made and with other information that has come
to light She has said in Parliament and in other
places that there was a crisis of confidence in the
criminal justice prosecution system, that this was the
main reason we had to examine the bill. 1hat was
not mentioned in the systemic analysis of the bill;
the explanation is plainly inconsistent What was
driving it?

'The most reasonable explanation is what Mr Neil
Mitchell said on 3AWyesterday, namely, 'Ministers
have said to me he had to go'. That was the
explanation going arOlmd town. 'The media knew it,
we knew it The Attorney-General's office was
spreading the word to meetings. That was the
explanation; the rest is a cover-up! The rest is an
explanation that has been manufactured and
constructed after the fact and is part of the
smokescreen to try and give this tawdry episode
some semblance of respectabili ty.
Those of us who have been around can see the
classic signs of a hatchet job!

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I would like
to have some semblance of order in the chamber,
difficult as honourable members might find it. As I
often say, the level of interjection can add to the
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debate, but the secret is to know when to stop. I ask
honourable members to think about that as we
progress through this debate.
Mr MILDENHALL - The draft bill had all the
symptoms of the classic hatchet job. It was
constructed and designed in a way to make the
position untenable. I shall draw on another example:
this government's ferocious attack on the Legal Aid
Commission. It said that the Legal Aid Commission
did not work properly because it has a collegiate
decision-making process where everybody talks to
each. other and there is no clear responsibility for the
control of the budget 1hese are the exactly the same
characteristics and qualities that the government put
in the draft DPP bill. The government designed it to
make the office of the DPP untenable so it could not
work. It was designed to send the message to
Bongiorno that, 'We are going to render your
operation absolutely unworkable, and we are going
to back-pedal and provide a retrospective
explanation for that'.

The explanation is fascinating - the million dollar
barrister! If ever there were a case where, on
financial analysis, what is driving the budget of an
operation is outside the control of the person
responsible for the budget, this is the case. It is not a
decision of the DPP as to how many cases are
running through the courts or how many crimes are
being committed. Obviously, the DPP needs to
respond to the volume of work moving through the
system, but to say that the budget was out of control
is just extraordinary and shows no understanding of
what drives budgets and how controls can be
exerted on those matters.
I have heard a more recent explanation that there
will be a percentage quota put on the prosecution
system. Determining in advance what percentage of
cases will be prosecuted is another outrageous and
artificial infringement of the way the office of the
DPP should work.
There is also the claim that there has been no
deception. What an extraordinary claim! In 1993 the
Attorney-General explained to this house that her
department was discussing a range of options, that
there was a possibility of legislation, but that there
was no proposal to remove the DPP. The
Attorney-General further indicated that there were a
number of unresolved issues and that two rolled-up
cabinet submissions had gone to cabinet with
second-reading speeches, start-up dates, and that
everything was ready for the legislation to be
introduced in the house.
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There was deception on a grand scale in this house,
to the DPP, to the public, to the officers of very
senior law bodies in this town. It was a gross
deception. For the Attorney-General to claim that
she did not mislead anyone takes credibility to an
extraordinary level and is a big ask in this
Parliament.
Then we have the statement from the
Attorney-General that the office of the DPP always
enjoyed bipartisan support She has said publicly
that the government respects the separation of
powers, that it respects judges and that there is
bipartisan support for the position.

It is interesting to note that it was not at the hand of
the Attorney.(;eneral that most of the destabilisation
took place. She was in charge of the
behind-the-scenes conspiracy, but it was the Premier
who led it up-front in the public scene and did the
dirty work. During the public debate the Premier
was reported in the Australian of 15 December. He
said that Mr Bongiomo was digging a big crater; he
was destabilising the position. The Premier further
said that Mr Bongiomo's statement that he had been
misled by the Attomey~ was inaccurate and
inappropriate.
In the Age of 17 December 1993 the Premier accused
the DPP of blurring the differences between the
judiciary and the legislature. In early 1994 the
Premier acknowledged that his refusal to back the
DPP would create waves, but that Mr Bongiomo's
relationship with the Attorney-General was 'quite
clearly untenable'.

Further, on 31 March 1994 the Premier said on 3AW
that
I still have concerns about the way that it (the DPP)
manages its affairs and its priorities and I think I can
say that without specifically looking at any case.

On the same program, he said that
I think these bodies are accountable in real terms to
no-:one ... they do no doubt some good. They also do I
think a lot of damage.

It is ridiculous for the Premier of this state to be
making those sorts of comments and to be
destabilising the Office of the Director of Public
Prosecutions. He is making a mockery of the
statements of the Attorney-General that the DPP's
office enjoys bipartisan support and that there was
no attempt to get rid of the DPP.
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There is other external verification of the significance
of this conspiracy in terms of its effect on the
separation of powers. Mr Justice Michael Kirhy is
Chairman of the Executive of the International
Commission of Jurists in Geneva. He walks the
international stage. He is not a friend of the
opposition; he is a charter member of Australians for
Constitutional Monarchy, which is not exactly a
left-wing ALP group. He holds a very prestigious
profile in Australian and intemationa1law.
In order to bring international attention to attacks on
justice and on the judicial system he puts forward
examples from Australia, particularly Victoria,
alongside such well-known liberal and respectful
administrations as Bolivia, Burundi, Colombia, The
Gambia, Haiti, Burma, Swaziland - Mr Perton - On a point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker, I suggest, firstly, that the
honourable member's remarks are irrelevant and,
secondly, that he has neglected to indicate that the
attacks on the judiciary, as outlined in the document
he is quoting, include attacks by the commonwealth
government and governments of both political
persuasions. As I said, the honourable member's
comments are irrelevant to the debate, and he is
trying to mislead the house by selectively quoting
from a document

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! As the time
the honourable member has for his speech is
elapsing I will not uphold the point of order.
However, I encourage the honourable member for
Footscray to conclude that point He has 10 seconds
remaining.
Mr MILDENHALL - The prime example is
Bemard Bongiomo. The details of the destabilisation
of his position is a prime example of the principle to
which Mr Justice Kirby refers.
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) - I shall take up the
final point made by the shadow Attorney-General,

the honourable member for Footscray. The
document to which he refers relates to a whole range
of matters and judgments. One of the greatest
attacks on the independence of the judiciary
investigated by the Senate related to federal
government appointments to the Immigration
Review Tribunal-Mr Batchelor - On a point of order,

Mr Deputy Speaker, the motion refers to matters
pertaining to Victoria and has nothing to do with the
commonwealth Parliament. I request that you direct
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the honourable member for Doncaster to address the
motion before the Otair and not to take us into areas
that are not covered by the motion.
The DEPUIY SPEAKER -Order! I do not
uphold the point of order. 'The honourable member
for Thomastown is premature in interrupting the
contribution of the honourable member for
Doncaster at this stage. I will listen with interest as
the honourable member continues his speech and
will ensure that the material he introduces is
relevant to the debate before the house.

Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr PERTON - By interjection, the honourable
member for Footsaay is making it clear that he was
selectively quoting from that document He is in fact
admitting his guilt One can hardly blame him,
because one of the most shameful events in terms of
the administration of justice in this state was the
way his predecessor was treated by the Leader of the
Opposition. Despite being a very good shadow
Attorney-General, the honourable member for
Melbourne was sacked during a period of personal
crisis. He had the capacity to hold this government
up to scrutiny. I feel sorry for the honourable
member for Footscray because he is in a difficult
position. Having been required to take up the role of
someone who was doing a damn good job in
holding up the government and the
Attorney-General to scrutiny - Mr Batchelor interjected.
Mr PERTON - The honourable member for
Thomastown should stop interjecting. In fact, he
should be in gaol rather than in this house!
The central allegation of this debate relates to
comments made on the Four Corners program by
Ms Ann Collins, who repeated the alleged
comments of the Crown Counsel. I do not know
whether the Crown Counsel uttered the words that
have been alleged.

Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr PERTON - You had the files under FO!.
You're an idiot!
The DEPUTY SPEAKER -Order! There are two
issues at hand. The first is that the Chair finds it
totally unacceptable that members on one side of the
chamber are intent on conducting a debate between
themselves. That is both disorderly and
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unacceptable. Members on both sides of the
chamber should be part of the debate. I will not
tolerate that conduct. The second is that I believe the
word 'idiot' directed at a member of Parliament is
unparliamentary. I ask the honourable member for
Doncaster to withdraw it.
Mr PERTON - To the extent that it is
unparliamentary, I withdraw the word. The fact is
the honourable member for Footscray has the
documents about which he is interjecting.

I retum to the central allegation concerning the
words allegedly uttered by the Crown Counsel. If
we were all held to account for the words uttered at
party policy meetings or bills committees there
would be a great deal of embarrassment all around.
The kindest conclusion I can draw on Ms Collins's
behalf is that, firstly in releasing that material and
secondly in making the comments on Four Corners,
she has breached her duties as a public servant In
addition, her actions make clear the total
humourlessness of the person.
The fact is that the DPP legislation is now a better
piece of legislation. 1be current structure of
prosecutions in this state is much better than it was
under the original bill.
Mr Bracks - You believe this?
Mr PERTON - The honourable member for
Williamstown asks me whether I believe it The
Leader of the Opposition has shown such interest in
the debate that he is now leaving the chamber. He
showed what a fool he is. In his last grab for
publicity, while facing the television cameras and
the journalists in the gallery he said that the actions
of the government constituted the sacking of a
judge. Those were his words.

I will be interested to see whether he tries to change
the Hansard report. The media and the public should
read the final paragraph of his speech because it
shows what a fool he is. It shows how he
misunderstands the doctrine of the separation of
powers. The Leader of the Opposition spoke about
Joh Bjelke-Petersen not Wlderstanding the
separation of powers - but he is even more
ignorant. 1be doctrine of the separation of powers
relates to the appointment of judges and the
independence of judges. It relates to the fact that the
executive is to be held accountable to Parliament
and that Parliament and the executive should be
held accountable to the public through elections and
through the courts. That is part of what it is all about
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The prosecutorial function has always been a
function of the Crown and is not a judicial function.
It is the responsibility of the Crown to ensure that
the administration of justice is properly conducted,
resourced and managed.

Mr PERTON - The honourable member for
Footscray raises a point; I concede that He is quite
right.

The office of the DPP is not an ancient one. It is a
rather recent innovation, firstly of the English and
then of the various states.

Mr PERTON - The state must have control over
prosecutions. It has to determine budget questions
and ensure that the system works properly.

Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr PERTON - The honourable member for
Footscray should read a book about constitutional
law; he may be ready for it if he gets past the
introductory chapter!

The position of the DPP was established to prevent
embarrassment to Attomeys-General- liberal and
Labor, English, Australian, Canadian or Indian.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr PERTON - Wait and listen - you might
actually learn something!

Difficult prosecution decisions must be made. At
times the chief prosecutorial officer of the state,
against the advice of his staff, must make a decision
to discontinue proceedings. At times, against the
advice of his staff, he may want to continue
prosecutions.
Mr Bracks interjected.
Mr PERTON - The honourable member asks,
'Why didn't you consult?'. The Attorney-General
did consult The Labor Party does not understand.

The SPEAKER -Order! The honourable
member for Williamstown is out of order.

Mr PERTON - The Labor Party does not
understand the separation of powers, yet the office
of the DPP was introduced by a Labor government
The role of the DPP is to insulate a government from
the embarrassment of making difficult prosecutorial
decisions. It has nothing to do with the separation of
powers. That office is designed to reduce
embarrassment to governments and
Attorneys-General.

Mr Mildenhall interjected.

Mr Mildenhall - I was asking a question.

Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr PERTON - The honourable member does
not understand the argument He is reading the
speech which was obviously written for him because
he did not understand the points he made during his
contribution to the debate.
The government has a responsibility to ensure that
the prosecution function works properly. The
legislation creates a system for compulsory
consultation when the DPP wants to disregard the
advice of his officers or if he wants to make a
controversial decision. What can be better than a
committee made up of good lawyers who
understand the system? They can talk about it and
work through the issues.
Mr Batchelor interjected.
Mr PERTON - The Labor Party, which is now
carping about the issue, has one of the worst records
of any Australian government when it comes to
questions of the separation of powers and civil
rights.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr PERTON - The honourable member for
Footscray may not have been here in 1989 when
honourable members had to vote on the community
protection legislation. I well remember a meeting
with the ministerial adviser to the then
Attorney-General, Jim Kennan, in the room next
door to this chamber. He stood before us and said,
'Unless you pass this legislation, Garry David will
go free. If he lcills people, we will hold you
responsible'. That is no commitment to civil rights,
that is blackmail!
The legislation to deal with the Garry David
situation was the most evil piece of legislation ever
passed in Australia - and it was passed by the
fonner Labor government!
Mr Thwaites interjected.
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The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
member for Albert Park interjects again he will have
no future for the remainder of the day.

Mr PERTON - The idiot who represents the
Labor Party with reference to the Attorney-Genera}'s
portfolio - -

Mr PERTON - The honourable member for
A1bert Park was an accomplice to the Garry David
legislation.

The SPEAKER -Order! The honourable
member may not use that expression because it is
unparliamentary. I ask him to withdraw.

Mr Cooper interjected.
Mr PERTON - As the honourable member for
Momington says, they talk about ministerial
responsibility, but I think they were talking about
stealing ministerial responsibility! The Labor
government set up a system where ministerial
advisers, including the present honourable member
for Albert Park, were to hatchet their ministers. No
wonder the then Attorney-General could not make a
good decision or that the coalition was left in a
position of either supporting that bill or letting
Garry David nul riot on the streets.

Mrs Henderson - Where is the Leader of the
Opposition?

to

Mr PERTON - He is showing his commitment
the debate!

The legislation in place is proper. Let's examine the
Ann Collins allegation. She says that the legislation
was cooked up to be pushed quickly through
Parliament I am astounded because that allegation
ignores the process under which this government
and any other government works. It was a draft bill
and still had to go through the party processes that is, the coalition room and the cabinet processes.
The legislation passed by this Parliament is
topnotch. It provides one of the best systems in
Australia for regulating the prosecution function.
The Labor Party attacks this government for the
changes it made to the Equal Opportunity Act, but
those changes were similar to the changes made to
the DPP legislation. Amendments changed the
position for a person who had the potential to be a
megalomaniac and who did not want to be subjected
to parliamentary scrutiny. Moira Rayner actually
took the Ombudsman to court to prevent her office
from being properly scrutinised. The changes to the
Equal Opportunity Act and the commission have
been so good that the federal Labor government had
extended its delegations to that body. It cannot be
called a kangaroo court.

Mr Mildenhall interjected.

Mr PERTON - To the extent that it is
unparliamentary, I withdraw it This member has
just shown his total ignorance about the issues
surrounding the legislation.
In conclUSion, the central allegation in this case
shows no wrongdoing. There is no evidence of
wrongdoing on the part of Crown Counsel nor of
wrongdOing on the part of the Attorney-General.
The legislation that emanated was better than had
gone before.
This debate has shown that the Labor Party has no
understanding of the separation of powers doctrine.
Its members go out and sermonise to the world
about the independence of the judiciary; they talk
about a bill of rights and about trusting our rights to
judges. A new Chief Justice and a new judge have
been appointed to the High Court How did that
process work? Who was consulted? Can any
member tell me how that was done?
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
Mr THWAlTES (Albert Park) - The
Attorney-General is not fit for her office. She has lied
to the DPP and to the public. She has lied to the
press. She cannot tell the truth.
Mr Richardson - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, I draw your attention to standing
order 108 which refers to the impugning of
members, improper motives and the use of
expressions of the kind used by the honourable
member for Albert Park. I ask that the appropriate
apology and withdrawal be made.
Mr THW AlTES - On the point of order,
Mr Speaker, on a number of occasions it has been
ruled that, although one cannot make an allegation
that somebody has deliberately misled Parliament or
is a liar, one can say that a member of Parliament
has lied. That has been said time and time again.
The SPEAKER - Order! I remind the
honourable member for Albert Park that he may not
impugn a member of the house. Certainly a ruling to
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that effect has been made by the Chair, but I caution
the honourable member that he may not go over the
top. At this stage I do not uphold the point of order
but I ask him to temper his language and show
respect for other members of the house.
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responsibility and I do not care'; and the defence,
'Why did the bill entrench his position?'. It did not
entrench his position. It put in place someone who
could veto any of his decisions. Of course it formally
entrenched his position, but it put someone above
him. He said in his own report at the end of last year:

Mr THWAITES - I will endeavour to do that
The whole defence of the Attorney-General seems to
be that she does not know and does not care about
what her Crown Counsel said at the very meeting at
which this bill was set up, at the meeting at which a
public servant received instructions on how the bill
was to be created, at the meeting attended by not
just Mr Craven and Ms Collins but other people, too.
I ask the Attorney-General to investigate their
accounts of the meeting and to tell the house what
they say happened. If they say Ms Collins's accoWlt
is correct, Mr Craven stands condemned as one who
deliberately set about getting rid of the DPP and the
Attorney-General stands as one totally derelict in her
duty to her office and to the house. What sort of
minister is it who does not care what is said by her
most senior adviser? This is not an adviser who sits
somewhere in the bowels of her department but
someone who sits next door to the minister and who
spends hour after hour, day after day, speaking with
the minister. You know that. The minister would
know everything about what Mr Craven said. You
know that Mr Craven said this at the meeting. You
checked the other night.
The SPEAKER -Order! The honourable
member for Albert Park must address his remarks
through the Chair. He may not use the first person
across the table.
Mr THWAITES - The minister has been
described to me by a number of people as a weak
person who does not lilce confronting the facts. That
is why she will not tell the truth. She will not
confront people like Mr Bongiorno and tell them the
truth. She does things behind people's backs, which
is what has happened in this case. This whole plan
was directed at getting rid of Mr Bongiorno and it
was all done behind his back because the minister
did not have the guts to speak to him and tell him
what was going on.

Mrs Wade interjected.
Mr TIIWAITES - The minister interjects, asking
why the bill entrenched his position. That is her
other line of defence. She has two lines of defence:
the 1 did not know' defence, 1t is not my

Upon these reports being published I stated publicly
that I would resign as Director of Public Prosecutions if
the bill became law.

How can the Attorney-General say the bill
entrenched his position? There is the evidence. In the
report of the DPP he said that if the bill went ahead
in that form, he would resign. The Attorney-General,
Mr Craven and Mr Papas knew it, and the plan was
to introduce legislation that was so undermining of
the independence of the DPP that it would force his
resignation. There is no doubt about that. It is not as
though it is in the realms of pOSSibility. This is the
evidence of the DPP himself. He said he would
resign. Not only this DPP but DPPs around
Australia have said the same thing. 'The DPP from
the Australian Capital Territory said the other night
that if he had to operate under such legislation he
would resign also. Any decent DPP would, but this
was the plan.
So the minister has two grounds of defence. One is

that the DPP's position was entrenched. I submit
that that argument has been completely demolished
by the DPP himself. As he said, he would go - and
the minister knew it. 'The second defence is that the
minister does not care and it does not matter. It
seems that there are a number of associated issues:
first, did Mr Craven make this statement; second, do
the statements made constitute evidence that there
was a plan to force the resignation of Mr Bongiomo;
third, was Mr Craven acting with the authority of
the Attorney-General; and fourth, has the
Attorney-General lied or misled the public, the press
and Mr Bongiomo on her role?
Let us consider the statements that were made. The
Attorney-General seems to imply that the statements
by Mr Craven were merely gratuitous, that they do
not matter and that she cannot be responsible for
everything her public servants state. These
statements, in the context in which they were made,
constitute clear evidence that there was a plot to
force Mr Bongiorno's resignation, just as in his own
report he foreshadowed that he would resign. The
Attorney-General is now back-pedalling, calling
those statements 'alleged statements', yet she will
not investigate their truth.
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If she says they are alleged, let us have a
head-to-head inquiry. Let us have Ms CoIlins in the
box and cross-examine her. Then let us have
Mr Craven, Mr Michell and Mr Nish in the box. We
will ask them all about this and look at the notes
made at the time that provide contemporaneous
evidence that these things were said.
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indication is that Bemard Bongiorno's appointment
had to be brought to an end now to remove those
problems, or alternatively, a deputy DPP had to be
appointed who could veto the DPP's decisions. In
that way, despite the fact that the DPP was
appointed for life, his decisions would not have the
power or effect necessary for the DPP to be truly
independent.

Mrs Wade interjected.

The SPEAKER -Order! The Attorney-General is
out of order in interjecting.

Mr THWAITES - The Attorney-General is
saying that her advisers do not run the office. They
may well not. If they made these statements and she
is satisfied they made them - and they should not
have been made, obviously, as anyone can see - she
should sack them, but she will have to have an
inquiry to determine that.
The Attorney-General cannot turn her back on this
because her reputation is completely shot, not just in
Victoria but around Australia. Indeed, the credibility
of the Victorian justice system has been undermined
by this whole episode. In other states people will be

saying that we have an Attorney-General who is
prepared to tell lies. Her major adviser, the Crown
CotmSel, in the initial instructions to the public
servant responsIble for the bill said that the
reasoning behind the bill was that the DPP was a
megalomaniac, had made decisions the government
did not like, was publicity hungry and made a direct
presentment regarding 11 police officers.
Mr Speaker, let us consider these statements and
determine whether they are merely gratuitous and
irrelevant or relate directly to the plot to get rid of
Mr Bongiorno. First, the statement was made by
Mr Craven that structural changes to the Office of
the DPP were needed. Second, he said that the
reason for the legislation was that Mr Bongiomo was
media hungry and there was a problem with the
direct presentment on 11 police officers for their
involvement in police shootings. Mr Craven also
said that there were problems with the fact that
Bernard Bongiorno had considered suing the
Premier for contempt and with Mr Bongiomo's lack
of budgetary restraint.

A key point in understanding why these statements
were not unrelated but related directly to the bill
that went to cabinet in November concerns what
Mr Craven went on to say. He said that these
problems were exacerbated by the fact that Bemard
Bongiorno had been appointed for life. The clear

His decisions would be subject to the veto of the
deputy DPP whom the minister would have
appointed. And who would that have been? Perhaps
it would have been Mr Papas. It would be someone
the government knew it could trust to make the sort
of prosecutorial decisions it wanted, not the fearless
and independent decisions Mr Bongiorno was
making. The government needed a deputy DPP to
veto the DPP's decisions because he was allegedly a
megalomaniac.

Further evidence of the conspiracy is the secrecy
surrounding the bill. If these were merely gratuitous
comments Wlle1ated to a plan to get rid of the DPP,
why was the officer in the department responsible
for the bill not allowed to talk to anybody about it?
In departmental meetings was this bill referred to as
the Public Prosecutions Bill? Was it discussed
openly? No, it was called 'the novel'. In Queensland
corrupt actions were called 'the trick' or 'the game'
to disguise the corrupt actions in that state. If the bill
were to be subject to a proper process, why would it
be called 'the novel'?
The next reason why these statements by Mr Greg
Craven constitute a conspiracy is the fact that
Mr Bongiomo, the then Director of Public
Prosecutions, was not consulted. 1be legislation was
not only prepared in discussion or draft form but
went to cabinet, not just for approval in principle,
but in bill form. The drafting was completed.
Comments have been made by the Attorney-General
and others suggesting that it was a draft. It was not a
draft but a bill that went to cabinet as part of a
rolled-up submission. I know enough about cabinet
submissions to know that that is the last stage in the
preparation of a bill.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr THWAITES - Perhaps the next government
speaker will explain the stages that occur after a bill
goes to cabinet!
The SPEAKER -Order! I ask members on the
government benches to remain silent.
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Mr THWAlTES - The next piece of evidence
showing that these statements constitute a
conspiracy is that the most jWlior Crown Prosecutor,
Mr Nicholas Papas, was chosen to give the advice.
They did not go to the Director of Public
Prosecutions.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the government
benches to come to order.

Mr THWAlTES - Mr Craven acted under the
Attomey-Genera!'s direction. He does everything he
is told. He is totally in her pocket. His office is next
door - they do everything together; they are a pair
and often walk around together.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr THWAITES - Mr Speaker, if these
statements made by Mr Craven were not true and
were not made with the minister's authority, let her
say that and be honest about it and cast Mr Craven
adrifl
Has the Attorney-General lied to the public? Of
course she has. She has lied to Mr Bongiorno. She
told him there was no threat to his position and no
plan to get rid of him, even though the legislation
was so bad that he himself said he would resign.
Indeed, Mr Papas and Mr Craven knew that
Mr Papas advised Mr Craven that Mr Bongiorno
would not wear the bill. Everyone knew that. It was
designed to force the resignation of the independent
Director of Public Prosecutions, Mr Bongiorno.

Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - It is my pleasure
to join in this debate-Mr Thwaites interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I heard that remark by
the honourable member for Albert Park. I ask him to
get to his feet and withdraw.

Mr Thwaites - I withdraw.
Mr RYAN - It is a pleasure in the sense of being
able to put forward fundamental issues regarding
the motion. The Leader of the Opposition
characterises his motion in two ways: the failure by
the government to observe the precepts of the
Westminster system of government and the failure
by the Attorney-General to discharge her
responsibilities in various forms. They are the
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essence of the complaints made by the Leader of the
Opposition.
During the past two and a half years the opposition
has indulged in various exercises in political
chicanery, and this is another of them. It is
unfortunate that this issue should be chosen as a
vehicle to laW\ch an attack on the Attorney-General
in such a personalised way. Unfortunately, that is
the way the debate on the Public Prosecutions Bill
has been conducted. The debate recorded in Hansard
from May 1994 onwards debased this place.
Generally, making contributions to debates is an
enjoyable experience. We may not all enjoy the
hours we spend in this place or Wldertaking some of
the roles that are part of being a parliamentarian. but
presenting arguments on issues of the day is one of
the enjoyable aspects of being here. But as I say, that
debate debased this place in many respects. As I
observed at the time, it became a dreadfully
personalised attack on the Attorney-General. We
have seen more of that today, which is a sad
reflection on the way the opposition conducts itself.
This debate is taking place because of the Four
Corners program on Monday night These events
occurred long ago and the legislation is now in place
and is taking effect. All these issues had long passed
until the program on Monday night That program
chose to put issues before the public in an
unmitigatedly disgraceful way. One of the
fundamental questions to be asked is what impact
the legislation has ultimately had. I say 'ultimately'
because that is the judgment one has to make. It is
no good talking of issues canvassed during the
debate or events that occurred during the
consultative period and so on. The issue really is:
how does the legislation operate to protect the
people of Victoria and to accommodate the concerns
the Leader of the Opposition purportedly represents?
Honourable members who saw the program will
recall that one of the people interviewed was
Mr Brind Woinarski, an eminent member of Her
Majesty's Counsel and a member of the Criminal Bar
Association. In addressing the important issue of
how the legislation impacts upon the people of
Victoria - I am sure the Leader of the Opposition
and others who have spoken in the debate will have
careful regard to Mr Woinal'ski's views -and to
bring some rationality into the debate on the
operation of the legislation I shall quote from a letter
written by Mr Woinarski and published in the Age of
21 March 1994. The headline is 'Wade due for praise
on the DPP bill'. It states:
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I understand that headlines like Wade Backs Down on
DPP Changes (The Age, 17/3) make good copy, but I
am concerned that they can give a somewhat
misleading impression.
The draft bill, which became public last year, was just
that, a draft bill.

Since December 1993 the Criminal Bar Association has
been involved in discussions with the Attorney-General
and members of her office concerning various
provisions of the bill.. We made a number of
suggestions concerning the bill, which were welcomed
and some of which were implemented.
We feel it is unfair to the Attorney-General to speak of
a 'backdown' when what has in fact occurred is that a
draft has been prepared, that draft has been the subject
of discussion and consultation, and that that has
resulted in a final bill.. In our view, the bill now
addresses the various concerns of the government in a
practical and efficient manner.
I concede that this matter has been the subject of
unfortunate polarisation. but the time has come for the
recognition of sensible government action.

We would commend both the Attomey-<;eneral and
the government for having been prepared to discuss
this matter at considerable length and produce a bill
that ought to be acceptable to all concerned.

I introduce the letter to the debate because it is a
statement from a leading member of Her Majesty's
CoWlSel about the operation of the legislation. The
Leader of the Opposition quite rightly says that is an
issue of fundamental importance to the people of
Victoria. I adopt Mr Woinarski's statement on this
matter.

The opposition argued that the intention was to ram
the proposed legislation through cabinet on the day
in question. The honourable member for Albert Park
asked a member of the government to address what
occurs after the initial carriage of a bill through
cabinet. I am delighted to be able to tell him. When a
bill receives approval in principle at cabinet level I am sorry he is not listening to this because he did
ask - it goes to the coalition room and all coalition
members have the opportunity of expressing a view
on it. The legislation then goes to the bills
committee, which examines it before it again comes
before the coalition room. Any final changes that
may need to be made are made and the bill makes
its way into this Parliament. That is what happens.
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The honourable member for A1bert Park says he has
an understanding of how a bill makes its way into
the Parliament, but I am sorry to have to tell him
that he has absolutely no idea at all He is
completely wrong.

Opposition members interjecting.
The SPEAKER. - Order! I ask the honourable
members for Albert Park and Williamstown to
remain silent. The honourable member for Albert
Park has already addressed the house on this issue
and I ask him to remain silent.

Mr RYAN - Had it been the intention of the
government to pass the legislation in the form it was
presented to cabinet, let it be clear that it would have
been passed in that form. If the government felt the
legislation in its original form was appropriate to
deal with the raft of issues that needed to be dealt
with, including those which had been raised by the
Director of Public Prosecutions, it would have
passed it. Of all the things one can say about this
government - I am sure the other side would agree
with this - if it is intent on a course of action and
believes it is the right thing to do, it will do it.
The first bill did not get through cabinet that day
because it was never intended that that would
happen. That is not the process that applies. It is not
what happened then, and it never does. The usual
process took its course and we now have on the
statute book the legislation which was subsequently
debated in this place. It has also been subject to
commentary and appraisal by Mr Brind Woinarski.
of Her Majesty's Counsel
We should be concentrating on the outcome rather
than all this nonsense about independence and
everything else the opposition is complaining about
with regard to the operation of the legislation.
Mr Bongiomo resigned in December 1994 some
months after the legislation was enacted, and
Mr Geoff Flatman took the position as the Director
of Public Prosecutions. Have we heard any outcries
about the operation of the legislation since? Has
anybody criticised the government for failing to see
the first legislation take its course? Has anybody
been critical of Mr Flatman for what he has or has
not done? It is such absolute nonsense!
If it had not been for that program on Monday night
which the ABC took upon itself to nul in the way it
did we would not be discussing this matter. I shall
deal with the way that program was conducted
because it is relevant to this motion. For the purpose
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of the program a number of interviews were
conducted, including one with the
Attorney-General That is significant Makers of the
program sought an interview and she talked to them
a year after this matter was dead and buried. It was
not a problem! They asked her the questions and she
answered them. I understand she was interviewed
for approximately an hour, but we saw
approximately 90 seconds of what she had to
say - the rest hit the cutting room floor! The
Attorney-General was there to answer the questions,
and she did. Mr Woinarski was interviewed and he
made some comments. He was played the tape of
the employee who had made the comments which
gave rise to the program in the first instance. Did the
makers of the program play the tape to the
Attorney-General? Did they put the tape to the
Attorney-General? They played it to Mr Woinarski
so why did they not play it to the Attorney-General?
The ABC had the notes the staff had prepared, so
why was the Attorney-General not given the notes
in the course of her interview? Why was she not
asked about the content of the notes during the
course of the program? Yesterday members of the
opposition were asking questions of the
Attorney-General about whether the notes are true
or not when they know full well she was not present
at the meeting the notes supposedly related to.
Why did the program makers not produce the notes
to her in the course of that interview? Why were
these issues not put to her during the course of the
program? I will tell you why: because the ABC and
the media at large now accepts that type of
behaviour because of last year's decision in the
Theophanous High Court case. They believe they
now have carte blanche to get stuck into public
figures in the disgraceful way they did the other
night They think they are on a real winner with this,
and that is why this material is here today.
Because of the Theophanous decision they think.
they are now able to attack whomever it is they
might want a go at When the people on the other
side of the house stand up joyously using the efforts
of the ABC to promote their cause, they had better
be careful because it is a long road without a bend.
'The ABC and the media at large will be back to visit
them in time to come.
It is interesting to look at some of the fundamental
principles of the Theophanous case because it
explains why Monday's program was constructed
the way it was. Some of the principles the court
decided were:
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TIle efficacious working of representative democracy
and government does not demand or need protection
in the form of an absolute freedom of the press to
criticise officials and discuss public affairs with
impwtity. There is nothing in that concept that requires
protection in relation to the publication of statements
that are knowingly false or publication with recldess
disregard for the truth or untruth of the material
published.

If a defendant publishes false and defamatory matter
about a plaintiff, the defendant should be liable in
damages unless it can establish that it was Wlaware of
the falsity, that it did not publish recldessly, that is, not
caring whether the matter was true of false, and that
the publication was reasonable in the circumstances. To
establish reasonableness the defendant must either
show that it took some steps to check the accuracy of
the impugned material or show that it was otherwise
justified in publishing without taking such steps or
steps which were adequate.
This test does not require the determination of the truth

or falsity of the defamatory imputation as to do so
would run counter to the freedom of communication
implied by the constitution and the purpose it seeks to
serve.

They covered their tracks, and that is what the
program was about. The makers of the program did
enough to say that they made reasonable inquiry
because they know that if this Attorney-General
wants to protect her good name she will end up in
the High Court That is what they know and these
fools over here have hitched their little red wagon
behind them. It is an unmitigated disgrace that the
opposition should use an issue such as this to do it
They only do themselves an injustice, and such
parliamentary activity is a disgrace.
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I join the
debate to address what I see as the real issues which
relate to the Attorney-General and her refusal to
investigate this matter, to explore the truth and to
have these matters properly and fully investigated.
The truth is staring everybody fairly and squarely in
the face. Everyone can see the truth and the facts of
this matter. Even the Attorney-General understands
it.

What we are seeing in this Parliament today is a
Richard Nixon-type approach to cover up the facts
and to back.fill. The Attorney-General will not get
away with it. The truth will come out This
government, this Attorney-General and her rostered
backbenchers who are here to give her support are
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trying to stop the facts coming out. It is important
and helpful to look at what was actually said at the
meeting of 6 October.
We want to know what Mr Craven said and we
want confirmation from the Attorney-General of
what he said. As the honourable member for Albert
Park said, it is important to put this meeting in
context. The meeting was attended by the minister's
personal staff, her ministerial adviser and her chief
political confidant, Mr Greg Craven/ Crown
Counsel, and a number of public servants who were
there to put the political agenda of the
Attorney-General into a form that could be
presented as a bill to the house. Ultimately that is
what happened.
It would have been introduced into Parliament
much earlier if the political circumstances that
prevailed at the time the rolled-up bill was
submitted to cabinet had been different The only
reason why the bill was not introduced into
Parliament earlier was that its true intent would
have become obvious and open to everybody in
Parliament and, more importantly, to everybody in
the legal and judicial system and to the public at
large. Because it was too hot to handle at that time, it
was deferred to a later date.

The honourable member for Gippsland South said in
his contnbution to debate today that the bill that
ultimately came before Parliament was a good bill.
The reason why he, the Attorney-General and the
government regarded it as a good bill was that it
achieved its objective. It did what it set out to do. Its
objective was twofold. It set out to undermine the
prosecutorial system in Victoria/ and in particular
the Office of the DPP, and its more immediate and
bigger objective was satisfied: it forced
Bemard Bongiorno out from the office of DPP. That
twofold objective was satisfied by the bill that
subsequently came before Parliament
We must go back and look at how this conspiracy
was converted by the Attorney-General, her advisers
and her closest political confidant, using public
servants, into a form that could be presented to
Parliament. At that meeting Mr Craven said that the
DPP was a megalomaniaC. He said that the DPP was
publicity hungry. He also said that the DPP had
planned to sue the Premier for contempt These
statements have been brought to public attention by
one of the people at that meeting who took detailed
notes that have now become available.
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The Attorney-General has those notes and also has

information from her ministerial advisers and her
political confidant, Mr Craven. Surely the
Attorney-General has known about this
conversation right from the time this meeting was
held and those comments were made. She has
known all the way through and is now trying to
keep things secret Her action yesterday in refusing
to investigate this matter highlights her role in this
conspiracy. It is untenable for her to come into the
house and say that it was nothing to do with her she said she does not know, she does not care because it is her advisers and her political confidant
who are making statements that attack the
credibility of the DPP in a meeting designed to
establish a bill to limit his powers.
As the honourable member for AIbert Park also said,
this had the support of the Attomey~eral, and
that is shown in the notes. Yesterday she refused to
have this matter investigated. She does not want the
people at that meeting to attend a forum where they

can give answers to questions without fear of
interference, of losing their jobs or of this
government standing over them. She does not want
to provide that forum to those people to allow the
truth to come out. She does not want Parliament to
know what happened, and she certainly does not
want the people of Victoria to know.
The bill went through and, as the honourable
member for Gippsland South said, it was a good bilL
Of course the government was pleased with it
because it achieved the govemmenrs objectives. I
shall refer to comments made by the honourable
member for Doncaster in this debate because they fit
squarely into the cover-up that is going on. The
Attorney-General and members of the cabinet
obviously engaged members of the government's
backbench in this conspiracy because the
honourable member for Doncaster is cleverly trying
to propagate a line that the DPP is not part of our
judicial system and his office should not have the
same protection from political interference that the
judicial system has.
Our community understands and accepts the
independence of judges, the judicial process and
people of equivalent standing in the legal process
from the executive arm of government TItat is not
what this government wants and it is not what the
honourable member for Doncaster said. He said he
saw the state as having control over prosecutions.
Clearly the intent of the government is to have
control over the commencement of that process.
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Mr Justice Kirby said there are two key points in the
judicial process: the role of the judges at the end of it
and, equally importantly, the role of prosecutions at
the beginning of it.
Oearly, the government wants to have control over
the beginning of the process because if you can
control the entry point, you can control who gets
through to the judicial process. Fortunately, it is bit
harder to control the judicial process in this state.
Despite all the intentions of this government to
undermine and to politically interfere in the process,
we have a good process of justice.
The government sees the chief prosecution officer of
the day as a megalomaniac. The government of the
day sees the DPP as publicity hungry. We see a
government becoming extremely angry when the
DPP tried to carry out his duties and investigate a
possible contempt matter.
The conclusion we must draw is that those
statements had the support of the Attorney-General.
The SPEAKER -Order! There seems a
secondary debate between the honourable member
for Albert Park and the Attorney-General. I ask the
honourable members to come to order.
Mr BATCHELOR - We have seen the
government clearly and deliberately set out to
destroy the office of the DPP. It set out to destroy the
confidence and integrity of Mr Bongiorno and to
force him out of office. This government and this
Attorney-General will stand condemned by their
actions. The Attorney-General in particular will
stand condemned by her failure to want to
investigate the matter, by her concurrence in the
conspiracy, by her part in the cover-up, and by her
absolute support of Mr Craven. The attitude and
actions of Mr Craven and this government will
stand condemned forever. Today the adjournment
motion has sought to achieve - -
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Motion negatived.

VICTORIAN COMMUNITY COUNCIL
AGAINST VIOLENCE
Mrs ELLIOTI (Mooroolbark) - I move:

The SPEAKER -Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

House divided on motion;

Ayes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Brads,Mr
Brumby,Mr
Carli, Mr (Teller)

Loney,Mr
Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr (Teller)
Sandon,Mr

That the house commends the government for
restructuring the Victorian Community Council against
Violence to include three task forces, and for the
valuable work that has been produced. by the
restructured council.

In a sense we are all victims of crime because crime
in our community produces fear and loathing
among members of the community who read about
it in the media. Recent details of cases that have been
highlighted both on television and in newspapers
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include those of Sheree Beasley, }anine Balding in
New South Wales, the hairdresser and her client
who were murdered in Portland and whose
murderer has never been found, Karmein Chan, and
Elizabeth Membrey, who disappeared from a hotel
quite dose to my electorate leaving a trail of blood
behind but whose body has never been found. The
mention of those names contributes in the public
mind to a feeling that we are all at risk, that we are
all potential victims.
When criminologists and researchers produce a
profile of the perpetrators of crime there tend to be
some common factors. They are usually male, they
usually come from broken homes, they are often the
victims of violence themselves, and they are often
involved with alcohol or drugs. Some criminologists
claim that at as early as eight years of age the
behaviour of the future perpetrators of crime can be
detected.

Of course, all members of the community can be the
victims. We all regard ourselves as potential victims,
but some more than others. Women are more at risk
of being involved in domestic violence, which
usually occurs within the home. Women are more at
risk of being involved in violent crimes of a sexual
nature. Women are more at risk, particularly if they
are elderly, of being involved in surprise attacks in
the street. But the main victims of violence are
young men aged between 18 and 24 years.
Unfortunately, the media tends to play up the more
sensationalist aspects of crime. Often the victims of
such crimes tend to be women and the perpetrators
tend to be male. Therefore the picture is rather
obscure. It is important to read the statistics to get a
feel for what sort of crime is occurring in our
community.
The Victoria Police crime statistics for 1993-94

released on 3 August last year state disturbingly that
The number of reported rape and sex offences has been
increasing annually since 1960.

There was a 15.1 per cent increase in rape and a
7.6 per cent increase in sex offences during 1993-94,
which is reasonably consistent with previous annual
increases. Overall, crimes against the person
increased by 7.6 per cent and crimes against
property decreased. by 5.3 per cent. There was an
overall decrease in crime of 5.2 per cent. It is
important to indicate that crimes against the person
represent only 2 per cent of crimes overall and that
crimes against property tend to be falling. As there
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has been an increase in the number of crimes against
the person the community feels very much at risk.
In 1989 the previous government established the
Victorian Community Cotmcil against Violence in
the wake of the Hoddle and Queen streets massacres.

Mr MicaIlef - After a parliamentary inquiry!
Mrs ELUOTI - After a parliamentary inquiry. I
am sure all honourable members will recall the
absolute fear, outrage and horror that those crimes
generated in the community because so many
people were innocent victims: people who were
driving down or walking along Hoddle Street; and,
in the case of the Queen Street massacre, people who
were simply at their place of work, going about their
normal business.
The community felt there was a wave of crimes of
violence, and it had to be addressed. Quite properly,
after a parliamentary inquiry the former
government established the Victorian Community
Council against Violence. That was a laudable move.
The council was extremely broadly based. It had a
brief to report to the government on ways and
strategies to address crime and to advise on what
services were available to the victims of crime.
However, the council was not properly focused, was
perhaps too broadly based and was reporting to too
many IIrinisters. The council produced some very
useful work and reports, particularly a discussion
paper entitled Creating Safer Communities.
In 1992 when the coalition government came to
office, uppermost in the minds of the
Attorney-General and the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services was that the Victorian
Community Council against Violence was
performing a really useful role in the community,
that it should continue to exist but that it needed
sharper focus. For that reason, the council was
restructured into a larger Community Council
against Violence with three subsidiary but equal
task forces. The first was the task force on
community safety; the second, the task force for
victims; and the third, the task force on violence
against women. The new and restructured
Community Council against Violence was given a
brief to inform the government about community
concerns relating to violence, to produce and
disseminate accurate information about violence in
the community, to develop and support strategies
that would foster a reduction in community
violence, and to respond to specific issues as
requested by government
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The previous Chairperson of the Victorian

Community Council against Violence was Ms Judith
Dixon, a former labor member of Parliament The
Attorney-General had high regard for Ms Dixon and
appointed her as the executive director of the new
council. The new chairperson was a former member
of the previous council, the well-known media
journalist, Mr David Johnston from Otannel10, who
had both a professional and personal commitment to
addressing the problems of violence in the
community and who seemed an eminently suitable
person to chair that council.
The Victorian Community Council against Violence
set to work immediately with a will. It seemed

appropriate at the time to appoint a large number of
members, as had happened during the time of the
previous government. At that time almost every
minister received a report from the council.
However, it is important to realise that the council
decided it should report to the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services, the Attorney-General and,
through them, the Premier.
The amount of material produced by the council and

the inroads made by it in addressing the problems
associated with violence must give the community
confidence in the work the council is doing and
must bring great credit on the government for
conceiving the idea of an expanded task force in the
form of three subcommittees responsible to the
dedicated task force. It is unusual to ring and find
people working at a quasi-government department
at 6.00 p.m., but that has frequently been my
experience.

So far the major work of the council has involved a
wide-ranging inquiry into the problems caused as a
result of being a victim of crime. That ended in the
publication of the report I will later table. The
Victorian Community Council against Violence
aimed to uncover the experiences of victims of
crime, to hear from them what should be done and
to determine what action could best address their
needs.
Once a crime has been committed our judicial
system focuses most of its attention on the accused,
on the commission of the crime and on the
prosecution of that crime. Many victims feel their
experiences, their needs and their trauma have been
ignored. The victims of crime task force undertook a
very wide-ranging inquiry. It took the form of a
discussion paper which had been widely circulated
to interested bodies in the community, including the
police force, the Victims of Crime Assistance League
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and various other specific bodies established at
various times to assist victims of crime. It also
circulated a questionnaire to the victim of every
crime reported to police - that is, more than
700 Victorians.
On an advertised weekended, with the assistance of
a generous $15 000 grant from the Tattersall
Foundation, the coWlcil conducted a public
phone-in. The response was amazing: 284 telephone
calls were made to the council. Many of those calls
resulted in the forwarding to the council of
completed questionnaires. The volunteers could not
cope with the number of calls and the phone-in was
extended until the following day. The volunteers
were never idle during that time. The voices of
victims come through clearly.

The report is extremely comprehensive. Although all
aspects of police work and the operation of the
judicial system satisfied a proportion of the victims
of crime, they felt many aspects marginalised them
from the process. Most reported that the police were
kind, encouraging and sympathetic to their needs,
but once the police had dealt with them they were
very often left in limbo and did not know where to
turn for help. Often no readily availc:.ble information
was available about where victims of crime could
seek help. Elderly victims or those whose children or
other family members had been victims often felt
they had nowhere to go to say to somebody, 'Will
you listen? Will you understand my trauma?'.
In many cases victims found they had no idea about
the progress of the relevant court proceedings. If
they were not asked to be witnesses they were never
told the fate of the perpetrators of the crimes or
whether custodial sentences had been imposed.
When asked to appear as witnesses, because of the
court system, victims felt they were forced to
undergo the trauma of being victimised again,
especially in rape cases, and of being forced to again
face the offenders. In many cases they felt the court
system was not organised to help victims and that
because of the demands on network organisations at
the courts insufficient time was available for the
necessary assistance.
The quotes of victims contained in the council report
are immediate and telling. They make those who
have never been the victims of crime very aware of
how people must feel at the time of offences. Very
often these victims must live their experiences over
and again. The approximate 400 responses to the
questionnaires from victims of crime added to the
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perception that there is no coherent system for
dealing with the experiences of those victims.
The study was probably the most comprehensive of
its kind ever undertaken, and as a result
15 recommendations were made. The time available
today does not allow me to examine all the
recommendations in detail. However,
recommendation no. 1 is the single most important
one:
... funding be provided for the development and
publication of a single, comprehensive information
booklet in a range of community languages to be
provided to all operational police and other community
agencies for wide distribution to victims of crime.

It is amazing that during the reign of former
governments not one single booklet was produced
to inform people about the avenues of assistance for
victims of crime. No-one was told that as the victim
of rape or assault one could go to a centre for victims
of sexual assault or that if one needed help at court
the court network would provide that help not only
for the families of perpetrators of crime but also the
victims of crime.

No-one could be given a booklet which said, 1£ you
need further help from the police, here is the name
of a police liaison officer who you can contact at any
time for further assistance'. Some victims of crime
were adequately supported by their families or had
knowledge about where to turn, but the vast
majority of victims had never experienced such
situations before. It was like being thrust into a new
land with no map to guide them. A booklet which
the police could virtually hand to victims at the
crime scene would have been of much use.
The report recommends that a position of victim
liaison officer be established within the Office of the
Director of Public Prosecutions. Then, when a victim
wishes to find out about the progress of the case
against the perpetrator of the crime, he or she can go
to the victim liaison officer and find out whether he
or she will be needed at court, whether the
defendant will be given bail or whether the victim
has cause for concern. 1b.at will alleviate the
marginalisation felt by many victims, about which
the Attorney-General has been responsive to the
work of the council.

The council also realised as a result of the survey
that the professional knowledge of how to treat
victims of crime within the police force, the law and
the medical profession is not an integral part of the
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professional training within universities or colleges
but is often an elective which many students may
feel they do not have the time to take.
Recommendation no. 13 states, in part, that
information about the rights and needs of victims of
crime should be integrated within the programs of
tertiary institutions. Information should not be

marginalised.
The report also recognised the importance of
community health centres in providing crisis
counselling, long-term counselling and self-help
programs for the victims of crime. I thoroughly
endorse that and commend the recommendation of
the Victorian Community Council against Violence.
Local members of Parliament would recognise the
importance of community health centres because
they are community based and are, therefore,
immediately responsive to the needs of communities
in prOviding such services.
One common impact on the victims of crime is a
total loss of self-esteem, a feeling that somehow they
may have been at fault or guilty in some way and
brought the crime on themselves. In many ways
their treatment in court and sometimes regrettably at
other agencies they have to deal with leads to their
feeling like that. That is particularly so among young
women who are sometimes led to feel that the way
they dress, behave and walk and the places where
they happen to have been have somehow invited
crimes against their persons.
A non-threatening, accessible community centre like
a community health centre is an important vehicle
for the dissemination to victims of crime of
information provided by organisations such as the
Community Council against Violence and satellite
organisations. It can aid in their long-term
rehabilitation so that they are no longer victims but
people who have recovered from the crime
committed against them.
The funding of community health centres and
particularly of the service they provide to the
community is obviously very important. Because
community health centres are accessed in the
majority by women and because women are so often
the victims of crimes against the person, the integral
role of the centres is to be commended, encouraged
and funded.
Specific sexual assault centres, the Centres against
Sexual Assault or CASAs, are also extremely
important, particularly those attached to public
hospitals such as the Royal Women's Hospital. Their
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refined, professional and immediate response to the
trauma of the victims of sexual crimes is integral to
the success of any strategy to address the needs of
victims of crime. Because many victims of crime do
not speak English it is important that, so far as is
possible, services be provided in the language of the
victim and be available 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week.
Crime knows no hours. Although most crimes tend
to be committed at night, sexual assault can occur at
any time within a 24-hour period. It is important
that the victims of crime have 24-hour access to
services and the intensive COWlSelling that is needed
at the time to get them over the initial shock of what
has happened to them.
There are many other recommendations, all equally
valuable. I have highlighted only three which I think
are of supreme importance to this aspect of crime in
that they address the needs of victims of crime. The
work of the Community Council against Violence
obviously has had an influence on some of the
legislation the Attorney-General has brought to this
house and which has been passed, for example,
legislation introducing victim impact statements.
I remember clearly - I have referred to it in a
previous speech - the impact on me when the
Attorney-General described in a second-reading
speech how a mother had rung her and told her that
when the murderer of her daughter was brought to
trial she had been unable to say to the judge and the
jury what impact the murder had had on her family.
The Attorney-General was obviously responsive to
the needs of that person and to the statements of
others about their inability to say in court how
victims or their families felt She has been responsive
to the recommendations of the Community COWlcil
against Violence that victim impact statements be
heard between the time of the accused being found
guilty and before sentencing so that the victims at
least have a chance to have their say. Being able to
be heard in public is part of the healing process. It is
not compulsory, but victims have the chance to say
how they feel and what the impact has been on them.
The widening of the definition of family member to
include people in intimate personal relationships
with other people, mostly women, to enable the
introduction of intervention orders by the police has
also obviously been extremely important.
Also the amendments to the Crimes Act to make
stalking a crime of offence are important. Stalking is
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also an act of violence; it is an act of psychological
violence. The stalker may not physically assault his
or her victim - sometimes women stalk - but it
narrows and impedes the lifestyle of the stalked
person; it terrorises that person. In some ways it is as
much an act of violence as if it had occurred against
the physical person of the victim.
Arising from this survey and proposed for May is a
conference on services for the victims of crime. It is
to take place in Melbourne and will be opened, as is
absolutely right and proper, by the
Attorney~eral. A wide range of contributors and
speakers, ranging from Supreme Court judges and
media personalities through to people from CASAs,
the Victims of Crime Assistance League or VOCAL,
and other victim support services, are to draw
together the excellent recommendations of the
report and say, 'Where do we go from here?'. I think
the conference is to be held on 18 and 19 May. That
will be a most important time for focusing the minds
of professionals and the community on the needs of
victims.
The second important task force of the Victorian
Community Council against Violence is the violence
against women task force. Obviously to a large
extent I have addressed that area. Its executive
officer is Ms Marg Darcy, has done outstanding
work in addressing the problems of women.
No matter how personally and psychologically
strong we feel, women are much more at risk than
men, and not only with regard to our persons. As I
drove home last night past the Fitzroy Gardens,
Parliament having risen at about midnight, I was
thinking that those gardens are a wonderful place to
be during the day but I do not think any woman or
many men would walk through them at night They
become a place of danger.
The young woman who disappeared last week after
leaving a night club and who has not yet been found
was last seen somewhere near the Yarra River. She
was walking in a place of danger. During the day
you can jog there, ride a bike or walk your dog, but
at night such places become places of danger, more
so for women than men.
Women are also slightly more at risk because they
are more alert to the dangers confronting their
children. That is not so in every case. Men are often
also extremely alert, but women are keyed in to the
daily routine of their children's lives. If a child is half
an hour late home from school, darkness is falling
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and there is no sign of the child coming along the
street, anybody's heart can turn over.
Violence against women can be the violence of fear,
and not just fear of physical assault but also fear on
behalf of other family members. The agony of
families who have to wonder what has happened to
other family members, often teenagers, the
awfulness of not knowing, of waiting for the knock
on the door or the ring of the telephone and of being
told that a body has been found, is beyond our
comprehension and almost beyond our imagination.
To know there is an organisation that cares and is
trying to do something about it in a professional
way probably is not of much comfort to victims at
the time, but it is of comfort to the community as a
whole. The community will take strength from that.
People will feel they are living in a community that
cares and will address their problems. These are the
ambulances at the bottom of the cliff and these are
the strategies to address the needs of people who
have become victims of crime.
The Crimes Compensation Tribunal was seen by
many of the respondents to the survey as being
extremely important Some people were not happy
with the monetary amount they received from the
tribunal, but most said that it did not really matter.
No matter how little or how much that amoWlt was,
what is significant is the fact that it is a recognition
by a judicial body of what they lost and suffered. In
the whole scheme of things the differing amoWlts
awarded were not seen as being of great importance.
The award was a tangible recognition by a judicial
body saying, 'Yes, you have suffered,' and, 'Yes, we
are trying to make some recompense to you and to
your family'. It was symbolic rather than real, but
nevertheless important. I am sure there are strands
in the report that I have not pulled together
adequately, but I have given the flavour of how
important and seminal it was.
Now for the ambulance at the top of the cliff, which
is the community safety task force, whose executive
officer is Mr Nic Abbey. The Victorian Community
Council against Violence is obviously a community
organisation because it sees no one organisation as
having responsibility for community safety - not
solely the police, local government, schools or
individuals, but the community pulling together to
create a safe environment in which people can live.
Several initiatives have been taken. The West End
Forum came about after the Victorian Community
Council against Violence, in its former
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manifestation, was successful in addressing the
problems in the west end of Melbourne, the night
club area, which is still seen by people as a danger
area. By working together with the police and
owners of establishments these people have brought
about a diversified use of that area and are watching
out even for things as simple as having taxis readily
available at that end of town for patrons leaving the
night clubs. That will create a feeling that you can go
there, and while it is not totally safe it is relatively
safe.
Some aspects of the west end of Melbourne such as
the prevalence of table top dancing have still to be
addressed. The connection with overt and physical
displays of sexuality may contribute to violence, but
the West End Forum is doing something about that.
It is the community doing something about a
problem that is not solely the responsibility of the
police.
Some time ago in Williamstown an elderly woman,
Leah Buck, was assaulted in the street and her

handbag was snatched. She subsequently died; I am
not sure whether she died directly as a result of the
assault or indirectly from a heart attack. This
tragedy had a significant effect on the community largely because of the coverage in the local media and elderly people feared for their safety. When
elderly people were spoken to by people from the
Victorian Community COWlcil against Violence it
was fOWld that most of them felt like prisoners. They
had security devices in their homes and security
doors on their entrances. Those of us who have gone
doorknocking know how often you are confronted
by a security door and the fear displayed by the
people behind the door about who is on the other
side. The fact that you cannot see them means it is
difficult to present yourself to them as
non-threatening, although they can see you.
The Victorian Community Council against Violence
Wldertook a project in Williamstown to help in
Wlderstanding the fears of elderly people in the
aftermath of the murder of Mrs Leah Buck. Elderly
people spoke of things like the need for a police
presence. The obvious sign of police in the
community was important in making them feel safe.
They were concerned at the dangers of going out at
night and said how apprehensive they felt.
Apparently there was a dance in the Williamstown
area for over-60s, but it was stopped because people
were not going to it. They did not go, not because
they did not want to go, but because they felt unsafe
going out at night.
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Because elderly people are unfamiliar with the dress
of younger people and their behaviour codes and
manner of walking and talking in the street, they feel
apprehensive when they see groups of young people
and they go out of their way to avoid them. The
elderly people said they felt as if they were under
Siege and they should keep all their money in the
bank. Some of them said they should have some
means of self-defence at hand and that they did not
go out after 4.00 p.m. They kept their doors and
windows locked and often did not answer the door
if they were not expecting a visitor.

It gives an overall picture of a suppressed life.
Elderly people also mentioned the Newport railway
line Wlderpass. I am not familiar with that area, but
we all know how frightening a tunnel can be when
you cannot see the opening at the other end. It is the
fear of what may lurk in the tunnel. Often to solve
these problems one must find alternative routes for
people to take or improve the lighting or approaches
to the tunnels so that people no longer feel afraid
and can stand at one end and feel they can travel
safely to the other end. That often takes time and is
labour intensive. It takes time for people to talk
freely about their fears, but community safety audits
like the one Wldertaken in Williamstown have been
undertaken in many other commurulies. They force
people to look at their communities with new eyes.

Having undertaken the safety audit, the council
undertook to improve safety in the community in
consultation with the police. Ibat is why
consultative work involving the police and the
community is so valuable and why the
neighbourhood housing program is so successful in
catering for some of the fears of parents about their
children coming home. It is grassroots work that
does not require much funding, but does require a
heightened community awareness.
We are an ageing population, and in the aged
community women are the greatest proportion.
Many women are living on their own and they can
see community support dropping away from them.
If we are genuinely committed to all members of the
commw Lity we have to make life safe and enjoyable
for older and younger members of the community.
We need a sense of community participation in
safety for all people.
I conclude by congratulating the Community
Council against Violence on the outstanding work it
has done Wlder both its old and new structures and
on its obvious commitment to the task. I thank its
members for the courtesy and time they gave me
when I started to prepare this speech, which is
rather shorter than it might have been in other
circumstances.

After I read the report the council gave me I started
to look at my community aroWld Mooroolbark and
wondered how lighting would improve some areas;
why kids were hanging around a particular shop whether it was because it was unlit; and how I
would feel if I were in my electorate office and saw
these young people there and whether I would
assume they were up to no good and were
threatening my person.

I commend the government, the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services and the Attorney-General
for their foresight in restructuring the Victorian
Community Council against Violence and their
obvious willingness to fund the enterprises operated
by the council. I have pleasure in commending the
motion to the house.

The community council is undertaking valuable
work to heighten community awareness and help
members of the community not to feel threatened. It
is a matter of getting people to put themselves in the
shoes of other people, such as the elderly, those who
cannot speak English, females, the physically
impaired, those with walking sticks or in
wheelchairs. It is forcing them to think, 'How would
I feel if I could not go out at night and have access to
the sporting groWld, if I were too scared to walk to
my parked car in the car park or to go to the
entertainment venue?'. People are now considering
how they would feel if they wanted to catch public
transport and knew they had to be home in winter
before dark because they were too scared to walk
through the car park.

Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.04 p.m.

Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
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Director of Public Prosecutions
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Attorney-General to her statement in the
house today when she said that the views expressed
by her Crown Counsel, Mr Greg Craven. at the
meeting on 6 October 1993 were, 'totally irrelevant'.
Does she stand by her comment in the light of the
sworn witness statement made by Mr Craven in the
AAT in August last year which clearly demonstrates
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that at all times he was relaying the instructions of
the Attorney-General to the working group?
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - As I said a
number of times yesterday, I stand by what I said
about whatever might have been said by any person
at that meeting on the DPP bill The important thing
about the bill was the detailed. instructions in the
paper concerning the systemic problems in the office
of the DPP. They were the basis of my instructions to
that committee. They were what was important nothing else anyone said.
I do not know what anyone said at that meeting and
I cannot see that I could possibly have predicted

comments that might have been made at that
meeting or in any way authorised them. I said the
DPP's office was causing problems. Those problems
were identified in the paper I have quoted already
which dealt with systemic problems concerning the
Director of Public Prosecutions.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mrs WADE - Problems - get the word?
Mr Batchelor - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
the minister is referring to a report. I ask that it be
tabled.

The SPE.AKER - Order! The Chair understands
it is a document that was tabled yesterday.
However, questions have been asked and I ask the
Attorney-General to take them up.
Mr Batchelor - On a further point of order,
Mr Speaker, the report was not tabled yesterday. I
ask that it be tabled now.

The SPEAKER - Order! The Attorney-General
will table the document at the conclusion of her
answer.
Mrs WADE - I offered to table it yesterday but
the opposition were not interested. I am only too

happy to table it. Indeed the opposition has obtained
a copy under freedom of information.
Honourable members opposite laughed when I said
there were problems with the DPP's office. I offered
to go through those problems yesterday, and they
are set out in detail in the paper dealing with
systemic problems concerning the Director of Public
Prosecutions and Prosecutors for the Queen. They
concern problems relating to the structure of the
director's office. They concern the problem raised by
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the DPP about the need for him to be able to
delegate certain decision-making powers. They
relate to some confusion about the functions and
administrative structures of the DPP and they go to
financial issues. I mentioned those yesterday in
passing, and they were problems.
The overruns in the DPP's budget over a number of
years ranged from $1.1 million to $2.3 million. I also
mentioned the problem of the enormous fees being
paid to members of the bar. Yesterday I mentioned
one barrister who in five years had earned
$2.5 million on a part-time basis with the DPP as his
client I felt that was a drain on the public purse
which one would not wish to see continue. I would
have thought the opposition would have agreed,
although apparently it does not
.
There were questions of accountability to the public
and there were questions on relationships between
Prosecutors for the Queen and the DPP. The
Prosecutors for the Queen were not operating under
any supervision whatsoever; they were not under
the management or control of the DPP. No records
were available about the amount of leave taken by
Prosecutors for the Queen, their terms and
conditions of employment and the work they were
supposed to be doing.
The Director of Public Prosecutions had asked the
previous Attorney-General to bring the Prosecutors
for the Queen under the control of the Director of
Public Prosecutions and the previous
Attorney-General had not done that I thought he
made a good case for it and, as it has turned out, we
have brought the prosecutors under the direction of
the Director of Public Prosecutions.
There were serious issues such as the prosecutors'
low morale and the fact that prosecutors were not
being properly utilised by the Director of Public
Prosecutions. All of that is set out in this paper,
which, as I said, was prepared by Mr Craven, Crown
Counsel, and which was available at the meeting
referred to by the Leader of the Opposition.

Council of Australian Governments
Mrs RENDERSON (Geelong) - Will the
Premier inform the house of the outcome of
yesterday's meeting of the Council of Australian
Governments in Canberra?
Mr KENNElT (Premier) - As the house is
obviously well aware by now, the Prime Minister,
premiers and territory leaders met yesterday in
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Canberra in what was probably the finalisation of a
long-running period of consideration not only by
parliamentarians but also by the bureaucracy and
the private sector to try to open up Australia to a
more competitive regime to ensure that Australia
can take its place and lead in the development of
opportunities into the 21st century.
The meeting yesterday was unique, one that makes
the sort of first question here by the opposition pale
into irrelevancy when one considers the issues of
moment that are affecting this society.

Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNETr -It is no wonder your Prime
Minister does not even know your name! What we
actually achieved was an outcome that will be
binding on all states, territories and the
commonwealth, and importantly it will open up
competition right throughout Australia. One
example of how that competition will work is that
right down the east coast of Queensland, New South
Wales and Victoria is a large stream of brown and
black coal which in real terms is being managed by
independent units operating on their own. The
desire of the meeting is to use that asset wherever it
lies as a national asset to enable this country to lower
its prices considerably and ultimately to attract new
business and to export more from the businesses
that already exist
It was a historic meeting in the sense that a federal
Labor government, the two Labor states of
Queensland and New South Wales and the
conservative states in the balance of Australia
actually came together and agreed that these
reforms were in the national interest. Queensland
has already started to privatise. Victoria is well on
the path to doing so. New South Wales is about to
move towards the corporatisation process that we
achieved initially. Therefore there will be a real
change in the way our states do business.
We were also able to convince the commonwealth of
the importance of the communities of the states,
which deliver 80 per cent of the benefits, sharing in
some of the benefits that come from these reforms.
We provide 80 per cent of the reforms and the
commonwealth gets most of the financial benefit
However, as a result of discussions both in Darwin
and, more importantly and recently, yesterday in
Canberra the commonwealth has seen fit to give to
the states, over a period and based on a sign-up fee
and a performance fee, a sum of money of the order
of $4.2 billion. That is a substantial change and an

advance on where we were initially, which was no
recompense or recognition for the role played by the
states.
Yesterday's outcome is historic. It also recognises
that we are locked into a program of reform. When
the Prime Minister of Australia, Mr Goss, Mr Carr
and I sit down and do business the only group
anywhere in Australia that continues to oppose
change is the Labor Party in Victoria. It is
increasingly out of touch. Because so much of what
we do is based on performance, the real question is
whether the Labor Party both in its current policy
and leading into the next election will actually put at
risk the real moneys that are able to be earned by
this state through carrying out the sorts of reforms
we have now embarked upon.
The Leader of the Opposition, who is not recognised
by his own federal colleagues, is being increasingly
distanced by Senator Robert Ray, who recognises,
based on the research just conducted by the federal
Labor Party, that under the leadership of the
Victorian Leader of the Opposition the Labor Party
in Victoria is likely to lose three federal seats at the
next federal election. One of the reasons is that the
Victorian Leader of the Opposition is not taking a
leadership role on any issue that matters not only in
Victoria but, importantly, in this country. There are
issues that will see Australia unite as a borderless
society where we will have to work together.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNFIT - The Leader of the Opposition
says that I am next. I am more likely to be replaced
by John Button than by the Leader of the
Opposition. He will have to decide at some stage
whether to be relevant and constructive or whether
to continually bitch and moan and be irrelevant in
the society in which we live.
Yesterday's COAG decision was without a doubt a
leadership position for us, the benefits of which will
flow to this community well into the 21st century.
Probably no other decision the heads of government
have made in the past 10 or 15 years is as important
as yesterday's decision, and certainly no other
decision will actually produce the results that will
benefit our entire society well into the 21st century.

Director of Public Prosecutions
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Attorney-General to her continual
statements both inside and outside the house that
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there was never any intention on the part of the
government to get rid of the former Director of
Public Prosecutions. I refer her to the statement
made yesterday to Mr Neil Mitchell on 3AW in
relation to Mr Bongiomo:
Ministers have said to me that he had to go, let's be
honest about it

I ask the Attorney-General who is telling lies, the
Attorney~eral or Mr Mitchell and government
ministers?

MI5 WADE (Attorney-General) - I have never
said that Mr Bongiomo had to go. Indeed both the
first and second bills that we proposed included
provisions that Mr Bongiomo should stay in office
for the rest of his term. Mr Bongiorno was free to
remain the Director of Public Prosecutions until he
reached the age of 65. There was no question of his
leaving office as far as the government was
concerned.

Numura Jafco Investments
Mr JENKINS (Ballarat West) - Will the Premier
advise the house of recent developments which will
confirm Victoria's status as a centre of high
technology and manufacturing and which will
provide a Significant boost to investment and jobs in
Victoria?
Mr KENNE1T (premier) - As some honourable
members know, both this government and previous
governments have had a long-standing relationship
with the House of Numura, a very large Japanese
financial trading house. Towards the end of last year
my colleague the Minister for Industry and
Employment and I visited Japan and paid a visit to
Numura Securities, where we met Mr Sakamaki,
who is the President of Numura Securities. One of
the companies associated with Numura Securities is
a company called Numura Jafco, which is the largest
prOvider of venture capital in Japan.

I am sure the honourable member for SW1Shine on
his trips to Japan also met people from Numura. It
deals with about $3.5 billion worth of moneys,
$1 billion of which is the company's own money that
it puts into small to medium-sized business
ventures, particularly in the area of software and
biomedical-type developments.
I invited Mr Sakamaki to send a delegation from
Jafco to Melbourne because of the high level of
technology that exists in small to medium-sized
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Victorian firms that at times have problems with
capital either to further advance the research or to
take the research into production for manufacturing
both here and overseas.
Mr Sakamaki put me in touch with Numura Jafco
Investments, which is a further subsidiary based in
Singapore. Yesterday a delegation arrived in the
state. My colleague the Minister for Industry and
Employment, Mr Gude, showed them around the
state, and last night, after I returned from COAG, I
hosted a dinner for the delegation, which included
the Chairman of Numura Jafco, Mr Oka, who was
joined by Mr Shirota. During the dinner Mr Oka
indicated to us that Numura Jafco has made a
decision to establish an Australian office in
Melbourne and will put considerable amounts of
money into Victorian and Australian industries in
the form of venture capital.
A moment ago I spoke about the importance of the
decision COAG made yesterday. I put this on a par
with that decision because of the size of this venture
capital organisation. It invests in 1300 different
Japanese companies. It invests in almost 100
companies in America, and it will now set up in
Australia, which is a credit to Australia, and the fact
that Numura has chosen to establish an office in
Melbourne is a credit to this community and what
we have been through. over the past two and a half
years.
The implications of this investment decision for all
of Asia are enormous. A pool of money in the order
of $260 million is already available to be invested in.
small to medium-sized software companies and
high-tech companies per se. I should also say that
Mr Oka indicated to the Minister for Industry and
Employment and me last night that because he has
been impressed by the quality of technology and
research in Victoria, he would like to bring
representatives of some of the 1300 companies to
Melbourne to look at what we do and to bring about
jOint partnerships between some of those Japanese
companies and Victorian companies.
I have told Mr Oka that we will participate in that
fully. This is a significant investment opportunity for
us to enter the Japanese market. We are already
doing very well there, but this will extend our
opportunities in a way that we never thought was
possible because with the Japanese yen being now
so strong, many small to medium-sized companies
in Japan simply cannot afford to manufacture and
export Therefore, they will have to leave Japan for
places like Melbourne.
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This is a major, fundamental breakthrough for this
community. It is not only a win for Victoria, it is a
win for Australia. We will work very hard with
Numura, which has honoured. us in this way with its
decision to make sure this works both in Numura's
interest and our interest We will also work
interstate to make sure that research software and
biomedical companies anywhere in Australia that
are looking for this sort of partnership investment
will have access to Jafco here in Melbourne.
1 thank and congratulate my ministerial colleague,
the Minister for Industry and Employment, on the
work he and his department have done to achieve
this result I note that the honourable member for
Williamstown is laughing - The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier will ignore

did his document suggest that an urgent bill be
prepared and taken to cabinet?
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - The Leader of
the Opposition has confirmed what I have always
said. 1 am the one who runs the office. I am the
Attorney-General and I make the decisions.
Mr Craven makes various recommendations to me; I
do not always accept them. What 1 said about the
paper that was prepared. by Mr Craven was that it
set out the problems in the office of the DPP that we
felt needed. to be solved..
I did not decide to go ahead with the review. I felt
the matter was more urgent and the solutions were
available without a review, although we have made
some changes in the office since having looked. at
various management practices.

interjections.

Mr KENNETT - It is just typical of the
opposition. Whenever there is good news, whenever
there is something that offers opportunity or hope
for the people of Victoria, it is against it every time.
While the opposition continues with its
irrelevancies, the government will simply get on
with the job of providing these opportunities. I say
to all Victorian companies involved in software and
high-tech research that if they are looking for
partnerships and venture capital then please get in
touch with my colleague, Mr Gude because we will
be adVertising for them to come forward, not only
here, but right throughout Australia.
The government thanks Numura Jaico Investments
for its confidence. I am sure that as a result of this
decision that in the next five to six to ten years the
benefits that this community is going to gain, not
only in terms of advancing opportunities, but with
employment is going to be absolutely extraordinary.

Director of Public Prosecutions
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - 1
refer the Attorney-General to her first answer in
question time today and to her answer in question
time yesterday when she stated that the document
prepared by her Crown Counsel, Mr Craven, was
the document upon which she acted in relation to
the restructure of the office of the DPP. Is it not
correct that Mr Craven's document, in fact:
recommended. a review of the office of the DPP; set
out the terms of reference of such a review;
suggested that a report be made and
recommendations be made also; and that at no stage

1 make the decisions, and that is what 1 told the
Leader of the Opposition this morning and
yesterday. The basis on which I made the decisions
was to a large part related to the analysis of the
problems in that document.

Western and Southern bypasses
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) -1 ask the Minister for
Plaruting to advise the house what pr<rf-.'Tess is being
made on the Western and Southern bypasses
proposals?
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I
have received the panel's report on the Western and
Southern bypasses proposal, and I had an
assessment of it The panel reported on 13 February;
the assessment was made subsequent to that I have
held discussions with various ministers relevant to
the assessment process. The panel held meetings
over 26 days and received 140 written submissions
and 70 presentations at the inquiry. The
recommendations are supportive of the Western
bypass and the Domain tunnel going ahead.

The panel's report will be released at 3.00 p.m. today
and will be made available for inspection by
interested persons at the Department of Planning
and Development office in Collins Street 1
recommend to honourable members that if they
desire to have a copy of the printed version of the
panel report and the assessment, that can be
arranged. Only 2SO copies have been printed, but
more copies will be printed if necessary.
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Director of Public Prosecutions
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - I refer the
Attorney-General to her statement this morning that
she did not believe Mr Greg Craven made the
statements alleged at a meeting of 6 October 1993
and I ask: on what evidence does she make that
claim, and have the statements been denied by the
Crown Counsel, Mr Craven?
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I do not
believe those statements were made because they do
not make sense to me in the context of the issues that
were before that committee. It was considering
legislation to solve the problems that had been
identified in the document which I tabled today,
which had been provided to the opposition under
freedom of information and which it apparently
does not want to know about

Rail: Upfield line
Mr DAVIS (Essendon) - In light of today's
release of the EES panel report on the Western and
Southern bypasses and the government's transport
agreement with the public transport uniollS, will the
Minister for Public Transport advise the house
whether he has made any decision on the future of
the Upfield railway line?
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) As the house well knows, for more than a decade
Upfield has been the poor relation of Melbourne's
rail system.. It is equally well known that for a full
decade under Labor the line was underfunded,
underserviced and underused.
Or Napthine - Under threat!

Mr BROWN - It was under threat all of that
time, particularly under Minister Roper who lined it
up for closure. In 1989 the Cain government tried to
close that line. Its proposal, much heralded at that
time, was to convert it to light rail; but of course that
was thwarted at the time by widespread community
opposition. It is instructive to note that John Cain
now admits that 50 articulated light rail trams worth
$1.7 million each and bought for the Upfield line
were rendered idle. That represented $85 million of
taxpayers' funds down the drain.

When this government took office the Public
Transport Corporation advice to me - and it was
clear -was to close Upfield. By 1992, after 10 years
of Labor neglect, that line was losing just on
$4 million a year. In other words, each passenger
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using the line was costing taxpayers $667 per
annum. When I released the government's public
transport reform strategy on 6 January 1993 I
considered closing Upfield on public transport
grounds alone.
Mr Batchelor interjected.
Mr BROWN - I would like Mr Credibility to be
quiet for a moment so I can advise the house on this
very important issue.

Additionally, I was also conscious that keeping
Upfield open was then considered to be
incompatible with the proposed route for what is
clearly the long-overdue Western bypass. It was not
long before the unions came to the negotiating table
with this government and we agreed as part of that
agreement that any decision on the future of Up field
would be held in abeyance until the consultative
process on the environment effects statement for the
proposed Western bypass had been concluded. As
the house is well aware through the announcement
by my colleague the Minister for Planning today,
tha t process has been concluded and therefore the
time for a decision on Upfield has now come.

Mr Batchelor interjected.
Mr BROWN - A report can recommend
anything. As the Attorney-General said, what a
report recommends and what a minister of the
Crown decides may not necessarily be the same.
Even though the honourable member for
Thomastown has no interest in this, because there is
widespread community interest in the future of the
Upfield line today I am announcing my decision and
the government's decision about the future of
Upfield.
There is no doubt in my mind that any change to the
status of Upfie1d would result in a Significant
diminution in service to the community that it
currently serves, particularly the disabled. It should
also be noted that the cost of operating Upfield has
fallen significantly as a direct result of the
government's transport reform program. Just as
importantly, I am convinced that we can now retain
Upfield and build an affordable Western bypass.
Today I will announce my decision following the
undertaking given to the unions to wait until the
outcome of the EES process was completed. On
behalf of the government I am delighted to
announce that Upfie1d will remain open. I should
add that it is not enough just to keep Upfie1d open
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because, due to those years of neglect by the Labor
government, an injection of some $23 million in
capital is required over the next three years to
modernise it and bring it up to a good standard for
that commWlity.
We will be approaching the federal government
through the Better Cities program for financial
assistance in this regard. The federal government
has said it would like the Up field railway line to
remain open. We would like to see the same level of
service as that provided to the rest of the
community, including late eVening and Sunday
trains. In order to accomplish that, over a three-year
period we will need assistance to the tune of
$23 million from the federal government.
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Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - Will the minister
give a brief indication of the content of the bill?
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) (By leave)The amendment to the Ambulance Services Act
relates to the composition of the members of the
boards of management of ambulance services. The
Health Act will be amended in relation to the
notification of HIV as opposed to the notification of
AIDS. Amendments to the Cemeteries Act accord
with a recommendation from the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee, which examined the
requirement for the use of mausoleums. It also
enables cemetery trusts to be incorporated and to
have inderrmity for trustees of cemeteries.
Motion agreed to.

Despite what Labor did to that line over the
previous decade it is a pleasure to announce that it
will remain open under this government, which is
contrary to what the former Labor government tried
to do - that is, close the Upfield line.

Read first time.

AUSTRALIAN FOOD INDUSTRY
SCIENCE CENTRE BILL

FOOD (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) -

Introduction and first reading
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - I move:

I move:

lbat I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Food
Act 1984 and for other purposes.

That I have leave to bring in a bill to establish the
Australian Food Industry Science Centre and for other

purposes.

Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - Will the minister
briefly describe the intention of the bill?

Ms MARPLE (Altona) - Will the minister
explain the contents of the bill?

Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) (By leave) The bill basically addresses some tedutical
amendments relating to changes in regulations
concerning food outcomes and clarifies some
discrepancies or variations in the role of
environmental health officers so we can move to
more health outcome focussed food regulations.

Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture)
(By leave) - The honourable member for Altona will
be driving past the science centre when she
represents Geelong! The bill will establish the
Australian Food Industry Science Centre, an
independent board, to report to me. It is in line with
the government's commitment to improve the
science and education potential in the food industry.

Motion agreed to.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.
Read first time.

HEALTH ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
PLANT HEALTH AND PLANT
PRODUerS BILL

Introduction and first reading
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) -

I move:

That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the
Ambulance Services Act 1986, the Health Act 1958 and
the Cemeteries Act 1958 and for other purposes.

Introduction and first reading
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - I move:
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That I have leave to bring in a bill to provide for plant
pest and disease control and plant product description,
to amend the Agricultural Industry Development Act
1990 to provide for industry funded control measures
and compensation schemes, to repeal the Fruit and
Vegetables Act 1958, the Seeds Act 1982 and the
Vegetation and Vine Diseases Act 1958 and for other
purposes.

officers, will be transferred to the Institute of
Forensic Medicine as it will be called. I hope and
believe that will solve a number of problems
regarding the provision of forensic medical services
particularly to victims of crime.

Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture)
(By leave) - It is almost seH~lanatory. It

Another provision in the bill has been inserted at the
request of the coroner. He suggests he should have
discretion as to whether an inquest should be held
after a homicide trial has been held. He has
submitted reasons for the inclusion of that provision.
The government has accepted his suggestion. The
bill contains a provision to enable the coroner to
exercise his discretion in those circumstances.

consolidates three separate pieces of legislation into
one act It even deregulates seed-cleaning machines.

Motion agreed to.

Motion agreed to.

Read first time.

Ms MARPLE (Altona) - Will the minister briefly
tell the house about the contents of the bill?

Read first time.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
MCTORIA) (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading

TREASURY CORPORATION OF
VICTORIA (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) introduced a bill to

amend the Treasury Corporation of Victoria Act
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) introduced a bill to
amend the Financial Institutions (Victoria) Act
1992 and for other purposes.

1992 and repeal the Victorian Debt Retirement
Fund Act 1990 and for other purposes.

Read first time.
Read first time.

CORONERS (AMENDMENT) BILL

MILDURA COLLEGE LANDS
(AMENDMENT) BILL

Introduction and first reading

Introduction and first reading

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the
Coroners Act 1985 to provide for the Victorian Institute
of Forensic Medicine and to make further provision for
inquests into deaths and for other purposes.

Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - Will the
Attorney-General outline to the house the contents
of the bill?
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) (By leave) - I am
pleased to provide an outline of this bill which, I
anticipate, will have the support of the opposition.
Its major purpose is to reconstitute the Victorian
1nstitute of Forensic Pathology as the Victorian
1nstitute of Forensic Medicine. In addition to
performing forensic pathology, the institute will
perform forensic medicine functions. Those
functions, previously carried out by police medical

Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education)
introduced a bill to amend the Mildura College
Lands Act 1916 and for other purposes.
Read first time.

PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 9 March; motion of
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning).
Mr DOLLIS (Richmond) - The bill amends the
act to take account of compensation paid for
acquisition of land. The opposition has no problem
with the purpose of the bill, although I will raise
concerns which I hope the minister will answer
during his contribution to the debate.
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Owners of private land reserved for public purposes
often end up in court seeking compensation. They
are then often awarded add~n costs which may
include holding costs, interest, relocation costs,
solidtors' costs, and so on.
As the minister well knows, that add~n cost to
government in some cases was around 124 per cent
of the original value of the land. It is seen as a costly
exercise for the government The government must
get the support of the house in bringing forward this
amendment because it will at least attempt to
safeguard the state's interests and will ensure that
future costs are relevant to the purpose and value of
the land.
The court cases have arisen following the rejection of
applications for subdivisions and permits. As I

understand it, this rejection generates the basis of a
file for compensation by the owner. The wisdom is
that this is an inefficient and messy way for a
government to proceed, given that it will always be
in the position that it will need to place reservations
on land for future use. Since the recession in the
19905 many developers have gone through their
property portfolios and put in claims for
compensation to aid their cash flow. A number of
costly court cases have resulted.
For the record, the former Mr Justice Gobbo, in a
hearing conducted on 27 November 1990 and
7 December 1990 in the case of Mario Piraino Pty Ltd
v. Roads Corporation, said:
1bere is an urgent need for the legislature to review the
prOvisions of part 5 of the Planning and Environment

Act 1987. Sections 98 and 99 create new ambiguities
and difficulties and section 104 is also of doubtful
effectiveness if it is intended to keep assessment of
compensation claims under the act distinct, other than
for certain procedural purposes, from the Land
Acquisition and Compensation Act 1986.

Former Mr Justice Gobbo has made a number of
judgments on this topic and has stated the
difficulties and defidendes in a number of cases. He
was involved in hearings held between 22 and
24 August 1990, 27 and 31 August 1990, 3 and
7 September 1990, and 10 and 14 September 1990,
and on 17 September 1990. He stated in one
judgment
There is therefore no point in canvassing the
deficiencies in the legislation and the difficulties that
face owners who do not receive a refusal of a permit
but then face an appeal that is allowed and results in no
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permit being granted. Nor is it necessary to decide
whether an amendment such as amendment LlO can be
a reservation within section 98(1).

Mr Justice Phillips and Mr Justice Gobbo have on a
number of occasions made the points the minister is
attempting to address in the bill by removing
ambiguities and addressing the cost factor all
governments face in dealing with this matter.

A list of cases provided by the department clearly
indicates the situation. In one case 124 per cent of the
value of the land had to be paid. In another case
106 per cent had to be paid. Other percentages paid
include 35 per cent, 67 per cent and 89 per cent of
the value of the land. The opposition will support
the bill because it is reasonable to expect that the
government should not have to pay more than the
market value of the land it is required to purchase.
There has been discussion of this matter within the
government over a long time, but no reason has
been given for this amendment not having been
dealt with in the past I expect that the minister, in
bringing the matter before Parliament, has at least
enabled reasonable consultation and received
comment to ensure the reform we are supporting
today is adequate. I will raise that point again later.
The bill sets the framework for the creation of a
market in 'reserved land' because the government is
always the buyer of last resort. The government can
sell the land on the basis that it will be required at a
particular time in the future. This allows land to be
used instead of lying idle. Owners of the land
designated for future public purposes are no longer
significantly disadvantaged.
The bill provides that the government must pay the
market rate to purchase the land reserved for public
purposes. The owner can withdraw the request to
sell the land. The bill prOvides for the owner of the
land to initiate the request that the land be
purchased by the government, specifying the price
requested for the land. The government has three
months to respond to the request with an offer price.
Where a dispute arises, there is provision to take the
matter to the land valuations division of the
Administrative Appeals TnbunaL
In the second-reading speech the government
recognises that there has not been a great deal of
community consultation. It was prepared to allow
time for that. However, the bill will proceed through
this house, and 14 April has been set as the deadline
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for the government's receiving notice of any
community concerns.
While it is appreciated that consultation must be
conducted in a way that enables the government to
receive comments and that consultation conducted
must not lead to a rush of compensation claims
lodged in the court, can the minister inform the
house at the conclusion of debate whether he
believes adequate time has been given for comment
to be brought to his attention? It will be appreciated
if he puts on record any comments or concerns he or
his department may have received in the course of
their consultations over the past few weeks.
As we have said, this important reform needs to take

place. A number of judges have put on record their
concerns and comments. That is why the opposition,
following discussions, is more than happy to assist
the government in this process.
Also, there is concern that with the passing of this
amendment to the Planning and Environment Act,
government authorities may be faced with a rush of
requests to purchase reserve land, land that they
may not have needed for a number of years.
Authorities may be faced with more requests than
they have the resources to process in the time
required, therefore requiring more financial
resources than they are able to direct towards the
purchase of land that is not immediately required.
It has been brought to my attention that at Plenty
Gorge and Phillip Island there is considerable land
reserved for public purposes that owners may be
anxious to have released. The land at Plenty Gorge
was originally reserved by Melbourne Water. I ask
the minister in his reply to assure the house
provision has been made to ensure the relevant
authority has the resources to contend with such a
rush of requests in case that takes place, given that
the authority cannot 'lift' a reservation once a
request to purchase the land has been made.
I thank the minister for the way he has conducted
the briefing and made certain that all relevant
information has been given to the opposition so that
we can ensure our support is given to this
appropriate legislative amendment
Mr RICHARD SON (Forest Hill) - As the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition has remarked, the
proposals before the house are significant. The
reforms embodied in the proposed legislation are
overdue. One wonders why the previous
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government ignored the protestations of various
authorities, including the courts, to which the
honourable gentleman has already referred, took so
long to consider the matter and went to the last
election not having reached. any conclusion on the
matter. As is the case with so many other things, it
was left to the new government to sort out the mess
that had been left by the previous government.
The main thrust of the legislation concerns, of

course, the relationship between an authority and
the owner of land upon which a reservation has
been placed.
The legislation replaces the existing system of
compensation with a new system involving
purchase. Some ancillary matters have been
introduced into the legislation, it being an
opportunity to address a number of other matters
relating to planning, and I shall refer to those in due
course.
The house will be aware that the Planning and
Environment Act establishes a system of planning
schemes that regulate the use and development of
land. Part 5 of the act is being addressed by the
legislation. Part 5 deals with the payment of
compensation to owners of land affected by a
reservation for public purposes or a reservation
restricting access by closure of a road by a planning
scheme. The proposed changes do not affect the
latter item - that is, the restriction of access by
closure of a road by a planning scheme. The
proposed changes relate only to the payment of
compensation for loss arising from the acquisition of
land for public purposes where the authority does
not take title to that land.
These changes have been proposed because the act
is complex and is not easily understood, even by
professionals, which has led to a number of costly
hearings in the Supreme Court during which
members of the judiciary have criticised the
legislation and called for its review. TIle Deputy
Leader of the Opposition made passing reference to
that
It is instructive to glance at some of the comments
made by members of the judiciary. In 1990
Mr Justice Gobbo said:
There is an urgent need for the legislature to review the
conditions of part 5 of the Planning and Environment
Act.
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He said later:
There is no point in canvassing the deficiencies in the
legislation facing owners.

Mr Justice Phillips said:
The difficulties and uncertainties raised by the sections
governing such claims for compensation, and the
powers of the tribunal on appeal in relation thereto,

seem to be quite unnecessary.

In May 1992 Mr Justice Gobbo said:
I have to confess that section 102, unless given a mere
arithmetical operation, is extremely difficult to apply.

In 1991 Mr Justice Gobbo said:
There are a number of features of the legislation that
merit the early attention of the legislature.

!bat comment was similar to the one he made in
1990. Many comments have been made by the
judiciary about the deficiencies of the existing
provisions and it is not necessary for all of them to
be read into Hansard. Suffice it to say that the house
should be aware that there have been extensive
comments by the judiciary on these deficiencies and
that the government has acted in response to
criticism of the legislation by the judiciary and other
members of the community.
In view of the ambiguities of the legislation the
Supreme Court, in the persons of Mr Justice Gobbo
and Mr Justice Phillips, has made interpretations
and handed down decisions that have expanded the
compensation hearings so as to include elements
that were not previously contemplated as being
payable. For example, the concepts of loss of profit,
of disturbance, of replacement property costs, of
interest and holding costs, could be duplicated when
the land is eventually acquired. The deficiencies of
the legislation have led to a sort of ripple effect
flowing from the interpretations that have
necessarily been made by members of the judiciary
in d~g with cases brought before them and
involving matters which were not originally
envisaged in the legislation but which have grown
exponentially from the difficulties created by the
existing prOvisions.
Indeed, as each judgment has been made and as
each step departing from what was intended has
been taken, so the complexities have increased. The
usual process of the judiciary simplifying issues has
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been reversed, and the consequence of continued

judicial involvement in these issues has been a series
of complications that added to earlier complications.
The problems were compounded to the point where
it was necessary for action to be taken and this
legislation to be drafted.
Another consideration is the financial burden on
authorities of costs associated with a second set of
negotiations when the land is eventually acquired.
An increasing number of matters are finding their
way to the courts for determination, with associated
long delays before finalisation. This means that
owners, who already perceive themselves to be
disadvantaged, are further disadvantaged by not
knowing what their ultimate entitlement will be.
The existing system of payment of financial loss
compensation being separate from compensation for
the acquisition of land creates difficulties in the
interpretation of sections of the Land Acquisition
and Compensation Act, which attempted to define
how financial loss payments should be taken into
account when the land is compulsorily acquired.
The changes envisaged in the legislation abandon
the system of compensation for financial loss and
replace it with one that enables an owner to require
an authority to purchase the land.
The procedure to be followed to achieve that is as
follows: the owner of land reserved or proposed to
be reserved may approach the authority - a public
authority, of course - that has placed the
reservation on the private land.
The owner of the land proposed to be reserved may
approach the authority and request the authority to
purchase the land for a specific price. Within three
months of such a request the authority must
respond with an offer. Where the offer differs from
the amount requested. the authority must provide a
certificate of valuation prepared by a registered
valuer. If the authority fails to provide an offer
within the specified time the owner may refer the
matter for arbitration by the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal. Where an offer has been made the owner
must take action within three months to accept that
offer, withdraw from negotiations or refer the matter
to the tnbWlal. If an owner fails to respond in that
way then the offer from the authority lapses. If the
offer is accepted by the owner then the authority
m ust finalise purchase of the land.
If the tribunal determines the value of the land, the

authority must make an offer of that amount within
30 days of the tribunal's decision and that offer must
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be accepted by the owner of the land within 30 days
otherwise it lapses. When an offer lapses the owner
is prohibited from recommencing the purchase
process for two years.
That is the procedure envisaged by the legislation. It
is expected that the difficulties currently facing both
owners and authorities will be rectified by these
changes. The existing sihlation has been found to be
intolerable.
The intention is to establish a situation in which an
owner can sell an interest in land in a maIU1er that as
closely as possible recreates the effect of a normal
open-market sale initiated by an owner as if the land
were not affected by public requirements. In other
words, it is important that it be clearly understood
by owners and public authorities that the intention
is that there should be no advantage or
disadvantage to an owner or an authority by the
placement of a reservation for public requirement on
privately owned land. The intention is to allow an
owner to sell the land in a situation which re-creates
a normal open-market sale.
In assessing the amount to be paid to purchase an
interest in the land at the request of the owner or
occupier, regard must be restricted to: firstly, the
market value as if the land were unaffected by the
proposed reservation; secondly, any loss attributable
to severance; and, thirdly, any enhancement or
depreciation in the value of other land adjoining or
severed from the land.
As the proposal is to fadlitate a voluntary sale by the
owner of an interest in land, there shall be no
payment for special or personal value; loss
attributable to disturbance; loss of business or loss of
goodwill; costs relating to the purchase or lease of
replacement property; injured feelings - solatium;
interest payable under the Land Acquisition and
Compensation Act, the Supreme Court Act or a
by-law and so on; costs and expenses incurred by
the owner or occupier in preparation for negotiation
of a claim, for example, professional legal fees or
valuation fees; holding costs, rates or taxes; or any
other form of loss.

Disputes about the offer to be made by the relevant
public authority to the owner are to be settled as one
would expect, by the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal, with an appeal to the Supreme Court
restricted to an error of law, as in the case of appeals
to the planning division of the tribWlal. If the owner
is dissatisfied with the offer made, he may withdraw
the property and continue to use it or sell it on the
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open market. The owner cannot then make another
requirement under these proviSions for two years.
The new provisiOns do not apply to land where
compensation has already been paid under any
previous enactment In that case, the existing
provisions continue to apply except that
compensation paid under any previous enactment is
to be recoverable upon the removal of a reservation.
The intentions of the legislation are clear and
uncomplicated. It is to replace an existing archaic,

complicated and unsatisfactory method of
compensation or system of compensation with a
system of purchase. There could be circumstances
where the owner of a property may well continue to
use that property. An authority could purchase a
rural property or an industrial property to meet
public requirements and not need that property for
some time. In that case a perfectly workable
arrangement could be established between the
authority and the previous owner so that the
previous owner could continue to occupy and lease
the property. The owner could continue using that
property in the way it had previously been used. I
can envisage many circumstances where that sort of
arrangement would apply.
Some other matters will need to be dealt with in due
course. They are essentially housekeeping changes
to the Planning and Environment Act, and they are
as follows: firstly, agreements and the cancellation of
title registration. That change will clarify that the
Registrar of Titles has the power to cancel
registration of agreements on a lot-by-Iot basis with
the agreement of the responsible authority. That will
ensure that owners of lots in housing estates are not
burdened with a redundant title restriction which
can add to the conveyancing costs.
Put in plain English, that means that if there is, for
example, an agreement between the developer of a
housing development and a local municipal council
for the developer to provide a certain area of open
space or a cash sum in lieu of such a provision of
public open space, the purchasers of lots, in many
cases the individual purchasers of blocks of land or
properties, within that development have been
disadvantaged because they do not get clear title
until all the blocks of land or all the properties
within the development have been sold.
This means that there is an encumbrance upon the
title. The purchaser has nothing to do with the
placement of that encumbrance - it is not his or her
business - but must bear that encumbrance. This
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provision will simply enable the freeing of titles as
the titles pass on full payment to the owners of the
properties. The need for this change was highlighted
by a Berwick subdivider who has reached
agreement with the municipal council that, once an
infrastructure levy has been paid when individual
lots are sold, the agreement registration can be
cancelled for individual lots. I understand there is no
dispute at any level on this change. It has the
support of the Registrar of Titles, the Law Institute
of Victoria and other practitioners.
The second change is delegation by municipal
council of the entering into agreements. Currently a
council cannot delegate the entering into of an
agreement to a committee or to staff. This change
will allow a municipal council to delegate this
power, provided that the agreement does not
provide for the sale or purchase of land. This will
streamline planning administration for minor
agreements for those councils comfortable about
delegation of such authority. There is no compulsion
involved here. It provides a capacity for municipal
councils to engage in the delegation of that type of
authority.
The third change is for information to be provided
with permit applications. The act is not clear that a
scheme can require information to be provided with
an application. Schemes currently require
information for certain applications - for example,
multi-dwelling applications under Viccode 2. The
minister's new zones propose to set information
requirements. The change will allow schemes to
clearly set information requirements for specified
applications.
The fourth change is the extension of grounds for
ministerial calling of a permit application. Under the
1993 amendments to the act the minister was
empowered to call in an application for a permit
which had been made to a municipal council for
determination by the minister. The minister must be
satisfied that the application raises a major issue of
policy or that the application has been unreasonably
delayed. The new process could also be used to help
integrate approval processes. For example, if a
statement under the Environment Effects Act 1978
was required in relation to a development for which
an application for a permit had been made to a
municipal council, the approval process would be
more efficient if the minister called in the
application. That would allow the panel appointed
by the minister to consider submissions about the
statement and about the application in one hearing.
However, the grounds for a calling in do not extend
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to these circumstances, so the change will extend the
grounds to enable the minister to call in an
application if he considers that it will better
coordinate approval processes.

The fifth item is consequential changes relating to
regional planning authorities. These will be simply
technical, housekeeping matters within the bill to
tidy up references to the Latrobe Regional
Commission, which the house will be aware is to be
abolished by legislation this session. Any reference
to the Latrobe Regional Commission in the Planning
and Environment Act would be irrelevant, confusing
and silly, so it will need to be removed by minor
amendments.
The sixth change relates to proposed planning
scheme amendments. The Administrative Appeals
Tribunal has found difficulty in the drafting of
provisions that allow a council and the AATon
appeal to give consideration to an adopted but not
yet approved amendment. Minor drafting changes
are proposed to clarify the current intention.
The seventh minor point is the payment of panel
fees by planning authorities. Currently planning
authorities need to pay panel fees only if the
minister directs. The minister requires payment in
virtually all cases. Administration of the act would
be streamlined if the provision stated that payment
must be made in all cases unless the minister grants
an exemption. It will be essentially a reversal of the
existing prescribed situation and there is a need for
rewording to effect that provision.
The eighth minor point relates to disputes about
enforcement orders. The AAT has alerted the
department that a drafting error in the act means
that the AAT cannot arbitrate on a dispute about a
requirement in an enforcement order that something
be done to the satisfaction of the municipal cOWlci1.
The change would correct the error so that the AAT
has appropriate jurisdiction to determine what it is
that should satisfy the council. So this will be
essentially a definitional amendment which has
been found necessary to render the processes of the
administration of planning laws, which are in
themselves and by their nature complex, as simple
as possible.
Of course it is acknowledged by everybody involved
in planning matters that simplification in planning is
essentially in the eye of the beholder, and there is
really no such thing, but one must continue to strive
within an intensely complex environment to
simplify that which is by its nature complex.
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The final point is that minor amendments will
update references to the minister, the secretary and
the department in accordance with current
administrative orders. These amendments will be
brought forward as soon as is practicable.
The bill deals with important matters. They cannot
be called glamorous or exciting by whatever stretch
of imagination one might apply, but for the people
who are affected, the owners of land who feel
disadvantaged by the existing situation, the
provisions that are contained in the bill,
unglamorous and unexciting though they may be,
are important We are pleased that the opposition
has agreed to the proposals before the house, and it
is certainly the intention of the government that
these proposals, when enacted, be to the benefit of
the entire Victorian community.

Mr PHILUPS (Eltham) - I support the bill. It is a
bill we should all be supporting because of what it
does.
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The points I would like to make relate to the effect of
the changes. The changes concern people who have
property. It could be residential property, non-urban
property such as farming property, landscape
interests, or properties with conservation or similar
zonings. where planning reservations are put on for
range of reasons. They may not necessarily be put on
as if the properties are required today, tomorrow,
next week or even in 12 months time; they may set
the reservation aside so that people who are on the
property, people who are adjoining the property or
people who may acquire that property know the
intent of the possible acquisition of that property.
Plaruting reservations should be supported because
they set aside areas of land for the future. What is
effected by these changes are planning schemes,
commonly land reserved for future public purposes
well in advance of the actual need for that land. It is
appropriate because it allows public authorities to
plan and secure land well in advance. That is exactly
what I am saying, and it is something that we all
support.

Disturbance in public gallery.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I warn people
in the public gallery that they are in serious breach
of the standing orders of this house. The house will
come to order. It is important that everybody
understands the standing orders of this place. There
is a requirement that members in the house as well
as people in the public gallery conduct themselves in
a manner which is orderly and conforms to the
normal conduct of business in the Legislative
Assembly. Therefore, I remind everybody in the
house, both members in the Parliament itself and
those in the public gallery, that this is an expectation
of the house. I call the honourable member for
Eltham, without interruption.
Mr PmLLIPS - Take two! It is appropriate that
we are talking about compensation - maybe I need
compensation. I got the biggest surprise when I saw
streamers thrown over the top from the gallery. I
thought all my birthdays had come at once!
This bill should be supported and is supported by
both sides of the house. The poor attendance of and
lack of speakers from the opposition is
disappointing and has left government members
speaking on a bill that is clearly in the best interests
of the community and people who are affected by
the changes in the legislation. Most of the points
have already been covered by previous speakers.

The provisions may result in a planning reservation
being placed over a person's land - for example, for
public open space or a proposed park. Out my way,
around the Eltham area we have what we call the
metropolitan park where private properties are
being rezoned or are proposed to be rezoned as
proposed public open space. Once those properties
have been rezoned as proposed open public space it certainly does not stop people from selling their
properties - it puts what is commonly known as a
planning blight on the properties. That is a common,
slang phrase that is used. Some people perceive it to
be a blight on their property because they may have
an exclusive property where market value is difficult
to determine, and sometimes the best way of
determining market value is to put the property up
to public auction. With the auction process you need
only two people bidding, and sometimes the
property will sell for a lot less or a lot more than
what the valuer predicted, or what the real estate
agent or even the person who owns the property is
trying to get for the property. That sometimes
determines market value.
A planning blight unfortunately stops the person
who owns the property from selling the property in
the future because what happens in reality is this:
Wayne Phillips owns a property that is rezoned to
proposed public open space. That space reservation
is put on there for all the right reasons, namely, to
ensure that land is set aside for the best interests of
the community. That reservation of proposed public
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open space says to the community that at some stage
in the future we will require the land for a proposed
public open space. This open space is to be used for
whatever purposes. However, the fact that Wayne
Phillips's property is rezoned for proposed public
open space determines the selling price of his
property if he wants to sell it
When general inquiries are made prior to the
auction or during the auction process, the would-be
buyer goes to the local council, which is generally
the case, and says, 'Well, I'm interested in buying
the property. What is the zoning of it?'. He will be
told what the zone is and the council person will
then say, 'Are you aware this has a reservation over
it, which is proposed public open space?'. I would
say, 'Of course I am not aware of it lbat's the
reason I am at the cOlmcil because I am making
those general inquiries'. I would then say, 'What
does that mean?'. The coundl person would say, 1n
reality it doesn't mean much at all'.

However, it may restrict you in the future from
doing something, or it may even restrict you from
selling the property. Me, as a would-be seller, and
you, as a would-be buyer, Mr Deputy Speaker - not
that you would buy my property -would think to
yourself, 'Well, why would I come along to that
public auction, buy that property, which is zoned as
a proposed public open space, and then find I
cannot do anything with it? I couldn't even do
simple things like building an extension, a garage or
a room at the back of the house'.
I point out that the cmmcil - or the responsible
authority, whoever it might be - is generally fearful
of granting the permit on the basis that any such
alteration may increase the value of the property.
Knowing that at some stage in the future, whether it
be 5, 10, 15 or 20 years the property may be required
for public use - and we should be giving people as
much time for forward planning as possible - the
potential buyer would turn around and say, 'Why
would I want to buy that property when, in the end,
I cannot do anything with it; I cannot sell it in the
future?'.

What you have is a p1aruring blight over the
property. Yet all the authorities tell you that it
should make no difference in reality. When you put
your house on the open market you find that it sells
but its reserve is something less than what it should
be. The changes in the bill will stop that.

It will allow that individual, whose land is reserved,
to come along and say, 1 have obtained a fair and
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reasonable market value. Here is my fair and
reasonable market value and I want to now set a
train of procedures in place to have you as the
public authority come along and acquire that land
and allow me then to move on and do something
else, pick up and enjoy my environment somewhere
else, and have my quality of life with my family and
buy a property knowing that I will get X amount of
dollars in my hand'. The bill is valuable from that
point of view.
Previous speakers have mentioned processes that
have not been changed, namely, compensation for
the acquisition of land, road closures by planning
schemes, or on-site effects of public or private works.
We know what the problems are. They are listed
from 1 to 12 in the departmental document, which
states in part
considerable difficulty has been experienced by
practitioners and the judiciary in interpretation and
application of compensation provisions ...

It then lists 12 of the problems that have been
perceived. It further states:
1.

Recent Supreme Court decisions have expanded the
compensation headings so as to include matters
not previously contemplated in financia110ss
compensation.

2.

There has been continued criticism of the complexity
of the legislation by judges of the Supreme Court ...

We all know that Supreme Court judges are never
wrong; if they are critical of something we should be
examining the legislation in order to try to get it
right. The document talks about the difficulty for the
general public. It also states:
4.

The Supreme Court has handed down decisions
which allow for disturbance, costs associated with
the purchase of replacement property, loss of
profits, holding charges and interest as
components of financial loss compensation.

In considering those points one must ask whether a
responsible authority should pay any more than the
market value of the property. I say, 'No, we should
not be paying for additionals when we go to court'.
For some unknown reason, members of the legal
fraternity, in their wisdom, or lack of it, believe they
should be in a win-win situation, whether they win
or lose the case. If you win the case the lawyer says,
'! won it for you'; but if you lose he or she says, 'You
lost it for us'. Either way the lawyer wins because he
or she is paid.
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Mr Finn - A pack of thieves, basically!
Mr PHILLIPS - I wouldn't go as far as saying
that, but the cases should not be stretched out in
court so that the cost of lawyers' fees escalate. By the
time the person seeking compensation pays the
add~ and the lawyers' fees he is probably not
much better off than he would have been if he went
to the responsible authority in the first place and
said, 'How fair dinkum are you about the property?
If by putting a reservation across it you are fair
dinkum let's sit down and negotiate. As the two
parties involved we should be able to come to a fair
and reasonable market value'.

That is all the owner should be seeking. Just because
a reservation is placed on his property does not
mean he should be seeking more than what it is
worth. He should be seeking a fair and reasonable
valuation. lbat is why I have referred to the 12
points in the document
In the past the problems have led to increased
litigation, which has resulted in prolonged delays in
the resolution of disputes. It would be much better
for the owner to approach the responsible authority
in order to come to some negotiated agreement. The
bill contains some very good provisions.

On reading the bill and on speaking with one of the
planning officers I discovered that once agreement
has been reached there is no strict requirement about
the length of time that compensation will be paid.

If J were the owner seeking compensation I would
obtain a valuation of the property and seek
compensation from the responsible authority. The
authority would then obtain its market valuation.
Finally, we would negotiate and agree on a figure.
Although the time limit to notify the agreement of
the valuation may be three months, there is nothing
in the bill about when the authority has to pay that
compensation. If the agreed value of the property is,
say, $200 000, there is nothing in the provisions to
say that within 30, 60 or 90 days you will get that
$200 000. I suggest the bill should have a provision
directing the responsible authority to finalise the
transaction within a specified time, which is in line
with normal property transactions. If there is
agreement but no time limit we may find that 12
months down the track the money has not been
paid. The responsible authority may decide to
stretch it out and it may be another six months
before I get the cheque. I ask the minister to take that
point on board.
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The second matter I raise concerns the
responsibilities of the authority. When the authority
is negotiating with the prospective seller it should
provide documentation setting out the respective
responsibilities. The bill provides that if I as the
owner say no to the suggested figure it will be two
years before I can instigate discussions again. I
wonder how many people know that
If people do not have legal representation - and the
whole purpose of the bill is to streamline the
procedures so that lawyers are not necessary - all
this information must be conveyed to those people.
A simple documented form. should set out the
procedures and contain statements like 'Please be
aware that after agreement has been reached if you
do not take up the offer you will have two to wait
two years before you can instigate discussions
again'. It requires only a simple statement

I now turn to the explanatory memorandum, which
really says it all. It spells out the requirements in a
neat and concise form. so that it is in layperson's
terms. It is a fantastic improvement on former
legislation. It enables one to go to each of the points
and understand exactly what they mean. The
explanation for proposed section 101 states:
Proposed section 101 enables a person whose land is
affected to require the relevant authority to purchase it,
and sets time limits within which this may be done. It
further provides that if an offer to purchase under this
Part is refused, or lapses, the owner cannot make a
further request within two years of the refusal or
lapsing.

It will be wonderful if such advice is sent out, but if
people do not receive that information they will be

at a loss. The explanation for proposed section 102
states:
Proposed sectUm 102 sets out requirements to be
complied with by a person making a request (Further
requirements can be prescribed using existing powers
in the Principal Act).

It tells you exactly what is meant Again it is easy to
follow. Proposed section 101 lets you know that once
you reach that point you must have the price
requested for the land and the offer in writing. You
must produce to the relevant authority all evidence
relating to the interest of the land.
I commend the minister for introducing the bill; the
amendments to the act are excellent I hope the one
or two alterations I have suggested may be adopted.
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I am pleased. the opposition supports the bill
because the winner will be Mr and Mrs Average
who, unfortwlately, are the people generally
affected by compensation disputes whether through
the loss of a small area of land for an SEC easement,
a Melbourne Water reservation or whatever the case
maybe.
Anyone who has been privy to a dispute about
either compulsory or vohmtary compensation will
understand that it can be a traumatic experience
because at times you may be dealing with big
brother; and sometimes big brother knows exactly
what is happening when dealing with the average
constituent who is not aware of his or her rights and
obligations. Often Mr and Mrs Average are forced to
seek remedy through the legal fraternity. I commend
the bill to the house.
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - I shall deal
with how the bill affects the operation of the act.
Currently it reserves land for future public
purposes, which allows public authorities to plan in
advance for the future requirements of that public
authority. TItat is certainly in the best interests of the
authority and the public who will benefit from the
changes. In many cases owners of land reserved
under those circumstances have been disadvantaged
by the reservations, and those circumstances have
led to the proposed amendments.
People whose properties are adversely affected
should be protected from loss. Although it is often
not available, the provision of compensation can
assist The people who own land that has been
reserved for a public purpose - for example, a
highway bypassing a town - may have to wait for a
long time before they receive compensation after
their properties have been reserved by an authority.
!hat situation has been adversely commented on not
only by judges of the Supreme Court but also by the
public, including farmers who have been affected.
I imagine similar circumstances would apply in
urban situations, although I am not familiar with
them. Those circumstances have led to the conduct
of a review, and the minister has acted responsibly
to introduce amendments to the act. Because of that I
commend the opposition for its good sense in not
opposing the bill.
The review addressed a number of issues but did
not address compensation for the acquisition of
land, which can still occur, or the compensation for
road closures under a planning scheme or any
offside effects of public or even private works. One
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must consider the associated problems leading to
the need for the amendments. The problems
identified are numerous. The Supreme Court
certainly examined the expanded compensation
headings. There has been continual criticism of the
complexity of the legislation, which means the
public finds it difficult to understand. More
importantly, the public does not understand its
rights under the legislation.
The Supreme Court has handed down decisions
about the disturbance associated with the
reservation of private property when the purchase
of replacement property, loss of profits, holding
charges and interest affect a member of the public.
Those circumstances are the subject of
compensation. It is fair to say that in many cases the
compensation paid by a public authority for
reserved land would be more than had the land been
acquired in the first place. In many cases, the
compensation is paid, but later the public authority
acquires the property and again pays for it, thus
leading to a duplication of costs to the public.
The interpretation of the legislation has led to
increased legal costs associated with valuation,
accounting and engineering charges. Certainly there
has been an increase in litigation, and that has led to
delays in resolution of the problems and, therefore,
delays in implementing the proposed plans of a
public body. In many cases the interpretation of the
existing legislation has acted as a disincentive to
reserve land, which is against the public interest
I shall turn to the area with which I am familiar that is, land used for highways to bypass towns.
Often the aCquisition or setting aside of the land has
not been implemented. 1bat deferral of acquisition
has cost the public authority dearly. In some cases,
payment of interest and additional costs have been
awarded by the Supreme Court. Also, in some cases
owners of affected land have initiated claims for
payment Those claims have then prevented the
authority from transferring the land. The procedure
becomes an added cost and burden to that public
body. All those factors become disincentives to the
use of the current legislation. On many occasions the
system has not worked to the benefit of the public
and the authority involved.
What is required to amend the act to overcome the
problems detailed? A working group was
established to assess the problems. It examined the
basic problems, which include the need to ensure
that individuals adversely affected by public
proposals are looked after by the acquisition of land
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and that they are not unreasonably or detrimentally
affected pending that acquisition. In addition, there
was a need to consider what system would provide
the protection to those private owners while
minimising the costs to the public. Obviously, in the
past the cost of compensation in advance of the
requirement to acquire has been a Significant
duplication of costs to public authorities.

The investigatory committee has detailed four
general approaches to the problem as follows: first,
to restrict the matters that may be taken into account
in assessing compensation; second, to eliminate the
principle of compensation entitlement; third, to
advance acquisition in cases of personal hardship;
and, fourth, to enable an owner to require an
authority to purchase an interest I will go through
those approaches one at a time.
The first approach - to restrict the matters that may
be taken into account when assessing

compensation - was not favoured by the committee
because it involved the future acquiring authority in
paying substantial sums for land that it does not
immediately require. The authority would still need
to later acquire the land. I suggest that it has been
described as a peculiar piece of legislation that
currently allows that to happen.
The second suggestion recommended for the
committee's consideration concerned the elimination
of the principle of compensation entitlement. 'This
again was not favoured by the committee.
The third recommendation was to advance the
acquisition in the case of personal hardship. This
principle is used in New South Wales and provides
a guarantee of aCquisition at market price, but
acquisition is at the instigation of the owner in cases
of personal hardship. I can see that that makes good
sense. The difficulty is in defining what personal
hardship is. Again I hark back to the situation in the
country at the moment. It could be said that every
farmer who has land reserves could be deemed to be
in a situation of personal hardship due to the
adverse circumstances most farmers are facing.
Again this system was not supported by the
committee.
The fourth point was to enable an owner to require
an authority to purchase an interest in that land.
This approach was agreed to by the committee as
the best approach to take. It certainly was supported
by the committee. In fact, it is the basis of the bill.
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The bill, in subscnbing to this approach,. creates a
market value for land affected by public purchase
proposals. It gives the owner of that land every right
to acquire an authority to purchase the land instead
of the present right to be paid compensation without
selling the land or to be paid a loss on selling the
land. I suggest that an owner may, in this
circumstance, require this to be done at any time so
that once an owner knows a bit of land has been
recommended and set aside for a public purpose, he
may at any time that suits him take the option of
asking the public authority to purchase that land or
pay compensation under normal compulsory
acquisition procedures.
A basic outline of the system is as follows. The
owner of the affected land reserved in a planning
scheme for acquisition, where a permit to develop or
use the land has been refused because the land is or
may be required, may require the authority to
purchase the land except in the circumstance where
compensation has already been paid I suggest that
if compensation has been paid, there is no
justification for the owner of that land to have any
rights over the public authority because any
disadvantage that owner has suffered has been met
by that compensation.
Further under the system, compensation for
financial loss may be claimed where access to land is
restricted by the closure of a road by a planning
scheme under section 98(1)(d) of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987. The Land Acquisition and
Compensation Act 1986 and the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 apply in the assessment of
compensation for restriction of access. I certainly do
not wish to speak further on that except to say that
these situations rarely arise. I would think they do
not play a major part in assessing the outline of the
current system.
Further under the system where an authority is to
purchase land, if requested by the owner or
occupier, the rights of the occupier are restricted to
that occupier's interests. The terms of that will be set
out in the agreement between the owner and
occupier.
The intention of the bill is to establish a situation
where owners can sell an interest in land in a
manner that follows how they would be able to sell
that land in a normal process without there being
any effect felt from the reservation of that land by
the public authority. In other words, if you,
Mr Acting Speaker, or I were fortunate enough to
have a reservation of land that was to be required by
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a public authority and we were about to sell that
land, we would have the same right to sell it after as
we would before the public authority had made that
reservation. The effect of the bill is to ensure that
that right is not adversely affected.
In assessing the amount to be paid by the authority,
regard has to be restricted to three points. The first
point is what the market value would be if the
property were not affected. The second point is the
loss attnbutable to severance. Coming back to a
rural situation, a farm could be divided by the
reservation of a portion of land. If the homestead
section of that land were set aside on a small
portion, the severance cost to the owner or occupier
of the land could be severely detrimental to the
owner or occupier. In this case the occupier certainly
has an interest and should be able to receive some
degree of consideration for this occurring.

The third point to which regard should be had is the
enhancement or depreciation in value of adjoining
or severed land. I suggest that if land is divided it is
the loss of the value of that adjoining land which
means that it can no longer be used for the purpose
proposed, the purpose it has been used for in the
past or even the future use of that land. lbat may
well be restricted by that reservation. The
assessment has to give accord to that
As the proposal is to facilitate a voluntary sale, there
will be no payment attnbutable for a loss in the
personal value of land to the owner. lbat is because
if the land is owned by an individual and if the
individual decides to ask for its sale, he is doing so
with the knowledge that he will lose that special
interest in the land, and any personal value he or she
holds in it cannot be then attributable to the
responstble authority.

The second circumstance in which no payment is
available concerns the loss attributable to a loss of
business. In this circumstance I suggest that the
owner of the land, in the full knowledge that a
reservation will occur, can at his own discretion
determine the timing of the sale. Any loss of
business should be compensated by his or her ability
to move the business operation to another site and
therefore should not be affected by a loss of
business, given that he has the right to determine the
time at which that sale shall be effected.
The third circumstance relates to the cost of
purchase or lease of replacement property. Again,
because when the property should be sold is
determined by the owner of that property, there
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should be no cost associated with the lease or
replacement of the property or in affording the
payment for it
Injured feelings are a difficult area because they are
personal. When someone loses the right to have a
continuing use of property personal loss of pride
and future holdings are involved. There is no
opportunity to ask for payment, despite the fact that
in many cases there is a personal feeling of loss. The
first point I made about personal value can be
overcome by the time you determine to sell the
property, but the injured feelings cannot be
compensated, even by an extra payment
Costs or expenses will not be met where those costs
and expenses are incurred by the owner negotiating
the claim or in preparing the claim. Disputes about
the offer are to be settled by the Land Valuation
Division of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal.
This opportunity for payment to owners of land
should have been available, or at least the potential
loss to the owner should have been evaluated by the
tribunal if the owner felt disadvantaged or
dissatisfied.
If the owner, in seeking to sell the property and to
get the responsible authority to purchase the
property, is dissatisfied with the offer made by that
responsible authority, he may withdraw the
property from sale. The difficulty is that we cannot
have owners opting in and out The bill makes clear
that if the owner is not satisfied with the offer made
by the responsible authority he can take a dispute on
that offer to the Land Valuation Division of the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal, but if he then
withdraws he does not have the chance to make
another requirement of the proper authority for two
years. That is to stop people from continually
making claims on a proper authority in an attempt
to up the ante.

The property owner knows that if he wishes to get a
sale of the property he has the right to negotiate on
the sale price and the right to take it to the
Administrative Appeals Tnbunal, but if he is not
satisfied and withdraws from the sale he does not
have the right to go through that process again for
two years.
The prOvisions do not apply to land where
compensation has been paid. Compensation paid
under any previous enactment is recoverable on
removing a reservation. If a public authority has
made a reservation over land and then determines
that it does not require the land, but compensation
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has been paid for the loss of value, the authority has
the opportunity to recover the compensation paid on

the basis of the removal of that reservation.
The definition of market value in the definition
clause is interesting. It is similar to the definition of
market value in the Land Acquisition and
Compensation Act The definition states in part:
... paid for that interest if it had been sold on that date
by a willing but not anxious seller to a willing but not
anxious purchaser.

I have wondered how you come to an agreement on
an acquisition price. Having done some property
dealing in my time in the rural area, I wish I had
been in the position of being able to find a willing
but not anxious purchaser. It never seemed to
happen to me.
Clause 101 deals with a request for purchase. It sets

the time when a request for purchase may be made.

H an offer for purchase under this provision is
refused the owner cannot make a request within two
years. I have made the point before, but I shall
reinforce it The provision takes away the
opportunity for frivolous requests and attempts to
up the ante by continuing to hold back on the
opportunity for the proper authority to deal with the
acquisition and for the proper authority to be taken
to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal.
If an owner wishes to take the opportunity provided
by the provision, he has to do it and accept the price
or withdraw for two years and look at what that
price may be in two years time. If he thinks the land
value will be affected by an increase in property
values, the owner can sit on the land for another two
years and then come back again and ask for an offer
to be made.

The provisions also cover situations where a request
cannot be made if the original ground for purchase
no longer exists, after two years from the refusal of
the permit or after two years from the offer lapsing
or a determination by the tribunal on land which is
believed to be contaminated. Contaminated land is
an important matter that quite obviously needs to be
fleshed out, and it is fleshed out in clause 106. If the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal determines the
land is contaminated and the cost of
decontamination will exceed the value of the land
after decontamination, the relevant authority is not
obliged to make an offer for the land.
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Recently in Beechworth the playground of a
preschool was found to be contaminated. The cost of
decontaminating the land would be more than the
cost of starting ag~ purchasing new land and
building a new preschooL That is an indication of
the sorts of situations that may be covered by this
provision.
There are many more areas I would like to speak
about, but I am sure they will be covered by other
members. The bill overcomes many of the problems
associated with those practices in the past, and I
commend it to the house.
Mrs McGnL (Oakleigh) - I am pleased to
support the Planning and Environment
(Amendment) Bill, the main purpose of which is to
amend the Planning and Environment Act 1987 in
relation to compensation and the purchase of land
required for public purposes. I welcome the
legislation, which goes some way towards correcting
the disadvantage sometimes suffered by property
owners when planning schemes - which
commonly reserve land for future public purpose
well in advance of their actual need - are put in
place.

HistOrically, reservations on a property have been a
blight on the title for what sometimes seems to be
forever. The current situation often allows what
amounts only to meagre compensation for a
situation which can exist for up to 20 years or more
before any decisions are made. In some
circumstances, when the owners have lived with the
blight of the reservation for several years, decisions
are finally made to not even utilise the reserved area.
This situation places the owner in the Wlenviable

position of possibly limiting his options on any
upgrading or extensions to his property or of trying
to sell his property with the blight of a reservation
on it which will have a detrimental effect on the sale
price. Under this legislation a property owner can
request the authority concerned to purchase his
property at an agreed value and perhaps enter into
an arrangement to lease the property while he
considers his future. Most honourable members will
agree that the bill puts an end to the absurdities of
the past and that it will be welcomed by many,
particularly those who in good faith have built on or
purchased a property intended either to be a lifetime
home or a long-term investment.
I will relate two local circumstances in the Oakleigh
area. The first one concerns the road reservation on
Westall Road which, to the best of my memory, was
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put in place some 25 years ago. At the time I was
working for the Kiwi organisation in Heatherton
Road and my husband and I had just built our first
home and moved into that area. While I was
working there I met a young worker who had just
moved into her new home at the top of Westall Road
near the intersection of Heatherton Road.
I do not think I will ever forget the devastation she
felt when she received notification of a road
reservation that literally ended right at her front
door. New carpet had just been laid, the mortar had
barely dried in the brickwork, the garage was still
under construction and she was expecting her first
child. At that time it was clear to this young couple
that their dream home was looking like the worst
decision they had ever made.

That was 25 years ago and it is only in the past
18 months that her land - the land that caused all
that furore 25 years ago - was acquired for
intersection works on the new extension to the
freeway. The owners of the balance of properties
along Westall Road are still living with the same
road reservation that was put in place 25 years ago.
They are struggling with the added dilemma of
sections either side of them having been converted
into freeways.
The second circumstance is the road reservation
along Warrigal Road. In particular I mention the
area which includes the intersection of North Road
and Warrigal Road. The detrimental effect on
property owners and traders in this area caused by
the road reservation is blatantly obvious. The
difficulties experienced by the landlords in
attracting tenants has caused great hardship for
many of them. The properties have lost market
value not only because of market downturn but also
because of the detrimental effect of the road
reservation.
I organised the Minister for Roads and Ports,
Mr Baxter, to personally meet with the owners and
traders, and he has acknowledged their difficult
circumstances. I will continue to bring as much
pressure as possible to bear on Vicroads and the
minister to ensure that funding is made available,
after all the years those people have waited to do the
necessary works on that busy intersection, to acquire
the necessary properties and to finally put an end to
the uncertainty experienced by those people. I had
thought of saying that these people had been living
in a state of limbo for many years because of the
disadvantages, but I think the circumstances are
nearer to living in hell.
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The bill substitutes a proposed new part 5 in the
principal act under the heading of land purchase
and compensation. Division 2, entitled 'Purchase of
affected interest', includes proposed section 99
which sets out the land to which the provisions of
the bill apply. In summary the land is constrained by
public development proposals. Proposed section 100
specifies the relevant authorities the owner should
request to purchase the land in question and
provides for the minister to determine the question
of responsibility arising out of the break-up of the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works.
Proposed section 101 deals with the request for
purchase and enables a person whose land is
affected to request the relevant authority to purchase
it and set time limits in which that may be done. The
section also sets out situations where a request
cannot be made - that is, the original grounds for
purchase no longer exist or two years from refusal of
a permit or within two years of an offer lapsing or
being refused.
Proposed section 102 is more a machinery provision.
It sets out the form of request to purchase land and it
states that the request must be in writing and must
specify the price requested for that land. The person
making the request must produce all deeds and
other documents relating to or showing evidence of
his or her title to or interest in that land to the
relevant authority.
Proposed section 103 covers the offer by the relevant
authority and is subject to proposed section 106
which deals with the contaminated land issue. A
very good example of that was put forward by the
honourable member for Benambra in his
contribution. Proposed section 103 states that the
relevant authority must make an offer to the owner
to purchase the land within three months of being
asked to purchase the land. If it does not do so, the
owner may refer the matter to the tribwlal and that
period can be extended by agreement between the
parties.
Proposed section 104 covers the form of offer by the
relevant authority to purchase the land. It must
specify the amount offered, and if that offer is
different from the asking price it must be
accompanied by a copy of the certificate of valuation
to which the relevant authority had regard in
coming to its offer.
Proposed section 105 sets out those matters that
should be taken into account in valuing the land.
The section requires the relevant authority to have
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regard to the market value of the land. The objective
is to ensure that owners can sell their land for as
near as possible to the market value discounting the
effect the reservation or any proposed works might
have on the property.
On the issue of contaminated land, the bill allows
the relevant authority to refer the request to the
tnbunal. If the tribunal determines that the land is
contaminated and the cost of decontamination of the
land would exceed the value of the land, then the
relevant authority is not required to make an offer
under proposed section 103.

Proposed section 107 covers the decision of the
owner on the offer. The owner of the land must
either accept the offer, withdraw the request to
purchase or refer any dispute on the amount offered
to the tribunal. The owner must decide within three
months or within a further period agreed between
the owner and the relevant authority. It also states
that the offer lapses if the owner does not respond
within the agreed time.

Proposed section 108 deals with matters being
referred to the tribunal. That will occur if the owner
disputes the amount offered. by the relevant
authority or if the authority does not respond within
the three months. Proposed section 109 relates to a
determination by the tribunal on a matter referred
under proposed section 108 of the amount the
relevant authority should offer for the purchase of
the land. That is in accordance with the valuation
principles set out in proposed section 105.
Proposed section 110 relates to costs. The tribunal
may award any costs it thinks proper, and where
costs are awarded in favour of the owner of the land
the order must be made on the condition that the
actual sale of the land to the relevant authority is
completed. It also adds that the provisions of the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act 1984 apply to
the award of costs.
Proposed section 111 relates to an offer following
determination. The relevant authority must make an
offer in writing to the owner within 30 days and that
offer must not be less than the amount determined
by the tribunal. Proposed section 112 provides that
the owner must refuse or accept the offer in writing
within 30 days of receipt of the offer. If the owner
refuses to accept the offer or fails to respond within
the required period, the offer lapses.
Proposed section 113 covers notification to
registrars. Immediately after the lapsing of an offer
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or the withdrawal of a request to purchase or a
determination under proposed section 106, which
relates to contaminated land, the relevant authority
must lodge a statement in the prescribed form with
the Registrar of Titles in relation to any land under
the Transfer of Land Act 1958 and to the
Registrar-General in relation to any other land. On
receiving a statement necessary recordings and
entries are to be made which bring the statements to
the notice of anyone searching the title to the land,
and two years after the lapsing of the offer or the
withdrawal of the request or the determination both
bodies must delete any recordings or entries made.
Proposed section 113A relates to the declaration of a
proposed. reservation. The minister administering
the Land Acquisition and Compensation Act may
declare land to be reserved and so trigger the right
to require purchase. Proposed new division 3 relates
to compensation for restriction of access. Proposed
section 113B applies to the right for compensation.
The owner of any land may claim compensation
from the planning authority for financial loss
suffered as the natural, direct and reasonable
consequence of access to the land being restricted by
the closure of a road by a plaruting scheme.
Proposed section 1130 refers to claims for expenses.
If compensation is payable under this provision the
owner of the land may also claim from the planning
authority any legal, valuation or other expenses
reasonably incurred in preparing and submitting the
claim. Proposed section 113E relates to small claims.
A planning authority may reject a claim for
compensation if the financial loss is less than $500 or
any greater amount prescribed or 0.1 per cent of the
value the land would have had if access had not
been restricted by the closure. Proposed
section 113H relates to persons who are not eligible
to claim compensation. This clarifies that a person
does not have a claim for compensation if that
person was not the owner of the land at the time the
right to claim compensation arose. Proposed
section 1131 covers the transitional arrangements as
the amendments are brought in, and in particular it
applies to part 5 of the bill or any corresponding
previous enactment
1 welcome the bill. I am sure honourable members
would agree that it puts an end to some of the
absurdities that arose in the past, and I am sure it
will be welcomed by many.
Mr SPRY (Bellarine) - I support the passage of
the bill, and I do so because of my experience in the
real estate industry, especially my experience with
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these matters. I shall give a couple of examples of
compensation under these circumstances as I make
my contribution to the debate.
The acquisition of land for various reasons but
especially for such purposes as roadway and
railway reservations - in other words, carriage
reservations - is a well~tablished principle, and
the proactive nature of this aspect of government
makes it an absolute imperative. Making decisions
about the acquisition of land. depends on the skills of
an important discipline -namely, the prediction of
demographic change: where settlements and
population growth are likely to occur, what public
transport and public open space will be required
and a whole host of other issues. The results of any
mistakes that are made by this discipline, whether it
be at local government level or at state or
commonwealth government department level, can
be hugely expensive.
I know of one or two instances where land or road
reservations may have been laid down on plaruting
maps but the demographic predictions have proved
not to have been quite accurate and it has become
apparent that the acquisition of properties along
those land corridors has been totally inappropriate
and the return of that land to some form of useful
employment has been a complex and sometimes
costly matter. I cannot emphasise too strongly the
importance of the discipline of predicting
demographic change and the need for the various
acquiring authorities to know absolutely accurately
what their future intentions are, so that those costly
mistakes are avoided.

The history of land compensation in this state is one
with which honourable members would be familiar.
Section 98 of the principal act relates specifically to
compensation, but it does not mention acquisition.
When land is acquired by an authority, as opposed
to compensation being paid, that land passes into
the ownership of the authority. I shall reflect for a
moment on one aspect of that process and make a
comparison between city and country properties. I
am more familiar with country land in a couple of
corrid~ than with tity land.
Where land acquisition takes place in the tity
valuable property may be involved and the chances
of getting an equitable lease on the property something that shows a return on the money
invested by the acquiring authority - is generally
quite good. It might not be an enormous return on
the investment, nevertheless, it will be a return that
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is worthwhile and does not make a complete
mockery of the acquisition process.

A completely different situation exists in the
country. Valuable land on the outskirts of small
towns may be reserved for road corridors. The
acquisition of those properties does not give the
acquiring authority much opportunity of getting a
reasonable return on the land. I issue that word of
warning in the passage of this bill because its
implementation will require a degree of
commonsense that otherwise might be missing.
I make that particular point to this chamber through
you, Mr Acting Speaker, because I saw your wry
grin of acknowledgment, I hope, on that particular
point. I acknowledge the fact that Mr Acting Speaker
is totally impartial, nevertheless one cannot help
expressing one's feelings occasionally.
In the past the question of compensation has
undoubtedly given rise to considerable dispute. In
some cases it has led in turn to litigation and
eventually to actions in the Supreme Court. This
amendment to the principal act has spnmg from the
attitude and the concerns of some judges in the
Supreme Court. It is clear that judges have severe
reservations about the existing remedies in terms of
compensation.

The bill itself is the result of a number of possible
options that were canvassed. The honourable
member for Benambra mentioned them earlier in his
contribution, and some of things I will say in my
contribution will be repetition. Nevertheless, it does
not hurt to go over and emphasise some of these
points so that the public has a clear understanding
and anyone reading this debate has a fair chance of
absorbing the meaning of the act.
There were four main considerations, and others,
too, came into play that were given the attention of
the committee reviewing this particular
legislation. The first consideration was to restrict the
matters that could be taken into account in assessing
compensation. TIlat particular option was rejected.
The second consideration was to eliminate the
principle of compensation under the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 altogether. That was also
considered to be totally inappropriate, and for
obvious reasons.
The third major option considered was advanced
acquisition in the case of personal hardship. The
honourable member for Benambra dwelt on this for
a moment, but I shall repeat it. Apparently this
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option has been adopted in cases in New South
Wales. But the difficulty in determining exactly what
constitutes hardship is an inhibition to the way the
act is interpreted not only in New South Wales but
also here in Victoria. I do not know the experience of
New South Wales, but it is obviously a direction the
government did not choose to take in framing and
implementing this amendment to the original act.
Finally, the fourth option was to enable an owner to
require an authority to purchase an interest in the
subject property. This was the option that was
eventually seized on and is the subject of this
legislation.
The honourable member for Benambra also
mentioned difficulties encountered by the public in
precisely understanding their rights under the
existing legislation. I shall mention a couple of cases
in my electorate of Bellarine that I was involved in
when practising as a real estate agent that not only
gave the people involved in the issue considerable
heartache, concern and distress but also gave me, as
their agent, the same sorts of concerns - not exactly
the stress but challenges in trying to come to grips
with their particular problems.
The people involved owned a house that was
reserved as part of a bypass of the township of
Drysdale in the middle of the Bellarine Peninsula.
When people first encounter this sort of initiative by
a government department their reaction is to fly into
some sort of panic and wonder what on earth it
means to the value of their property. In most cases
property is the single most important investment
anyone will make. If you own property your
domicile is almost inevitably the largest investment
you have.
In this particular case the owners went to their
solicitor to try to get him to sort it out After some
considerable time that might have extended for
perhaps a year or more, in frustration they came to
me and said, 'Look, what do you think we can do
about this situation?'. The other party involved in
this case was Vicroads. I have great sympathy for
acquiring authorities such as Vicroads, which have
limited budgets every year. Vicroads is reluctant to
spend much-needed money on land acquisition
which, as I mentioned in the case of rural land, is
often dead money when there are glaring demands
on its resources and expertise for other far more
important, in a functional sense, issues like making
sure that pavements are safe, roads are adequate for
transport, and just meeting the increasing demands
of growth areas such as the Bellarine Peninsula.
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The acquiring authority would be understandably
reluctant to spring into action and deal with this
matter immediately. Nevertheless, the authority
concerned has the letter of the law to conform to and
would have to acknowledge there was a case to be
answered in the land acquisition problem.
I am happy to say the result of this particular case
was that the property went to auction. It was sold
for a figure very much less than would have been
expected had it not had this inhibition, or as the
honourable member for Eltham said, planning blight
on the property. The property was sold for a very
much lower figure than it would have been sold
under different circumstances, and Vicroads, I am
happy to say, responded by covering the balance of
the uninhibited valuation after the price that was
realised at the market

That is the sort of thing that was happening under
the old act. There was uncertainty and not a clear
definition of exactly what had to happen. However,
in this case with the goodwill of Vicroads, that result
was achieved.
The other case I shall mention is a more recent case.
It occurred since I have retired actively from the real
estate industry, but I still retain an interest in it As
the member for Bellarine I was required to represent
some constituents, and I point out that I was grateful
for the experience I had in the other case I just
related. This case involved a family who had
sometime ago purchased a property that was right
in the middle of the same road reservation. The
family held off in the certain knowledge that
eventually when it wanted to sell there would be
adequatecom~tion.

Can you imagine having hanging over your head
the threat of a land acquisition that would wipe out
what you were doing on your property - your own
domestic residence that you have put a lot of time
and energy into? Do you start growing trees? Do
you put in a swimming pool? Do you outlay those
huge capital expenses when you know that
eventually, in the fullness of time, whenever that
might be, that land will be acquired by Vicroads again, in this case, to put a ring-road around the
township.
In that situation you would probably be less
enthusiastic about those major developments if you
knew your property would eventually be
compromised in that way. Again I am happy to say
that although Vicroads was quite conscious of the
fact that a land acquisition matter of that nature
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would inhibit its ability to carry out its primary
function of looking after roads it behaved in a very
responsible manner. I understand that matter has
been resolved.
They are just a couple of examples of what can
happen when your property is threatened by
acquisition, and there are countless other examples
of what can happen with this necessary acquisition
procedure. They are certainly not confined to
Vicroads, but it is the authority involved in the cases
with which I have had experience.
In the future we are also contemplating the vexed
question of exactly how traffic on its way to
south-western Victoria will circumnavigate the
wonderful city of Geelong. It is already evident that
the major route through the city is clogged in peak
periods. Many people enjoy the benefits of what the
Surf Coast has to offer around Bells Beach and
holiday and tourist destinations extending as far as
Lome, Apollo Bay, Cape Otway, Warrnambool and
beyond into the south-west. Is it any wonder the
main route through the city of Geelong sometimes
comes under enormous pressure, particularly
during the summer and when the weather is
favourable?

City planners, government planners and others have
to decide whether they should pursue the existing
route to the west of the city, a route that already
exists on the planning maps and for which I
understand some compensation has already been
paid, or whether to investigate other routes through
or past the city that may be more appropriate. If
another route is determined to be a more
appropriate bypass route for the city of Geelong, it
would be necessary as soon as possible to lay down
a corridor and restrict development in that corridor
so that people can be certain about it, particularly in
terms of the built environment.
It is obvious that as soon as you start putting major
construction efforts into a particular area the cost of
compensation will escalate. It is much better if you
already have an intelligent plan in mind and can put
it on the ground with the indication that it will be
adopted. That principle does not apply Simply to
Geelong. It applies all over Victoria, all over the
Commonwealth of Australia and in any developed
or developing country where these sorts of planning
measures need to be taken into account

Previous speakers have gone into some detail about
the enactment of the bill. I said earlier that I
intended to again emphasise exactly what is
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involved in the details of this proposal. I will run
through them again. Clauses 1,2 and 3 are
machinery and commencement provisions.
Proposed section 98 deals with the definition and
includes definitions of market value, occupier and
owner. Proposed section 99 deals with the
application of the provisions and the land to which
they apply - in summary, that land which is
constrained by public development proposals.
Proposed section 99(2) ensures that an authority has
the power to make the purchase under this division.
Proposed section 100 asks the question: who is the
relevant authority? It states that the relevant
authority is the authority for whose purposes the
use of the land is restricted.
Proposed section 101 deals with the request for
purchase - this is really the heart of the entire
proposal. It enables a person whose land is affected
to require the relevant authority not to pay
compensation but to purchase the land, and sets
time limits within which that maybe done. If an
offer to purchase under this part is refused, or
lapses, the owner cannot make a further request
within two years of his or her refusal or the lapsing
of the offer. That is a very commonsense provision
because it prevents constant repetition and a waste
of time if an owner is not able to make up his mind
about whether he will accept that offer. The request
must comply with proposed section 102, which
deals with the details of the form of the request
Proposed section 103 refers to the offer by the
relevant authority. The relevant authority is
required to make an offer within three months of
being asked to purchase the land in accordance with
these provisions. If it does not do so the owner may
refer the matter to the Land Compensation Division
of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. The period
can be extended by agreement or, in some unusual
cases, by the tribunal. The offer must specify the
amount offered by the authority, and if the authority
does not respond the matter can automatically be
referred to the tribunal.
The form of the offer is contained in proposed
section 104 of the amending bill. If an offer is
different from the asking price - and the asking
price is the price that an owner would have fixed in
his mind and perhaps suggest under the
circumstances - it must be accompanied by a copy
of the certificate of valuation to which the relevant
authority had regard in making that offer. Proposed
section 105 deals with the amount of the offer and
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sets out the matters to be taken into account in
valuing the land. I will not go into any further detail
on that; the provision is quite clear.

Proposed section 106 deals with contaminated land,
and the honourable member for Benambra gave a
very specific example of what could happen with
contaminated land Suffice to say that if it is proven
that the cost of reinstating contaminated land is
more than the cost of acquisition there is no
obligation on the part of the authority to acquire it at
that stage. It is not obliged therefore to make an offer
for the land
Proposed section 107 deals with a decision of the
owner subsequent to the offer. On receipt of an offer
from the authority the owner must accept it,
withdraw the request or refer any dispute as to the
amount of the offer to the AAT, again within three
months of the offer being made. If the owner does
not do so, the offer lapses.
Proposed section 108 deals with the referral of
matters to the tribunal. If there is a dispute or the
authority does not respond within the three months
allowed, the owner may refer the matter to the
tribunal
Proposed section 109 deals with determinations. It
states that the AAT is to make a decision in
accordance with the valuation principles set out in
proposed section 105. Proposed section 110 deals
with costs pertaining to the AAT and provides
matters for the AAT to consider about the cost of an
actual hearing. It is dear exactly where the costs
shall be awarded If an authority made an
unreasonably low offer the tribunal may direct that
that authority pay the costs. Similarly, if the
claimant's estimate of value was unreasonable the
claimant may be directed to pay those costs.
An order made in favour of an owner must be
conditional upon the sale of the property being
completed. If, after a tnbunal hearing to detennine
the value of land, the owner decides not to proceed
it is reasonable that the owner cannot expect to have
the costs of the AAT hearing paid for by a public
authority.

Proposed section 111 deals with an offer following
determination. That is a machinery provision to
implement the principles of an AAT decision The
authority must make an offer in accordance with
that determination within 30 days.
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Proposed section 112 deals with the action of an
owner. Upon the tnbunal's determination an owner
has 30 days in which to accept an offer; otherwise,
the offer lapses and the owner cannot recommence
the process for two years thereafter.
Incidentally, in those circumstances proposed
section 113 suggests that that notice become a notice
registrable on the title of the property so that such a
time restriction travels, if you like, with the property
and any future owners must abide by that restriction
Proposed section 113 deals with the declaration of
the proposed reservation. 'That allows for the
minister, prior to the actual reservation being
declared and placed on a planning map, to trigger
the provisions of this legislation on the assumption
that that reservation will be made in due course.
Division 3 deals with compensation for restriction of
access. That is an extremely rare provision. It is
unlikely that such a claim will be made.
Nevertheless, the provision deals with that unlikely
eventuality.
Division 4 is a transitional provision. The right to
require an authority to purchase affected land does
not apply to any land for which compensation has
been paid under the Planning and Environment Act
or any other previous corresponding enactment
Part 5 of the principal act should continue to apply
except that in the case of the removal of a
reservation, the right of an authority to require the
payment of compensation will extend to
compensation paid under any previous enactment
I support the passage of the bill. I am pleased the
opposition supports the legislation which will assist
people who were previously disadvantaged Prior to
a compulsory acquisition of land, the provisions
contained in the bill will give absolute definition
about what an owner can expect and will adequately
compensate that owner under appropriate
circumstances.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) - I support the bill.
At the outset I offer my congratulations to the
Minister for Planning for the work he has done since
becoming the responsible minister in October 1992. I
know that compliment may arouse some comment
from one or two opposition members who may not
agree with my statement, but I make it sincerely.
Those who have been members of this house for a
long time are well aware of the difficulties caused in
Victoria by successive planning ministers not
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coming to grips with planning problems. Those
ministers were tmable to institute in Victoria the
appropriate planning controls to protect people and
provide for appropriate development throughout
the state.

I put on record that I strongly support the actions
that have been taken by the Minister for Planning
since October 1992. His track record has been
excellent in the manner in which he has handled
planning in the state of Victoria.

The Labor Party when in office from 1982 to 1992

A main purpose of the legislation amending the
Planning and Environment Act 1987 is to change
compensation arrangements applying to the
purchase of land required for public purposes.
Proposed new part 5 substitutes part 5 of the
Planning and Environment Act 1987. The
amendments proposed to part 5 of the principal act
follow investigation, and the resultant bill before the
house will provide a much better arrangement for
people with land that is to be aCquired by a public
authority.

was not prepared to act. It found it too hard to make
decisions, and when it did make decisions they were
often wrong. It found it difficult to implement the
appropriate planning controls over development in
this state.
The present Minister for Planning has been positive
in his assessment of situations before making any
decisions. He ensures he speaks to everybody
involved to understand both sides of an argument
and then arrives at an appropriate solution.
The minister has been prepared to listen to both
sides, to take the arguments on board, to look at
what will be best for the state, but, most
importantly, to make decisions so people can then
get on with the job. That is the imperative so far as I
am concerned.
The Minister for Planning has always listened to my

representations about problems within my
electorate, but he has said he would also take
account of contrary arguments. Finally, he arrives at
an acceptable decision. The minister is presently
assessing a proposed development in the new Shire
of Milawa. A developer wants to construct a major
tourist development within the shire but adjacent
landowners have presented strong arguments to the
minister as to why the development should not
proceed. The minister has responded pOSitively by
meeting the representatives of the developer and
listening to the genuine concerns of objectors. He has
visited the area and has taken on board the
arguments of both sides. In deciding whether
approval should be given he has tried to obtain a
true understanding of the proposed development.
The minister has positively reviewed plaruting laws
within the state. Major amendments have been
made to the Planning Act so it has become more
effective in its operation. He has closely examined
the building regulations in Victoria because they
were badly in need of review. The interests of
builders, landowners and others involved in any
particular development have been taken into
account in his examination of the building
regulations within Victoria.

The problems with the current act are clear.
Authorities might require land but need not deal
with owners seeking to negotiate the purchase of the
land. On many occasions authorities have not
proceeded with the purchase of land but have
proposed that the land might need to be acquired in
the future. I believe the provisions of the principal
act have acted as a disincentive to the purchase of
land by authorities.
I listened with interest to the comments of the
honourable member for Bellarine. I agree with most
of his comments. He indicated clearly his concern
that Vicroads has in some cases indicated it requires
land but not acted to purchase that land on the basis
that it did not have the funds required for purchase.
That is not a strong argument If Vicroads needs to
acquire land for the purpose of the building of roads
in the future, it must act to purchase that land so
that the situation is clear to landowners.
The legislation brings about changes that will
effectively protect landowners and ensure that
where authorities require land they must act to
purchase that land if the owner desires to sell the
land. The present system is totally unsatisfactory.
Reform was needed. The minister has reviewed the
legislation, and the bill before the house will
overcome the problems that have been detailed.
I will detail a couple of problems that have arisen in
my electorate that highlight the need for changes to
the act. As many people would be aware, the section
of the Hume Freeway between Melbourne and
Wodonga has now been completed. Over the years
we have seen the bypass of cities and towns between
Melbourne and Wodonga; we saw the completion of
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the freeway only last year. Certainly, there have
been land acquisition problems.
I recall that in one area south of Springhurst people
called the Bentons owned land that Vicroads
required for the new freeway. They were not able to
negotiate with Vicroads to determine an appropriate
sale price for the land to be purchased by Vicroads.
That matter was taken to court. There was extensive
court action before the Bentons were able to secure
satisfactory compensation for the land that was to be
purchased by Viaoads for the Hume Freeway.

Vicroads was doing precisely what the honourable
member for Bellarine described, that is, withholding
progress on the purchase of the land because of a
lack of funds. This was causing difficulties for the
Bentons because they were not able to continue
farming that land as it would eventually be required
by Vicroads for the Hume Freeway.
In the final analysis, as I have indicated, the Bentons
sought to negotiate, were not able to negotiate
satisfactorily with representatives of Vicroads and
went to court for final determination. They received
appropriate compensation. It should not have come
to that. They should have been able to negotiate a
fair price for the land and get appropriate
compensation, taking into account the usage of the
land and its value to the Benton family.
I want to put on record a worse case concerning
some people who owned land at north Wangaratta.
Prior to the development of the Hume Freeway, it
was proposed that a divided road be built at north
Wangaratta to handle Hume Highway traffic. The
O'Keefes owned land in the area that had been
reserved. Vicroads had indicated it would reserve
that land for future development of a divided road
at north Wangaratta to service the traffic on the
Hume Highway.

The O'Keefes had a very old, dilapidated home on
this land but they were in a position such that they
could not move. There was nothing they could do.
They were living in a house on land that would be
required for the duplication of the highway at north
Wangaratta, but they were not in a pOSition to get
compensation from Vicroads so that they could
move from that area or build a new home.
Mr and Mrs O'Keefe came to see me at my office. I
was totally sympathetic with their position.

An honourable member interjected.
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Mr JASPER -It is a good story because it
highlights the difficulties this family faced in
negotiating the sale of its land to Viaoads. The
legislation will correct the anomaly the O'Keefe
family was faced with. The O'Keefes are an older
couple who were in an older home that was
deteriorating. It was in the path of the Hume
Highway but they were not able to secure
compensation or even negotiation with Vicroads to
sort out a way they could set up their lives for the
future.
1bis went on for about 10 years. They came to me
after this had been going on for seven or eight years,
at least. I took this up with Vicroacis on the basis that
it should purchase the land and that the O'Keefe
family could not be left with a deteriorating house
on which they could not undertake repairs. Their
receiving appropriate compensation would enable
them to build a new home and live out their lives in
comfort and with the satisfaction of knowing that
Vicroads would not come along one day and say,
'We want you to move. We will demolish the house
because the highway is to come through here'.
In the final analysis, with pressure from me as the
local member and representations being made to the
transport minister, Vicroads satisfactorily negotiated
with the O'Keefe family, paying compensation that
allowed the family to move from the derelict home
and build a new home an appropriate distance from
the highway. I visited their home, and they are
extremely happy with the position they are in now.
They received compensation - -

Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr JASPER - I agree; they are certainly satisfied
with the work of their local member in pressuring
Vicroads to give a satisfactory result. The situation
was untenable and had to be corrected. It is
disappointing that Vicroads was not prepared to
negotiate or determine what it would do in the
future. These people were able to rebuild further
back from the highway. They are now leasing land
from Vicroads that will eventually be used for the
highway and are running some stock on it. It was a
satisfactory result to solve a problem the legislation
aims to correct in the future.
In the 1970s Wangaratta was subject to major floods
and in the 1980s investigations took place on flood
mitigation programs that could be put into effect in
and around Wangaratta. Compensation had to be
paid to various landowners where levee banks were
constructed. A person living on the outskirts of
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Wangaratta was affected by a proposal for levee
banks to be built close to his home on land that he
used for tobacco growing. He had a small allocation
of tobacco and could not get appropriate
compensation on the basis that the land was
valuable to him because it was irrigated for the
growing of a tobacco product. After considerable
negotiation, in which I was involved, appropriate
compensation was paid for the land. They are some
of the problems we have had in Wangaratta.
I am pleased that the legislation has been introduced
to overcome problems that have arisen over many
years. Owners of land will be able to require the
proper authority to purchase the land and will have
proper avenues to obtain compensation for land
acquired by a proper authority.

Land will be sold on the basis of normal market
values if the owner wishes to sell. That is satisfactory
for landowners, particularly if they can get action
when they require it and do not have to wait for
years to get compensation from a proper authority.
The minister indicated in the notes he has provided
that the purchase of land by the proper authority
will be at the market value, but that the valuation
will not include such things as a loss of business,
goodwill and losses attributable to disturbance issues that have been involved in compensation in
the past, and solatium. If a dispute arises over the
valuation of the land, the owner of the land can
appeal to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal for
determination. TIlat certainty is most satisfactory
and will prevent litigation costs being incurred as
they have been over many years when people have
not been able to negotiate satisfactory prices for the
sale of their land.
The legislation will have the effect of reducing costs
to both landowners and the various authorities and
will produce a satisfactory result in a speedy
manner. I congratulate the minister for taking
positive action and introducing legislation that will
provide satisfactory outcomes for people who own
land, and I hope the minister takes note of my earlier
comments.
Dr DEAN (Berwick) - I support the comments
made by the honourable member for Murray Valley
in relation to the minister's commitment to
achieving outcomes in his portfolio, particularly the
way he achieves those outcomes through
consultation and lateral thinking.
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It has been my habit in this place to avoid speaking
in legal terms 00 legal bills, because one becomes
tarred with a brush that can get scratchy. I am on
record on many occasions as speaking on policy on a
wide range of issues other than legal matters, but
some legal matters are important. I also agree that
my experience in Parliament has broadened my
horizons enormously.

This bill, fortunately for me but unfortunately for
you, Mr Deputy Speaker, takes into account some
difficult legal concepts. Analysing how to
compensate people for loss is a legal problem that
has caused considerable difficulty. Before I go into
that area, to allow myself some flexibility on policy
matters, I note that this seemingly innocent bill is at
the heart of the philosophy of the party I represent.
It is, if you think about it, a matter of the community
versus the individual. On the one hand you have a
situation where the community wants to have open
public space and the opportunity of enjoying the
broadacres, but on the other hand you have private
individuals who happen to own that land, and in
that small cruable you have the makings of a very
vigorous and difficult problem. It is approached
differently depending on the political party and
philosophy that one adopts. Those on the other side
of the house tend to come down more solidly on the
side of community interest -perhaps having a park
- as against the individual rights involved in
owning the land.
This problem is distnbuted throughout the planning
area, which is why it is such a difficult area for any
minister to handle and why it is necessary for any
minister who has the responsibility for this portfolio
to have the ability to resolve these disputes.
Any form of zoning is a matter of profit and loss.
Whenever an area of land is rezoned - it is usually
to progressively rezoned to more industrialised
uses - you have winners and losers. Those people
who have the land, who may be individuals or
developers, are likely to make large profits. In other
circumstances those who have land that is rezoned
for conservation purposes are likely to end up
making substantial losses.
Therefore the whole notion of compensation is a
difficult one and is a matter of great debate. Right at
the start we have to face up to the fact that it is not
possible in this debate between the community's
need to rezone land and the rights of the individuals
who own it to compensate to the last cent whenever
land is rezoned. You simply cannot compensate for
the fact that a particular piece of land has come
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under a particular zone at a particular time. If you
were to do that and take individual's rights to the
end point, millions of dollars would be spent on
compensating people whose land had changed in
value as a consequence of the need for the
community to rezone. We have to Wlderstand that
any mechanism for compensation will be a matter of
compromise. It cannot be a matter of absolutes.

On this side of the house we do our best to ensure
that the individual person is seen as an important
part of the process. Although it is a compromise and
although you certainly cannot compensate
everybody for rezoning, we do the very best we can
to ensure that the person whose land is rezoned has
his rights protected so far as that is financially
possible to do so.
One has only to look aroWld the globe to see other
communities where the way they undertake their
affairs would be abhorred by both sides of the
house. Those places take a very different view. If
you go to the opposite end of the spectrum and
consider the communist COWltries and
dictatorships - both are in the same boat - the
private rights in relation to the ownership of land
get swept under the carpet. That is so much the case
with communism that you are not allowed to own
land privately and the community owns it all; you
just have the right to live on the land.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Or DEAN - I see my learned friend on the other
side is showing his true colours. He would like to
see that system imported here unless it happened to
impinge on his own house or property. It is very
much a matter of who owns the land. This
compromise is a difficult one and must be handled
with discretion and intelligence so that we do not
end up with conflict and with individuals losing
their rights. Who better to do that than this
government and the Minister for Planning?

The second aspect I will look at briefly is a matter
about which I can talk individually before delving
into some of the legal aspects of this bill. It relates to
the area I represent It is well-known by members in
this house - if it is not I have not been doing a very
good job - that my electorate is a growth area and
from time to time is the fastest growing area in the
state. We often hear figures that try to get some hold
on this and it is often said that up to 40 families per
week settle in my electorate.
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A growth area such as that starts off as a greenfields
site and the masses and the hordes descend upon
the site. Therefore, the process of planning becomes
critical. We so often see a situation in this area where
the greenfields sites are owned by farmers and as
the suburban population creeps in the pressure to
subdivide those farming bloclcs increases and a
potential conflict arises, as does the need to
compensate in relation to the battlefield I was
talking about earlier. My electorate is right in the
centre of it
Because my electorate is a growth area and because
it is being developed from a greenfields site I have a
fair degree of experience of this problem. I have
certainly observed some hard-fought battles
between developers, individuals and the
government's requirements for the whole
community.

I will add to this the fact that it is accepted that
planning is now more a specialist art for which
diplomas and degrees are sought and for which
large salaries are paid to those engaged in it as
distinct from the days when it was carried out by
town planners and clerks and so forth within a town
planning department This is part of the evolving
process of the way in which we order things.
Honourable members may ask themselves why it is
that the art of planning has become so much more
important. Populations have been expanding for
hWldreds of years, so why is it seen as so much
more a specialist art now? Part of the answer lies in
the fact that as time has gone by we have come to
realise that the most efficient way to cope with new'
populations moving into areas is to plan as far into
the future as possible. H you can plan far into the
future - the further the better - you can overcome
a number of problems that otherwise must be faced.
Those problems have been faced over time, and that
is why it is so important that we plan for the future
and therefore require more expert specialists to do
that I will give an example.
In a situation where planning has not taken place
and people have moved onto ~aae blocks or even
some industrial-type developments, what happens
when the planners do a two or three-year future
plan? It is only then that they realise that that
particular area is needed for a road or a park or
whatever. The cost to the community of that failure
to plan in advance means that the industrial
development has to be removed. The ~acre blocks
may have to be purchased and there is a great
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expense to the community in moving resources that
should not have been there in the first place.
That is why planing as far into the future as possible
is now seen as a way of saving resources and costs.
Of course, if a specialist draws up plans for the
future it helps with further planning later on. One
scheme put into process enables you to work out
what the next step will be. The whole process is
progressive and cumulative.

Mr Hamilton interjected.
Or DEAN - It certainly does. It provides the
fleXIbility that is so necessary. Further down the line
it saves resources through not having to shift people
and buildings and also prevents dislocation.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Dr DEAN - It is not something the honourable
member for Morwell would know that much about
because he has never been in that situation himself.
Let me tell you that there can be no greater conflict
between people than over land. The battles over
ownership of belongings and land are the worst
battle of all.

The future planning process needs to be thought
about not only because it saves resources but
because it prevents dislocation later on. It also
prevents false expectations and therefore the loss of
faith in the way the community is organising itself
and allows people to make long-term arrangements.
I will again refer to my own experience in the
electorate of Berwick; my electorate was a pioneer in
what is known as the cellular system.
Between 15 and 20 years ago the then City of
Berwick decided that it would look at the entire

greenfie1d site, which had only a small population,
and spent a considerable amount of money
employing specialists of high ability to divide the
entire city up into cellular blocks and to plan the
way the city would develop within those blocks.
They planned where roads, shopping centres,
kindergartens, schools and all other facets of
community facilities should go.
The result was that people who came to Berwick
could go to the dty centre and ask to be shown the
plan of the cell in which they were interested in
living. On the plan they would see exactly where
schools, kindergartens, roads and other facilities
were to be situated, so they knew exactly how that
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centre would develop in the years ahead. As a result
of that planning process, people living in Berwick
are happily ensconced and do not move out of the
area. That is why Berwick is such a wonderful place
to live, as the minister well knows, because he was
sad to give up that electorate a few years ago.
I head an educational task force in the south-eastem
growth corridor which is engaged in that same
process of allocating areas for schools, kindergartens
and other facilities for the future. Our plans have
been put to the Minister for Education and he has
accepted the premise that the earlier we can decide
where kindergartens and schools should go the
cheaper it will be for the government to obtain the
land, so less resources will be needed further down
the track.. This process of planning into the future is
important to reduce the combatant problem and the
need for compensation that we are now discussing.
Before turning to the bill and some of the legal
problems it addresses I quickly note that if ever
there were an example of the system failing to
properly compensate those who were involved it, it
would be the Cardinia Creek reserve. Thank
goodness the reserve is now a reality. For some 10 or
so years it demonstrated the very problem this
compensation legislation is designed to overcome.
The previous government decided it would like to
have a park along Cardinia Creek, which is
effectively between Berwick and Pakenham and
extends into the Cranboume area, so it placed an
interim order on land in that area. All development
was put on hold while the former government
decided whether it would have a park, what it
would look like and how big it would be. As a
consequence, people living there did not know
whether their properties would become part of the
park and they could not sell becaUS8 no-one was
interested in buying land in that situation.
People were living in suspended animation with no
ability to sell their properties until a mechanism was
put in place to enable them to do so. When the
coalition government came into power I met people
who were in dire straits because of that interim
order. Some were facing bankruptcy and others
were having family problems because of it They
had no control over their own lives. I know how bad
it is and I know the importance of having a system
that gives people the ability to opt out of a situation
if their land is required by the community.
One could ask what sort of alternative was available.
Under previous legislation a person was
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compensated for any loss suffered as a consequence
of an order that his or her land was to become public
open space. A person was entitled to argue how he
or she had suffered as a consequence of that process.
In other words, the emphasis was on the person
rather than on the land, and as a consequence some
disastrous results followed.
U people, including occupiers rather than just
owners, had suffered loss they could say they were
entitled to be compensated. Problems arose when
the land was secured by mortgage. The mortgagor
had an interest in obtaining compensation because
perhaps his or her land had been devalued. The
mortgagee certainly had an interest in ensuring that
the security was still there.
If the value of the land had diminished the
mortgagee's security lessened. The mortgagor could
say he had suffered because the land had gone down
in value and he would ask for a cash payment On
making a claim he would get the cash payment, put
it in his pocket and off he would go. The mortgagee
who had the security was left high and dry with no
security to back up the loan. That was a most unjust
situation and it was a ramification of concentrating
on the individual rather than on the land when
trying to compensate for diminution of land value.

1bat is an example of how important it is to look
closely at getting the right mechanism in place,
because if the wrong mechanism is put in place
people will certainly be hurt.
Another aspect of the previous system that caused
problems is shown by the comments of judges who
tried to cope with the provisions of sections 98 and
99. The language is an indication of the judiciary
begging Parliament to do something about it
because one could not get more aggressive
terminology in judicial judgments. On 27 November
1990 when Mr Justice Gobbo was trying to grapple
with this issue he said:
1here is an urgent need for the legislature to review the
provisions of part 5 of the Planning and Environment
Act 1987. Sections 98 and 99 create new ambiguities
and difficulties and section 104 is also of doubtful
effectiveness if it is intended to keep assessment of
compensation claims under the act distinct, other than
for certain procedural purposes, from the Land
Acquisition and Compensation Act 1986.
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There is therefore no point in canvassing the
deficiencies in the legislation and the difficulties that
face owners who do not receive a refusal of a permit
but then face an appeal that is allowed and results in no
permit being granted. Nor is it necessary to decide
whether an amendment such as Amendment LlO can
be a reservation within section 98(1).

Justice Phillips then got into the swing of this
legislation and said:
... the difficulties and uncertainties raised by the
sections governing such claims for compensation and
the powers of the tribwlal on appeal in relation thereto
seem to me to be quite unnecessary. For instance, if the
claimant under section 98(2) is intended to have a right
which may depend not only on the decision of the
responsible authority but also on a determination of the
tribunal on appeal, then the position should be made
plain by appropriate amendment to the legislation.

He goes on to say that amendments are required,
which the minister would have to admit seems to
have been effective.
In 1992 Mr Justice Gobbo also stated that he had to
confess that section 102 was really not a proper
working description of how things should be done.
Later on again Mr Justice Gobbo said:
There are a number of features of the legislation that
merit the early attention of the legislature. This is
particularly true of the Planning and Environment Act
1987 where ss 200 and 201 merit close study. I refer also
in this regard to ss 98 and 99 ...

When you look at those previous sections you have

only to read the first few words to understand what

an absolute lawyers' delight those sections would
have been. The more confusion the judiciary has in
determining what is the appropriate outcome, the
more litigation you get, and the more lawyers
participate in the process.
I refer to the Planning and Environment Act of 1987.
Section 98(1) says:
The owner or occupier of any land may claim

compensation from the planning authority for financial
loss suffered as the natural, direct and reasonable
consequence of -

And there are a number of matters listed.
The same judge in August 1990 was getting a bit
steamed up:

What wonderful words they are to lawyers: natural,
direct and reasonable. There are a couple of days in
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each one of those words. What a way to say that
personal compensation is to be determined, because
if you say you are entitled to any damages, which
are a natural and direct consequence, for a start
there is an enormous amount of law involved on
what the difference is between natural, direct and
reasonable. It was not until the Wagon Mound case
that it was determined that you had to have a cut-off
point, because virtually everything is a natural and
direct consequence of everything else.
If somebody says, 'Look, when this order came
along to change the land to public open space, I was
so shocked by it that I got into my car, was not
concentrating on what I was doing, the car went off
the road, I had an accident, the car was destroyed, I
went into hospital and so far it has cost me
$100 000,' that is a natural and direct consequence of
the order that a particular area of land become
public open space.
The judges have said, 'Well, this can't be right, but

nevertheless we have to because these are personal
damages. It is not just a difference in the
depreciation and value of the land, as in the Land
Compensation Act. We have to look at personal
injuries cases to determine this'.
If we are to look at personal injuries cases, we will
have to look at diminution in the value of life, loss of
quality of life, worry and anxiety, loss of interest on
investments that the person may have been
contemplating and all sorts of things. And that is the
difficulty. Parliament had to step in and say, 'Look,
that has created a minefield, we can't compensate
people to that extent Let's do the appropriate thing
and compensate in relation to the market value of
the land'.
And having said, 'Look, that is not going to work
because of the poor old mortgagee. It is not working
because of the level of damages required - frankly,
there are more ambiguities than you can shake a
stick at in that legislation,' the government has
asked, 'What are we going to do?'. One thing you
can do is say tough luck, and that would be an
outcome some people would say is appropriate: if
zoning comes your way, then you are zoned in this
way, and that is one of the things in life that happens.
However, that is not the way to protect the
individual and that is not the way this govemment
goes about its job. You could say we should restrict
the compensation that is payable. It is a notion of,
'Okay, you can have personal loss, but you can have
it only for these particular heads' - sort of
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pick-a-box damage. lbat is what the legislature was
saying in advance: that certain areas of personal loss
are good and certain are not. That was not going to
work either.
The only way this legislation could possibly be
determined to work is to say, 'Let's look at the object
of the legislation, which is land, and let's see if we
can get a good market value for the loss of that
land'. That is what this legislation says, and I
commend the minister for it
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I
thank the Deputy Leader of the Opposition and
other speakers who have contributed - and, I refer
to the case of other members - so extensively to the
discussion of the bill. The honourable member for
Berwick vety rightly related his experiences. I might
add that his experiences were not vastly different
from my own with Cardinia park, where an
unhappy government tmleashed community
representatives with no sense of responsibility for
monetary compensation, who waved their arms,
pointed at bridge lines and produced a park
proposal that would have cost Melbourne Parks and
Waterways something like $22 million - and I
might say $22 million it did not then have.
I have tried to prevent the arm waving by saying
that before more land is zoned as proposed public

open space for public purposes the relevant
authority should indicate that it stands ready to
make an offer at the Valuer-General's valuation for
the land. In other words, there has to be some sense
of responsibility.
I accept that the government has to acquire land
against the wishes of landowners from time to time.
But I cannot accept the idea that there are people
who are trapped in a situation of blight where the
acquiring authority is simply unwilling or unable to
find the money to make the acquisition.

The Minister for Public Transport would be able to
tell us about the people at Phillip Island who have
been trapped for 20 or 30 years, whose properties
have still not been purchased. The honourable
member for Momington would be able to tell us
about the people at Hastings trapped, unable to sell
their land for upwards of 30 years. There is nobody
willing to step forward and acquire it They are
blighted in the most appalling way.
There are areas in Footscray, which came to my
attention last week, where some 600 allotments were
sold to people straight off the boat They had no
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services, no water, no sewerage, nothing. The area
was zoned industrial and was unable to be used for
any practical purposes at all, so there they are in a
little pocket in Footsaay. There is no market for the
land except for the smartest, exploitative,
speculative purchaser.
This bill is a good bill. It deals with an incredibly
technical issue, and the honourable member for
Berwick has given us a good insight into how
complicated it is. I believe we will need all the
assistance the Parliament can have - the best
brains, the best submissions, and the best
representations to get it right. I respond to the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition by saying that
between here and another place and in the course of
any debate in another place the government will
stand ready to amend the bill. He asked whether I
had received submissions. I am informed that there
have been three submissions of substance. Two from
solicitors arrived sometime ago, and another one
arrived today.
I will share those submissions with members and I
will share them with anybody who can contribute in
a positive way to the improvement of this bill so that
we can, I hope, get it right. I am anxious to make
sure that the best possible bill is presented and
passed by the Parliament.

The bill that we have is based on the advice of a
technical advisory group which has done its best I
think we may well need the assistance of
Sir James Gobbo, who has retired from the bench
and is perhaps able to help us with this matter. If he
is willing to I would certainly be pleased to have his
advice on the matter, along with any other expert
opinions that will contribute to the issue.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr MACLELLAN - He has dealt with the cases
and it is from the cases that you get the
understanding.
Debate intenupted.

JOINT SITI1NG OF PARLIAMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The time has
arrived for this house to meet with the Legislative
Council in this chamber for the purpose of a jOint
Sitting.
Sitting suspended 6.00 p.m. until 8.03 p.m.
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PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed

Mr MACLELLAN - I express appreciation for
the support of solicitors for the bill. I reaffirm that
the government will examine the bill while it is
between here and another place.
I thank the opposition for its support of the bill. It
will be next to miraculous if we get it right the first
time because, as the honourable member for Berwick
said, despite the absence of an expert committee to
examine these issues, planning is a specialised area
of the law. Parliament deserves to have the best
information that can be put before it to produce
legislation to deal with the troublesome problems.
I have also explained that although action has been
taken by the government to deter authorities from
imposing widespread planning blights on new
areas, many areas have been covered by planning
rules and many people have not been offered
compensation for land yet to be acquired. Indeed,
compensation for millions and millions of dollars
worth of land is outstanding.

Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr MACLELLAN - I do not have a total figure.
For instance, I believe governments including the
former Labor government spent as much as
$10 million or $11 million at Phillip Island; the
estimate is that approximately another half that
amount is pending. Another $10 million or
$11 million will be spent on the area used for the
staging of the penguin parade.
In many outstanding areas around the state
planning controls have existed for many years and
cannot be lifted; they must be reviewed from time to
time to ascertain whether they are absolutely
essential. Only when we get problems associated
with budgets for land reservations do we have
reservations that are pitched to the essential rather
than the optimal.

Where people can put a planning blight on the land
of other people or have planning blights put on land
by the Minister for Planning without having to pay
for it, they tend to exaggerate the amount of land
they need. There are many examples. The SEC, other
state utilities and government departments have
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been more than ambitious in the area of land they
wished to have zoned and rather miserable in the
amount of money they have been willing to pay to
satisfy even hardship cases.
Perhaps this is the beginning of Parliament
addressing that issue. Parliament will have to deal
with it We will have to decide how much money
can be set aside either each year or over a period. of
years to catch up with the zonings that have been
ambitiously placed on areas. That will enable us to
get the principles right so that compensation is then
paid to the individual who suffers the personal
obligation put on his or her land for the public good.
If it is for the public good, it is appropriate that the
public as a whole pays for it. It is also appropriate
that we do it to the minimum extent necessary rather
than perhaps with a little too much colour by
waving our arms, pointing at ridge lines and saying,
We will have all that'.
Melbourne Parks and Waterways allows $S million
or $6 million a year for land acquisition I know of
literally millions of dollars worth of property for
which everybody has sought to trigger
compensation. There is no way Melbourne Parks
and Waterways could pay for that. There is
reliability in that reliance - it is almost a
presumption -on the belief that not everybody will
want to be compensated at the same time.

hardship and should expect to have to pay a
reasonable amount and within a reasonable time
when they wish to acquire land for the public good..
Whether the acquisition is for roads, of fire-prone
areas, for conservation purposes, to meet other
planning objectives such as visual concerns or to
meet the desire to round out a national park or
public reserve, we have to ensure we are not putting
the onus and burden just on a group of private
landowners, expecting them to pay for the public
good.
I welcome the support of the Parliament for the bill
and indicate to the legal profession, valuers and
those concerned with valuation and compensation
issues that there is a willingness to consider
amendments to the bill between here and the
consideration of this bill in the Legislative Council. I
certainly stand ready to receive any representations
from members, the valuation or legal professions
and others who wish to improve the bill.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

JOINT SIITING OF PARLIAMENT
Queues of people form and are told, 'If money is
available this year we will settle your matter'. To rub
salt into the wound, people have been waiting for
years to be bought out of plots that can be put to no
useful purpose. They receive rate notices for 5, 10 or
20 years and conscientiously pay their rates on land
they cannot use for anything while the land system
is piously saying, 'You bought it, you can enjoy the
bargain you bought but you cannot build a shed or
expand the house'.
Recently we experienced almost an outbreak of that
sort in the Dandenong Ranges with a lot of land that
was said to be prone to bushfire. When I threatened
to classify it as being for public purposes so that it
would, have to be bought, ambitions were soon
reviewed as to what was and what was not fire
prone and the area shrank back towards the
budgeted figure.
I am anxious to exercise pressure, and the
Parliament should encourage the Minister for
Planning to exercise discipline over acquiring
authorities and government instrumentalities to
make them conscious of the fact that they cause

La Trobe University
Victoria University of Technology
University of Ballarat
The SPEAKER - Order! I have to report that the
house this day met with the Legislauve Council for
the purpose of sitting and voting together to choose
members of the Parliament to be recommended for
appointment to the councils of the La Trobe
University, the Victoria University of Technology
and the University of Ballarat; that the Honourable
Ronald Alexander Best, MLC, and the Honourable
Theo Charles Theophanous, MLC, have been
recommended for appointment as members of the
La Trobe University council consequent on the
expiration of the terms of office on 18 December
1994; that the Honourable Robert James Herbert
Wells, MLC, has been recommended for
appointment as a member of the La Trobe
University council consequent on the expiration of
the term of office on 7 May 1995; that George !an
Davis, Esquire, MP, the Honourable David Mylor
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Evans, MLC, and the Honourable Licia Kokocinski,
MLC, have been recommended for appointment as
members of the Victoria University of Technology
council; and that Stephen Phillip Bracks, Esquire,
MP, has been recommended for appointment as a
member of the University of Ballarat council.

ASSOCIATIONS INCORPORATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Government amendment circulated by Mrs WADE
(Attorney-General) pursuant to sessional orders.
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Mr mOMPSON (Sandringham) - I am pleased
to support the proposed amendments to the
Associations Incorporation Act 1981. It has been said
in the wider community that if you have four Greeks
you have five opinions. The 1981 legislation
successfully provided a formal mechanism that
enabled many voluntary community organisations
to arrange their affairs in such a way that they were
conducted properly, aVOiding some of the problems
that occurred in the case of the Carlton Football
Social Oub and the St Kilda Cricket Oub. There
were problems in the administration of various
organisations.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 22 March; motion of
Mrs WADE (Attomey-General).
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - The opposition
supports the minor amendment to the Associations
Incorporation Act 1981. On behalf of the honourable
member for Footscray, I have the pleasure of
indicating that the opposition has no difficulty with
the amending legislation. Principally the bill
concerns the wording of the act and reference to a
different code. Under clause 4 the Companies
(Victoria) Code shall be substituted by the
Corporations Law of Victoria. Essentially that
updates the Associations Incorporation Act. Clause 5
states:
In sections 10(1) and 11(1)(a) of the Principal Act, for
'(:(H)peration Act 1958' substitute 'Co-operation Act
1981'.

The opposition supports this minor amendment
The Associations Incorporation Act 1981 is an
important instrument for voluntary, community,
non-profit organisations in Victoria. It ensures
consistency of organisation structure and
incorporation and ensures the limited liability of
office-bearers. The liability is with the incorporated
organisations instead of the individual. It is
important that consistent legislation apply to all
non-profit, voluntary, community organisations. The
Associations Incorporation Act 1981 assists in that
Other honourable members and I have been
involved in many organisations that have used the
act successfully as have public officers responsible
for the interpretation of the act for their organisation.
Sporting organisations in particular use this act. The
act enjoys bipartisan support in the chamber and the
opposition has no difficulty with these minor
amendments.

The bill largely attends to some machinery
amendments to the Associations Incorporation Act
1981. It replaces the phrase 'Companies (Victoria)
Code' with the phrase 'Corporations Law of
Victoria'. It changes the words 'Co-operation Act
1958' to the words 'Co-operation Act 1981'. In
accordance with sound modem drafting practice,
penalty units replace a numerical quantum, which is
much easier than having to upgrade individual
clauses from time to time.
Many community organisations in Victoria have
managed to conduct their affairs over many years.
Some of them have overcome a range of legal
difficulties by forming companies or companies
limited by guarantee to provide a form of legal
protection.
Since the legislation first came into active operation
in 1983 many thousands of organisations, including
sporting clubs, kindergartens, welfare organisations
and a range of others, throughout Victoria have
taken advantage of it. Incorporation has had three or
four principal benefits. The first is that an entity,
instead of owning property in the name of trustees
who needed to be located from time to time, can
own real estate and property required for
community, sporting or other purposes, in the name
of the incorporated entity itself. The difficulties that
can be encountered after a period of 30 or 40 years in
tracking down the persons who acted as trustees are
eliminated by enabling the incorporated entity to
hold property in its own name.
The second important issue is that many people
were reluctant to assume responsibilities in a
voluntary association or organisation through fear of
what their personal liabilities would be. The
Associations Incorporation Act 1981 formally
provided that the liability of office bearers would be
limited to the assets of the organisation. 1hat meant
that provided people acted responsibly and with
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due regard to proper process in meeting their formal
obligations and were not negligent, they had the
protection of the law in an important way. In the
past organisers of fundraising activities might have
found that if someone slipped over on the front step
of the hall hired for fundraising, the president,
secretary, treasurer and members of the committee,
as office bearers of the organisation, could have
ended up in court being sued for negligence because
they did not keep due and proper look out to ensure
the steps leading to the hall were in a reasonable
condition or because certain activities conducted
during the course of the evening had not been
properly conducted or transacted.
TIle change to the law has meant that many clubs

throughout Victoria have been able to transact their
affairs cost effectively. Rather than having to engage
expensive legal advice they have had the
opportunity of organising themselves as an
incorporated association and have been able to
operate on a template of modem rules dealing with
a range of matters that a properly run organisation
should deal with: the lodging of annual returns, the
preparation of financial accounts, due notice being
given of annual general meetings, the formation of
committees, the number of people on the
committees and the means of expulsion of members
of committees should matters not proceed according
to plan.
Earlier I gave the example of disputation within
communities. That issue has affected many
voluntary organisations when there has been a
difference of opinion. The Associations
Incorporation Act provided a formal mechanism
that enabled people to give notice of meetings and
showed how special general meetings could be
called to address and resolve matters of concern.
As well as enabling organisations to own property in
the name of an incorporated entity, the legislation
enables incorporated entities to be sued or to sue in
their own name. A major difficulty in taking or
defending legal action has been deciding exactly
who were the office bearers at the time the incident
occurred or the contract was entered into. The
legislation has allowed the office bearers at the time
of the taking of the action to pursue or defend legal
action. It has provided a simple mechanism to allow
groups of individuals to conduct their sporting..
community, recreational or social organisations.

A number of other benefits became apparent in the
course of time. The fact that all incorporated entities
must register with the Business Affairs Office means
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there is oversight of incorporated associations. If an
organisation does not lodge its returns in time, the
registrar can strike it off the register. It is possible for
a person who wishes to take action against an
incorporated entity for recovery of money or
litigation purposes to inquire at the registry and
ascertain the responsible office bearers.
A number of people in Melbourne have carried out
some fine legal work on this subject over the course
of time. A scholar in this field is Mr Robert Wright,
who wrote a manual on incorporated associations.
He has made a fine contribution to voluntary
association law in Victoria. At one point he acted on
behalf of the Australian Union of Students and the
go-kart association and has provided legal advice to
the Loreto nuns. He has acted for a diverse range of
organisations and associations that reflect the
diversity of his contnoution in this area of the law.
The legislation has enabled many ethnic
organisations whose members have arrived in this
country over the past 20 years to formalise their
community associations and activities as they
endeavour to pave their way in a new society. The
Indo-Chinese groups that have formed associations
include the Indo-China Ethnic Chinese Association
of Victoria and the Timorese Community of Victoria.
They have applied for government funding and
have been able to present to government formal
organisations that have a body of rules entitling
them to apply for taxation exemptions in certain
circumstances.
The Minister for Sport, Recreation and Racing has
often referred in this chamber to the number of
hours given to the community by voluntary
organisations. At one point it was estimated that in
any given financial year some 600 000 volunteers
might have contributed over $2 million worth of
work. The mechanism of the incorporation of
associations has enabled these people to engage
effectively in their wider activities and contribute to
the wider good. with the benefit of perpetual
succession and the protection of limited liability.
This bill is a privilege bill. It is marked as the

primary bill to be read before the Governor's speech
at the opening of Parliament, which formally
announces the commencement of a new
parliamentary session. It was accorded the honour
of having that status. So although the bill is short, it
does have a number of effective provisions that
amend an important principal act I am pleased to
support its passage through the house.
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Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I thank the
honourable members for Williamstown and
Sandringham for their contributions to the debate. I
particularly thank the honourable member for
Sandringham for his discussion of the good work
that is undertaken by many voluntary associations. I
particularly noticed his reference to Mr Robert
Wright, who has done excellent work in assisting a
large number of associations ranging across the
spectrum. I have met Mr Wright

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
1.

Clause 6, line 15, omit "dollars".

Oause 6 deals with an amendment to section
54(2)(d) of the principal act where it was intended
that the expression $100 be omitted and that there be
a reference to one penalty unit Unfortunately the
word' dollars' appears to have crept into the bill
when it is not in fact contained in the principal act,
and that is unintentional. This amendment removes
the word' dollars'.

Mr Thompson - A very fine lawyer.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to.

Mrs WADE - I believe he practises in my own
electorate. His work has been excellent and he has
been a great contributor to many associations
carrying out a wide range of activities.
The support of honourable members was
anticipated. This is a very short and uncontroversial
bill. The honourable member for Sandringham
pointed out that it is a privilege bill.

Reported to house with amendmenL

Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment).

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

Honourable members will recall that the Governor
made the opening speech of this session to members
of both houses in the Legislative Council after
summoning members to hear the speech. Before the
Speaker reports the Governor's speech to the
Legislative Assembly it is necessary for the
Assembly to transact some formal business that
demonstrates the position of the Assembly vis-a-vis
that of the Crown: that is, that the Assembly has a
traditional right to conduct its own business without
reference to the cause of summons to attend by the
Governor. 1bis business is usually a privilege bill,
and it is traditional that such a bill be
uncontroversial.
Mr Hamilton - Especially this week.
Mrs WADE -Absolutely. It is nice to have
something WlControversial. Mr Speaker, I record my
appreciation to honourable members for their
contributions to the debate.

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Planning: Pascoe Vale permit
Mr THOMSON (pascoe Vale) - In the absence
of the Minister for Planning I direct a matter to the
attention of the Minister for Industry and
Employment The matter has been drawn to my
attention by two families living in Pleasant Street,
Pascoe Vale. They are Paul and Sue Dodemaide of
28 Pleasant Street and Michael and Cheryl Dwyer of
32 Pleasant Street

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr THOMSON - It is pleasant in name and
nature. They are concerned about the building that
is being erected at 30 Pleasant Street without a valid
building permit The building was given a building
permit as a dual occupancy property and was said
under Viccode 2 not to require a planning permit
This meant that the residents in the street had no
opportunity to lodge objections or seek a decision
from the council about the matter.

Clauses 1 to 5 agreed to.
Clause 6

As the building work commenced it emerged that
the construction was not being done in accordance
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with the plans that had been submitted to the
council. The building that has been erected is much
larger than the one that was originally proposed. Its
floor space is greater than 100 square metres and it
therefore requires a planning permit. The council
has sought legal advice and takes the view that the
property requires a planning permit. However, it
has failed to take action to obtain an enforcement
order on this matter. It is a most unsatisfactory
situation where a building is being constructed
without a valid permit, but the council is taking no
action to stop the construction.
Against that background it looks as though one can
effectively take the law into one's own hands and
get away with it. I urge the Minister for Planning to
investigate this matter, take whatever action is
available to him and look at the rules governing
enforcement orders taken out by councils in the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal to ensure that
builders cannot go on constructing buildings in
circumstances where they do not have valid permits
and get away with it on the might is right principle.
It is an attractive area and it is important that these
people do not suffer. I understand that their TV
reception has been damaged and a brick fence
between two of the houses is also suffering from the
building activities going on next door. Further, the
garage constructed at the back is not likely to be a
garage at all because an extensive number of
windows have been put in.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
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John Brumby and I -

I never noticed they were so close are fighting the sale of Victoria's assets - but we need
your help. To stop the sell~ff, come to the dinner dance
on Saturday, 20 May, with your family and friends, or
make a donation to the George for Keilor Campaign
Committee. Donations are tax deductible.

It is all on parliamentary letterhead. I ask if any of
this rubbish is correct?

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The level of interjection
is far too high. The honourable member for

Mordialloc, in silence!
Mr LEIGH - As the honourable member for
Keilor would be well aware, his electorate office at
6/47 Alfreda Street also appears to be the campaign
headquarters for the local ALP. Yet it is a
taxpayer-funded office.

The letter, which is typed on parliamentary
letterhead, clearly lists the electorate office of the
honourable member for Keilor as the campaign
headquarters for fundraising to get George
re-elected for Keilor. I am not sure whether the
Treasurer can help or whether he is that close to
John Brumby!
Equally important is whether any of the matters put
in the letter are true. The honourable member claims
that they are the facts - -

Member for Keilor: SEC sell-off letter
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - I raise with the
Treasurer a matter concerning the honourable
member for Keilor. The honourable member for
Keilor has made allegations with respect to the sale
of the SEC. He has put out to his householders some
material on Parliament of Victoria letterhead which
says:
Your electricity bills will rise by up to $200 a year.
Britain's sale of their electricity service saw prices go up
by 40 per cent The SEC, Gas and Fuel and Melbourne
Water pay the state $700 million every year. Your taxes
will rise by as much as $600 per year to make up for
this loss of revenUE:.

He continues on about the losses and how foreign
companies will take over. He goes on to say:

The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the honourable
member for Mordialloc that this is a matter for the
House Committee. I do not think it is a matter for
the Treasurer.
Mr LEIGH -As for the material about the SEC,
that is definitely a matter for the Treasurer. I should
like to know from the Treasurer whether the
households of Keilor are being misled by the
scurrilous allegations made by the honourable
member for Keilor, because it seems to me that they
are not correct.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Stop the clock.. I warn
the honourable member for Mordialloc that I will
take action against him if he continues to interject.
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Ambulance services: Helimed 1
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - The matter I raise
for the attention of the Minister for Health concerns
the retention of the ambulance helicopter rescue
service known as Helimed 1. The matter was again
raised through local publicity.
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The SPEAKER -Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Victorian Agriculture Equipment Liaison
Committee
Mr TURNER (Bendigo West) - The matter I
raise for the Minister for Agriculture involves the

More importantly, it was raised by Janet Steele and
Les Brady, who called into my office last week.
These were the two people who on January 21 this
year were rescued from the stricken yacht, Solcyon
by the Helimed helicopters. In an article in the local
newspaper in Leura, New South Wales, Janet
describes her terror and then her great rejoicing
when the officers from Helimed 1 risked their own
lives to save her life.
When Janet and Les eventually landed at Mallacoota
after their yacht had sunk and they had been
rescued, they strongly praised the Helimed officers.
They were informed that it was the third sea rescue
that the Helimed service had done that month. The
figures are such that Helimed has been called on for
its services at something like 400 per cent the
number of calls it received during the previous
12-month period. It is providing a magnificent
service.
Part of the letter refers to the fact that the officers
themselves are concerned about the uncertain future
of Helimed 1 because there is a review. Both Janet
and Les, together with the rest of the people of
Gippsland, Morwell and the state, are saying it is
important that Helimed be retained because of the
number of rescues that take place in that area.

Victorian Agriculture Equipment Liaison
Committee. On my understanding, the committee
was established in 1982 and has provided a valuable
service to the farming community in disputes
involving agricultural equipment Over the years its
primary function has been to monitor and mediate
disputes between manufactures, distributors,
dealers and purchasers. I am sure that the
honourable member for Monbulk would well and
truly know about the services that these people
provide.
As I said, the primary function of the group is in
mediation, particularly on the quality of farm
machinery and the ability of equipment to perform
its designated function. The committee also assists in
matters to do with distributor organisations and
dealer responsibilities, including obligations under
warranty. Another function concerns the availability
of spare parts.
Presently the committee is made up of one
nomination from the VFF, one nomination from the
Tractor and Machinery Association and a
nomination from the Farm Dealers Association,
together with two nominations from the Secretary to
the Department of Agriculture, Energy and Minerals.

Both Janet Steele and Les Brady have said that had
the helicopter been based in Melbourne, the extra
40 minutes it would have taken for the officers of
Helimed to get to them would have resulted in their
being dead and gone. That is how serious the matter
is and of how much value this particular service is.

I understand that the committee also plays a
valuable role in allowing interested groups to raise
important issues such as occupational health and
safety, training and standards legislation. I am sure
all members of this house would understand the
importance of those issues to the farming
community.

As I said, it is a serious matter. The service gives a
great deal of confidence not only to people who live
along the Gippsland coast but also to people who
live in the Gippsland hills and mountains, as well as
people who may be subject to industrial accidents in
the Latrobe Valley. It is extremely important to the
whole community of Gippsland that the helicopter
rescue service remains based in that area. It provides
confidence; it is an understanding service that is
regarded as one of the most valuable community
services in the area.

I raise with the minister the on-going role of this
committee, considering how effective it has been
since 1982, in particular, in settling disputes
concerning agricultural implements which, by and
large, save huge costs to the farming community. I
ask the minister to outline to the house and me what
he sees as the committee's on-going role. The
committee has performed a very valuable role for
the farming community of Victoria, and that is very
important to certain constituents in my area and the
general farming community.

ADJOURNMENT
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Police: 24-hour Eltham station
Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - The matter I
raise for the attention of the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services concerns a much-needed
facility, namely, a new 24-hour police station to
service the Eltham community. The facility was
planned by the previous government under the
accelerated infrastructure program, along with a
number of other new police stations that would have
benefited the electorates of many of the honourable
members sitting opposite on the government
benches, but one of the first acts of the present
minister for Police and Emergency Services was to
cancel all of the contracts that were issued under the
accelerated infrastructure program.

The Eltham comnll.U1ity might very well now have
had a functioning 24-hour police station were it not
for the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
and were it not for the inactivity of the honourable
member for Eltham.

The honourable member for Eltham has recently
suggested that perhaps the old Eltham shire office
could be used for the purpose of becoming the
Eltham 24-hour police station. I have made a few
inquiries about this and it seems that it would cost
more to convert the old Eltham shire office, which
was designed by someone who was very much akin
to the people who designed the gas and fuel towers,
than it would to provide a new purpose-built facility
for the people of Eltham. It is clear that the
honourable member for Eltham is trying to cover up
his own inactivity in defending the interests of the
people of Eltham when it comes to the issue of a
24-hour police station.
One must wonder where the honourable member
for Eltham has been. If one looks through the
Hansard volumes for 1994 - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
members for Sunshine and Momington are a
disgrace!
Mr HAERMEYER - In 1994 the honourable
member for Eltham made two speeches, excluding a
couple of dorothy dixers he asked during question
time. That works out at $16 000 for each minute he
was on his feet. It's great work if you can get it!
Where is the honourable member for Eltham? He
seems to spend more time interfering in plaruting
matters in my electorate!
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Mr McArthur - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
this is the adjournment debate. Honourable
members are entitled to raise issues for the attention
of ministers. The matter raised by the honourable
member for Yan Yean has nothing to do with the
administration of any minister's portfolio. I fail to
see what the number of speeches made by the
honourable member for Eltham has to do with the
administration of government He should be
brought back to the question.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order. The honourable member's time has expired..

Director of Public Prosecutions
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) - I refer the
Attorney-General to maladministration in the Office
of the Director of Public Prosecutions over the past
five years. As honourable members would be aware,
I have had a longstanding interest in and been a
grea t supporter of the Prosecutors for the Queen.
The Prosecutors for the Queen comprise a dedicated
and professional outfit
However, from 1990 to 1995 the professionalism of
the Prosecutors for the Queen was greatly
underused by the Office of the DPP. While
Prosecutors for the Queen were not being used
properly by the DPP, private barristers were called
in to do the jobs that were rightly those of the
Prosecutors for the Queen. During that period six
Melbourne private barristers received outrageous
amounts of money from the public purse. One
barrister received $2 511 550 over that period; a
second, $929 2fJJ; a third, $529 845; a fourth,
SI 253562; a fifth, $2 817690; and a sixth, $971400.
One of the barristers who received those staggering
amounts is Mr Brind Woinarski. Perhaps it is
coincidental that he is one of the people who have
been so outspoken in their criticism of the current
government, particularly in the recent controversy
surrounding the former DPP. Is it coincidental that
Mr Woinarski is one of the barristers who had a
great deal to lose in the reorganisation of the office
of the DPP? Unfortunately, the only people who had
more to lose than those barristers were the taxpayers
of Victoria.
We now have an office that is working properly. The
Crown prosecutors are working efficiently. They are
properly employed to run the serious and important
prosecutions for the Crown. They are doing their
jobs properly and the system is working at the
highest possible leveL In the past, unless barristers
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were friends of those in the office of the DPP they
were not getting work.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
members time has expired.

Bus services: Melton
Mr CUNNINGHAM (Melton) - 1 raise for the
attention of the Minister for Public Transport a
matter that I have raised on previous occasions.
However, the request is now more compelling
because of the housing expansion of East Melton,
which has put great pressure on new home-owners
and their need to have access to public transport.

In view of the potential population growth under
the East Melton strategy plan, it is predicted that the
new suburb of Hillside will have an ultimate
population of around 16 000. I therefore ask the
minister to introduce or extend the existing bus
service from Taylors Lakes through Sydenham to
the new suburb of Hillside.

At present the closest public transport link for
Sydenham and East Melton is the Sydenham railway
station. Even so, one of the numerous housing
estates in the area, Banchory Grove, is 1.2 kilometres
from the railway station. The Sugargum estate is a
distance of some 3.2 kilometres away. Residents of
houses built further into the estate would have
much greater distances to travel and would suffer
much more inconvenience and hardship.
In January this year a survey of the residents was
conducted with the assistance of the local council.
The survey managers also conducted a walking
audit which revealed that it took 40 minutes to walk
along the Melton Highway - previously known as
the Keilor-Melton Road - from Beattys Road to the
Sydenham railway station. That audit revealed that
the estate is an excessive distance from a public
transport facility. In view of the present population
of the area, I suggest that the request for a bus
service is fair.

The survey covered 350 households and
approximately 1225 people. It sought a number of
responses, primarily the number of journeys
regularly undertaken from households. The survey
showed that 43 per cent of people required transport
to Sydenharn railway station; 23 per cent required
transport to Taylors Lakes Secondary College; 19 per
cent required transport for shopping; and 11 per
cent required transport to the Melton township. The
majority of people wanted to travel to work, some
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wanted access to schools, others wanted to go
shopping and a percentage wanted to travel for
social reasons.
The survey clearly shows a pronOlUl.ced and
responsible prioritising of needs in the
East Melton-Sydenham area. Those needs clearly fit
into any public transport policy for fringe
metropolitan services. The Minister for Public
Transport will certainly be approached by the
Melton Shire Council for discussions on this matter.
1 ask him to consider approving an extension of bus
services in this rapidly expanding growth corridor.

Schools: rural funding
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) -1 refer the
Minister for Education to the Rural Schools
Redevelopment Fund, which has assumed crucial
proportions for rural school education. It is a
brilliant initiative on the part of the minister.
Recently 1 announced that funding has been made
available to a dozen rural schools in my electorate:
the primary schools at Alberton, Buffalo, Carrajung
South, Cobains, Devon North, Fish Creek,
Gormandale, Loch Sport, Nambrok-Denison,
Welshpool, Won Wron and Carrajung. I am sure
members of the Labor Party would not know most
of those places.
The funding is Significant because it has enabled
new life to be breathed into many of Victoria's rural
schools. In 1994 country Victoria experienced the
closure of some schools and the amalgamation of
primary schools. Under the quality provision
process those steps were taken on a very
constructive basis. It has meant that consolidation
has taken place and the resources are now available
for the better education of students in small rural
schools in particular.

'This year things have become more settled for small
rural schools and this has had two distinct effects.
The first is the practical benefit of the grants.
Amounts of up to $30 000 have been provided
through the Rural Schools Redevelopment Fund.
The second benefit is psychological. The schools
have seen that the government recognises the
importance of preserving small rural schools to
provide an education for country children. That has
been a brilliant outcome. I have visited many of the
small rural schools in my electorate - there are a
couple of dozen of them - and they are all
benefiting enormously from the fact that this
government is contributing some real money
towards their facilities. Will the minister give an
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assurance about the future operation of this
all-important program, which is fundamental to the
existence of small rural schools and will he comment
on the future of those funds?

procedure done as a day procedure in a private
hospital, then you would at least have that opportunity.
If you wish to discuss the matter further please contact

myrooms_.

Williamstown Hospital
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - I again direct to
the attention of the Minister for Health a matter
concerning Williamstown Hospital that I raised
during a recent adjournment debate. I thought the
issue had been resolved when, following my raising
the matter, the minister gave me a written reply
indicating that the future of the hospital was certain.
However, the minister has now backed down.
Because of the recommendations of the Metropolitan
Hospitals Planning Board the minister can no longer
give those assurances.
The matter goes also to the assurance the minister
gave that the Williamstown Hospital could use her
department's resources to modernise and update its
facilities. TIlat assurance was given after 12 months
of protracted discussion with the minister and her
department The second assurance is not being
honoured and is now subject to review by the
Metropolitan Hospitals Planning Board.
We now have the extraordinary situation where the
board is trying to pick off the small hospitals,
including Williamstown, to remove some of the
stand-alone facilities. The written assurances I
received from the minister are no longer credible.
I refer particularly to the example of a constituent
who visited my electorate office two days ago.
Mr Ivor Lawrence of Craig Street, Spotswood, had a
referral letter from his surgeon, Mr David Ellis. I
shall read the letter because it is indicative of the
uncertainty surrounding small hospitals like
Williamstown Mr Ellis wrote to his patient,
Mr Lawrence:
Under normal circumstances you would be due to have
a check examination of your bladder in July or August
this year.
Unfortunately due to chaos in the public hospital
system, in particular now affecting Williamstown
Hospital, it is unlikely that you will be able to have
your examination for several months.
I realise there is nothing that most patients will be able
to do about this but I thought I should at least let you
know, so that if you had any thoughts of wanting this

When a surgeon tells a patient in writing that he
cannot guarantee anything because of the
uncertainty about the future of the Williamstown
Hospital and his access to that hospital, something is
wrong.
Those assurances were given by the minister but are
now not being honoured. I ask the minister to
honour the assurances she gave.

Planning: relocatable homes
Mrs HENDERSON (Geelong) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Planning an issue raised
with me by Mr Ray Bumstead, who nms a business
called Nobility Relocatable Homes.
The uniform planning regulations appear to be
creating problems with the erection of his
relocatable homes or granny flats. In some areas
difficulty has been experienced in obtaining permits
for granny flats to enable families to house their
usually elderly relatives in a safe residence on their
properties. There is no need for a planning permit
for the erection of a bungalow, but the provision of
cooking facilities in a relocatable home means it is
classified for planning purposes as a dwelling. In
some areas councils consider the addition of a
relocatable home constitutes a two-unit
development Its placement must be advertised and
additional parking spaces must be provided. Those
councils require, for example, additional mail boxes
to be built
Many of the families want their relatives to live at
home in a safe environment I ask the minister to
examine this matter and to ascertain whether he can
obtain unifOrmity in the application of planning
permits. I ask him to address the planning
difficulties associated with having elderly relatives
relocated with their families in a safe environment It
would make things much easier if their housing
were subject to some Wliform planning regulations.
Any applicant for a permit to erect a relocatable
home is required to state clearly that the relative is
there for only a short period. Once the relative is no
longer there, the unit must be moved - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member' 5 time has expired.
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Responses
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I am
grateful that the honourable member for Geelong
has raised the issue of accommodation for elderly
relatives in what have traditionally been called
granny flats. If the presence of cooking facilities in
those units presents a problem because of
definitions, I will ask for advice.

In light of the way the honourable member has
raised the matter, I will refer it to the planning
advisory cotmcil for its advice. That council is
broadly representative of the whole planning
community, from munidpalities to architectural
organisations across the spectrum. Perhaps the
honourable member could give me the names of
some of the municipalities where the company has
had trouble placing the relocatable homes. I will
seek more detailed discussions with the councils to
ascertain their view of the problem so I can launch a
more informed referral to the planning advisory
cOWlcil with a few examples. I will certainly ask the
advisory council to provide me with a report on the
matter and make that available to the honourable
member in due course.
I will seek a report from the department and advise
the honourable member for Pascoe Vale about the
matter raised by him.

MrW. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - The honourable member for Bendigo
West asked whether the Victorian Agricultural
Equipment Liaison Committee still has a valuable
role to play in maintaining an ability to settle
disputes between machinery owners, distnbutors
and agendes. The committee includes a member of
the Victorian Farmers Federation and a member of
the organisation representing farm machinery
manufacturers. 1bat forum provides the
opportunity for dispute settlement
Since its establishment in 1983 the committee has
received an average of about 25 complaints a year.
That number has recently been significantly
reduced, which is a good sign for a number of
reasons. New machines now coming onto farms are
more sophisticated and their performance is better.
The warranty system is better because fewer
agencies are now in the business. A greater degree of
accountability and credibility now applies to the
industry.
One of the more important functions of the
committee is to provide a forum for the various
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sectors of the industry to discuss matters relevant to
farm machinery. The honourable member for
Bendigo West referred to occupational health. He
also highlighted the need for discussion on whether
roll bars should be compulsorily fitted to old
tractors. The liaison committee can discuss and
develop a policy on that and forward it to me or to
the Minister for Industry Services.
We can then decide on government policy and
action on these matters. Other states now have
formed liaison committees. Queensland and South
Australia have had their committees in place for
some time. The New South Wales committee had its
first meeting in December 1994, and Western
Australia has also set up a committee in recent
times. That, in its own way, allows a forum for
discussions between states on similar subjects.
Mr Bill Brown, who has now retired from the
department, will provide a valuable service by
chairing the committee for me. He will continue to
play an important role in mediating where necessary
in any disputes. He will also oversee an interesting
forum for discussion for the main players, such as
tractor and machinery manufacturers, distributors
and farmers. I believe there is a lot of value in
maintaining the committee. I thank the honourable
member for Bendigo West for raising the issue.
MIs WADE (Attorney-General) - The
honourable member for Glen Waverley raised with
me the maladministration of the Office of the
Director of Public Prosecutions over the past five
years. In particular, he mentioned the
under-utilisation of the former Prosecutors for the
Queen, who are now called Crown Prosecutors. He
also referred to the enormous amounts of money
that have been paid to individual barristers in recent
years, mentioning one of them in particular,
Mr Woinarski. If this is so, I should have thought
Mr Woinarski would have thought it proper to
disclose that when he made what one would have to
describe as some fairly trenchant criticisms of the
proposed changes to the Office of the Director of
Public Prosecutions, because he would have been
affected by those changes. Conflict of interest is the
term!

I am pleased to see that a member of this house is
concerned about the real issues affecting the office.
The honourable member for Glen Waverley has
always taken a keen interest in the prosecution
process and, in particular, in the work done by the
Prosecutors for the Queen. I am sure the honourable
member for Glen Waverley will be aware there are
70 Crown Prosecutors in New South Wales
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compared with, until recently, a smaller number of
10 or 11 in Victoria. As a consequence, the New
South Wales Director of Public Prosecutions does
not brief the private bar at all. The legal costs for
prosecutions in New South Wales and Victoria are
approximately the same, even though the number of
prosecutions carried out in New South Wales is very
much higher than the number carried out in Victoria.
It is clear that under the previous structure in the
Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions the
government and the people of Victoria were not
getting value for money. lbat is one of the problems
I have been endeavouring to point out to the
opposition, both today and yesterday. The problem
was that the Prosecutors for the Queen were being
paid salaries by the government and were not
getting the work they should have been given..
Instead, that work was going to the private bar.
Under the new structure, we have a solicitor for
public prosecutions who in conjunction with the
DPP is responsible for the allocation of briefs. The
solicitor is Mr Peter Wood, who was previously in
charge of the commonwealth public prosecutions
office here in Melbourne. His experience makes him
very suitable for the job.

There is no intention to depart from the practice of
having a mix of private barristers and Crown
prosecutors handling work for the DPP. However,
when a Crown Prosecutor is available to take a brief
that brief will go to him or her. The private bar will
be briefed only when a Crown Prosecutor is not
available. We have recently appointed new Crown
Prosecutors, and all the prosecutors are now
working to full capacity. We are getting value for
money, and we have a prosecutorial office that is
much happier than it was.
I advise the house that savings have been made as a
result of the new structure and new management
practices in the office. In less than a year the savings
have added up to more than $500 000. The office did
not have the proper information technology it
required to run a large number of prosecutions. The
savings will be spent on prOviding proper
computers and computer programs. In addition to
that, the Department of Justice is also making money
available for the installation of the technology.
In short, I assure the honourable member for Glen
Waverley that improvements are being
implemented in the office. We anticipate that once
the new equipment is installed we will have a
first-class office and probably the best prosecutions
system in Australia.
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Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The
honourable member for Gippsland South raised the
Rural Schools Redevelopment Fund. I commend the
honourable member on his strong advocacy on
behalf of small rural schools in his electorate and in
Victoria generally. He is doing a fine job in his area. I
believe he is a good example of the benefits of
having a local member who takes an active interest
in his schools.

I was encouraged to hear his comments about the
effectiveness of the Rural Schools Redevelopment
Fund and how it is helping small schools. Indeed,
his comments echo the comments I have heard when
visiting small rural schools. I have been told that the
Rural Schools Redevelopment Fund is the most
efficient and effective way of helping small schools
improve their facilities and overcome 10 years of
neglect by the Labor Party. Unfortunately, the Labor
Party starved small rural schools of funds. Many of
those schools were in poor condition and in great
need of maintenance. It will take some time to get
them back to a proper condition, but schools are
using the Rural Schools Redevelopment Fund
effectively.
The honourable member asked me about the future
of the fund. I can confirm that the coalition
government has a strong commitment to small rural
schools. I assure the honourable member that the
fund will continue and that during the remainder of
the year additional grants will be made from the
fund to small rural schools.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - The honourable
member for Mordialloc referred to a document
which, coming from a party that has been renowned
for being flexible with the facts and loose with the
truth, unfortunately represents - Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - Where did you have dinner
tonight? This document appears to represent two
particular problems for the house. In the first place,
it is clear that the resources provided for
parliamentary duties have been misused by the
honourable member to serve the interests of his own
re-election campaign. It is no doubt a reflection of
his deep-seated lack of confidence in the
performance of the Leader of the Opposition and his
ability to secure the votes he needs to be re-elected
that he has had to not only call on the resources of
the state but also seek to delude the electors in his
own electorate into putting up their own money on a
false basis.
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The Labor opposition has distinguished itself by its
lack of record for the truth, but this publication
contains so many dOwnright lies that it would just
about qualify for the Guinness Book of Records.

Mr Bracks -On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
when the honourable member for Mordialloc raised
this matter about halfway through his address, you
indicated that it was a matter for the House
Committee, not the Treasurer. The Treasurer is now
giving advice on what he believes is a matter for the
electorate office or the political party. It is not in the
Treasurer's brief to do that It is a matter for the
House Committee; your ruling was correct.
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Mr Brumby - The Treasurer of this state cannot
lie straight in bed. I withdraw.
Mr STOCKDALE - Any insult is high praise
coming from him. He is in a good position to know.
The Victorian branch of the Labor Party has
distinguished itself in two ways from three other
arms of the Labor Party in Australia: the
commonwealth Labor Party, the Labor Party in
Queensland and the Labor Party in New South
Wales. 1be first distinction is that the other three
branches of the Labor Party all support the form of
micro-economic reform taking place in Victoria of
which our electricity reforms are an example. The
second distinction - -

Mr Stockdale - On the point of order,
Mr Speaker, the point of order might have been
relevant to the first half of my response. It has just
ceased to be relevant as I was just about to deal with

Mr Brumby - Is New South Wales or
Queensland selling the SEC? You are a liar!

the outright lies told about the electricity reforms in
this state, which happen to be a matter precisely
within my assignment.

The SPEAKER. - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition may not use that term. I ask him to
withdraw.

The SPEAKER - Order! I do not uphold the
point of order.
Mr STOCKDALE - This document must just
about qualify for the Guinness Book of Records, with
the largest number of lies being packed into the
smallest possible space. It first alleges the
government is involved in a fire sale. Nothing could
be further from the truth. As recently as yesterday
the Labor Prime Minister of this country, by
implication, criticised the states for their lack of
diligence in prosecuting these very reforms. The
Victorian Labor Party - Mr Brumby interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition used two unparliamentary expressions,
which I ask him to withdraw.
Mr Brumby interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The words were heard
by the Chair. The simple request is that he withdraw
them.
Mr Brumby interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! It is not a question of
whether the words were audible. I am not going to
get into an argument I heard the words. They were
unparliamentary. I ask the Leader of the Opposition
to withdraw them.

Mr Brumby - I withdraw.
Mr STOCKDALE - Let us go easy on him
because he has had a bad 48 hours. I can understand
how annoyed he is and how he is driven. His own
Prime Minister has explicitly endorsed the policy of
the Victorian government and repudiated the
position of the ALP. He cannot even remember the
name of the Leader of the Opposition. One can
hardly be surprised that he is upset enough to lose
his cool in the house. These things distinguish the
Victorian opposition from the successful Labor
governments. They have signed on the dotted line,
committing themselves to making the reforms we
are talking about
The Prime Minister has explicitly endorsed the
Victorian reforms as a model for the rest of
Australia. The federal Treasurer endorsed the
reforms at the opening of the Loy Yang B power
station as a model for the rest of Australia - and
you do not like it! I can understand that But that
does not excuse you for lying to the people of
Victoria.

The SPEAKER - Order! The Treasurer should
address the Chair.
Mr STOCKDALE -Certainly, Mr Speaker. I do
not anticipate that you would stoop to these tactics.
The pronoun certainly was not directed at you,
MrSpeaker.
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The SPEAKER - Order! I remind the Treasurer
that reflections against the Chair are disorderly.
Mr STOCKDALE - This dodgy dodger says
that electricity bills will rise by $200 a year, yet the
government has locked in by force of law reductions
in real prices over the balance of this decade of 9 per
cent for households and 22 per cent for small
businesses. Moreover, it continues - Mr Brumby interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I cannot let the
adjournment debate continue with this level of
interjection. I ask the house to come to order.
Mr STOCKDALE - The Leader of the
Opposition is also out of his place, Mr Speaker. He
should be on the back bench with Sunshine over
there! This dodger also recirculates the nonsense
that the ALP has been peddling to the people of
Victoria. The electors of Keilor - not just those who
are misled into making donations to the Re-€lect
George campaign, but the rest of the voters should be aware that this dodger is inaccurate,
wrong and knowingly wrong. He has said that in
Britain electricity prices rose 40 per cent The
regulator in Britain has provided data that has been
made available to the opposition at its request that
shows that electricity prices - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - Now I understand why
opposition members do not know. When they have
their mouths that wide open, they certainly are not
using their ears for anything. They do not take in the
facts conveyed to them.
Mr Brumby interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! If the house does not
come to order, I will adjourn the sitting.

to the 19805 when this state was the butt of jokes
around Australia and when the Prime Minister
publicly criticised the Labor Treasurer and Premier
of this state. I am confident the people will vote for a
prosperous future, not a recycling of a disastrous
and disgraceful past.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The honourable member for
Morwell raised with the Minister for Health the
retention of the Helimed 1 helicopter service in the
Morwell district, which also services the Gippsland
area. The Helimed 1 service is of the highest repute
not only within that immediate vicinity but beyond.
The honourable member referred to a family he
knows whose members have a high regard for that
service. He has asked that the Minister for Health do
what she can to assist in the retention of the service.
I will pass that request on to the minister.

The honourable member for Yan Yean raised the
need for a 24-hour police station in Eltham. I will
draw that to the attention of the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services. I understand the
honourable member has had a brief discussion with
the minister and will be informed in due course.
The honourable member for Melton raised a matter
that affects public transport in his electorate. In
particular, an expansion of bus services is required
in the east Melton and Hillside areas. He has
indicated that there is tremendous growth in the
region. Certainly, that is acknowledged by most
people who know of the development in that part of
Victoria. I will pass that message on to the Minister
for Public Transport to see what can be done to
alleviate the immediate problem and to plan for the
further development of the region.
I will draw to the attention of the Minister for Health

a matter the honourable member for Williamstown
raised.
Motion agreed to.

Mr STOCKDALE - These claims are false. They
have been demonstrated to the opposition to be
false. The principal adviser to the British regulator
has appeared on television and radio interviews
backing up the advertisement the government is
running that explains the facts to the people of
Victoria. These reforms will deliver lower real-term
electricity prices to the electors of Keilor. At the next
election they will have the opportunity to cast a vote
for the people who will work with the governments
of the rest of Australia to rebuild this great country,
or they will vote for the party that will take us back
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The PRESIDENT - Order! The rules having
been adopted, I am now prepared to receive
proposals &om honourable members with regard to
members to be recommended for appointment to the
La Trobe University council.
Mr KENNE'IT (Premier) - I propose:

La Trobe University
Victoria University of Technology
University of Ballarat
Honourable members of both houses assembled at
6.01 p.m.

The CLERK - Before proceeding with the
business of this joint sitting it will be necessary to
appoint a President
Mr KENNE1T (Premier) - I move:
1hat the Honourable John Edward Deizoppo, }p, MP,
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, be appointed
President of this joint sitting.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
second the motion.
Motion agreed to.

The PRESIDENT - Order! I thank honourable
members for electing me to this august position and
I direct the attention of honourable members to the
extracts from the La Trobe University Act 1964, the
Victoria University of Technology Act 1990, the
University Acts (Amendment) Act 1994 and the
University of Ballarat Act 1993 that have been
circulated. It will be noted that the various
provisions require that the jOint sitting be conducted
in accordance with the rules adopted for the purpose
by members present at the sitting. The first
procedure, therefore, will be the adoption of rules.
Mr KENNE1T (premier) - Mr President, I desire
to submit the rules of procedure, which are in the
hands of honourable members, and accordingly I
move:
1hat these rules be the rules of procedure for this joint
sitting.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
second the motion.
Motion agreed to.

1hat the Honourable Ronald Alexander Best. MLC, and
the Honourable Thee Charles Theophanous, MLC, be
recommended for appointment to the La Trobe
University council consequent on the expiration of the
terms of office on 18 December 1994; and the
Honourable Ronald James Herbert Wells, MLC, be
recommended for appointment to the La Trobe
University council consequent on the expiration of the
term of office on 7 May 1995.

I understand they are willing to accept the
appointments if chosen.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
second the proposal.
The PRESIDENT - Order! he there any further
proposals?
As only three members have been proposed, I

declare that the Honourable Ronald Alexander Best,
MLC, and the Honourable
Theo Charles Theophanous, MLC, have been chosen
to be recommended for appointment to the La Trobe
University council consequent on the expiration of
the terms of office on 18 December 1994, and the
Honourable Ronald James Herbert Wells, MLC, has
been chosen to be recommended for appointment to
the La Trobe University council consequent on the
expiration of the term of office on 7 May 1995.
I am now ready to receive proposals from
honourable members as to members to be

recommended for appointment to the Victoria
University of Technology council.
Mr KENNE1T (Premier) - I propose:
That George Ian Davis, Esquire, MP, the Honourable
David Mylor Evans, MLC, and the Honourable
licia Kokocinski, MLC, be recommended for

appointment to the Victoria University of Technology
council.

They are willing to be recommended for
appointment if chosen.
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Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
second the proposal.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
second the proposal.

The PRESIDENT - Order! Are there any further
proposals?

The PRESIDENT - Order! Are there any further
proposals?

As only three members have been proposed, I
declare that George Ian Davis, Esquire, MP, the
Honourable David Mylor Evans, MLC, and the
Honourable Uda Kokocinski, MLC, have been
chosen for recommendation to the Victoria
University of Teclmology coundl.

As only one member has been proposed, I declare
that Stephen Phillip Bracks, Esquire, MP, has been
chosen to be recommended for appointment to the
University of Ballarat council.

I am now prepared to accept proposals from
honourable members as to a member to be
recommended for appointment to the University of
Ballarat council.

Mr KENNFn" (premier) - I propose:
That Stephen Phillip Bracks, Esquire, MP, be
recommended for appointment as a member of the
University of Ballarat council.

I understand he is willing to be recommended for
appointment if chosen.

There being no further business I now declare the
joint sitting closed.
Proceedings terminated 6.08 p.m.
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Petrol: country prices

Thursday, 13 Apri11995

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. DEIZOPPO) took the
chair at 10.05 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETmONS
The Oerk - I have received the following
petitions for presentation to Parliament

Sexual discrimination
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria sheweth:
1.

The government of Victoria has been provided with a
large body of United States research concerning
the risks of homosexual behaviour for public
health and child safety.

2.

That research indicates that homosexual behaviour
generates disproportionately high levels of serious
diseases, creates a Significant risk of transmission
of serious diseases, such as hepatitis A and S, from
homosexuals to the general community, and poses
special risks in occupations such as food handling,
child care and medical care.

This humble petition is of the Victorian Farmers

Federation and the undersigned citizens of the State of
Victoria sheweth that petrol prices in country Victoria
are unreasonably high.. The price differential between
the metropolitan area and rural towns is well above
that which can be accounted for by transport costs
alone. Effectively the benefits of discounting fuel by oil
companies is enjoyed only by city consumers.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the Victorian
government support the introduction of a system of
terminal gate pricing as recommended by the Victorian
coalition backbench pricing petrol committee.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr A. F. Plowman (11 005 signatures),
Mr Treasure (8520 signatures), Mr Ryan (10 203
signatures), Mr Jasper (13115 signatures),
Mr Maughan (9186 signatures) and Mr Kilgour
(13 559 signatures)

Privatisation
To the Honowable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

3.

That research also indicates that homosexuals are
about 18 times more likely to involve minors in
their sexual practices than heterosexuals are, and
that homosexual teachers commit almost half of all
molestation of school children in the United States.

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria sheweth that the planned selling off of
the SECV, Melbourne Water and the Gas and Fuel
Corporation by the Victorian government will lead to:
1.

Higher prices for electricity, water and gas.

4.

When the behaviour of a small section of the
community Oess than 2 per cent) poses a
significant and disproportionately high risk to
public health and child safety, that section should
not receive privileged legal status and protection
for its behaviour under Victorian law.

2.

Foreign ownership of Victoria's assets.

3.

Cuts to services resulting from the loss of $700 million
a year dividends which are paid to the Victorian
government by these utilities.

4.

Higher taxes to make up for the lost revenue to the
state government

5.

Environmental damage resulting from private
companies interested in selling more electricity,
not in encouraging energy conservation and
efficiency .

Your petitioners therefore pray that the honourable
members of the Legislative Assembly will not permit
the Equal Opportunity Act to be amended so as to
grant homosexuals privileged legal status and
protection under that act.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Traynor (48 signatures), Mr Tanner (181
signatures) and Mr Leigh (71 signatures)

Your humble petitioners therefore pray that the state
government immediately abandon its privatisation
campaign and ensure that these services stay in
Victorian hands.
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And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Seitz (220 signatures)

Thursday. 13 April 1995

Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Forests Act 1958 - S.R. No. 39
Road Safety Act 1986 - S.R. No. 40

Craigiebum private prison

Trustee Companies Act 1984 - S.R. 38

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 - Minister's
exemption certificate in relation to Statutory Rule No. 38

The humble petition of the citizens of the State of
Victoria sheweth that the placement of a private prison
in Craigiebum is totally inappropriate on the following
grounds:

Transport Act 1983 -Order for Transfer of Assets and
Liabilities pursuant to section 81.

1.

It is totally undesirable to build prisons in or near
densely populated and growing residential areas.

2.

Public transport services to Craigiebum are
inadequate.

3.

The distance from central Melbourne and the court's
precinct makes Craigieburn an inappropriate
location for a remand and reception prison.

4.

Craigieburn does not fit any of the criteria set down
for the location of new prisons.

Your petitioners therefore pray that the Kennett
government immediately abandon all plans to build a
private prison in Craigiebum.

CRAIGIEBURN BUS SERVICES
Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - I desire to
move, by leave:
That this house now debate item 91, notices of motion,
to enable its mover, the honourable member for
Mordialloc, to demonstrate to the house his 'detailed'
knowledge of school bussing arrangements in
Craigiebum and to debate the callous disregard of the
Kennett government and the Minister for Public
Transport for the safety of schoolchildren in
Craigiebum and their complete contempt for the
people of Craigiebum.

Leave refused.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Haermeyer (2146 signatures)
Laid on table.

PAPERS
Laid on table by OerIe
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1958 - Statements
of functions conferred on the Electoral Commissioner,
28 March 1995 (two papers)
Planning and Environment Act 1987 - Notices of
approval of amendments to the following Planning
Schemes:

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the house, at its rising, adjourn until Wednesday,
26 April 1995.
Motion agreed to.

AUSTRALIAN FOOD INDUSTRY
SCIENCE CENTRE BILL
Second reading

MrW. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - I move:

Buninyong Planning Scheme - No. L40 Part B
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme - Nos RI09,
RIll, RLl08

That this bill be now read a second time.

SYNOPSIS

Lowan Planning Scheme - No. Ll3
Narracan Planning Scheme - No. L42
Wangaratta City Planning Scheme - No. L21

The purpose of this bill is to establish the Australian
Food Industry Science Centre at Werribee. The
centre will become a world-class facility for the
conduct of food research and development It will
build on the investment by both the Victorian and
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commonwealth governments of more than
$30 million in recent years in new buildings, plant
and equipment at the Werribee site of the current
Australian Food Research Institute. The centre will
be managed by a board of directors, drawn
predominantly from the food industry, who will
have full management responsibility for the centre.
In addition to food research and development, the
centre will, in cooperation with participating
universities, manage a post-graduate training
program in food science and technology.

research has tended to segment the food industry
excessively.

TIlE FOOD INDUSTRY

The bill will establish the Australian Food Industry
Science Centre as a body corporate with a board of
directors as its governing body. The centre will
enable the current research and development
capability of the Australian Food. Research Institute
to be upgraded and expanded with significantly
greater industry involvement and funding. This
level of industry involvement in the management of
a major research facility, presently run by
government, is unprecedented. in Australia. Industry
will take a pre-eminent role in setting priorities and
programs of the centre and, importantly, it will
create the preconditions for a far greater level of
industry financial support for the centre.

The food industry in Victoria is the largest
component of Victorian manufacturing industry.
The processed food industry has a turnover of
$10.6 billion and food processing plants alone
employ more than 48 000 Victorians in Melbourne
and, importantly, regional Victoria. The food
industry already exports food products worth nearly
$2 billion, which represents nearly 24 per cent of the
state's manufactured exports. Yet there is potential
for further substantial gains. The government has
recognised this potential in the establishment of the
Food Victoria initiative, and in the priority which it
has accorded to food. industry development.
Recently we have seen an upsurge in investment in
the food. and beverage industries. This investment
capitalises on our strong agricultural industries and
provides the impetus for growth in regional
Victoria. Private investment in the Victorian
food-beverage-tobacco (FBT) industry has risen from
$339 million in 1990-91 to $570 million in 1993-94,
while Victoria's share of total Australian invesbnent
in the FBT industry has risen from 25 per cent to
30 per cent between 1991-92 and 1993-94.

AUSTRALIAN FOOD INDUSTRY SCIENCE
CENTRE
The Australian Food Industry Science Centre is a
key initiative of Food Victoria and its Food Industry
Advisory Committee. The concept is a proactive
government response to expressions of concern by
industry about the large number of disparate and
small university programs in food teclmology, and
the absence of a consolidated body of scientific and
technical excellence in Victoria. This has adversely
impacted on the ability to attract leading world-class
researchers and educators to Australia, and has
limited the industry's ability to recruit the world's
best to careers in the industry. The lack of any
Australian institution which brings together the food
industry, higher education and publicly funded

Establishment of the Australian Food Industry
Science Centre represents a commitment by the
Victorian government to facilitate and drive the
development of the agribusiness and food. industry
in Victoria in a cooperative environment with
industry. The centre will underpin further
investment by the food and agribusiness sector in
Victoria.

The physical facilities at the existing Australian Food
Research Institute are most impressive, as a number
of members of this house can testify. It is now
critically important that the major public sector
investment in food research and development is
supported to the maximum extent by industry, and
that a world-class research and development facility
is established to support the Australian food
industry. The creation of the Australian Food
Industry Science Centre will achieve this.
The development of the Australian Food Industry
Science Centre also represents a significant
breakthrough in cooperative relationships between
Agriculture Victoria, universities, the CSIRO and
industry. The concept, structure and functions of the
centre have been developed by a steering committee
drawn from industry members of the Food Industry
Advisory Committee; deputy vice-chancellors of the
University of Melbourne, the Victoria University of
Technology and the Royal Melbourne Institute of
Teclmology; the CSIRO; and representatives of the
Department of Agriculture, Energy and Minerals,
the Department of Business and Employment, the
Department of Education, and the Department of
the Premier and Cabinet. I anticipate that this level
of cooperation will be consolidated progressively
through the role of the centre in research and
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education and will extend to other organisations
throughout Australia and internationally.
The inaugural board of the centre will reflect the
level of cooperation and involvement that has been
achieved. The establishment board will include
outstanding individuals from the foundation
universities. TIle government is pleased to place on
record its appreciation of the commitment of the
foundation universities to the centre, and looks
forward to the continuing involvement of the
university sector.
FOOD EDUCATION
One of the prindpal concerns leading to the
establishment of the centre was the absence of a
consolidated body of scientific and technical
excellence in food technology. An element in the
concept of the centre was to bring together the
education resources of the University of Melbourne,
Victoria University of Technology and the Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology and to link them
with the physical resources and scientific capacity at
the Australian Food Research Institute. An
agreement on postgraduate education programs has
been reached between those institutions, and the
centre will manage an elite level food education
program as one of its prindpal programs.
The government has provided funding for an initial
eight prestigious postgraduate scholarships in food
technology, which have been awarded to
appropriate graduate students. The program will
link the considerable infrastructures of the
universities and facilitate improved involvement of
industry in postgraduate education. It will also
provide the critical mass required to generate
first-class food technology education at the
postgraduate level.
COMMONWEALTH SCIENTIFIC AND
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ORGA.l\1lSAnON
(CSIRO)

Another positive element in the establishment of the
Australian Food Industry Science Centre is the
involvement of the CSIRO. In addition to the direct
involvement of the CSIRO in the Australian Food
Industry Science Centre, the CSIRO will relocate
part of its division of food science and technology,
presently located at Highett, to a site immediately
adjacent to the Australian Food Industry Science
Centre. This will further facilitate staff interaction
and the sharing of facilities. The effect of this
decision by the CSIRO will be to greatly enhance the
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scientific resources and physical facilities in food
technology at the Werribee site, and this is a critical
step in creating a world-class centre of excellence in
food technology. I take this opportunity to
commend the management of the CSIRO for taking
this far-sighted decision.
STAFFING AND MANAGEMENT
The steering committee for the Australian Food
Industry Science Centre has developed a business
plan for the centre which includes a management
structure based on several core areas of expertise for
the centre and the food technology education role.
All staff at the Australian Food Research Institute
will be transferred to the centre pursuant to section
81A of the Public Sector Management Act 1992,
following a transition period of no longer than 12
months.
The Australian Food Industry Science Centre will
need to retain a close cooperation with other
research institutes run by the Department of
Agriculture, Energy and Minerals in the effective
delivery of food. research programs. The ongoing
contribution of government to the centre will be
provided through the Department of Agriculture,
Energy and Minerals on a contractual basis.
Research funding contracts will recognise the
contribution of these institutes to an overall food
research and development program in which the
Australian Food Industry Science Centre will play a
prominent part.
The steering committee has commenced the process
of recruitment of senior scientific and executive staff
'This will ensure that the centre can operate
effectively from its inception.
STATEMENT UNDER SECTION 85(5) OF THE
CONSTITImON ACf
I wish to make a statement under section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons for altering or
varying that section by this bill.
Clause 29 of the bill is intended to alter or vary
section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975 to the extent
necessary to prevent the Supreme Court from
awarding compensation in respect of the change of
status of the reserved land at Werri.bee which is to be
controlled and managed by the Australian Food
Industry Science Centre.
The reason for preventing the Supreme Court from
awarding compensation is as follows: to enable a
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change to be made to the status of the reserved land,
it is necessary to ensure that the land is no longer
subject to any interests and rights arising out of its
former use. The existence of such interests and
rights, and claims for compensation based on them
or on the former use of the land, could delay or
prevent a change in the use or status of the land.
The government is particularly pleased to introduce
this bill to the house. The establishment of the
Australian Food Industry Science Centre is an
imaginative initiative which will greatly support
food research and the development of the Australian
food industry. The centre represents a major
achievement of the Food Victoria initiative, and
demonstrates the benefits to be achieved through
close cooperation between industry and
government It will provide a national forum to
bring together the food industry, the universities
and publicly funded research and development.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms MARPLE
(Altona).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 26 April.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
(VICTORIA) (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
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prudential supervision of public authorities and
funds operated by public authorities.
Any particular proposal for Vicfic to engage in such
additional activities would require the approval of
the minister administering the Financial Institutions
(Victoria) Act and the approval of the minister
responsible for the public authority or fund
concerned.
It is an important feature of the legislation under
which Vicfic presently operates that Vicfic is totally
funded by levies on the various types of institutions
which it supervises. It is an essential ingredient of
this proposal that no part of the cost of any new
proposed activity could flow on to the levied
institutions.

To that end, the minister administering the Financial
Institutions (Victoria) Act cannot not approve any
new proposal for Vicfic unless Vicfic has certified to
the minister that the fees payable to it under the
proposal will be not less than the cost incurred by
Vicfic in carrying out its obligations under the
proposal.
In addition, the fees paid to Vicfic under any
agreement are to be paid into a separate account,
and the bill provides that an amount not less than
the costs incurred by Vicfic in carrying out its
obligations under a particular agreement must be
paid from that account into the existing supervision
fund administered by the commission.

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill amends the Financial Institutions (Victoria)
Act 1992 which establishes the Victorian Financial
Institutions Commission (Vicfic). Under that act and
the Financial Institutions Code, Vimc is the
designated supervisor of credit unions and building
societies as part of the uniform. state-based scheme
for the regulation of those bodies. The act also
designates Vicfic as the supervisor of friendly
societies and cooperative housing societies, neither
of which are currently under the uniform scheme.

Indeed, the proposal should result in some benefits
to the levied institutions that currently meet the full
cost of Vicfic's operations. By extending its activities
beyond the supervision of building societies, credit
unions, friendly societies and cooperative housing
societies, Vicfic will be able to apportion its fixed
overheads costs over a broader base thus resulting in
a lower component for such overheads to be met out
of the levies.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr MILDENHALL
(Footscray).

As the state's principal prudential supervisor, Vicfic
has a staff with the necessary professional and
technical skills and very considerable experience in
prudential supervision. It is now proposed to permit
Vicfic, subject to appropriate constraints, to make
use of that expertise on a contract or fee-for-service
basis by way of engaging or assisting in the

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
That the debate be adjourned until Wednesday,
26 April.

Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - Mr Deputy
Speaker, the opposition has agreed to forgo the
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traditional two-week adjournment of debate on the
first five second-reading speeches that will be read
today -13 days notice will be given - on the
condition that speedy briefings are prOvided. An
underta.ldng has been given on that, but I want to
formally place on the record that we are doing so
given the special circumstances that are before the
house and based on the opposition's being given full
and speedy briefings.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The government has given a clear
indication that it is prepared to assist with speedy
briefings on those bills. We are making the
second-reading speeches at the beginning of the
day's proceedings so the opposition can have the
bills and distribute them to their constituencies. I
make the point that there is no such thing as a
standard two-week adjournment or break; debate
can be adjourned for only one day or brought on
forthwith if the government sees fit. We have said
there will effectively be 13-day adjournments. The
undertaking referred to by the honourable member
for Thomastown was given by me, and it will be
honoured.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Wednesday, 26 April.

FOOD (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
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Uniform national standards in relation to food
ingredients and the labelling of food products are
law in Victoria by virtue of section 63A of the act
The amendments made by the bill are part of the
constant finetuning of the process which ensures
that our food is fit for consumption and not
adulterated. For example, the amendment to
section 18 makes clear that the section creates an
offence where a proprietor of food premises or a
food vehicle fails to maintain the premises or vehicle
in a clean or sanitary condition. The bill also makes
statutory requirements in respect of cleanliness for
food handlers.
The bill will limit the capacity of local councils to
make local laws which derogate from the nationally
agreed scheme for the regulation of food. It is not
desirable for the rules to change depending on
which municipality a person or business finds itself
in. The bill will also allow councils - if they wish to issue one registration form for a premises
registered under provisions of the Food Act or parts
XII or XIX of the Health Act of 1958. Finally the bill
will repeal spent, unproclaimed or unnecessary
provisiOns. The amendments I have outlined will
resolve problems which have evolved over time
with the Food Act.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr THWAITES
(Albert Park).

Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I move:
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 26 April.
That this bill be now read a second time.

HEALTH ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Victoria has an international reputation for
high~uality clean food and the availability of fresh
fruit and produce. This bill will ensure that
Victoria's reputation is maintained.
For the past 20 years there has been a push to have
nationally consistent if not uniform food laws and
food standards. In 1980 the commonwealth, state
and territory ministers of health endorsed a model
food act, a joint commonwealth, state and territory
initiative, and agreed to initiate procedures for its
nationwide adoption. In 1984 the Victorian
Parliament enacted the Food Act, which, while not
replicating the model food act, was based to a
substantial degree on it The 1984 Food Act is the
legislative mechanism by which food premises and
food vehicles are regulated in Victoria.

Second reading
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This is the third in a series of omnibus bills
introduced by the government to improve the
operation and effectiveness of health law. The bill
contains a number of measures to enhance the law
as it relates to the managem~t of ambulance
services, cemeteries and public health. Because of its
nature, I believe it would better assist the house if I
outlined each of the proposed amendments in the
context of the act it is proposed to amend.

HEALTH ACTS (A:MENDMENT) BILL
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AMBmANCE SERVICES ACT 1986
This bill amends the Ambulance Services Act 1986 to
streamline the composition of the membership of the
committees of management of ambulance services
and the Ambulance Officers Training Centre. It is
considered that in some circumstances a smaller
number of committee members would be more
appropriate. For this reason the minimum number
of members is to be reduced from eight to four.
The prescriptive provisiOns limit the opportunities
for ensuring the appropriate mix of qualifications,
skills and experience in a committee of management
of a smaller number. The bill enables the
establishment of a committee of management or the
appointment of members to existing committees
when vacancies arise by the Governor in Council on
the recommendation of the minister.
In line with government policy the present age limit
on committee members is removed: members no
longer must cease holding office on reaching
72 years of age.

CEMETERIES ACT 1958
Part 3 of the bill is primarily designed to enable
cemetery trusts to incorporate. Traditionally,
cemeteries in this state have been administered by
honorary trustees appointed for open~nded terms
of office by the Governor in Council. The trustee
system has worked well in the past and I am sure
honourable members will agree that we owe a debt
of gratitude to the trustees of the 550 or so public
cemeteries in Victoria who work so hard to provide
and maintain such an essential community service.
Nevertheless, the world has changed dramatically
since the trusteeship system was instituted nearly
150 years ago, and the conduct by trustees of what,
in some cases, may be a substantial operation creates
a number of practical problems in modem society.
Some of these problems were identified in the
seventh report of the Joint Parliamentary Mortuary
Industry and Cemeteries Administration
Committee, to which I direct the attention of the
house.
The amendments made to the Cemeteries Act in
1991 provided an interim solution to the most
immediate concern by extending a limited Crown
guarantee to any personal liability incurred by a
trustee acting in good faith. The present bill takes
the next step by actually providing for the
incorporation of cemetery trusts. This will be
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achieved by enabling cemetery trusts to be
incorporated by prescribing the trusts concerned in
regulations under the act.
The head of power to make regulations will also
include a capacity to enable an incorporated trust to
be appointed to manage more than one cemetery.
This will overcome the need to appoint the same
persons as trustees of two or three cemeteries and,
perhaps even more importantly, put beyond doubt
that the funds of one cemetery managed by a trust
can be used towards meeting the costs of another.
Provision is also made in the legislation for the
appointment of an administrator if a cemetery is
being inefficiently or incompetently managed or if
such an appointment is necessary in the interests of
the public. Incorporation has long been sought by
our cemetery trustees and this legislation will assist
trustees in fulfilling their duties and obligations
under the Cemeteries Act.
The opportunity of the bill has been taken also to
resolve several other problems which have arisen in
conjunction with the administration of the
legislation.
The first, which honours a commitment given to the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee,
remedies a problem relating to the interment of
coffins in mausoleums identified by the committee
in connection with the making of the Cemeteries
(Mausoleums) Regulations 1994.
The second removes a barrier which has prevented
certain bodies brought from overseas, or which had
been exhumed, from being cremated in Victoria. A
more detailed explanation of these amendments has
been included in the clause notes printed with the
bill.

HEALTH ACT 1958
This bill creates an opportunity to resolve certain
problems which have arisen in relation to the

administration of the Health Act. I should like to
elaborate some of these.
Under the act consultative councils have been given
the power to coopt members with special expertise.
This will assist councils in dealing with particular
projects. Consultative COllllcils will now also be able
to disseminate non-identifying information relating
to their activities.
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The language of that part of the act which deals with
birth notification has been modernised and a birth
notification may now be made by fax.
Again, to streamline administration, the way has
been opened up by the repeal of the provision
relating to waste water in the Health Act for
administration of the use of waste water under the
powers given to both the chief general manager of
health and the Environment Protection Authority
under the Environment Protection Act 1970.
The bill opens up the way for regulations to be made
to enable non-identifying notification of cases of
HIV. This is similar to the present situation for
confirmed cases of AIDS.
The other main achievement of the bill in relation to
the Health Act is the introduction of a limited
statutory defence relating to the transmission of
hepatitis C through blood donations. This statutory
defence is similar to that introduced earlier in
relation to the mv virus and is in response to
concerns of the Red Cross Society.
The bill also gives a much needed tidying up of the
Health Act by the repeal of many now irrelevant
headings and definitions.
SUMMARY

The amendments proposed in this bill will resolve a
number of problems which are being experienced
with our health laws as well as assisting in
promoting the more effective and efficient
administration of our public health services.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr THWAITES
(Albert Park).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 26 April.

TREASURY CORPORAnON OF
VICTORIA (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading

Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - On behalf
of the Treasurer, I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The Treasury Corporation of Victoria (ICV) was
established to manage the public sector's borrowing
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program and to coordinate and oversee the
government's overall debt reduction strategy.
The TCV operates as the principal borrowing agency
for the budget sector and participating authorities. It
is also the principal debt manager for the budget
sector. The TCV has been responsible also for
managing the Victorian Debt Retirement Fund
(VDRF), which was established in 1990 by the
former government under the Victorian Debt
Retirement Fund Act. However, the assets and
liabilities of the VDRF have remained separate from
the TCV's other ftmds and are not consolidated into
TCV assets. This bill will amend the Treasury
Corporation of Victoria Act to merge the operations
of the VDRF with the operations of the TCV.
The previous government set up the VDRF with the
ostensible purpose of ensuring that the proceeds of
asset sales were applied to the reduction of debt
However, in practice the previOUS government
repaid debt with one hand but borrowed even more
for recurrent purposes with the other hand. This is
rather like claiming to have reduced your overdraft
when in fact you have had to borrow on your credit
card to do it The VDRF therefore served no useful
purpose and was merely a political device to create
the illusion that debt was being reduced.
The designation of which assets sales proceeds were
to be applied for debt retirement purposes was at
the discretion of the government For example, in
1990-91 the state sold the State Bank of Victoria to
the Commonwealth Bank for $1.6 billion, but only
about half of this amount, $803.8 million, was paid
into the VDRF. In 1991-92 VDRF receipts consisted
largely of $110 million in appropriations and
$85 million in SIO special dividends, not asset sales
proceeds. The proceeds from the sale of Loy Yang B,
a non-budget sector asset, did not pass through
VDRF at all, nor did non-business assets sales
proceeds in any year. During this time state debt
and other liabilities were increasing dramatically.
What is evident from this is that the operations of
the VDRF at no time gave any clear indication of the
changes in state debt and other liabilities. By
contrast the present government has not only
established a policy of not borrowing to fund
recurrent expenditure but it has in fact implemented
that policy. The government has also made a firm
commitment to dedicate the proceeds of asset sales
to the reduction of borrowings, and it will
implement that policy as well.
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As a result of the existence of the VDRF there are at
present two separate methods by which debt
retirement can occur in Victoria. The first method is
through the VDRF. The VDRF receives amOWlts
appropriated to it, commonwealth funds payable to
it, returns on its investments and payments from the
debt retirement trust account. The debt retirement
trust account is a trust fund within the public
account into which can be paid proceeds of sales of
assets designated by the Governor in Council for
debt retirement purposes. The proceeds must then
be paid out each financial year to the VDRF. The
legislation requires payment to be made out of the
VDRF for debt retirement purposes and to meet the
VDRF's administrative expenses.
The second method of debt retirement is by annual
appropriation made for debt retirement purposes in
the budget or in specific legislation providing for an
asset sale. The moneys are paid from the
consolidated fund to the TCV. The TCV receives the
proceeds of funds raised by the TCV for the budget
sector as well as amounts appropriated for debt
retirement or under specific asset sale legislation.
These funds are used to fund new borrOwings, repay
maturing debt and retire non-maturing debt or are
invested pending being so applied. The TCV
manages the funds as it sees fit either by reducing
borrOWing requirements or by reducing or
cancelling state debt
In the past the TCV, on behalf of the state, has
undertaken new issues to fund the budget sector's
new borrOwing requirements, while the VDRF has
been used for retiring debt within the budget sector,
which was costly, inefficiently structured or lacked
liquidity. In these circumstances the VDRF
arrangements did not cause difficulties, as the extra
transaction costs of raising new debt while retiring
old debt was outweighed by the interest savings
achieved by retiring inefficient debt.

However, a substantial amount of the inefficient
debt within the budget sector debt portfolio has now
either matured or been repurchased. As a result, the
continued operation by the TCV of the VDRF as a
separate fund results in inefficient management For
example, a situation may arise where the VDRF is
used to retire effident debt with the proceeds of
privatisation while at the same time the TCV is
raising new debt to fund the ongoing budget deficit.
No savings would be made as both sets of debt are
efficient, but there would be increased transaction
costs and confusion amongst holders of Victorian
debt.
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The operations of the VDRF primarily focus on the
application of funds for debt retirement, while the
TCV considers a broader range of options in relation
to the management of the budget sector debt
portfolio. It is more efficient for the TCV to manage
decisions in relation to the application of the
proceeds of asset sales as part of its overall debt
management strategy for the budget sector. The bill
will therefore repeal the legislation constituting the
VDRF and enable the TCV to advise as to the best
application of funds available for debt management
purposes.
Separate operation of the VDRF and the TCV also
gives rise to additional reporting, administration,
accounting and audit costs. The formal merging of
the operations of the VDRF with the TCV's
operations will result in savings of these costs.
However, the government remains committed to
transparency in relation to the use of proceeds of
assets sales. This will be achieved by including in the
TCV's annual report particulars of debt retirement
operations, including details of investments made
by the TCV using funds received for debt retirement
and details of the debt retired.
Furthermore, the move to the use of the government
financial statistics reporting framework which has
occurred in recent years will ensure that any use of
the proceeds of sales of assets to fund operating
expenditure will result in an increase in the reported
budget defidt, and therefore it will be evident from
the government's annual statement of financial
operations and from budget papers whether asset
sale proceeds have been used for debt retirement or
to fund operating expenditure.
The Victorian Debt Retirement Fund Act contained a
supplementary appropriation provision which
enabled surplus funds to be applied for debt
retirement purposes upon the determination of the
Treasurer. The bill retains a similar provision. This
will ensure that surplus funds can be applied for
debt retirement purposes as soon as they become
available.
The bill also contains savings provisions in relation
to assets which have already been designated for
debt retirement purposes by Order in Council. In
particular a bridging facility was established with
the Victorian Development Fund in June 1990 by the
previous government to provide bridging finance in
lieu of the sale of particular properties which had
been identified for sale in the following 12 months.
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The proceeds borrowed were credited to the works
and services account of the consolidated hmd.
Therefore it would be inappropriate to credit the
asset sale proceeds to the consolidated fund. The
repayment of the bridging facility took place in 1993
on the basis that the proceeds of sale would as a
result of the designation under the Victorian Debt
Retirement Fund Act become payable to the debt
retirement trust account and be applied for debt
retirement purposes. Some of these properties
remain unsold and their sale may not be completed
for some time.
TIle bill will also make a miscellaneous amendment

to the Treasury Corporation of Victoria Act to
provide for the chief executive officer of the TCV to
automatically be a director of the TCV for the term
of his appointment as chief executive officer. The
chief executive officer of the TCV effectively
operates as managing director of the TCV and
therefore should be appointed to the board for the
duration of his term of office as chief executive
officer.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BATCHELOR
(Thomastown).
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from client agencies for services of ever-increasing
complexity. In August 1994, a review was initiated
to suggest a basis for coordinated and sustainable
service delivery for the longer term. This bill
implements recommendations arising from that
review.
The review noted. that the Victorian Institute of
Forensic Pathology, established by the Coroners Act
1985, had established. a worldwide reputation in the
related field of forensic pathology. It was also an
academic centre for the Department of Forensic
Medicine at Monash University and had an
extensive, well-established network with a range of
forensic medicine stakeholders. The review
recommended the integration of the Office of
Forensic Medicine and the Institute of Forensic
Pathology to allow both to capitalise on the
infrastructure already in place.

This bill amends the Coroners Act by extending the
current functions of the Victorian Institute of
Forensic Pathology to cover forensic medicine and
changes the name of the institute to the Victorian
Institute of Forensic Medicine. The additional
functions of the institute will be to provide clinical
forensic medicine and related services and to
provide and assist with training and education in
clinical forensic medicine generally.

Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 26 April.

CORONERS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The institute will have the power to enter into
agreements for services, to impose fees and charges
for those services, and to do anything else that is
necessary or convenient in the performance of its
duties. The institute will have an expanded council,
with three new positions created for nominees of the
Chief Commissioner of Police, the Minister for
Community Services and the Minister responsible
for Women's Affairs.

VICTORIAN INSTITUTE OF FORENSIC MEDICINE
The Office of Forensic Medicine currently exists
within the Victoria Police Force to provide clinical
forensic medical services to support operational
police and other client agencies such as the
Department of Health and CommWlity Services. It
has received national and international recognition
for its work and has emerged. as a world leader in
the use of medical science to assist police
investigations and in understanding the problems
associated. with drink driving, the identification of
non-accidental injuries in children and the
management of cases of sexual assault.
The capacity of the office to sustain effective service
delivery has been strained by the escalating demand

The organisational changes effected by these
amendments will ensure that forensic medical
services are accessible and adequately resourced,
responsive to client needs and delivered in an
environment where there is access to wider health
service and research networks.
In so far as forensic medical services are required in
cases of child abuse and sexual assault, the bill
underlines the government's continuing
commitment to improving services for women and
children who are victims of violent crime.

MILDURA COLLEGE LANDS (AMENDMENT) Bn..L
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REMOVAL OF OBUGATION ON A CORONER TO
CONDucr AN INQUEST INTO A SUSPECTED
HOMICIDE

Under section 17(1) of the Coroners Act a coroner
must conduct an inquest in certain circumstances,
including those where the coroner suspects that a
death was caused by homicide. Where a death does
not fall within one of the categories set out in
section 17(1), a coroner has a discretion to hold an
inquest if he or she believes it is desirable to do so.
A person is sometimes charged with a criminal
offence connected with a death before the inquest is
commenced or, if it has commenced, before the
inquest has concluded. In these circumstances it is a
coroner's practice to defer the commencement of an
inquest into the death or to adjourn an inquest that
has commenced until after the criminal proceedings
are concluded. In the case of a mandatory inquest
the fact that a criminal proceeding related to the
death has been completed does not relieve a coroner
of the obligation to hold or complete an inquest.

that it is necessary or desirable in the interests of
justice.
The proposed amendment also has the potential to
save costs and in some instances reduce the
emotional burden on relatives of the deceased.. Just
as some relatives of the deceased. find that a coronia1
inquest serves a useful purpose, others find a
coronial inquest into the death of a relative a painful
and unnecessary process following a criminal trial in
which the issues surrounding the death have been
thoroughly canvassed and a person has been found
guilty or has been acquitted of homicide. Removing
the requirement on a coroner to hold an inquest in
such circumstances will allow a more reasonable,
compassionate approach. It will also allow the
resources of the coronia! service to be more usefully
directed to other inquests. Finally, the bill makes
several consequential and statute law amendments.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr MILDENHALL
(Footscray).

Clearly, a coroners role is different from that of a
judge and jury hearing criminal charges. A coroner's
investigation is concerned with public civilian issues
while the criminal law judicial process is concerned
with determining whether a person is guilty or
innocent of a criminal charge. However, there is no
purpose in conducting an inquest in cases where all
the public issues have been resolved by the criminal
law judicial process. In many cases, the
circumstances of a death, as much as they can be
ascertained, will have been fully determined. in the
criminal proceedings.
The State Coroner has requested and the
government has agreed to an amendment to give a
coroner a discretion to decide whether an inquest
should commence or continue after criminal
proceedings have been concluded and a person has
been either acquitted. or found guilty of homicide.
The discretion to conduct an inquest will apply in
cases of deaths both prior to and after the
commencement of this amendment. Section 18 of the
act alr~dy provides a mechanism for judicial
review of a decision of the coroner not to hold an
inquest. If a coroner decides not to hold an inquest, a
person has the right to request that an inquest be
held. If that request is refused, a coroner must give
reasons in writing for the refusal to the person and
the State Coroner. The act provides that the person
may then apply to the Supreme Court for an order
that an inquest be held. The Supreme Court can
make an order that an inquest be held if it is satisfied

Debate adjourned until Thursday, 27 April.

MILDURA COLLEGE LANDS
(AMENDMENT) BnL
Second reading
Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill is the result of a review of the Mildura
College Lands Act 1916. The bill proposes
amendments affecting the beneficiaries of the funds
generated under the act. It will widen the group of
beneficiaries by including the registered
non-government schools of the Mildura region. The
bill also amends the method of the distribution of
the funds to the beneficiary schools. Upon the
proclamation of the relevant section the funds will
be distributed to the beneficiary schools according to
a formula based on the student enrolment figures.
The amendments in the bill that affect the
leaseholders of the college lands are designed to
provide greater security to leaseholders and to
ensure that the rentals are properly assessed. The
amendments provide that the lease document must
include the method by which the valuation of the
land is determined. and the ongoing review of this
valuation.
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The ownership of any improvements on the leased
land and their effect on the land valuation will also
be included in the lease document. In general,
improvements will remain the property of the
leaseholder and can be transferred from leaseholder
to leaseholder in a private transaction separate from
the reassignment of the lease. In the rare
circumstance where the ownership of improvements
is not legally transferred to another person, those
improvements will revert to ownership by the
Crown and may be included in any further
valuation for lease purposes. Provision is also made
to permit a leaseholder to seek an independent
review of the land valuation. The standard practices
of the Land Valuation Division of the
Administrative Appeals Tnbunal will apply to these
reviews.
The bill contains a provision giving a discretionary
power to the minister to acquire or dispose of the
land held under the act. This provision is inserted in
response to submissions concerning non-economic
land available for lease under the act. It is the
government's intention that this discretionary power
will be constrained by the need to consider current
and future liabilities and benefits accruing from the
exercise of this power.
The proposed amendment provides for all proceeds
from the sale of land to be used in the purchase of
additiona11and which will become subject to the act.
The amendment allows the purchase of the
additiona11and to be at a time determined by the
minister to enable the best possible results to be
obtained. While the proceeds from the sale of land
are held in a special fund, the investment income is
to be distnbuted to the beneficiary schools. It is the
government's intention that the land purchased
shall be in the same area as the land set aside by the
schedule to the act. The rental income generated by
this additiona11and must be applied in the same
way as the income generated by the land in the
schedule to the act. The rental or investment
proceeds can be used only for the benefit of the
beneficiary schools.
The final aspect of the bill enables the minister to
enter into an agreement with a trustee company for
the administration of the leases and for the
associated costs to be paid from the income
generated under the act. Currently the Directorate of
School Education is required to meet these costs. The
bill will continue the generOSity of the Chaffey
brothers for the benefit of all school students of the
Mildura region.
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I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HAMILTON
(Morwell).
Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - I
move:
That the debate be adjourned until Thursday, 27 April.

I am happy to make officers of the Directorate of
School Education available to the opposition for a
briefing on the bill

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Thursday, 27 April.

PLANT HEALTU AND PLANT
PRODUcrS BILL
Second reading
Mr W. D. McGRArn (Minister for
Agriculture) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The introduction of this bill consolidates three acts
dealing with plant pest and disease control and
plant products. It provides measures for industry
self-regulation through the introduction of a
quality-assurance approach to pest and disease
control. It complements commonwealth quarantine
legislation by making provision for ministerial
orders to enable a rapid response to the eradication
and control of exotic plant pests and diseases.

It improves regulatory mechanisms for controlling
established pests and diseases. It removes the
requirement for mandatory grade standards of &esh
fruit and vegetables but provides for the adoption of
national industry systems for product description. It
extends the use of infringement notices for minor
breaches of the legislation and provides a
mechanism for industry to raise funds for pest and
disease control and for compensation schemes
through amendments to the Agricultural Industry
Development Act 1990.
Interstate and international trade in plants and plant
products is dependent on exporting states and
nations maintaining an efficient plant health service
which is capable of demonstrating that there is
mOnitoring and control of endemic pests and
diseases such as fruit fly which impact on trade.
There must also be mechanisms for quickly
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preventing the spread of exotic pests and diseases
into Victoria from outside the state or preventing the
spread of and eradicating any exotic pest or disease
found in the state.
The measures contained in this legislation will
enhance our ability to meet national and
international commitments for the control of plant
pests and diseases and maintain access to national
and international markets. The Uruguay round of
GATI' will remove tariffs and restrictive import
barriers placed on international trade in plants and
plant products. Our plant quarantine import barriers
will need to be based on careful risk assessments
using sound scientific principles.
The relevance of these developments to Victoria is
that industry now needs to have a greater
knowledge of pest distribution, that the movement
of plants and plant products out of affected areas
must be effectively controlled if pest or disease area
freedom arrangements are to be maintained to
facilitate exports.
Fruit fly is a pest of particular significance in
interstate and international trade. In recent years the
government has committed considerable resources
to controlling sporadic outbreaks of this pest.
Victoria, New South Wales, South Australia and the
commonwealth have recently agreed upon joint
control arrangements in inland fruit-growing areas,
including the introduction of modern control
techniques using sterile insects.
The control of certain pests such as fruit fly and
phylloxera requires concerted cooperation of
industry and government. Adequate and flexible
legislation is essential if pest and disease outbreaks
are to be handled in an expeditious and effective
manner.
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Some provisions of the current legislation will not be
carried over into the new legislation. Mandatory
grade standards for fresh fruit and vegetables under
the Fruit and Vegetables Act 1958 will be phased out
over the next two years and the registration of
seed-cleaning plants under the Seeds Act 1982 will
cease.
In the context of those general comments, I wish to
make the following comments on specific provisions
of the bill.
IMPORTATION OF PLANTS AND PLANT
PRODUers FROM INTERSI'ATE

There is a continuing need to control the importation
of plants and plant products from interstate to
prevent the introduction and establishment of pests
and diseases which commonly occur in other states.
The provisions of existing legislation to make
regulations controlling the entry of plants and plant
products which are not hosts to certain prescribed
pests and diseases are extended to movement of
agricultural machinery and soil which may carry
pests and diseases.
NOTIFICATION OF PESTS AND DISEASES

The existing legislation only provides for the
notification of vine diseases. New provisions will
require that the existence of proclaimed notifiable
pests and diseases, including exotic pests and
diseases, are quickly brought to the notice of the
Department of Agriculture, Energy and Minerals.
This will enable the department to quickly take
action where appropriate and improve knowledge
about the distribution of pests and diseases in order
to provide necessary certification for the movement
of plants and plant products.
CONTROL AREAS

The Vegetation and Vine Diseases Act 1958 has been
the basis for the control of specific pests and diseases
which restrict access to intrastate, interstate and
export markets. Although the essential provisions of
the act will be retained, new provisions will
complement commonwealth quarantine legislation
by making prOvision for ministerial orders to enable
rapid response to exotic pests and diseases, to
provide more cost~cient and cost~ffective control
measures through agreements with affected parties
to implement a quality assurance approach to
disease and pest control, and to provide for the
adoption of industry codes of practice by regulation
to prevent the introduction or spread of pests and
diseases.

The provision to declare control areas by order of
the Governor in Council has been retained. 1bis
prOvision has been used to restrict the movement of
pests such as fruit fly and phylloxera. The removal
of specific plants from areas where specific pests or
diseases have been found is provided for. Control
areas may also be declared to protect areas from the
introduction of specific pests and diseases. The bill
extends the controls to agricultural equipment and
soil which may carry pests and diseases. The
movement of plants, plant products, used packages,
used agricultural equipment and soil into or out of a
control area is to be subject to conditions specified in
the order. Specific provision is also made for the
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issuing of infringement notices to persons taking
plants or plant products into or out of a control area.
CONTROL MEASURES

Where plants, packages or agricultural equipment
are removed from or introduced into a control area
contrary to orders or regulations, the minister may
direct that they be treated, destroyed or otherwise
disposed of.
An inspector may order the treatment or disposal of
plants or plant products affected by prescribed pests
or diseases. Such orders are to be subject to appeal to
the secretary. Where land is found by an inspector to
be affected or suspected of being affected by
prescribed pests or diseases the secretary may issue
an order prohibiting the removal of plants or plant
products from the property, and if necessary to
control the pest or disease, require the owner to
destroy the plants or plant products. The secretary
may also order the destruction of plants, plant
products or plant refuse or used packages affected
by any pest or disease. Such directions are subject to
an appeal to the minister.
EXOTIC PESTS AND DISEASES
In response to an outbreak of an exotic pest or
disease in another state or territory, the minister may
make orders prohibiting the import of plants or
plant products from another state or territory.

The bill also provides for special arrangements in
the case of an outbreak of a prescribed exotic plant
pest or disease which is not normally found in
Victoria or a pest or disease which is presently in
Victoria but is being actively controlled. The
minister may make orders to enable a rapid
response to exotic pests or diseases. The area
immediately affected by an exotic pest or disease
may be declared a quarantine area and the area
around the quarantine area may be declared a
restricted area to provide a buffer zone around the
quarantine area. An inspector may issue permits to
permit removal of plants, plant products, used
packages, agricultural equipment or soil out of a
quarantine area or quarantine areas and restricted
areas are to have a duration of no longer than
12 months but they may be extended for a further
12 months.

SEEDS
The essential provisions of the Seeds Act 1982
relating to the labelling of packages of seed with the
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details of physical purity and germination of seed
will be preserved. Provisions prorubiting the sale ef
seed that contains prohibited seeds, that is weed
seeds, or diseased seeds will also be retained.
However, outmoded prescriptive procedures and
standards, including the registration of seed
cleaning plants will be repealed.
FRUIT, VEGETABLES AND NlITS

The Fruit and Vegetables Act 1958 currently
provides for mandatory minimum quality standarls
for fresh fruit and vegetables. Such standards are
inconsistent with industry moves to introduce mo:e
flexible systems of product description which can ':>e
used by buyers and sellers to trade on the basis of
quality specifications rather than legislated
standards. The repeal of minimum quality standa:Ids
has been endorsed by the Agriculture and Resource
Management Council of Australia and New
Zealand. To facilitate an orderly transition to
product description systems traditional
arrangements will preserve the current quality
standards for up to two years and provisions will ':>e
made for the adoption of national industry product
description systems in accordance with the
provisions of the mutual recognition legislation.
Existing provisions concerning the labelling and
condition of packages are preserved.
LABELLING OF PROPAGATING MATERIAL

Plants and plant propagating material, including
seedlings, tubers, corms and bulbs must be
identified with the common description or botani:a.l
name and the name and address of the grower or
seller.
CERTIFICATION SCHEMES

The legislation will continue to provide for officia
approval of schemes to certify seed and other
planting material as to its varietal identity or dise1se
status. Where an approved certification scheme uin
force in respect of a declared variety of seed or oher
plant propagating material, the use of the variety
name is prohibited unless the seed or propagatin;
material is certified in accordance with the schene.
COMPUANCE AGREEMENTS

The Crown may enter into compliance agreemens
with any person for the purpose of implementin!
provisions of the act. This is a quality assurance
system which will allow a party to the agreemen' to
comply with the provisions of the act without the
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need for an inspector to undertake an official
inspection of the plant or plant product. Compliance
agreements are to be regulated through periodic
auditing of the system. A compliance agreement
may include provision for giving security for the
proper observance of the agreement

POWERS OF INSPECTORS

The powers of inspectors contained in the bill reflect
those currently available to inspectors appointed
under the current legislation. Powers with respect to
exotic diseases are more extensive. Any Significant
delays in taking action to isolate an outbreak of
exotic diseases could result in devastating losses to
plant industries. These powers are only to be utilised
in exceptional circumstances, probably no more than
once in every 10 or 20 years.

Oause 47 provides that a person is not personally
liable for anything done in good faith when assisting
an inspector in exercising powers under the bill.
Without the protection provided by this clause,
persons may not be willing to assist inspectors in
undertaking control activities which are necessary to
carry out the provisions of the act. The government
will ensure that it is in a position to meet claims in
respect of losses incurred or damage suffered as a
result of acts done in good faith by a person assisting
inspectors. The bill also provides for the
appointment of persons other than those appointed
under the Public Sector Management Act 1992 to be
inspectors.
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maximum penalty which can be imposed is two
penalty units.
INDUSTRY FUNDING FOR PFST AND DISEASE
CONTROL PROGRAMS AND COMPENSATION
SCHEMES

Primary producers have been concerned that under
the current legislation there are no provisions for
compensation in the event that it is necessary to
destroy a crop to control pests or diseases. The
proposed amendments to the Agricultural Industry
Development Act 1990 will enable primary
producers of any plant or animal commodity to raise
funds for pest and disease control measures or to
compensate producers for losses incurred as a result
of control or eradication programs.
TRANSTI10NAL PROVISIONS

Transitional provisions will provide for the
continued operation of certification schemes
approved under the Seeds Act 1980 and the
Vegetation and Vine Diseases Act 1958.
Proclamations and orders made by the Governor in
Council under the Vegetation and Vine Diseases Act
1958 shall be deemed to be control areas under Part
2 of the bill.
This legislation will ensure that the plant industries
of Victoria are adequately protected through the
introduction of modern approaches to pest and
disease control. The bill also overcomes
inconsistencies in regulatory procedures in the three
acts to be repealed.

APPEALS

I commend the bill to the house.

Provision is made for appeals to the secretary or the
minister against a decision of an inspector or the
secretary respectively. Where the minister may seek
to recover any costs incurred by an inspector as a
result of the failure of a person to comply with an
order the person may seek a review of the minister's
determination of costs by the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal.

Debate adjourned on motion of Ms MARPLE
(Altona).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 27 April.

LATROBE REGIONAL COMMISSION
(REPEAL) BILL
Second reading

PENALTIES AND INFRINGEMENT NOTICES
The bill provides for a general increase in the level of
penalties. In the case of offences concerning exotic
diseases, penalties of up to 200 penalty units are
provided for. The use of infringement notices on the
PERIN system has been extended to a range of lesser
offences against the act and regulations. The

Debate resumed from 9 March; motion of
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning).
Mr HAMILTON (Morwe11) - I wish to move:
That all words after 'That' be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof the words 'this bill be
withdrawn and, subsequent to the government
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appointed commissioners being replaced by elected
councillors in the new municipalities of Latrobe,
Wellington, South Gippsland and Baw Baw, a new bill
be drafted taking into consideration the views of the
elected municipal representatives'.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER -Order! Does the
honourable member for Morwell have a seconder? I
am sorry, but the honourable member cannot
proceed without a seconder of his motion. The Chair
suggests he holds over his reasoned amendment
until one of his colleagues chooses to come into the
chamber and show him some support. He can then
seek a seconder. At this stage, I suggest the
honourable member proceeds to debate the
legislation without having moved the reasoned
amendment
Mr HAMILTON - Thank you for that advice,
Mr Deputy Speaker. The Latrobe Regional
Commission (Repeal) Bill in effect repeals the
Latrobe Regional Commission Act 1983. In so doing,
it is incumbent upon the house to recognise the
work that has been done over a 12-and-a-half-year
period by the Latrobe Regional Commission.

Mr Loney interjected.
Mr HAMILTON -Mr Deputy Speaker, do you
think I should move the motion while I have the
chance?

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I suggest to
the honourable member for Morwell that a bird in
the hand is worth two in the bush.
Mr HAMILTON - I move:
That all words after 'That' be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof the words 'this bill be
withdrawn and, subsequent to the government
appointed commissioners being replaced by elected
cOWlcillors in the new municipalities of Latrobe,
Wellington, South Gippsland and Baw Baw, a new bill
be drafted taking into consideration the views of the
elected municipal representatives'.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! Does the
honourable member for Morwell have a seconder?
Mr Loney - I second the motion.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - The seconder is the
honourable member for Geelong North. The
honourable member for Morwell may now proceed
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to debate not only the bill but also the reasoned
amendment
Mr HAMILTON - The amendment is importmt
because in all of Victoria except Geelong and
Queensdiffe non~ected commissioners are
respon5lble for - -

Mr Loney - And the Surf Coast.
Mr HAMILTON - I am reminded that the Suf
Coast also has elected representatives, so only tluee
municipalities in Victoria have democratically
elected COWlcillors who therefore have a duty to
represent their constituents on matters the Latrole
Regional Commission has been responsible for.
It is our strong belief that, because of the importa\ce
of the controls the Latrobe Regional Commission has
exercised over a number of years, especially
planning controls, the commission should be
retained. It has a reasonably good record in
managing planning in those areas. If the conunisiion
is removed, there will be a vacuum and all sorts )f
irretrievable decisions could be made by non~e:ted
commissioners against the general will of the pecple
in those areas. The opposition will outline some )f
those concerns in detail later in the debate.
It is important to recognise that the Latrobe Regimal
Commission was set up in 1983 in a completely
different climate from that in the Latrobe region It
the moment For example, the then honourable
member for Morwell, Valerie Callister, indicate<: in
one of her speeches to the house that at that timE in
the Latrobe region the male unemployment rate NaS
2.5 per cent and there was concern that the femae
unemployment rate was more than 15 per cent

The Latrobe region today has unemployment ra-es
of around 19 to 20 per cent in the Moe area, simiar
unemployment levels in Morwell, slightly less
unemployment in Traralgon and youth
unemployment rates in the area as a whole of 3( to
40 per cent There is a completely different c:liIrute to
that which existed when the bill was introduced
Over the subsequent 12 years between now and
when the commission was established, the econ)mic
climate of the Latrobe region, which includes ire
Latrobe Valley and South Gippsland generally, ,m
altered. In the final report of the Latrobe Regiorul
Commission for 1993-94, the current chief execuive
officer, Or John Nation, in his brief review of
operations on page 3 of that report, says:
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Structural change has altered the Latrobe region
forever. This year the Latrobe Regional Commission
undertook a range of activities which sought to
maximise the growing emergence of a competitive and
efficient economic base. A feature of the process has
been the growth of a new private sector which has
provided opportunities to build on existing strengths.
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power station on every corner, like the pub on every
corner in the old goldfield days in Baliaral There
was a reason to have in place a number of
organisations managing energy resources. The
minister continues:
The second is to provide for the balanced economic,

physical and social development of the region.

I am not quite sure whether, other than in that first
sentence, Or Jolm Nation, may have been speaking a
little tongue in cheek because, despite the best
efforts of the Latrobe Regional Commission,
especially over recent years, its task has been a little
like pushing blancmange up a hill with a pointed
stick or King Canute holding back the tide. The
commission has been faced with an impossible task.
Although the commission has been responsible for
introducing new economic developments to the
region - and I will list some of those in the course
of the debate - 20 or 30 new jobs have been created
while 2000 or 3000 jobs have disappeared in one
wave. It has had an impossible task, and no doubt it
has had its critics.
As the honourable member for Gippsland South
would know, without casting any aspersions, the
former shire of Rosedale, through its chief executive
officer, has been a substantial critic of the
commission and its operations at various times, as
has the former city of Sale. The former city of Sale
has often been critical. More so in my local region,
the former city of Moe has been highly critical of the
operations of the Latrobe Regional Commission.

The commission has an interesting structure. I
would have argued when the bill was before the
house that it was not the most effective structure for
meeting the purposes of the bill. In debate in the
Legislative Assembly of 16 June 1983, the then
Minister for Economic Development, the
Honourable Ian Cathie, said in his second reading of
the bill:
Its purpose is to make provision with respect to the
planning and development of the Latrobe region by
establishing a Latrobe Regional Commission.

He said that the government had three related policy
objectives:
The first is to facilitate the proper development and use
of Victoria's energy resources.

In 1983 there were 21 power stations planned
around the region. There would have been almost a

Ever since I have lived in the Latrobe Valley, that
objective has been of importance. It has been very
much an economy with a single basis.
The electricity industry, the user of the resource, was
pumping out the product for the benefit of all
Victorians. Our community realised that, the then
government realised that and, indeed, the former
Hamer government, through the Honourable Alan
Hunt, as Minister for Local Government, established
the interim regional planning authority. The Hamer
government, to its credit, realised that the economy
had to diversify. lbat was why we established the
Latrobe Regional Commission.
The third reason given by Mr Cathie in his
second-reading speech was:
... to improve the access of the Latrobe region
community to decision making about its future.

lbat was an important issue and had been
important to the community for many years. The
community perceived, in my opinion correctly, that
what happened in the Latrobe Valley was not
decided by the local comnumity, but by the
bureaucrats in Melbourne, fundamentally the
bureaucrats in the State Electricity Commission at
Monash House.
The regional commission and the then government
recognised that - I believe the former Liberal
government also recognised it - there was a
demand by the local community to have a say in the
future.

Mr Cathie concluded his introductory remarks on
the government's position by stating:
All three approaches involve the establishment of a
regional organisation, representative of state and local
government, trade unions, business, commercial and
other community interests.

The Latrobe Regional Commission Act was given
Royal assent on 6 December 1983 and the Latrobe
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Regional Commission had its first meeting the
following day, amid great fanfare and interest
I have disagreed with some of the things Mr Cathie
had to say, especially recently, but I do not disagree
with what he said on that occasion. On page 5308,
under the heading 'Problem - Imbalance of
Development' Mr Cathie went on to say:
Another problem is the imbalance in the region's recent
development The region is dependent on energy based
industrial development Consequently opportunities
for other jobs, especially for young women, are very
limited.

Even with affirmative action and equal opportunity,
opportunities for jobs for women in heavy industry,
a blue<ollar area, are very limited. Despite all the
protestations very few women work in blue-collar
industries in my part of the world. It is still a
male-dominated area.
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involved in these things. Unfortunately, it did not
happen and, furthermore, now that the SEC is being
destroyed and disaggregated, it will never happen.

On page 5309 Mr Cathie sets out the objects of the
commission. They are important to note, especially
because of the reasoned amendment It is premature
to abolish the Latrobe Regional Commission. The
honourable member for Gippsland South nods his
head; he never liked the commission because he
believed it placed a heavy hand on some of the
development
Mr Ryan - On a point of order, Mr Deputy
Speaker, the record should show that I shook my
head, I did not nod my head.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER -Order! There is no
point of order.
Mr HAMILTON - As I said, on page 5309
Mr Cathie set out the objects of the commission as:

Mr Finn - Do they want to work?
Mr HAMILTON - The honourable member for
Tullamarine asks if they want to work. Of course
they want to work. We want jobs. We have 25 per

cent unemployment, yet the honourable member
asks, 'Do they want to work?'. Women can drive
trucks, cranes and elevators as well as men can. In
fact, some of the best unit controls at Hazelwood
power station are operated by women. Because
women are more careful and caring, when they are
employed in blue<ollar areas to control machinery
there is an economic advantage because the
machinery does not get abused. Don't ever knock
the idea; you do not have to be a male to drive
machinery! All you need are two hands and a good
mind. The days of bullocking are gone!

... co-ordinate the planning of the physical, economic
and social development of the region.

They should be noted. Many regional organisations
were established as planning authorities, but the
commission had a far broader brief and it is
important that we recognise what the brief was.
Indeed, that still is its brief until the act is repealed,
and it is incumbent on the government to ensure
that all is not lost They are critical to the region and,
given what has happened in the restructuring of the
Latrobe Valley, documented by Or John Nation in
the annual report of the Latrobe Regional
COmmission, the place will never be the same. We
need to coordinate the planning of the physical,
economic and social development of the region.
Those objects must not be lost

Mr Cathie went on to say:
There exists potential for more industrial development,
in association with construction and supplies to the
region's major industries, and also for administrative
jobs associated with major energy sectors.

Given that the heart of the SEC was in the Latrobe
Valley we believed we ought to have a fair share of
the administration based in the Latrobe Valley.
Research on brown coal, the administration of the
open cut, the design and so on were all done in
Melbourne.
The then Labor government was saying that it
wanted the Latrobe Regional Commission to be

I was one of the initial members of the commission
when it began the implementation of the regional
strategy plan and provided the framework for that
plan. It also developed infrastructure coordination
plans.

One of the critical reasons for the need for a
commission of this type was the large-scale
development taking place in the region at that time.
Many thousands of people were coming into the
area and the social and physical infrastructure was
not in place. Schools, kindergartens, housing and
water and sewerage services had to be built. This
infrastructure development presented great
challenges for local government At that time, the
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local government entities were not large enough to
handle these demands, thus the need. for a regional
commission.
A major upturn in the economy occurred in the early
1980s. The Latrobe Valley was almost the only place
in Australia, certainly in Victoria, which had not
experienced the effects of the depression of 1982 and
1983 and considerable growth was occurring in the
region, mainly because of the construction of the
Loy Yang power station. Because of the changes
now taking place, the roles have been reversed.
Mr Cathie referred to the functions of the
commission as the preparation and implementation
of a regional strategy plan. Since the inception of the
commission each year there has been more than
$1 billion worth of works associated with
developments in the Latrobe Valley. For example,
there has been the development of the Loy Yang
power station, the Australian Paper Mills at
Maryvale and the Australian Securities Commission
at Traralgon. In total, that is more than $10 billion
worth of investment in the area.
The tragic thing for the local community is that even
though there has been massive capital investment in
the local area, very little of that investment has
resulted in permanent jobs. I may resent but must
accept that in a technologically advanced society
technology takes over jobs. Where once 20 or 30
typists sat in a typing pool we now have computers
and word processors. There is no longer the demand
for labour that used to exist If that is progress, one
ought to ask whether it is real progress. A reduction
in the number of jobs from 10 000 to 1275 in six years
is an unheard of loss of jobs in an area! The jobs
people used to think were secure are no longer
secure.
Despite what was said about people going to work
at the SEC each day and not having anything
'terribly important' to do, it was important for their
self~teem and for social cohesion in the
community. There was something important about
people feeling good about themselves, going to
work and earning a dollar for their families. One of
the many arguments I have with economic
rationalists is that they never put a dollar value on
things such as self~teem and social cohesion. It is
similar to the argument going on currently at the
universities about the quality assurance programs
and whether they are doing good teaching. Some of
these things are almost impossible to measure.
I wonder whether anyone will ever take the time to
measure what happens when changes in the
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economy have social impacts. It has happened not
just in Victoria but all over the world. However, the
wheel always turns and sooner or later the people
who think they run the world will realise that there
are people in it and that no matter what economic
models they put up and how good their computer
programs are, there is always an impact on human
beings. And by and large human beings are a bit
unpredictable and do not always satisfy the models
that are put forward.
I turn to the establishment of the commission.. The
Latrobe Regional Commission Bill was introduced in
June 1983 and the then government allowed the
winter recess for public discussion. I notice that, to
its credit, the current government has done the same
thing with the Fisheries Bill. Copies of the bill
establishing the regional commission were
distributed, public meetings were held and people
were invited to make submissions. I made a number
of submissions trying to convince the government
that given the high-sounding mention in the original
bill of local people having a say it was about time a
commission was established that was accountable to
the people. To its discredit the government did not
provide any local accountability, and the
commission was very much a creature of the state
government. The state government set it up in such
a way that appointments to it were very much the
prerogative of conservatives.
The commission's first report reveals that the
membership comprised 10 members from local
government. The then and current honourable
member for Narracan, who is now also Mr Speaker,
argued that the then government should not force
councils to put up two members each so that the
government could choose between them.. We ended
up with a structure that ensured two things: firstly,
no local accountability to the people ~ in other
words, there was no election - and, secondly, given
the history of the councils in the Latrobe Valley, we
ended up with a massive majority of conservative
people.
Credit is due to the honourable member for
Narracan for stressing, with the support of a number
of liberal and National Party members, the need to
have on the commission people who lived in the
region. Local people were pleased to see that
happen. Almost all of the 10 local government
representatives, one from each mWlicipality, were
either members of the liberal or National parties or
had voted for federal Labor in 1972, never having
voted Labor before then -and it would be my
guess that they have never done so since.
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There was also a representative of Victorian
industrial and commercial organisations. Angus
Pollock, who has been a member of the commission
from day one, has been an excellent representative
who has been prepared to consult and has put in a
great amount of effort in working for the
commission.

From time to time the regional commission had its
critics, and I was among them. One of the
achievements was in the work done on the
environment and, as I said, that ought to be
recognised.

As was usual in these matters there was a
representative of trade union organisations. In 1983
the trade unions were an important part of the
Latrobe region community, although they are
probably much less so now. Those people not only
resided in the region, they also worked and spent
their wages there. They were part of the economy of
the community and they were influential. In fact,
depending on how well matters went they could
have a great deal of influence on the economy. In
1977 they affected not only the economy of the
Latrobe Valley but also the economy of Victoria for a
number of weeks. Although one trade union
representative on a body of 18 was not very good in
a numerical sense, the quality was probably very
good.

commission recognised that human services were
part of its trade.

There were two representatives of community
groups and organisations and one representative of
the former Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage
Board, now Gippsland Water. That body was
represented because of the importance of water
supply and waste-water disposal to the economy of
the whole Latrobe region and in recognition of the
important part the board had played and would
continue to play in planning and development The
original representative changed recently following a
change in the management of water resources.
Three ministerial nominees were appointed to try to
get some balance. In those days there was some
question also about gender balance in the
membership of the commission. Those who were
concerned about the matter did not have much
success. We ended up with 2 women out of 18
members on that first regional commission - not a
great gender balance. The best that figure got to was
5 out of 18.
The structure of the Latrobe Regional Commission
needs to be recorded. A series of standing
committees was set up. The executive management
committee was a sort of bureaucratic committee. The
establishment of the planning and environment
committee indicates the importance that was given
to both planning and the environment. One of the
real achievements was pollution control, and we
ought to recognise that it did have a proud record.

Of equal standing with those two committees was a
human services committee, because the regional

One of the five committees was an economic
development committee. Between 1984 when the
first annual report was produced and 1994 when the
last annual report was produced the focus of the
commission changed. It narrowed from a very broad
focus until the commission became very much an
economic development group. There is no doubt
that that new focus was based on a reasonably
sound framework and structure, because the
commission had done a strategic plan and had put
in place a system of coordination of physical
planning and planning streams for the
municipalities. It had done its work and got it pretty
much in order, not without resentment from some of
the municipalities whose members did not like
having to submit any proposed. changes to the
commission. Indeed, some representations were
made to the then Minister for Planning to see if they
could have that aspect of the system overturned or
bypassed. However, by and large the system
worked.
We must have confidence in the Latrobe region
because it is important to Victoria. You can take the
boy out of the region but you cannot take the region
out of the boy. The Latrobe region will continue to
produce the majority of Victoria's electricity for the
next 10,15 or 20 years, regardless of all the talk
about competition and getting rid of state borders.
You can get rid of state borders but you have to get
some transmission lines running across them.. You
cannot build the transmission lines quickly.
Environment impact studies have to be undertaken,
the lines have to be constructed and all sorts of other
things have to be done that cannot be done in a
hurry.
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - The Minister for Planning
and I agree on this. It will be very nice to be able to
pump some of the Latrobe Valley electricity north,
south and west - it will be great if we can do that
But, as I said, that is not going to happen quickly.
We will still be producing electricity for Victoria
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from that area, so it is still an extremely important
region. There is no doubt that in this day and age we
can still shut down the state if someone turns off the
power stations.
The point I am making is that, to its credit, the
Latrobe Regional Commission set up good strategic
planning for the area, so when the change occurs and it will occur at some time - that can take place.
I refer to the comments that the honourable member
for Narracan made in the spring session 1983 during
the debate on the l..atrobe Regional Commission Bill.
These sorts of things should be recorded because
they are historically important We should not let an
organisation that has played a pretty important role
in the state disappear without recognising some of
the contributions that have been made during its
existence.

The honourable member for Narracan played a
tremendous role in the development of the area
before he came to Parliament I recognise that he has
also played an important role since he became a
member of Parliament The honourable member for
Narracan was involved in many local communities
- I have a list of them here somewhere that I would
like to run through. In his remarks on 20 September
1983 reported at page 728 of Hansard the honourable
member ran through the prehistory of the
commission, and I think it is worth recording that he
said:
In 1978 some attempt was made to introduce planning
to the Latrobe Valley by the introduction of the Latrobe
Valley Interim Planning Committee Bill. The bill was
not proceeded with mainly because the councils in the
region could not reconcile their differences.

TIlat has been pretty much the history of the region.
Those who live there and know about the region
know about the diffirulties of trying to reconcile the
differences between the various councils. The
further you go towards establishing a regional
authority, the more diffirult it is to reconcile
differences between the parts of the region. The
honourable member for Narracan recognised the
problem because of his knowledge of the area. He
said then;
It is important to emphasise that, if the bill before the
house is to proceed, the government must obtai."'\ the
full support of all people in the region, and more

particularly the support of local government councils in
the area.
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That was true. It was never going to be easy to get it
to work. In fact it worked with some problems
because of the difficulty of getting together the
councils that the honourable member for Narracan
alluded to in that speech.
The other concern of the then opposition back in
1983 revolved around membership of the
commission. In his speech on 20 September 1983,
reported further down page 728 of Hansard, the
honourable member for Narracan said:
One serious drawback in the composition of the
commission is the lack of a representative of
agricultural interests.

So there was a demand to put an as-of-right
representative of the farming community on the
Latrobe Regional Commission. That was alluded to
by the honourable member for Benalla, who is now
also the Deputy Premier. He made a very strong
argument for the inclusion of a representative of the
farming community on the l..atrobe Regional
Commission. On page 738 of the record of the
debate in the Assembly the honourable member for
Benalla said:
I hope that regionalisation is not the first step towards
amalgamation. Honourable members know the views
expressed by the Minister for Local Government He
has been touting around the countryside urging
municipalities to amalgamate. The National Party has
grave reservations about forced amalgamations.

This is what happens: speeches tend to come back to

haunt us. I have no doubt that some of the things I
have said in speeches in the house will come back to
haunt me in future. Let this be recorded as what the
Deputy Premier said in 1983:
I am glad to hear, by interjection. that the Liberal Party
also has reservations.

Goodness gracious me!
It has been less vocal about the matter than has the
National Party.

But that was in 1983. My, how things change! The
wheel keeps turning, which is why I live in hope
that if that can happen these economic rationalists
will be turned out one day. The then member for
Morwell, Valerie Callister, expressed her support for
the bill and pointed out her involvement in the
discussions that had been going on. As reported on
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page 739 of Hansard of 20 September she told the
Legislative Assembly that
Any resident of the Latrobe region would be aware that
talk about regional planning and the need for a
coordinating mechanism has been continuing since the
late 19605, when provision was made in the Town and
Country Planning Act for regional bodies to be
established. It has long been recognised ...

Oearly governments do not set up regional bodies
for no reason. There has to be a reason, and in this
case there was a good reason. At that time the
Geelong and Albury-Wodonga commissions were
the only regional commissions in existence. We had
other planning authorities and groups, but there had
and have to be special reasons to set up parts of
what in some respects is a fourth tier of government
Valerie Callister referred to a survey that I believe
should be compulsory reading for anyone concerned
about the issue - that is, the Central Gippsland
Social Survey, which was prepared by Or !an Puffin.
He later changed his name to Or !an Siggins and
became the independent commissioner for health
complaints in Victoria. One of the subtitles of the
companion volume is 'The myth of growth'. In his
report he said that even though most people who
lived in the Latrobe Valley at that time thought they
would like to retire to the sunshine of the New
South Wales south coast, they never did. Most
people had come to the area for a job, and because
they knew there was job security for them and their
children, they stayed in the valley. People who
supposedly came as itinerants ended up staying.
How things have changed.
Page 740 of Hansard of 20 September records
Or Puffin's findings, and some of his predictions
were tremendous. Part (c) of his report states that
one of the things locally based people wanted was a
regional planning authority that coordinated the
work of existing councils and fostered region-wide
improvements. So the community recognised that
that had been part of the exercise of setting up a
regional commission, which should be understood
by those speaking in today's debate.

Mr Tom Wallace, the then member for Gippsland
South in 1983, said during the debate that
Employment is vital in the Latrobe Valley region. If
cooperative development is allowed to take place,
further employment will be generated. At present the
male unemployment rate in the Latrobe Valley is
25 percent
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How I wish it was that today!
There is no doubt that that would be the lowest
Wlemployment rate in the state.

I think it was in 1983.
However, the female unemployment rate of
approximately 15 per cent is probably the highest
unemployment rate in the state.

The then honourable member for Gippsland South.
was a very good local member. He went on to make
a wise and important comment
Without the implementation of the bill, over the next
12 months a further 15 per cent or 20 per cent of the
community would be unemployed. Development in
this region is very much needed and it is important for
the region to have finance directed to it for its
development

I think it was Dick Hamer who, while he was
Premier, created the Latrobe Valley development
fund. An amount of $10 million was to be allocated
over 10 years for regional development - that is,
$1 million a year, which in those days was a
substantial amount. That is far more in real terms
than the state government is putting into the region
at the moment, but we live in hope. The then
honourable member for Gippsland South recognised
that changes had to be made in the economic
development of the region and that things could not
go on as they had been for what had seemed like an
eternity. In those clays the SEC had been the main
employer for 70-0dd years.
I refer to some other speeches. It needs to be
recorded that the then honourable member for
Gippsland East, Mr Bruce Evans, argued very
strongly for a solution to the concerns that had been
raised. The Latrobe Regional Commission did
something important for the Latrobe Valley and, I
suspect with few exceptions, for everybody in
Victoria. It overcame the antagonism that had
existed between conservative governments and the
trade Wlions. On page 750 of Hansard of that date
Mr Bruce Evans is reported as having said:
I cannot help but wonder why special provision is
made in the bill for trade unions when the argume:lt
for the honourable member for Morwell about faroer
reputation applies equally to trade unions.

At that time there was uncertainty and suspicior.
about and a lack of understanding of the importance
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of the trade union movement. It is important to
record that during the committee stage on
20 September, as reported at page 755 of Hansard,
the honourable member for Narracan, Mr Delzoppo,
said:
The minister argues from the point of view of theory,
but I argue from the point of view of personal
experience.

Good on the member for Narracan! 1bat is

important.
I did not intend to mention the matter, but it was
introduced. very kindly by the honourable member for
Morwe1l.

Honourable members for MOlwell have a great
reputation for kindness!
I was Chairman of the Regional Organisation of
Councils, the Regional Council for Social Development,
Chairman of the Family and Community Services
Program, and Chairman of the Westemport Catchment
Coordinating Group which played and continues to
play an important role.

It is important to note that people from the Latrobe
Valley have always been involved in regional
organisations. The notion of a Latrobe Regional
Commission was never going to be something we
were not familiar with. The details caused most of
the problem, not the actual spirit of the Latrobe
Regional Commission Act itself.

I refer to some of the achievements of the Latrobe
Regional Commission, which should be noted and
recorded because they are important
Probably its most spectarular success was the role it
played in establishing the Australian Securities
Commission centre, which is now in Traralgon, a
fairly large and extremely important development It
has said to the whole community: you do not have
to have every bureaucratic function in Canberra,
Melbourne or anywhere else; in these days of
electro~c communications you can establish a base
in Traralgon which records the information about
every corporate structure in the whole of Australia.
That is all done by electronic communication.
For example, I can get the names of the members
and directors of boards of any company in Perth,
Dampier or anywhere else by going into that office
and sayins- 'Can I have the registered names of the
members of that board?' - upon the payment of a
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fee, I might add. Any of that publicly available
information from anywhere in Australia can now be
obtained very quickly.
The Australian Securities Commission is an
employment facility that sometimes employs up to
300 or 400 people part time; it has been a great
development, and the Latrobe Regional Commission
certainly did an excellent job with it Because it
ended up in Traralgon, for some time the Latrobe
Regional Commission tended to be called the
Traralgon regional commission, and that indicated
some of the very difficult parochial issues that the
regional commission had to deal with about where it
would establish some of the facilities. Let me tell
you, they were not always easy to establish.
The Latrobe Regional Commission was responsible
for a Latrobe Valley landscape task force which, in
cooperation with Australian Paper and the SEC of
the day, was involved in a project called The
Greening of the Valley. 1hat well coordinated
project entailed the planting of thousands upon
thousands of trees around the valley -plantations
which improved. the landscape and made the place
much more beautiful.

Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - No, not pine trees; mainly
gum trees and a number of other natives. The visual
aspect of each major town you see as you drive
down the Princes Highway has improved
dramatically. The honourable member for
Gippsland South, who drives through there, should
not fail to notice that that was another great
achievement of the Latrobe Regional Commission. It
was a great exercise: it put the main streetscapes of
the towns in order and, as a result of some
magnificent plans, hid some of the less attractive
aspects of the valley.
Another thing I wish to refer to would probably be
one of the most difficult tasks for the regional
commission, which I guess says something about the
sort of society we live in today. There was a great
deal of interest in and competition for the
establishment of a private prison called the
correctional centre. The Latrobe Regional
Commission set up a task force to bid for that
private prison.
In pure economic terms I can understand it, but in
moral and human terms I could never understand it
The whole concept of private prisons is absolutely
obscene to me: prisons run for a profit! The direct
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responsIbility of any responsible government is to
deal with its correction centres and to run its
prisons. H you look at the history of prisons you will
see that originally England had private prisons
which it got rid of because you cannot abrogate a
government's responsibility for running its prisons
and looking after its punishment - profit for
punishment?

Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - That may well be true, but
that to me presented a major moral challenge. Before
the regional commission got into this area and
fought - successfully, as it turned out - for the
establishment of a private prison down at Fulham
near Sale in the electorate of the honourable member
for Gippsland South - Mr Mac1ellan interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - That might be true, too.
Perhaps he had more influence than I did - good
heavens!

The point I make is this. Too often organisations and fundamentally organisations are run by human
beings; but sometimes one wonders just how human
some of the beings who are in charge are - had to
make decisions based upon, as they saw it, blinkered
views of the world. This was an economic
development, and whether it was morally or
ethically correct did not ever enter into the debate. I
was pretty sad about that; I believe the community
should have had - Mr McArthur interjected.

Mr HAMILTON - I just do not think you can
ever have punishment for profit That is the
responsibility of governments all over the world.
Some of them do it pretty lousily, believe you me,
and there are lots of examples. Look at the late 19305
and 19405 in Germany: the government there did it
pretty lousily; but the government had that ultimate
responsibility that you should not abrogate it to
some concern because it has nothing to do with it.

Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - Of course it is; absolutely
wrong. No government in the Western world should
do it
That was one of the very difficult jobs for the
Latrobe Regional Commission. I believe it was at the
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stage where it had to make a decision about what is
more important, jobs or conscience, and it made the
decision to go for the jobs and ignore its conscience.
There were some pretty decent people on that task
force.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr HAMILTON - They disagreed with my
conscience, true, and they disagreed with my
principles. But I am happy to stand in this place and
state quite clearly that there are some things that you
do not sell your soul for: punishment for profit is
something that I would never have done.
I could say lots of other things about the Latrobe
Regional Commission. I will say this: despite
tremendous difficulties and despite a rate of change
to industry restructure probably unheard of in any
other part of Victoria, I think the Latrobe Regional
Commission has performed a most credible task. I
want that to be recognised in this Parliament and I
do not think anybody will argue with it However, I
emphasise that it is important that the Latrobe
Regional Commission not be disbanded until
democracy is returned to local government. I believe
the new local government structures instituted by
this government are good and correct in spirit and in
form: in fact, when they are democratically elected
and locally accountable they will perform a vital role
in meeting the urgent need for economic, social,
physical- the whole lot - development in the
Latrobe region; there is no doubt about that.
However, it is premature to take away this
important watchdog for the local commissioners,
who, fine people as they may be, are still not elected
and are accountable only to the minister; not to the
people. That is where we differ on this bill..
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - It is my pleasure
to join the debate and to offer my support for the
bill. In so doing, I say at the outset that this marks
the end of one era and the start of another.

The legislation opens up the prospect of offering to
the Gippsland commwtity at large -not just the
community within the area encompassed by the
region which was defined in the original Latrobe
Regional Commission Act 1983 - a rare window of
opportwtity to make some fundamental changes to
the way economic development is planned for this
important part of Victoria.

It is in that context that we should discuss the terms
of the legislation. The bill will abolish the Latrobe
Regional Commission and there will certainly be
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transitional arrangements in relation to the
commission's activities, which are self-evident on
the face of the legislation.

Another problem is the imbalance in the region's recent
development TIle region is dependent on energy-based
industrial development ...

I do not intend to go through the bill chapter and
verse; its purposes and intents are there to be seen. I
think the broader issues it opens up are: what are we
going to do now? Where are we going to move to
from the previous structure of the region
encompassed by the Latrobe Regional Commission
Act? What are we going to do in so far as those other
areas of Gippsland that were outside that specific
region are concerned?

In recent years the special needs for community and
social infrastructure in association with rapid
development have been identified. Because large-scale

How will we implement the appropriate structures
to encompass all of what Gippsland has to offer as a
region? Although I will confine myself to Gippsland
because it is the area I know so well, the issue
opened up by the legislation applies to country
Victoria in particular. It is something that
communities across the state are wrestling with that is, how best to promote the all-important issue
of economic development to get the best outcomes
for the people in the areas affected.
It is relevant, although perhaps not to the extent
pursued by the honourable member for Morwell, to
consider the history of the La trobe Regional
Commission. Hansard of 16 June 1983 reports the
second-reading speech of the then Minister for
Economic Development, Mr !an Cathie, on the
Latrobe Regional Commission Bill. The minister said
his government had three policy objectives:
TIle first is to facilitate the proper development and use
of Victoria's energy resources. The second is to provide
for the balanced economic, physical and social
development of the region. The third is to improve the
access of the Latrobe region community to

decision-making about its future.

He then referred to the justification for establishing
regional organisations and the general advantages
that would flow to the comnumity. He then said:
These general advantages of a regional organisation are
underscored by the unique conditions of the Latrobe
region, brought about by the large and dispersed
energy resources and the associated power generation
industry.

He recorded the problems with coordinating
resource development in the area. He said:
One significant problem in the region is the
coordination of resource development ...

energy-based developments have repercussions
beyond the boundaries of the directly affected
municipalities ...

He then went on to talk about the functions of the
commission. TIle first was the preparation and
implementation of a regional strategy plan, and he
then set out several others. The fifth function was
the promotion of public involvement in the planning
and development of the region.
He then referred to how the LRC was to be
constituted. Broadly speaking, there was to be
1 member from each of the 10 member
municipalities, 3 ministerial appointments and
5 people from the public at large and from various
interest groups, making 18 representatives. Then
there were the funding provisions. In essence
one-third of the administration budget was to be
contributed by a combination of funding from the
10 municipalities within the Latrobe region. Those
were the principal issues. The final point the
minister mentioned was that the headquarters of the
Latrobe Regional Commission were to be in
Traralgon.
I now turn to the Latrobe Regional Commission Act.
When the legislation was originally enacted only 10
of the 24 Gippsland councils were included in
schedule 1 as being part of the Latrobe region. They
were the Shire of AIberton, the Shire of Mirboo, the
City of Moe, the Shire of Morwell, the Shire of
Narracan, the Shire of Rosedale, the City of Sale, the
Shire of South Gippsland, the Oty of Traralgon and
the Shire of Traralgon, as well as the Yallourn works
area as defined by section 28 of the SEC act.
It is interesting to look for the nexus between the 10.
Why pick those 10 out of the 24 municipalities? It
seems the probable reason was the coal resource,
which was the common factor running through all
of them - with the exception of the Oty of Sale. The
City of Sale could never quite understand why it got
dragged into the structure because it is a discrete
area of about 15 000 people. From the outset the City
of Sale wondered why it became part of the zone of
influence of the Latrobe Regional Commission. That
was how the commission came to be. Apart from
anything else, the commission was given the
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important economic development function to which
I have referred, and the planning function was
another that fell within the ambit of its responSIbility.
In the 12 years since the implementation of the act
there have been enormous changes on a number of
fronts. Gippsland reflects those changes, but they
have happened throughout Victoria, across
Australia and all over the world. In our area there
have been hmdamental changes in the way our
region is structured. As I said, there were 24 councils
then; now there are 6. We have made major and
beneficial changes to our infrastructure, particularly
to our roads. The roads throughout Gippsland are
now so much better. Our capacity for
commWlication, to the extent that it depends on the
quality of our roads, is much better and is
improving all the time. The Rosedale bridge project
is under way. There are also all the works projects
along the Princes Highway, which the honourable
member for Morwell and I will be cruising down
this afternoon given a bit of luck and a fair wind.
The roads are radically better than they were
12 years ago and they will continue to improve.

There is a forest of signs out there showing the work
being carried out under the Better Roads program,
which is the responsibility of the Minister for Roads
and Ports. lbat program is having an enormous and
beneficial effect on our communications and road
transport systems throughout Gippsland. We have
seen the emergence of many other industries apart
from the energy resource industries, which were the
primary focus of the original legislation. That is
evident from Mr Cathie's second-reading speech.
The legislation was very much devoted to
developing the energy resource.
There has been a general improvement in
communications technology. We now have faxes,
mobile phones and satellite assistance. The children
at the Alberton Primary School are learning
Indonesian via a satellite system, which, 12 years
ago, was not contemplated. These developments
have brought about enormous changes.

The energy industry has undergone massive
restructuring. I share the very proper concerns of the
honourable member for Morwel1 about the impact
on the people who are at the pointy end of the
changes. Unfortunately, it is not a question of choice,
because the world has come to get us. We have to be
able to compete in those markets for all the reasons
referred to in reports such as those by Professor Fred
Hilmer and his committee and in forums such as the
COAG conferences. There are many areas in which
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these advances are fundamental. Olanges to the
way our communities are structured are a necessity
if we are to compete in the 21st century, and the
Latrobe Valley has been right at the heart of that
change.
The members of the LRC have become known for
their well-developed restlessness. During the last
couple of years the minister has had withdrawal
applications from the Shire of Rosedale and the City
of Sale. They did not want to be in the commission
any more because they felt they were not getting
value for money. They were putting up money each
year - in the case of the City of Sale, about
$75 000 - but could not see any proper return on
their investment. They also felt they were in
competition with the LRC itself, which had a focus
on developments within the Latrobe Valley.

Be those perceptions right, wrong or indifferent,
they led to a restlessness within the membership.
That situation was promoted in part by the very
name of the original act -that is, the Latrobe
Regional Commission. Those living further to the
east felt they were not part of the Latrobe region.
They did not and still do not see themselves in that
way.
There has been a change in the way the Kennett
government wants to promote the development of
economic activity in country Victoria -namely, no
longer through regional commissions. I will talk
about that shortly.
The federal government has entered the stage in a
way that one hopes will be increasingly meaningful.
It is terrific to have the federal government making
appropriate moves to deliver resourcing into
regional areas. Recently the Deputy Prime Minister,
Brian Howe, was in Sale to announce the formation
of a Gippsland economic development organisation.
He then announced the input of approximately
$280 000 over three years. That was well received,
and the spirit of that move is terrific. I hope he may
be able to tap another couple of zeros onto that
monetary figure! However, as a state government
we are intent on cooperating with the federal
government's endorsement because there is a
mutual interest and concern to see the best outcomes
for the people in that region.
Those issues are important because the Gippsland
area has vast resources. It is a veritable Aladdin's
cave of resources, which is what makes today's
economic development so important and what will
take us into the next century all the more important.
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Gippsland still has the energy issue afoot, as the
minister referred to in his second-reading speech in
1983. We have moved on from that stage; we are a
more pluralist community in economic development
terms. We need to have a mechanism in place to pay
appropriate heed to and deal with those
developments in order to get the best outcomes.
The massive growth in agriculture has seen that

industry increase to an extraordinary degree
throughout Gippsland. The Murray Goulburn
Cooperative Company Ltd factory at Leongatha is
prooucing about $90 million worth of export
proouct and it proouces $150 million worth of
domestic proouct. About 830 of Victoria's
approximate 8300 dairy farmers supply milk to that
factory which employs about 460 of the 5250
residents of the town. It is a huge industry for
Gippsland.
The story is repeated at the Bonlac Foods Ltd factory

at Toora, which has a population of about 600. The
factory has a turnover of about $45 million and
80 per cent of its proouct is sold in the Asian market
Those industries have developed on a scale not
contemplated only 12 years ago. The Murray
Goulburn factory in Maffra has just announced it
will spend $17 million to install another drier at that
factory, taking its daily capacity to process milk into
powder at the height of the season from 1.8 million
litres to about 2.7 million litres in only 12 hours. That
proouct will be available for export. Those
developments have occurred on a huge scale.
Also, massive developments are occurring in the
beef and sheep industries, and in the vegetable and
horticulture industries. Those huge industries were
not countenanced in those terms only a few years
ago. The oil and gas industry based in Longford
outside Sale handles the Bass Strait products. About
$100 billion worth of foreign exchange has been
saved by the operation of that facility - and that is
big money! Recently, following its feaSibility study
with its partners Canada North-west, BHP
announced the planned construction of a pipeline to
complete the pipeline grid along the east coast of
Australia. That will supply the Sydney market and
in turn will mean the necessary construction of
another gas plant at Longford involving a capital
infrastructure of about $600 million. That
development will be huge on any scale.

This year five drilling ships are operating in Bass
Strait, ; and there may be a sixth by the end of the
year. That is the biggest development program
undertaken by the consortium in Bass Strait since
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the 19605 and it will offer many prospects and
benefits. The honourable member for Morwell
canvassed other issues - and I can still hear him
canvassing them in the distance - about the
contribution made by the energy industry.
The Victorian Plantations Corporation has an office
at Maffra at the centre of the hardwood and
softwood timber industry. In July a sustainable
resource of about 200 000 cubic metres of timber will
come from the hills to be processed in the area in
addition to the approximate 100 000 cubic metres of
hardwood timber which will also be available for
processing. How will that happen? Where will that
happen?
I digress for a moment: I want a timber mill to be
established at Yarram; a timber mill needs to be built
at Yarram. The Yarram community can very ably
provide the work force and support for that mill and
can provide strong support for its ongoing
development. A lot of work must go into the
establishment of a mill in the region. It should be
established at Yarram where best use can be made of
available resources - and I hope it happens!
It is important that we develop means whereby we
can support industries including, for example, the
hardwood industry in East Gippsland. I refer to a
letter I recently received from Mr Hans Sumberg,
Managing Director of Hans Sumberg Pty Ltd,
sawmillers and timber merchants in Cann River. His
letter of 1 April 1995 states:
Dear MrRyan

Our family operates a hardwood sawmill in East
Gippsland. The business was started 43 years ago and
currently employs 19 workers who with their
dependents total 50 people relying on us for their
livelihood..
We have recently finalised the construction of kiln
drying and associated processing facilities costing
$1.5 million and bringing our total investment in Cann
River to $4.5 million. Over the years we have acted
responsibly, paid our taxes and our logging operations
have helped to regenerate some 25 000 000 young
eucalypt seedlings.
The current woodchip debate has completely gone off
the rails and we are greatly worried about the resource
security and our future. Please advise us as to what we
should do.
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I have enclosed an article written by Tom Brabin who
has no financial interests in this matter except his
lifelong love and experience in forestry.

That letter is indicative of the sort of industry
government at a state level has a responsibility to
support It is tembly unfortunate that we have
recently seen activities in the forests of East
Gippsland where those with a point of view to put
regarding the preservation of forests and the
conservation movement see fit to interrupt people
who are doing no more than carrying out their
proper and lawful activities - that is, making a
living. It is no good somebody there who has
purchased himself a new bulldozer going to
AGC-Mr Hamilton - On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, the honourable member is raising an issue
which can, at best, be only tenuously linked to the
bill and, at worst, has nothing to do with it None of
the parish pump priming in his speech occurs
anywhere near the region of influence of the Latrobe
Regional Commission. I ask you, Mr Acting Speaker,
to draw him gently back towards the Latrobe region
and out of East Gippsland - it does not even have a
regional commission!

The ACIlNG SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! I ask the honourable member for Gippsland
South to return to the main purpose of the bill.
Mr RYAN - The significance is that as part of
the overall region of Gippsland - and East
Gippsland is a part of that region, which may be
news to the honourable member - the people need
to be supported by appropriate structures, thus, the
relevance of my comments to this debate.

I am sorry that pathetic interruption was made, but
Mr Sumberg can read it and see who made it when
he reads Hansard.
There is the question of tourism and how that will
be managed throughout the region; there is the
question of educational resources in their various
forms throughout the region; there is the question of
retailing industries not only in the Latrobe Valley
but also in the City of Sale and the towns around the
area. Those things are vitally important to us.
There is the information and technology industry, to
which the honourable member for Morwell referred,
and its capacity to expand in the future, and there is
the developing aeronautics industry. The base at
Sale employs 800 people. There are facilities at West
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Sale and in the Latrobe Valley. How will they be
coordinated to get the best use for our people?
There is the private prison development to which
the honourable member for Morwe11 also referred.
That development has a $60 million construction
cost and will result in an ongoing industry that will
see about $15 million to $20 million injected
annually into our community. How will that
investment be managed to achieve the best outcome
for our communities?
Many road projects are currently being undertaken
with private enterprise involvement These
important issues must be grappled with in setting
up something for the future. It is not only the big
companies but also the small companies which must
be involved.
Last week I went to Maffra with the federal member
for Gippsland, Peter McGauran and had a look at a
small enterprise called Vie Combustabrik, a business
run by Glen and Tracy Morris. They are recycling
waste paper and making bricks which can be burned
in place of timber. They are beginning to sell their
product. How will the best outcomes be coordinated
for such people? Economic development issues are
crucial for the future.
The Kennett government has set about the task of
revitalising country Victoria. The matter we are
talking about is hmdamental to that role. In many
ways the government is already making
contributions to many schemes. The Minister for
Regional Development is a star in this area, and I am
pleased to be a member of his regional development
committee. We have travelled Victoria and looked at
about 10 or 12 different locations with regard to
economic development within our regions.
The BARA-VIC program provides funding support
for regional development in various forms, and
country development organisations are now
receiving about $1.8 million. Various grants have
been made available totalling about $4.7 million. The
all-up benefits to country regional Victoria in the
minister's area alone is about $7.5 million. There is
also various assistance available through programs
administered by the Minister for Business and
Employment. These are the critical issues that we
must wrestle with to put in place.
What should be done by way of appropriate
initiatives and structures? There are a couple of
fundamental points: firstly, private enterprise must
be involved in future structures. One of the prime
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foundations of the state government is private
enterprise, and in terms of economic development
entities in regional areas it is essential that we
develop such a role. Government is not only a
service provider but it can also act as a catalyst to
economic development The bill opens up the issue
of what is the best structure available.
Secondly, we need a partnership between private
enterprise and local, state and federal governments.
We must set up structures that will achieve that with
the best outcome. Some areas of Gippsland are not
affected by the Latrobe Region Commission Act, but
the commissioners within what are now the six
municipalities of Gippsland have a unique
opportunity to assist in establishing these structures.
We cannot wait!
I have read the reasoned amendment moved by the
honourable member for Morwell, but we cannot
wait because when the bill takes effect there will be a
vacuum in relation to economic development issues.
Who will fill that vacuum? We cannot wait for some
years before we get back to elected councils. The
honourable member may not like it that we have to
wait that long, but they are the facts. We must have
something in place now to accommodate the
situation throughout the Gippsland region

It is important to note that the communities are
ready to help. The Victorian Economic Development
Association has been in existence in far East
Gippsland for many years. In Central Gippsland
around Sale the Central Gippsland Development
Board was established some years ago and has done
a fine job.
I turn to the comments made by the honourable
member for Morwell about the contnbution by the
LRC to the prison development When one reads
page 17 of the LRC report to which the honourable
member for Morwell referred, one sees that it
developed three sites but none was chosen. The
report to which the honourable member for Morwell
referred Private enterprise, primarily in the Sale
region and in Rosedale, was able to attack the issue
and eventually won, in concert with the Shire of
Rosedale and the City of Sale. It is important to put
that in context in the sense of this debate.
The necessary structure must satisfy these criteria:
the six municipalities in Gippsland should have five
entities with Bass and South Gippsland uniting.
Because of mutual interest one entity can
accommodate those municipalities. The structure
should stand alone from the municipalities
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themselves; it has to be independent. The structure
should be moved from municipal headquarters and
have its own facility. It must have private enterprise
as one of its the driving forces. It must promote
partnership between local government, state
government and, importantly, private enterprise on
the ground, and it must draw the funding from
those three sources to enable it to operate. The peak
organisation should have only two or three people
who can string together the outcomes produced by
the five entities bodies and who can serve to ensure
proper liaison with government at all levels.
Intimately, I should like to see the federal
government put its money into country regions in a
way similar to what it does with TAFE -that is,
provide the money at a state level through certain
organisations to allocate it as they see fit
The legislation offers a great opportunity, and it is
important that we grasp it. We cannot delay; we
must act now and take the appropriate steps. I urge
the affected communities in Gippsland to join with
the current commissioners to ensure we get the best
outcome for the benefit of all the people affected
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - I oppose the bill and
support the reasoned amendment moved by the
honourable member for Morwe1l. I am opposed to
the winding up of the Latrobe Regional Commission
at this time. If there is to be any move to scrap the
commission it should not be done in the absence of
democratically elected local government.
The reasoned amendment says the bill should be
withdrawn and should not be reintroduced until
there have been democratic elections for the
municipalities of Latrobe, Wellington, South
Gippsland and Baw Baw. If there is then any desire
by the government to introduce another bill those
municipalities should be fully consulted and
involved in the drafting of such a bill.
I was in the chamber when the honourable member
for Gippsland South made his contribution. If I
understood his argument correctly, it seemed a
fairly simple one. He was saying that Gippsland is a
much wider area than just the Latrobe Valley,
however the commission is a Latrobe Valley
commission and therefore there is justification for its
being scrapped.
The honourable member for Gippsland South fails to
recognise that the valley, particularly because of its
current economic plight, deserves special focus and
consideration. Indeed, that is where the people are
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found. The honourable member did not get past the
dollar signs before his eyes. His whole speech was
based around the dollar. It did not mention people;
it did not mention the plarming role of the
commission; and it did not focus on employment
Unemployment runs at 20 per cent plus in the
valley, yet further public sector jobs are to be shed.
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Mr Spry interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - The community the
honourable member for Bellarine represents has
been the loser out of this. His community no longer
has a regional authority capable of providing a
broader focus on planning issues.

As I understand it, the bill abolishes the fourth of the
planning authorities to be abolished. At the time of

Mr Spry - It has a council administering it

the creation of the City of Greater Geelong, the
Geelong Regional Commission was abolished. Then
last year the Plarming Authorities Repeal Bill
abolished the Loddon-Campaspe Regional Planning
Authority and the Upper Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges Authority. So far three
authorities have been abolished and, if the
government has its way and is able to get this bill
through the Parliament, the Latrobe Regional
Commission will be abolished.

Mr LEIGHTON - It has not one council but four.

This action, along with a number of other actions the
government is taking in local government - or
should I say against local government -is being
taken very much at the wrong time. Various
decisions, such as decisions on compulsory
competitive tendering, are being made at a time
when, with the exception of Geelong, there are no
democratically elected councillors in the state.

It is the view of the opposition that, if the
government is intent on persisting with appointing
commissioners, not holding elections and
amalgamating local government, various other
changes such as the introduction of compulsory
competitive tendering and the abolition of planning
authorities should be held off until new councils are
formed with, importantly, elected councillors.
One need only look at what happened when
Geelong was put to the test. The people voted for a
council that could be seen as being sympathetic with
our side of politics and certainly not with the
government The community returned a quarter of
Geelong council representatives who had been
members of the Geelong Regional Commission,
including the mayor and deputy mayor.
I wish to make passing reference to the experience in
Geelong when its regional commission was
abolished. The regional commission was established
in the late 1970s as a planning authority and, as I
understand it, in the early 1980s as a regional
commission. As I pointed out earlier, it was
abolished in the wake of the creation of the City of
Greater Geelong.

The SPEAKER -Order! The honourable
member for Bellarine is out of order in intetjecting
out of his place.
Mr LEIGHTON - The honourable member for
Be11arine no longer has in his community one
planning authority capable of prOviding a focus and
coordination across regional planning issues. His
regional commission was abolished at precisely the
wrong time, just as the new City of Greater Geelong
was being set up. That meant that oVernight
considerable expertise in planning was lost It is not
surprising, therefore, that a number of major
planning problems emerged. For instance, because
of the advertising stakes involved, the whole
planning proposal for the bathing project had to be
re-exhibited. That is what happens when authorities
are abolished overnight

Unlike council staff, the staff of regional
commissions do not have two years protection of
employment As a result, experience is lost
overnight It could be seen very quickly that the
Geelong community was the loser. When the local
community was offered the opportunity to express
its opinion, government members in the region
could see clearly what the community thought It
voted in councils that could not be seen as being
from their side of politics. In particular, the
community voted in people with experience on the
Geelong Regional Commission. Government
members will find at the state election that they will
get the same response from the people of Geelong.
The axing of each of these regional commissions has
to be seen in the broader context of massive local
government change brought about by the state
government - and not much change for the better.
Regional commissions are being wound up at a time
when the majority of councils do not have
democratically elected representatives. Opposition
members do not believe that in public policy terms
these planning changes should be occurring when
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there are no community representatives as there are
no elected councillors.
Honourable members should face the fact that
commissioners are agents of the state government
They have been appointed by the state government.
They have not been elected by the community. In
axing regional commissions, we will be left with
government-appointed commissioners exercising
planning responsibilities. There is little planning
experience among the three commissioners for the
City of Greater Geelong.
Also regional commissions reflect a genuine
partnership between state and local government, not
just in planning but in many other areas - in
economic development, industry and the like. We
will have lost that partnership.

Mr Spry interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - The members of most
commissions were nominated from the councils that
had been elected. Their election was certainly far
more democratic than the appointment of
commissioners by the government
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next election, the subsequent support for my
proposal by Justice Michael Kirby who, as the
Premier well knows, has said that judicial
independence in the state of Victoria has been
eroded and, of course, further support today by the
Chief Justice of the High Court, Sir Anthony Mason,
who has commended such proposals to support
judicial independence, and I ask: will the Premier
now reverse his arrogant and anti-democratic - The SPEAKER - Order! So fM I have allowed
the question. I draw the attention of the Leader of
the Opposition to the rules governing questions.
Mr Micallef interjected.

The SPEAKER - Order! I take up the
interjection: these are not new rules, they are rules
that have been codified in this place for a long time.
The latter part of the question is out of order.
Mr BRUMBY - I ask: will the Premier now
reverse his anti-democratic opposition to the widely
supported proposal to entrench judicial
independence in the state of Victoria?
Mr KENNETf (Premier) - No.

If the reasoned amendment moved by the
opposition is successful, the government will still
have the opportunity to reintroduce the bill. The
reasoned amendment will ensure the local
community is fully involved because of its
requirement that elections in the four municipalities
named take place and that elected representatives
participate in the redrafting of the bill.

The Latrobe Regional Comm.ission was first
established by an act of Parliament passed in
December 1983. It has 18 commissioners, including a
part-time chair. Over the past few years the number
of staff employed by the commission has been
reduced.
Debate interrupted.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.05 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Judicial independence
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to my recent call to entrench
judicial independence through a referendum at the

Airshow Downunder
Mr SPRY (Bellarine) - Will the Minister for
Industry and Employment inform the house of the
results of the 1995 Australian international air show
and aerospace expo held recently at Avalon Airport?
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I thank the honourable member for
Bellarine for his question. He is perhaps the one
member who has taken the keenest interest in what
is happening with the expo and in the future
livelihood of people working in that area.

I am delighted to report that the air show and, in
particular, the aerospace expo were magnificent
spectacles and successful from virtually any
perspective one might care to look at them from. The
expo attracted more than 330 exhibitors from 23
countries. It was the largest expo of its kind ever
held in Australia and, having built on the previous
expos, gives a clear indication of where this activity
can take Victoria. It has helped us secure the event
as one of the current world air shows of real note.

The three trade shows attracted an estimated 40 000
visitors, including high-level delegations and VIPs
from 17 countries. That is significant in itself but
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when one can also say it included people such as
Admiral Richard C. Mackie, the commander-in-chief
of the United States Pacific forces, CINPAC, and that
other countries represented included Indonesia, the
People's Republic of Otina, Malaysia, the United
Kingdom, Singapore, Russia, Germany and France
one understands that it is an expo of great standing.
I am also pleased to advise that there is more good
news: to date some $19 million worth of business
has been identified as coming out of the show,
including the sale of aircraft, the sale of simulation
hardware and computers and the winning of
engineering and aircraft maintenance work. All
these things are very significant.
There is more good news for Geelong! The local
economy has been boosted, with motel owners and
restaurant proprietors reporting the busiest time that
they can remember for many years. 1bat is good
news.
But there's more good news! The extra good news is
that the government can announce that we have
been able to secure the next two air shows for
Victoria, to be held in 1997 and 1999 respectively.
This will clearly place Victoria right on the
international air show map. It is a great boost for the
aerospace industry in this state that the Kennett
government has been supporting and facilitating
and helping. We will do all we can do to further
develop that industry. We are pleased that Airshow
Downunder has made this commitment for the next
two air shows, and I am sure that it will continue to
provide a great boost to the Geelong economy and
in particular to the state's economy.
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Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - So far as the
Four Corners program is concerned, I have referred
the matter to my solicitor.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER -Order! The question has
already been posed. I ask the house to listen to the
answer.

Mrs WADE - So far as the Four Corners program
is concerned, immediately after that program I

referred the matter to my solicitor - that is, on
Tuesday. As far as Ann Collins is concerned, I
understand that she is employed in the Legal Aid
Commission and it will be a matter for the Legal Aid
Commission to decide whether any action should be
taken in respect of the statements that have been
made.

Bionic ear
MI5 ELLIOTI (Mooroolbark) - My question
without notice is to the Premier. Given Victoria's
international reputation for medical research, will
the Premier advise the house of the government's
consideration of the latest advances in the
development of the bionic ear?

Mr KENNETr (premier) - As the house will be
aware, a number of people not only in Australia but
obviously around the world suffer from profound
hearing loss. In this state Professor Graeme Clark
and his team have developed a bionic ear for adults
with profound hearing loss. People can actually
have attached to their cranium a bionic ear which
has given relief - -

Director of Public Prosecutions
Mr Micallef interjected.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Attorney-General to the recent national
Four Corners program which explicitly and
unequivocally called the chief law officer of this
state a liar. I refer also to her statement in the house
on Tuesday that Ann Collins had breached her
obligations as a public servant and as a lawyer.
What action does the Attorney-General intend
taking against the ABC and Ann Collins in light of
the irreparable disrepute that these serious
allegations have brought upon the Attorney-General
and the justice system in this state? If she fails to
take action, does this mean that the allegations are
true?

The SPEAKER - Order! Would the honourable
member for Springvale please remain silent.

Mr KENNElT - Dear, oh, dear, you are
pathetic! This has given 10,000 people around the
world not only the opportunity to have access to
hearing, which is important, but through that to be
part of this very real advance in technology. This
product is now being used in 45 countries around
the world. I am very happy to announce that as a
result of their work Professor Clark and his team
have now developed what they call a microbionic
ear, which is that size. This is a huge advance on the
original bionic ear because this can be transplanted
and attached to the cranium of a child under the age
of two years.
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In the past it has been very difficult for medical
scientists to be able first of all to identify profound
deafness and the depth of that deafness in children
under the age of two years, but then, having
identified it, there has been no way that they could
actually address it. Professor Oark and his team
here in Melbourne have developed. this microbionic
ear, which is again a world first and which enables
young children, as their skulls and brains develop,
not only to have profound deafness identified but to
have a microbionic ear implanted during the period
of greatest learning when it comes to language and
communication skills, which is around the age of 6
to 18 months. The opposition is obviously not
interested; we can understand that.

1bis is important from two points of view. Firstly, it
is giving young children around the world the
opportunity to have their deafness identified early
and then corrected early so that as they reach the age
of 17, which is the great learning period in our life,
they will be able to participate fully in activities.
Secondly, it recognises that Melbourne, Victoria is at
the leading edge of medical technology. It is without
a doubt one of our greatest strengths and has been
for a number of years, and there is no doubt that as a
result of the work of Professor Dark and his team it
will continue to be so.
The government supports the project to the extent of
prOviding about $220000 a year. We will continue to
do so. 1his is another step forward by this group,
which ultimately will continue its research into other
areas associated with hearing.
I should mention that Cochlear, which is the
research company, is a subsidiary of Pacific Dunlop,
which announced two days ago the likelihood,
having developed this company to the stage where it
has developed this equipment and is selling it
worldwide, that the company will be available for
sale. They hope to do that through a float here in
Australia. It is a huge opportunity for us as
Victorians and. Australians to recognise the worth of
medical research. It happens alongside the
government's involvement in companies like
AMRAD and so on.
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reputation for medical excellence and science
unequalled anywhere in the world.

Director of Public Prosecutions
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to the scandal surrounding his
disgraced Attorney-General over the DPP affair - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Under the guidelines
tha t are set down for the asking of questions,
opinions and imputations may not be included.
Previous Speakers have ruled such questions out of
order. I ask the Leader of the Opposition to rephrase
his question
Mr BRUMBY - In relation to the Director of
Public Prosecutions and the involvement of his
Attorney-General in that matter, I refer the Premier
to his comments in the house on 11 November 1992
when he said:
My view of ministerial responsibility is that a minister
must wear what happens in his or her department

In light of that, will the Premier now investigate the
serious allegations that the reasons for the Public
Prosecutions bill were that Mr Bongiomo 'was a
megalomaniac, that he tried to sue the Premier for
contempt, and that the Attorney-General, Jan Wade,
agreed with this'?
Mc KENNElT (premier) - After two and a half
years we can now see the quantum, mass and
quality of the opposition and, in particular, the
opposition leader. The Leader of the Opposition
based his comments on the views expressed in the
Four Corners program, believing they were a great
revelation. All the issues surrounding this are not
new; they have been aired many times in this place
and elsewhere. The only new arrival on the scene
has perhaps been, not unexpectedly, Mr Justice
Michael Kirby. One should not be surprised by his
comments, either.

Honourable members interjecting.
I would like to publicly congratulate Professor Clark
and his team and also those not only in government
but, importantly, in commerce and individuals in
our society who have given this research centre the
wherewithal not only to provide for those with
hearing loss an opportunity of a fuller life, but to
give to us in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, a

The SPEAKER - Order! There is a barrage of
interjections coming from the Leader of the
OppOSition. He has asked his question I ask him to
listen to the answer in silence.
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Mr KENNETr - When I came to select my
cabinet, which has a method and manner of stability
unprecedented in this state's administration - -
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier is debating
the question. I ask him to come back to the answer.

Mr Brumby - You've got no standards.
Mr KENNE1T - It is unprecedented that we
have gone two and a half years. I selected the people
I thought were clearly the best qualified for their
jobs. Among those was the honourable member for
Kew, who has served this state as Attorney-General
for the past two and a half years. No-one on the
other side of the house could possibly qualify for
ministerial responsibility -not one!
Yesterday, I believe the Leader of the Opposition,
the honourable member for AIbert Park, the
honourable member for Thomastown and the
honowable member for Footscray reached for their
best form - and their performances were
considered a joke not only by this side of house but
by members of the other side. There is not one
person on that side who has the capacity, the vision
or the drive to be a ntinister.
I have been very interested by the comments made
about the Attorney-General over the past few days
by the opposition and the opposition leader. Let me
place this on the record as clearly as I can: there is
perhaps no more professional person than the
Attorney~al. There is perhaps no-one who is
more experienced and better qualified given her
career in the public service. There are very few
people who work as hard as our Attorney-General.
She - and I am talking about only one member of
our cabinet - is better than the whole frontbench
opposite. For a comparison, just look at the three
sitting at the table! Take the Leader of the
Opposition - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier is now
debating the question. I ask him to come back to the
answer.
Mr KENNETr - Mr Speaker, I am answering
the question, because I am saying the Leader of the
Opposition has no credibility. He is a throw-back
from federal poll tics. His own former federal leader
still does not know who he is.
Mr McNamara - John who?
Mr KENNETf - The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition, Mr Speaker! Just look at him!

Mr KENNE1T - Unfortunately, everyone
knows about the record of the manager of
opposition business in breaking the law.
Mr Haermeyer - Throw him out!

Mr KENNE1T - What? Do you want to go out?

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier,
concluding his answer.
Mr KENNETr - I conclude my answer by
saying to the Leader of the Opposition, to the ABC
and to those elements of the community who wish
to see a change that there will be no change. Not
only do I, my government and the vast majority of
the community have the greatest confidence in the
Attorney-General, but we have the greatest trust in
her professionalism and - Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNETr - The Leader of the Opposition
says I go when she goes! I will lay you London to a
brick that you will be gone before either of us. You
will be gone! Ask Robert Ray what he thinks of you
today.
Mr Micallef - He won at the last election. Give
him a go!
Mr KENNE1T - Which election was that?
Mr Micallef - The last federal election.

The SPEAKER - Order! There seems to be a
certain amount of wagering going on across the
table. I do not know whether anybody is taking a
note of the wagers, but it is most unparliamentary. I
ask the Premier to finish his answer, if he has not
already done so.
Mr KENNE'IT - I am just about to, Mr Speaker.
In case the Leader of Opposition missed it, we will
continue to work together as a government to
provide good leadership for this community. We
will continue to grow the state and create
opportunities for this community while the Leader
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of the Opposition - the Honourable John Button! continues to drive it backwards.

Horticulture: exports
Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - Will the Minister
for Agriculture inform the house of the value of
Victoria's contribution to the increase in Australia's
horticultural exports in the last financial year?

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I remind the house that
it is a Significant day in the calendar - Maundy
Thursday. The expectation of members is that the
house will rise early. I ask the Minister for
Agriculture to keep his answer short.
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - Thank you, Mr Speaker. The
honourable member for Monbulk has a distinct
interest in the horticultural industry. It is very
pleasing that fresh horticultural exports have grown
to something in the order of $433 million, an
increase of $84 million on the 1992-93 figures.
Victoria supplies 27 per cent, or $114 million, of our
fresh fruit and vegetable exports, which go mainly
to Singapore, Japan and other Asian markets. The
pleasing thing about all this is that there are still
opportunities for expansiOn. By working closely
with the institutes of horticulture, particularly the
new investment at Knoxiield and, to a lesser degree,
the facilities at Irymple and Tatura, Agriculture
Victoria is giving a very clear focus to those out in
the industry, showing that it can assist greatly not
only in enhancing overall production but in getting
the right messages across to the marketplace and the
growers.
A lot of research is now going on in those institutes
to give a greater degree of shelf life to fresh fruit and
vegetables. Through that means we will be at the
leading edge and can therefore capture greater
market opportunity.
The initiatives brought forward by the Minister for
Industry' and Employment to increase the
opportunity for airfreight out of Victoria give a clear
signal to the horticulturalists of this state that if they
can produce the necessary quality of fruit and
vegetables, the marketplace is there and we will
continue to increase the percentage of the flow of
exports from Victoria.
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Director of Public Prosecutions
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Attorney-General to her statement in the
house yesterday when she said she did not care
what her Crown Counsel said at the meeting on
6 October 1993. I ask: does she have the same
attitude to the meeting that took place in
mid-October 1993 when Mr Nick Papas confirmed
that imposing a Deputy DPP answerable directly to
the Attorney-General was enough to ensure that
Mr Bongiorno would be forced to resign from office?
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I said
yesterday that I did not believe that those statements
were made; if they were made, they were irrelevant
So far as the meeting referred to by the Leader of the
Opposition is concerned, I do not know whether it
took place and I do not have any idea what was said
at it, but there was never a proposal to have the
Deputy DPP appointed in any different way from
the DPP. Had we gone ahead with that proposition,
he would have been appointed on exactly the same
basis as the DPP and would have been just as
independent So I do not believe that sort of
statement could have been made at that meeting
either.

Drought: relief
Mr STEGGALL (Swan Hill) - Will the Premier
advise the house what action the government is
taking to assist farmers in the drought areas of
Victoria?
Mr KENNETf (premier) - I thank the
honourable member for his question. Mr Speaker, as
you are aware, the Minister for Agriculture and the
government generally have been making
representations, firstly to the federal government
bodies, to ensure that areas affected by drought in
Victoria are recognised in the same way as many
other areas are recognised, particularly in New
South Wales and South Australia. It is very harsh
that there should be recognition of one area and not
another when the only thing that separates them is
an artificial boundary, being a state border.
Last weekend the Rural Adjustment Scheme
Advisory Committee (RASAC), with the Minister for
Agriculture, again looked at certain areas of Victoria
and has gone away; we hope to see a decision made
in May. In the meantime the government has
already started a program of assistance. Next week
we will announce a package that we have tried to
make a lot fairer. It will recognise not only those
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areas that have been officially declared drought
areas; our relief has to go beyond that into areas that
are not officially so prescribed but are on one side of
an artificia1line that has been created to meet certain
circumstances. That means trying to assist a lot of
people in north-west Victoria while affecting those
who are part of the drought triangle that goes from
the general area of the river down to and around
Seymour.
Mr Sheehan interjected.

Mr KENNETI' - No doubt about the opposition;
the former Treasurer, the old original shifty. You just
shift-The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier used an
unparliamentary expression. He must withdraw.

Mr KENNETT - Mr Speaker, it must be your
hearing that is going.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNE'IT - I used the word' shifty', not
anything else that you may have assumed. If you
assumed anything else, I will withdraw the assumed
word, Sir, but I am quite sure you will see that it was
,shifty' that I used.
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We have to ensure that we do not prop up those
who are WlSustainable, but, importantly, that we can
assist those who commercially are assessed as
having a very real future with a little bit of
government assistance.
It is hoped that next week the government will be
able to announce that package. We do this in
advance of the RASAC completing its deliberations,
because time is getting away and if there is to be
assistance, particularly for crop planting, it needs to
be given at the end of this month and early next
month. There is also no guarantee as to the outcome
of the RASAC dehberations. We feel that anything
that does not recognise Victoria would discriminate
against our farmers.
Finally, I indicate that this package will be very
wide-ranging; I trust that when it is concluded, as a
result of further advice that comes over the
weekend, those who have the capacity to trade on in
the event of rains will be able to do so and look
forward to the future with some security.

LATROBE REGIONAL COMMISSION
(REPEAL) BILL
Secondre.ading
Debate resumed.

The SPEAKER - Order! The Otair has adjudged
that the word 'shifty' is unparliamentary, and I ask
the Premier to withdraw it

Mr KENNETI' - If 'shifty' is now
unparliamentary I will withdraw that as well.. Mind
you, very shortly there will be very few words that
we can use, but I accept that as part of your ruling,
Mr Speaker, and as an expression of simplicity.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETI' - As I said, we are trying to make
sure that the drought relief is there not only for
cereal growers but also for non-cereal growers and
that it extends beyond the traditional triangle that is
currently receiving all the attention.
I have to say that, on the best of advice received by
me and the Minister for Agriculture, there are still a
number of farms in Victoria that are not viable and
that are unfortunately, through bad management or
the passage of time, no longer receiving support
from their banks.

Mr LEIGIITON - Prior to the suspension of the
sitting I was outlining my support for the reasoned
amendment moved by the honourable member for
Morwell and hence my opposition to the bill The
reasoned amendment calls for the withdrawal of the
bill and for no new bill to be introduced until there
are democ:ra tically elected councils in Gippsland,
particularly the four councils covered by the Latrobe
Regional Commission. The amendment further
states that after those four councils have been
elected they should be involved in the drafting of
any new bill.
Mr Hamilton - We believe in consultation.
Mr LEIGIITON - That is one of the difficulties
in the government's presenting the bill to Parliament
at this time: there has been no consultation.
Certainly, no councils have been elected in the area.
This is the fourth regional commission to be knocked
off by the government over the past couple of years.
Firstly, the Geelong Regional Commission was
abolished as a result of the creation of the City of
Greater Geelong. Then the Planning Authorities
Repeal Bill scrapped, or axed, the
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Loddon-Campaspe Regional Planning Authority
and the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges
Authority, and now if this bill is passed we will lose
the Latrobe Regional Commission.

I shall summarise what I have said so far. I have
pointed out that axing these commissions should be
seen as part of a massive change, much of it for the
worse, in the local government area by the state
government. It is part of the government's agenda
for local government. The opposition believes
regional commissions have a major role to play in
planning and environmental issues. The
management of those issues is not exclusive to local
government or to any level of government. In public
policy terms, decisions relating to planning issues
should not be caught up in action relating to local
government change.
The community should be aware that this bill
represents an act of dishonesty and is part of the
government's hidden political agenda. The
establishment of regional commissions in the past
has taken place in a genuine partnership between
the state government of the day and the municipal
councils at a regional level. The government is now
abolishing the partnership of local government in
regional government while there are no elected
councils to have a say and no elected councillors to
represent the interests of their local comnumities.
The opposition believes this is part of the
government's political agenda and that no such
action should be undertaken in the absence of
democratically elected councillors. It is not only
anti-democratic but anti-community.
We do not believe commissioners appointed by the
state government - in other words, agents of the
state government - are the appropriate people to
oversee planning and other issues at a regional level.
If the government is determined to abolish regional
commissions it ought to wait at least until there are
elected councils and councillors to take the place of
state government appointed commissioners. The
purpose of the reasoned amendment is to defer the
introduction of legislation at least until after council
elections have taken place - in the case of this
region, in the new municipalities of Latrobe,
Wellington, South Gippsland and Baw Baw.
Before the suspension of the sitting I outlined how
the experience in Geelong of the loss of its regional
commission had an adverse affect. The Geelong
Regional Commission was abolished at precisely the
same time that the new City of Greater Geelong was
being established. There were no transitional
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arrangements. There was no overlap. In fact, there
was no process of transferring functions. Unlike the
situation where councils are being amalgamated,
where existing staff have some protection of
employment at least for a couple of years, no such
protection is afforded the staff of commissions. So,
they have no security of employment, which is very
unsatisfactory .
There is also a substantial loss to the local
community as a result of regional commission staff
being treated in this way. The staff of the various
commissions have enormous expertise not only in
town and strategic planning but in all sorts of other
areas, such as economics, industry and the
environment. In axing the commissions, the Kennett
government took that expertise from local
communities oVernight.
It is worth reflecting on the view in Geelong. When
the Kennett government moved to wind up the

Geelong Regional Commission it appointed a
chairman, Mr Lew Opie. It has been suggested to me
that when he was appointed, Mr Opie understood
quite clearly what his agenda was: to implement the
wind-up. He was not in there for long when he said
the following, as reported in the Geelong News:
The focused submission is based on the effective work
the GRC has performed over the past years in the field
of the Geelong Regional Planning Scheme.
We think that even with the mwlicipal restructuring
proposed in the consultant's report, the GRC could
very usefully conduct the same role for an expanded
area of regional significance - including the
municipalities adjoining the nine areas considered by
the consultants, if the adjoining municipalities
supported. this concept

So, in the case of the Geelong commission, on seeing
the work of that commission first hand, someone
who was appointed to wind it up not only
supported its continuation but suggested an
expanded role.

I pointed out earlier that the Latrobe Regional
Commission was established. in 1983 by the previous
Labor government under an act of Parliament. That
provided for regular reviews. In 1986 there was a
review of the Latrobe Regional Commission, the
report of which was published in early 1987. It was
undertaken by the Management Improvement
Division of the then Public Service Board. It stated
and clarified the roles and objectives of the
commissioners and recommended that they be
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adopted as the objectives and functions for the
future.

good or bad, the consequence has been a massive
shedding of jobs.

The review appreciated the economic role the
Latrobe commission had to play in the area. In
particular, the review identified the functions of the
commission as being:

Mr Madellan - The years of featherbedding are
over!

making decisions on matters as required by statute;
establishing policy guidelines for the office and
delegating powers to the office as appropriate;
approving strategic plans, priorities and policy;
approving the budget;
preparing the annual report;
ensuring that the office consults effectively;
recommending the appointment of the CEO to the
minister;
reviewing the performance of the commission;
working constructively with the office of the
commission to achieve the comnussion's objectives.

The report has this to say about the role of the
commission, which includes:
Strengthening the region by developing a greater unity
of purpose within the community and by diversifying
the economic basis of the region.
Establishing and maintaining a regional strategy plan
for the region.

The need for the commission to develop an
economic strategy plan for the region is greater than
ever. One has only to consider what is happening to
employment in the valley, particularly as a result of
the SEC staff reductions. There has been a massive
shedding of public sector jobs in the region. Since
1989 the number of positions in the SEC has
decreased from 10 000 to 3000, and the aim is to
have only 1275 by the end of the year. That has had
an enormous economic impact on the region.
Mr Maclellan -It is called efficiency!

Mr LEIGHTON - It might be called efficiency,
but it resulted in a substantial loss of employment in
the Latrobe Valley. Whether the purpose behind it is

Mr LEIGIITON - The flow-on and multiplier
effects on the region have been enormous. As the
shadow minister for housing and construction I am
well aware of the crisis in public housing across
Victoria, with waiting lists of up to nine years or
more. There is a surplus of public housing in the
Latrobe Valley. Anybody who wants to do so can
purchase a house and land package for as little as
$22 000. That demonstrates the depressed state of
the economy in the valley. There is a crisis in public
housing in other parts of Victoria, but there is a glut
in the valley.

Mr Madellan - Why don't you send some of
your people down there?

Mr LEIGHTON - That is a pretty simplistic
approach to the housing problem. You want to pull
them out of their networks, take them away from
their friends and support groups and dump them! Is
the Minister for Planning saying the valley should
be treated as some sort of ghetto?
Mr Maclellan - No.
Mr LEIGHTON - Is he saying, 'Let's treat the
valley as a dumping ground?'
Mr Maclellan - You're the one saying 'dumped'.
The SPEAKER - Order! Interjections across the
house are disorderly. I will call the minister to close
the second-reading debate at the appropriate time.
Mr LEIGHTON - It is apparent from the
interjections of the minister that the government is
not concerned about the valley. He wants to make it
a ghetto and treat it as a dumping ground. He is
saying, 'We are really not interested. in the needs of
the region or its economy'.
Mr Cooper - You're putting words into his
mouth.
Mr LEIGHTON - The minister is saying, 'We
are not interested. in people'. None of the
contributions of government members contained
any reference to the people who live in the valley.
The arguments have all been put in dollar terms.
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If the act is repealed the people of the valley will be
the losers. Instead of having 10 councils they will
have only 4. There will be only one body with
overall responsibility for developing regional
planning strategies. No organisation will be
responsible for identifying the economic needs of the
region or taking an interest in the region's
environment.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LEIGHTON - I refer the house to the
1993-94 annual report of the Latrobe Regional

Commission. You only have to read its mission
statement, which is 'to obtain sustainable economic
and employment growth in Gippsland', to recognise
that that is what the commission is all about. That is
what this government is intending to take away.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the house that
interjections are disorderly.
Mr LEIGHTON - One has only to examine the
commission's expenditure to see where its fWlds
have been spent. Last year, 20.5 per cent of its total
budget of $1 908 985 was spent on primary and
manufacturing industries; 33.7 per cent on service
industries; 22.4 per cent on research and strategy;
and 23.4 per cent on resource management. I suggest
that shows the real value of the com.m.ission. It is
concerned about a lot more than just planning
issues. The commission has tackled economic and
environmental issues across the region.

I now turn to some of the initiatives undertaken by
the LRC in 1993-94. The first was the preparation of
a strategy plan for the municipalities covered by the
Latrobe Valley regional organisation of councils
under the program for strategic assistance for
national priority regions. Although the plan initially
covered only Latrobe Valley it was widened to cover
the whole of Gippsland.

A second initiative was the south-east Australian
transport study, which examined the transport
infrastructure needs across south-east Australia. It
was supported by mwticipalities and other
organisations from Dandenong to the New South
Wales border. A third initiative concerned the centre
of engineering excellence, which aimed to network
the engineering capabilities of Gippsland-based
providers and to market them throughout Australia
and the Asia-Pacific. The final initiative concerned
Energy Education Australia, a consortium of
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Gippsland education providers that is already
marketing across Australia and into New Zealand,
Asia and the Middle East.
The opposition does not accept that, at the same
time as it is forcing local government amalgamations
and sacking democratically elected councils, the
government should be imposing all these other
changes, including compulsory competitive
tendering and the axing of regional commissions. If
its priority is to merge councils and appoint
commissioners for certain periods, the government
should wait until the restoration of democratically
elected councils so that, in partnership with their
local communities, they can determine the other
threshold issues.
The opposition believes the bill should be
withdrawn and not returned to the house until
elections have been held for the Latrobe Valley
councils.
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I
thank the honourable member for Morwell for his
comments on the bill. He said the opposition

believes the bill should not be proceeded with at this
stage, but it is the government's view that the bill
should be proceeded with as soon as possible.
If the honourable member for Preston spent a little
more time discussing matters with the honourable
member for Morwell, he would understand that he
should not describe the Latrobe Valley or Gippsland
as a dumping ground. It is a growing region, a
developing area. HDnsard will record that he used
the term 'dumping'. I am all in favour of people
moving to the Latrobe Valley because, as the
honourable member for Morwe1l said, it is an
excellent region with excellent services and an
excellent spirit It should not be regarded as a
dumping ground.
Mr Leighton - That was your interjection.

Mr MACLELLAN - That is typical of the
honourable member. I understand why he is
embarrassed about what he said - I am glad he is
embarrassed.
Mr Leighton - I am not embarrassed. That was
your interjection.

Mr MACLELLAN - I ask the honourable
member for Morwell not to take the honourable
member for Preston down to the valley until he has
received some counselling. The government will

PERSONAL EXPLANAnON
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pass the legislation and will wind up the Latrobe
Regional Commission because it wants effective
local government
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Motion agreed to.

The SPEAKER - Order! The time being
3.00 p.m. I am required tmder the instruction of the
house to interrupt the debate.

Read second time.

House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):

Passed remaining stages.

R.emainingstages

PERSONAL EXPLANATION
Ayes, 55
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark,Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Davis, Mr
Dean,Or
Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott,. Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs (Teller)
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper,Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John,Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan, Mr
Maclellan, Mr

McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine,Dr
Paterson, Mr
Perrin,Mr
Pescott,Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richarcison, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry,Mr
Steggall, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr (Teller)
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 26
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks,Mr
Brumby,Mr
Carli, Mr (Teller)
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis, Mr
Gcubutt, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr

Leighton, Mr
Loney,Mr
Marple,Ms
Micallef,Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr (Teller)
Sandon,Mr
Seitz,Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan,Mr
Thomson,Mr
Vaughan,Or
Wilson, Mrs

Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - I desire to make a personal
explanation. On 9 March 1995 I made the
second-reading speech for the Land (Revocation of
Reservations) Bill. My speech made reference to
clause 4 of the bill which provides for the revocation
of portion of a reservation and the grant over land
set aside as a cemetery at Ballarat to facilitate
essential roadworks associated with the construction
of the Ballarat bypass section of the Western
Freeway. The required land is a small area of
572.8 square metres.
In the speech I stated that the Roads Corporation
proposed to establish a roundabout on the land.
However, after making the speech I was advised by
the Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources that, following the agreement for the
excision of land by the Department of Health and
Community Services and the Ballarat General
Cemetery Trust, the roundabout was constructed in
1993.

The bill is now required to revoke the permanent
reservation of a Crown grant to legitimise its use by
the Roads Corporation. I trust this advice fully
clarifies the situation for honourable members in
regard to information provided in the
second-reading speech for debate on the bill in the
other house.

Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment} - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

ADJOURNMENT
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Children: protective services
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Community Services the
continuing scandalous position of the child
protection service in the western suburbs. Late last
year a report entitled 'Which bums, which beds' was
produced and it detailed. the disgraceful condition of
child protection services in the western suburbs. It
showed. that of the 367 requests by child protection
workers for care for abused children in the last four
months of last year only 147 could be met. The
waiting period for children in emergency
accommodation has increased from between three
weeks and three months to between six and nine
months.
There is a sense of outrage and concern about a
group of child welfare agencies in the western
suburbs. The number of notifications of child abuse
has risen from about 100 a month to between 300
and 400 a month. The system is not coping. The
response from the government has been to close
three major facilities in the west and not give the
issue the priority it deserves. Service problems are
being created. down the track for other law
enforcement and community service organisations
of government.
The report points out that adolescents with
challenging, outrageous behaviour -that is, usually
boys aged 15 and 16 years -are virtually
impossible to place in foster care in the western
suburbs. A whole group of people in the western
suburbs cannot get alternative accommodation. This
scandalous situation has gone on for almost two
years since the Fogarty report was issued in August
1993.

What will the minister do for the child protection
service in the western suburbs? Will he give the
matter the priority it deserves and begin to wind
back the dangerous situation of increasing waiting
lists?

the hottest nights on record - when the
temperature inside the local netball venue ranged
between 36 degrees and 40 degrees. Felicity
McKenzie informed the person who arranged the
event that her team would not play.
She raises these issues with me because, on the day
the team was supposed. to perform inside the
stadium, the temperature reached 40 degrees at 4.25
in the afternoon. Honourable members would
realise that exercise is important for young people,
but when it is associated with extreme temperatures
personal health is at risk.

Guideline 5 of a document produced by Sports
Medicine Australia, which is provided to most
sporting people, points out that to maintain a body
temperature of between 36 degrees and 48 degrees
Celsius there needs to be a balance between heat
gain and heat loss. The body has to have a great
intake of fluids. Perspiration, commonly known as
sweat, is 99 per cent water, and blood plasma is
91 per cent water. One has to take in around four to
six glasses of water when the temperature is around
28 degrees Celsius during normal exercise.
I request that the minister use his good office to
inform all sporting groups of the dangers of heat
exhaustion. Felicity McKenzie has written to all
major national state bodies. In the interests of young
people, particularly young girls between 8 years and
10 years, there should be a policy.
The past summer was very hot and, considering the
climate change we have experienced in recent years,
most teams, associations and clubs in Victoria and
Australia will need. to give this matter further
consideration over the next few decades. As one
interested in issues concerning drugs and sports in
Victoria, I see it as important that the effects heat
exhaustion can have on health be recognised.. It can
permanently damage young people. We are all
aware of tests used to measure stress, for example,
the wet-bulb globe temperature test, which gives a
measure on the heat stress index.

Sport: heat exhaustion
Mr WEIDEMAN (Frankston) - I direct a matter
to the attention of the Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing on behalf of Mrs Felicity McKenzie, who
is the coach of a junior basketball team in my
electorate. She says that during a very hot summer
from December through to March her team was
expected to perform in excessive heat. She points out
that on 6 December her team was expected to play in
temperatures of 37 or 38 degrees Celsius - one of

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired..

Kew Cottages
Ms GARBUTI' (Bundoora) - I raise with the
Minister for Community Services proposed. legal
action by Kew Cottages and the St Nicholas Parents
Association against the government Their concerns
are the lack of day programs available to residents,
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the unacceptable physical conditions of the facility
and the failure of the government to abide by a
requirement of the Intellectually Disabled Persons'
Services Act to develop a state plan.
I understand that the minister has visited the facility
and offered some funding, which may go a little
way towards making a start on improving
conditions and services. However, the parents
association is not satisfied and is persisting with its
legal action.
I am concerned to read that the minister is
threatening the parents that if they continue with
their legal action the association may have to pay
not only its own costs but also those of the
government. He went further, saying that individual
parents may have to sell their own homes and
personal belongings to pay the government's costs.
TIlat was reported in the Age of 10 April.

Mr Finn - Do you believe what you read in the

Age?
Ms GARBUIT - 1 am asking the minister to
confirm whether that is his threat. Is this how he is
trying to blackmail those parents to avoid what
would be an embarrassing court case for him and
the government? The offer is there. The minister can
stand up and say that is not true, or he can say that
the government intends to seek costs and that if the
association cannot afford to pay the costs, as he is
reported as saying, 'the shell of incorporation (of the
association) may not be the ultimate protection that
the parents feel confident about'. If that is not a
threat, I do not know what is a threat

Section 15 of the Intellectually Disabled Persons'
Services Act requires the preparation of a state plan
every three years. The last state plan has expired and
there is no current state plan. 1 ask the minister - The SPEAKER - Order! Is the honourable
member raising two issues or one?
Ms GARBUlT - The parents association is
taking action on this point, too.
The SPEAKER -Order! The member is in order.
Ms GARBUIT - Why is the minister prepared
to breach the act? Why is there no state plan? What
steps is he taking to put in place a state plan to bring
his department in line with the act?
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Water: irrigation sales
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Natural Resources the
sale of environmental water to Victorian irrigators. I
remind the minister that earlier this year he
approved the sale through the Rural Water
Corporation of some 20 000 megalitres of
environmental water from the Dartmouth Dam
allocations, which I think totalled 27 600 megalitres.
The sale of that water attracted a great deal of
interest from farmers, particularly farmers in New
South Wales and Victoria.

1 understand that late in January tenders were
accepted for some 15 500 megalitres for sale to
Victorian and New South Wales farmers. At that
time the minister indicated that the balance of about
4500 megalitres would at a subsequent time be
offered exclusively to Victorian irrigators.
It goes without saying that honourable members
will be aware of the adverse seasonal conditions
prevailing in northern Victoria, with many irrigators
now having run out of water and others being close
to that point. There is, therefore, a great deal of
interest in purchasing additional water.

I seek the following information from the minister:
firstly, what value of water was actually sold in the
tender process in January; secondly, what steps has
he taken to offer the remaining water to Victorian
irrigators; and, thirdly, will the minister indicate
what volume of water is still available for sale, what
price is being asked for it and what steps
prospective purchasers should take to purchase
additional supplies of irrigation water?

Jack the Ripper
Or COGHILL (Werribee) -1 raise for the
attention of the Minister for Fair Trading a matter
concerning the operation of a company known as
Jack the Ripper, which on the evidence before me
might be better known as 'Jack the Rip-off'. Jack the
Ripper recently operated a second-hand store at
39 Watton Street, Werribee, which closed at the
expiration of the lease. According to its letterhead,
the business also operates from 305-311 Smith Street,
Fitzroy, and from 98 Bell Street, Coburg.

A number of cases have been brought to my
attention in which, although goods have been left at
a store of Jack the Ripper for sale and agreements
have been signed providing for payment for the
goods to be made to the person leaving the goods
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within 14 days of sale of those goods, payment has
not been made.
In one particularly disturbing case, people who
required to sell goods because, as a result of a
transfer in a service posting, they were moving
interstate, actually placed their goods for sale in an
advertisement in the local newspaper and were then
contacted by a representative of Jack the Ripper,
who offered to sell the goods on consignment That
took place early in November 1994 with the agreed
period being six weeks. There has been continual
frustration since then, firstly, in determining
whether the goods in question had been sold and,
secondly, in unsuccessfully attempting to receive
payment for them.
In another case that has been drawn to my attention,
a senior couple consigned for sale a large number of
items for which they no longer had use. It again
appears the goods have been sold but no payment
has been received by the people who put them up
for sale.

Although the people in question were not desperate
for the money, I imagine that many people who sell
second-hand goods are really in need of cash to pay
immediate bills such as electricity or rent and must
be placed in an appalling situation when traders
such as Jack the Ripper rip them off by withholding
money that rightfully and legally is theirs.

prevalent across northern Victoria. 1be drought is
not concentrated in north-western Victoria, as many
seem to believe; we have a difficult situation in the
north-east of the state, too.
When they undertake block release tralning in

Melbourne apprentices can obtain an
accommodation subsidy from the Office of Training
and Further Education. An additional charge they
have in moving from a country area to metropolitan
Melbourne is public transport fares. You would be
aware, Mr Speaker, that especially in their early
years of training apprentices are on a very small
wage and often they rely on their families to provide
them with cheap continuing accommodation. That is
why the accommodation support is provided.
Recently the transport subsidy that was provided in
years gone has been removed. I seek the assistance
of the minister in considering this issue in
consultation with the Minister for Public Transport.
He should indicate that there should be a transport
subsidy for apprentices on block release training
away from their usual homes which are usually, as I
have indicated, in metropolitan Melbourne. Many
people are finding great difficulty with this
situation. Many concessions have been provided by
the Department of Transport, but this is one
concession that should be considered again to assist
country apprentices.

Trams: fare collection
I ask the Minister for Fair Trading to investigate the
operations of Jack the Ripper immediately and to
ensure that the activities of that business conform
with the law.

Apprentices: transport subsidies
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) - I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training in another place. I ask the
minister at the table to pass my comments on to him.
Recently I received representations from a
constituent who expressed concern about the
assistance provided for apprentices, particularly
when they undertake block release programs in
metropolitan Melbourne away from their usual
centre.

Last year I made representations to the minister on
this issue. I highlighted the difficulties for country
apprentices and their families, many of whom are
living in difficult circumstances. I refer particularly
to those in the farming community who are
suffering because of the drought conditions that are

Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Public Transport a
matter relating to the current campaign called Ride
the Met Right to the Ground. It is designed to try to
get people to take public transport, especially to the
footy. You would have thought that was an
admirable objective - indeed, it is. The government
should be trying to get people to use public
transport to get to major events, particularly football
matches.

Unfortunately this is another area where the
government has bungled public transport quite
seriously. It is a spin-off from its failure to introduce
automatic ticketing machines. I shall report to the
house and demonstrate quite clearly the problems
that people are facing in paying their fares on public
transport and getting to football matches.
I have a report from Sue Currie of Hawthorn, who
went by tram to the Geelong versus Carlton match
earlier this month. She says that what would
normally take 15 minutes ended up being a
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45-minute ride. She says that 15 minutes into her
journey they had progressed only three stops. At the
stop where she got on the tram, 18 people were
waiting to board it They all had to pay the driver
because there was no conductor on board and, of
course, no automatic ticketing machines. They had
to pay the driver before the tram could proceed.
There was no safety zone and people queued up
across the roadway, obviously putting their lives at
risk and causing a severe traffic jam because vehicles
banked up behind them.

Angry motorists, three abreast, had gathered behind
this queue. They eventually gave up and barged
through. The tram driver also eventually gave up,
leaving people stranded at the tram stop. Once the
origina118 or so passengers had got on board,
another crowd had assembled at the tram stop. You
can imagine the chaos that ensued. To add to the
colour of it all, the tram driver got out of his tram
and yelled back at the people who were objecting
that they should write to Mr Kennett!
I direct the question of using conductor-less trams to
carry people to and from major sporting events to
the attention of the minister and suggest that if he
paid a little more attention to meeting the service
needs of the people he would get more revenue.

Wattletree Road, Eltham
Mr PIflLUPS (Eltham) - On behalf of the
electors of Eltham and Yan Yean I ask the Minister
for Industry and Employment to direct to the
attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports in
another place the issue of road funding and, in
particular, the state of Wattletree Road. Wattletree
Road is used by about 13 000 vehicles a day, most of
which traverse the Eltham electorate - and most of
which come from the electorate of Yan Yean.
Unfortunately the member for Yan Yean is never in
his electorate and is never available to speak to his
constituents because he is too busy running around
doing other things. Most of his constituents are
coming to me with their concerns about the
dangerous problems along Wattletree Road. This is a
very serious matter, and dealing with it takes up a
lot of my time.

A number of accidents have occurred along
Wattletree Road, which is why funding is urgently
needed. Recently an elderly person was killed in a
serious accident, just one of many. Since 1989,
18 accidents have been reported at the main
intersection, 14 of which have involved injuries and
half of which have been serious. Some of those 14

accidents have involved head-on collisions. Besides
the horror of people being maimed or killed, the cost
to the community has been close to $2 million..
The matter should have been addressed during the
10 years of Labor government neglect. The Labor
government did not spend any money on the
problem despite Eltham and Yan Yean being
represented by Labor members. The electorate of
Yan Yean is still suffering serious neglect. The
solution requires a lot of money. I know the
government is addressing the matter, but the need
for a solution is more urgent than usual. I hope the
minister will be able to find in the order of $200 000,
which would contribute significantly to the solution.
In the absence of their local member, who is never
around, I have promised the people of Yan Yean that
action will be taken. They have already named him
The Ghost All he does is speak; he is never seen.
Headlines in the local paper refer to him as 'The
Gutless Wonder of the Yan Yean electorate'. 'That is
true to form - especially his failure to raise matters
as serious as the need for road funding in the Yan
Yean and Eltham areas.

Police: Portarlington station
Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services an advertisement in the Geelong Advertiser
of Saturday, 29 April. The advertisement refers to
the auction of a property at 10 Drysdale Street,
Portarlington.. It talks about the buyers being able to
walk to the beach, the park and the shops and gives
a wonderful description of the house. Unfortunately,
the house happens to be part of the Portarlington
police station complex. The house was the centre of
some controversy in January, when it was taken off
the market. It is now back on the market.
It is very much part of the government's plan to sell
some 44 police houses, mainly in rural areas.
Honourable members opposite should be concerned
about that. 'That is very much the thin end of the
wedge. The government's ultimate intention is to
phase out many small country police stations. 1llis is
the first step. In the case of Portarlington, the nearest
police station is 25 to 30 minutes away.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Jasper interjected.
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The SPEAKER -Order! The debate cannot
continue in this vein. The honourable member for
Murray Valley will remain silent
Mr HAERMEYER - I urge the minister to stop
the sale of police housing for nothing more than
ideological reasons. I have been driven to do this
because, despite the many approaches made to him
by the residents of Portarlington, the honourable
member for Bellarine has not helped in any way at
all. I have been told by the residents that he has
opposed and obstructed their endeavours to save
the police house - The SPEAKER - Order! Stop the clock. Over the
past few weeks I have noticed the tendency for
members to use the adjournment debate to criticise
other members. H members care to look at previous
rulings of mine and those of other Speakers, they
will see that that is not in accordance with the
practices of this house.
I ask members to use the opportunities offered by
the adjournment debate for the betterment of their
constituencies. To put it in football parlance so that
everyone understands, I do not mind them giving
backhanders as they go through the pack, but
attacking other members in a direct way is not in
accordance with the best practices of the house.

Mr HAERMEYER - Mr Speaker, I have raised
the matter in this way because of the complaints
brought to me by Bellarine electors, who have not
been able to gain any satisfaction from their local
member.
The Portarlington area has a large holiday
population. Its special circumstances require a
24-hour police presence, and the police house
situated in the locality provides that I advise the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services to
consider the matter very seriously because it is of
great concern to Portarlington residents -just as it
is to the residents of the areas affected by the
proposed sale of the other 44 police houses.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Tullamarine Freeway: lighting
Mr FINN (Tu.l1mlarine) - I ask the Minister for
Public Transport to direct to the attention of the
Minister for Roads and Ports in another place the
lack of lighting on the Tullamarine Freeway, which

is in my electorate, from the Carrick Drive overpass
right up to the airport

In my view the airport is Victoria's and Melbourne's
greatest asset. It is very much the gateway to
Melbourne - as, indeed, is the Tullamarine
Freeway. Unfortunately, because there are no lights,
the first thing tourists see at night when they leave
the airport is nothing! That does not give the right
impression to tourists, which is that Melbourne is
the exciting, vibrant place that we all know it to be.

During the past two and a half years the
government has done much for tourism in this state.
PrOviding the necessary lighting would be another
major boost and would make Melbourne an even
more attractive proposition for visitors.
In particular, the Mickleham Road exit, heading to
the airport, has no lighting along it at all. If drivers
are not concentrating they can miss the exit
altogether. Of course, that is the entrance to
Gladstone Park, Tullamarine, Westmeadows and
Greenvale, as well as that potential jewel of
Melbourne tourism, the upper reaches of the
Moonee Ponds Creek.
There is also a safety issue involved. The minister
should direct his attention to this matter as soon as
possible, because thousands of VIPs live out there.
They are VIPs because they live in my electorate! I
am concerned not only about their safety but about
what I believe to be a lack of attention to that part of
the Tullamarine Freeway, which is the start of most
people's visits to Melbourne.

Responses
Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) The honourable member for Footscray raised issues
in respect of an article from which he quoted and
which he called 'Which bums, which beds'.
Let me say from the outset that mandatory reporting
in this state was introduced in November 1993. Since
that time, particularly in the first year, there has
been an increase in the reporting rate of
approximately 52 per cent To match that, right
across the state the government has allocated
$11.6 million of additional, new money -an extra
25 per cent of the child protection service budget to meet the huge increased demand as a result of the
increased reporting.

The government is now spending more money in
protecting children than is any other state in
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Australia. We now have more child protection
officers in place and working in the field than we
have ever had in Victoria's history. We are spending
more money than any other state and we have about
650 workers in the field at the coalface. We now
have a 24-hour, 7-days-a-week child protection
service, and we have fully implemented all the
recommendations of substance in community
services as recommended by Mr Justice Fogarty.
The figures quoted by the honourable member for
Footscrayare not correct He quoted figures from a
report of the coalition of welfare agencies. Following
inquiries of my own officers and an investigation of
the matter by my department, I am informed the
report is fatally flawed regarding the accuracy of the
statistics.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr JOHN - I am sorry, but I have had them
checked and the department assures me the figures
are wrong.
I also point out that Mr Justice Fogarty, who is often
quoted as a critic of mine, is on the public record as
giving qualified support for our reforms in the
western region. He is pleased with the reforms in
that region.
I shall contrast this government's performance in
child protection with the performance of the
opposition when in government On the day Labor
left office, the daily average of unallocated cases in
Footscray in the western region was 45 cases - that
is,45 unallocated. cases every day. I have been
informed as recently as 10 minutes ago by my
manager in child protection that there are now no
unallocated cases in the region.

Indeed, the proof of the pudding is in the ea ting:
mandatory reporting has been a huge success
because the substantiation rate has stood up despite
the increase in the number of reports. Therefore, the
only conclusion that can be drawn is that we have
flushed out hitherto unreported child abuse. We
have also put proportionately more resources into
the western region than any other region so that we
can pick up the extra demand, which historically
seems always to have existed there under many past
governments.
The honourable member for Bundoora raised the
question of the legal action launched yesterday by
the Kew Cottages parents association against the
government and me. Obviously that matter is now
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before the courts. I am disappointed that the parents
have seen fit to take this action. I believe it is
misguided and I can tell the house the action will be
defended strenuously.
We have already made very substantial
improvements, and are continuing to do so, out at
Kew. It is the oldest institution for which I am
responsible and houses about 440 intellectually
disabled people.
We have already made substantial improvements in
converting dormitories into units and flats. At
innumerable meetings that I have attended over the
past month or so I have offered the parents of
children at Kew Cottages $2.1 million of new money
to be spent over the next 18 months for the
replacement of staff and additional day programs. I
also assured them that over that IS-month period we
would fix up, renovate and refurbish the four blocks
because they are in very bad condition and lack
privacy. I have assured them we will continue the
renovation of the dormitories and provide flats and
units on site.
I advise the house that in discussions Mr Welshman
and Mr Molloy, who represent the association, have
told me, There is nothing personal about this
because you as minister and the Kennett
government have done more for Kew Cottages than
any government has ever done in the past'. They
said the reason they were taking court action was
they would like faster action because under 10 years
of Labor neglect nothing had been done while the
Labor government deserted the very people it said it
would support
The honourable member for Bundoora raised the
question of legal process and court costs. She is
clearly showing her ignorance of the legal process in
this state. It is the courts that order costs. It is the
courts that make decisions about who is right or
wrong. It is the courts that usually, and often, make
orders for costs for successful parties. I am confident
that I will be the successful party.
Ms Garbutt - On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I
also raised a matter about the state plan, which is
part of the legal action. The minister has not uttered
one word about the state plan, whether it is there or
not

The SPEAKER - Order! The minister may reply
in any way he wishes. The same stringent rules do
not apply to this debate as they do to question time.
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Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - The honourable member for
Frankston raised a matter raised with him by
Mrs Felicity McKenzie, who is the coach of the KooI
Katz, a jWlior basketball team in the Frankston and
District Basketball Association.
I sympathise with the concern of Mrs McKenzie
about children in the 8-to-12 years age groups who
have to play sport in indoor stadiums when the
temperature is more than 40 degrees Celsius. It is
impossible for them to perform adequately at that
temperature and it is probably even more difficult
for some people older than that.
I agree with the honourable member for Frankston
that a contingency plan should be in place so that in
such warm conditions, particularly with underage
sports, matches should be postponed or deferred; or
if they cannot be rescheduled the teams could share
the points, rather than a team having to forfeit to
another team that is prepared to go on. No team
should be disadvantaged because of conditions that
are not of their own making.

Although a policy is needed, this issue begs the
wider question. As minister I have endeavoured, as
did my predecessor, to increase the participation
levels of our young people in sport and physical
education. We need to encourage people to play
sport, not turn them off it Therefore, as the
honourable member for Frankston suggests, I will
raise this matter with sporting organisations in
general - probably the state sports council - which
may be able to lay down a policy for my
consideration and provide suggestions to the
basketball organisation which runs its own affairs.
The honourable member for Rodney directed to the
attention of the Minister for Natural Resources
allocations of irrigation water in northern Victoria. I
will ensure the minister responds to the honourable
member on the specific questions he raised.
The honourable member for Werribee directed to the
attention of the Minister for Fair Trading his concern
about a.seller of second-hand goods on consignment
in Werribee. Apparently the name of the proprietor
is Jack the Ripper. There are some apparent
irregularities with payment for goods sold on behalf
of the people who have left goods with Jack the
Ripper. I will ensure the Minister for Fair Trading
responds to the honourable member for Werribee.
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The honourable member for Murray Valley directed
a matter to the attention of the Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training in the other place about
difficulties experienced by country apprentices due
to the distances they must travel for schooling,
thereby creating problems with transport costs as
well as the cost of board when they have block
releases. I am sure the minister will address that
matter and will return to the honourable member
with an appropriate response.
The honourable member for Thomastown directed
to the attention of the Minister for Public Transport
an article in the press referring to trams without
conductors. He said the trams appear to delay
traffic, as well as the people boarding those trams
when trying to travel to the football. He also said the
public transport service is not as regular as it is on
weekdays. I will bring that matter to the attention of
the minister and ask him for a reply.
The honourable member for Eltham was concerned
about repair work needed on Wattletree Road apparently $200 000 is the amount required. He
directed his concern to the attention of the Minister
for Roads and Ports in the other place, and I will
ensure the minister responds to the honourable
member's concern.
The honourable member for Yan Yean directed to
the attention of the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services the sale of police houses,
particularly the house of the policeman at
Portarlington. I will draw that matter to the
attention of the minister. I am sure he will reply to
the honourable member with a definitive answer.
The honourable member for Tullamarine directed to
the attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports in
the other house the lighting on the Tullamarine
Freeway and its ability to show off the freeway as
the gateway to Melbourne. He was also concerned
about the matter from a safety angle. I assure the
honourable member that when the area in question
was in the electorate I represented it was well looked
after. I am delighted to know that continues to be the
case. I will ensure the minister replies to the
honourable member for Tullamarine in due course.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 3.54 p.m. until Wednesday,
26 April.
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